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Introduction 

 

The relationship between science and religion is often portrayed as one of interminable 

conflict. In contemporary media, this is a commonplace assumption, and, outside the 

work of specialists in the history of religion and science, that assumption also persists 

to a considerable degree within the academy.1  One of the most commonly invoked 

flashpoints in the supposed conflict between science and religion is evolution. A recent 

article by the sociologist Eric Silva argues that, while there is no essential 

contradiction between accepting evolutionary theory and maintaining religious faith, 

evolution’s position in public discourse is as a ‘front in the enduring American culture 

wars’. Silva’s analysis demonstrates that, in contemporary discourse, evolution is used 

as a framing device, a means of polarising debate and of legitimising or delegitimising 

the worldview of those who hold opposing views. Yet Silva’s research also makes 

clear that this is a relatively recent phenomenon. He credits fellow sociologist Peter 

Berger with first identifying the phenomenon, and traces its current incarnation to the 

1970s, and its roots to the Scopes ‘monkey trial’ in 1925.2 Yet evolution via natural 

selection was first popularised by Charles Darwin in 1859, and so has been part of 

public discourse for considerably longer than since the 1920s. 3  Further, the 

contemporary debate is geographically rooted in the United States, and is thus 

primarily, though not exclusively, an American phenomenon. The precise historical 

and geographical origins of evolutionary theory seem, therefore, to be rather tenuously 

connected to contemporary debate. The concept of an uninterrupted causal chain 

between Darwin and current arguments between science and religion, particularly as 

part of a larger, continual state of conflict, thus requires further research. 

 

This thesis investigates the Victoria Institute, the world’s first explicitly anti-

evolutionary organisation, formed in London in 1865. It covers the period between 

1865 and 1932, from the Victoria Institute’s formation, through its most productive 

                                                
1 D.C. Lindberg and R. L. Numbers (eds), When science and Christianity meet (Chicago, 2008); R. L. 
Numbers (ed), Galileo goes to jail and other myths about science and religion (Cambridge, MA, 2010).  
2 Eric Silva, ‘Stigmatization and validation of atheism, literalism, and non-literalism in the discourse 
over evolutionary theory’ in Secularism and Nonreligion, vii (2018), pp 1, 2, 3, 11; Peter Berger, The 
sacred canopy: elements of a sociological theory of religion (Garden City, NY, 1967). 
3 Charles Darwin, On the origin of species by means of natural selection (London, 1859). 
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and successful period, and its subsequent decline after 1918. 4  It also allows the 

chronological gap between Darwin and Scopes to be bridged within a very different 

cultural space than the United States, which has received most of the scholarly 

attention on the topic. Indeed, David Bebbington has argued that while 

fundamentalism affected Britain, its controversies were ‘storms in a teacup when 

compared with the blizzards of invective that swept contemporary America’, and so 

this thesis attempts to explain and evaluate these relatively mild points of conflict.5 

The Victoria Institute’s membership of professed Christians pledged to defend 

‘revealed truth from “the oppositions of science, falsely so called”’.6 It therefore offers 

a case study in the relationship between science and religion, an opportunity to 

interrogate the conflict thesis, and to investigate the nineteenth-century origins of one 

of the most contentious points of conflict in that relationship.  

 

Somewhat ironically, the conflict thesis has its roots in the nineteenth century 

and in the respective publications of A.D. White and J.W. Draper. In 1869, the 

historian and university administrator Andrew Dickson White delivered a lecture in 

New York entitled The Battlefields of Science. In it, Dickson gave the earliest 

expression of the conflict thesis: 

 

In all modern history, interference with science in the supposed interest of 

religion, no matter how conscientious such interference may have been, has 

resulted in the direst evils both to religion and to science … on the other hand, 

all untrammelled scientific investigation, no matter how dangerous to religion 

some of its stages may have seemed for the time to be, has invariably resulted 

in the highest good both of religion and of science.7 

 

                                                
4 The Victoria Institute still exists today, using the working name Faith and Thought. Its journal, JTVI, 
was renamed Faith and Thought in 1958, and in 1988 merged into Science and Christian Belief, a 
cooperative effort with the group Christians in Science.  
5 D.W. Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: a history from the 1730s to the 1980s (London, 
2003), p. 227. 
6 JTVI, i (1867), p. 30. 
7 A. D. White, A history of the warfare of science with theology in Christendom (2 vols, New York, 
1896) i, p. viii; D.N. Livingstone, ‘Re-placing Darwinism and Christianity’ in Lindberg and Numbers 
(eds), When science and Christianity meet, p. 192. 
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White’s lecture attracted considerable attention after being printed in the New York 

Tribune, and was republished as a short book, The Warfare of Science. The Irish 

physicist John Tyndall, a staunch advocate of a strict demarcation between scientific 

and religious authority, wrote the preface to a British edition, published in 1876.8  

 

Meanwhile, the historian John William Draper had published his own work 

proposing a conflict thesis, History of the Conflict between Religion and Science 

(1875). The title made clear Draper’s argument that religion and science were locked 

in conflict, and that this conflict was part of an on-going historical struggle.9 Yet 

Draper’s work was as much an anti-Catholic tract as it was an objective scholarly 

account. History of the Conflict between Religion and Science is, as David Livingstone 

observes, ‘a book more often referred to than read’, and in it Draper exploited a veneer 

of historical integrity in order to attack the Catholic Church in the wake of the First 

Vatican Council, which had introduced the doctrine of papal infallibility and 

challenged liberal and materialist thought.10 By cloaking his political argument in a 

historical narrative, Draper hoped to lend an air of academic rigour to what was 

essentially a polemic. White thought that Draper had produced the definitive work on 

science and religion, and ‘had ended the matter’.11 Nevertheless, White continued 

working on potential material for a new book until, buoyed by the increasingly positive 

reception of his work, he published what he hoped would be his own comprehensive 

history of the science-religion conflict, A History of the Warfare of Science with 

Theology in Christendom (1896). Echoing Draper, White argued that science and 

religion, specifically Christianity, were, and had been, locked in a long and brutal 

conceptual war.  

 

White offered a simple narrative with a straightforward thesis, and a 

compelling hook. However, that thesis owed more to White’s conviction ‘that the 

proper trope for the relationship of science and theology was warfare, not union’, than 

                                                
8 White, History of the warfare of science with theology, ix; idem. The warfare of science (1877). 
9 J. W. Draper, A history of the conflict between religion and science (New York, 1875). 
10 Livingstone, ‘Re-placing Darwinism and Christianity’, p. 193 
11 White, History of the warfare of science with theology, p. ix. 
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it did to historical analysis.12 Indeed, White shared with Draper more than an intriguing 

argument; both had an ideological axe to grind. Where Draper was perturbed by the 

anti-modernist tendencies of the Catholic Church, White’s cause was academic 

freedom.13  White introduced History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in 

Christendom as ‘a sort of Festschrift’ to Cornell University, and to the ‘ideas for which 

so bitter a struggle was made at its foundation’.14 White had co-founded Cornell using 

funds generated by the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862, but had faced an uphill 

struggle to establish a first class, non-sectarian university rather than see the available 

money divided between existing denominational colleges. The aggrieved leadership 

of those colleges waged war against White in both New York’s state legislature and 

its press. When Cornell finally opened in 1865 it was derided as a ‘godless’ 

establishment whose students were ‘raw recruits of Satan’, a claim that vexed the 

deeply religious White.15 In order to advance a political argument through their work, 

Draper and White both engaged in a process of ‘writing history backward’ by 

projecting their own arguments onto historical figures.16  

 

Despite being more ideological than historical, the Draper-White conflict 

thesis remains ‘common with journalists, much of the American public, and more than 

a few academics. Within the community of natural scientists, for example, warfare 

language is still routine.’17 So powerful and pervasive is this imagery, particularly its 

simplicity, its vividness, and its polemical utility, that James Moore suggests that ‘the 

idea of science and religion at “war” has become an integral part of Western 

intellectual culture’.18 Similarly, the historian of science Ronald Numbers argues that 

the ‘greatest myth in the history of science and religion holds that they have been in a 

state of constant conflict’.19 Numbers’s edited volume, Galileo Goes to Jail, debunks 

                                                
12 Allen Guelzo, ‘The science of duty: moral philosophy and the epistemology of science in nineteenth-
century America’ in D. N. Livingstone, D. G. Hart, and Mark Noll (eds), Evangelicals and science in 
historical perspective (New York, 1999), p. 267. 
13 J. R. Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies: a study of the protestant struggle to come to terms 
with Darwin in Great Britain and America 1870-1900 (Cambridge, 1979), p. 36. 
14 White, History of the warfare of science with theology, p. xi. 
15 White, The warfare of science, p. 144; Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies, p. 35. 
16 Livingstone, ‘Re-placing Darwinism and Christianity’, p. 193. 
17 Edward Davis, ‘Christianity and early modern science: the Foster thesis reconsidered’ in Livingstone, 
Hart, and Noll (eds), Evangelicals and science in historical perspective, pp 89-90. 
18 Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies, p. 20. 
19 Numbers, ‘Introduction’ in idem. Galileo goes to jail, pp 1-2. 
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twenty-five myths about the relationship between science and religion, four of which 

are attributed to White.20 The most significant of these was the Oxford debate between 

Bishop Samuel Wilberforce and the biologist T. H. Huxley in 1860. The debate serves 

as a potent example of how the historiography of nineteenth-century science and 

religion is more susceptible to narrativising than to weighing evidence. White’s 

version of the tale sees Huxley deliver a stinging riposte to Wilberforce’s boast that 

he was not descended from a monkey. According to White, ‘this shot reverberated 

through England, and indeed through other countries’. More recent commentators 

have also recounted the event, such as the physicist M. M. Woolfson, who claimed 

more than half of the audience supported Wilberforce. However, no vote was taken at 

the event, which, David Livingstone notes, quoting the historian Frank James, led to 

a myth being ‘still trotted out uncritically to this day’. In fact, few first-hand accounts 

of the debate survive, ‘and those that do exist contradict one another’. The use of the 

debate as a pars pro toto for the relationship between science and religion is ‘altogether 

misguided.’21 As both Livingstone and Peter Bowler have argued, the actual course of 

events at the meeting is nearly impossible to determine, and Huxley’s supposed 

victories owe at least as much to a compelling narrative as they do to historical 

evidence.22   

 

An investigation of the Victoria Institute, an explicitly Christian organisation 

with an interest in scientific matters, allows an investigation of the nineteenth-century 

context in which the conflict thesis was first proposed. Papers presented at the Victoria 

Institute were collected and published annually and were often accompanied by mostly 

verbatim accounts of discussion that followed. This allows for a much-refined 

understanding of how debates over science and religion played out in the years after 

Darwin, with support from textual evidence rather than narrative expediency, and with 

consideration paid to the specific cultural setting in which the conflict thesis emerged. 

Victorian Britain supposedly underwent a process of religious turmoil, commonly 

dubbed a crisis of faith. Many interpretations regard the apparent crisis as one step in 

                                                
20 Numbers (ed.), Galileo goes to jail, pp 43-4, 123, 60-61, 153-4. 
21 D. N. Livingstone, ‘Myth 17: that Huxley defeated Wilberforce in their debate over evolution and 
religion.’ in Numbers (ed.) Galileo goes to jail, pp 153-4, 154, 155, 156. 
22 D. N. Livingstone, Darwin’s forgotten defenders: the encounter between evangelical theology and 
evolutionary thought (Vancouver, 1997), pp 32-5; idem., ‘Re-placing Darwinism and Christianity’, pp 
189-91; Peter Bowler, Monkey trials and gorilla sermons (Cambridge, MA, 2007), pp 106-7. 
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the process of secularisation, as an inevitable consequence of rationalism, modernity, 

and the advance of science, particularly in the wake of Darwin.23 This approach has 

been decried by J. C. D. Clark as a flawed ‘grand narrative’, which, like the conflict 

thesis, is itself ahistorical. 24  Work from historians such as Frank Turner, Hugh 

McLeod, Callum Brown, Timothy Larsen, and Dominic Erdozain has convincingly 

demonstrated that this crisis of faith was as much motivated by religious as by secular 

intellectual concerns, and that it does not fit neatly within a secularisation narrative. 

Larsen argues that vocal doubt created so much consternation precisely because 

Victorian and Edwardian Britain was a deeply religious society. Indeed, Brown makes 

a compelling case that this era represents the high point for popular religiosity in 

Britain; rather than diminishing after the publication of Origin of Species, Britain was 

intensely religious well into the twentieth century.25   

 

Historians have now recognised and demonstrated the ‘shallowness, futility, 

and wrongheadedness of treating controversies involving religion and science simply 

as skirmishes in an ongoing, inevitable conflict between contradictory ways of 

viewing the world’.26 The Victoria Institute offers an opportunity to investigate some 

of the more nuanced interpretations proposed as alternatives to the conflict thesis. One 

of the most compelling of these alternatives is that suggested by Frank Turner. Turner 

argues that ‘without questioning the presence, validity, or significance of the 

epistemological disagreements, it is possible to question the adequacy of the enduring 

conflict approach as a wholly satisfactory historical interpretation of the Victorian 

conflict between science and religion’. Rather than one episode in an intractable war, 

the relationship was in fact a ‘shift in social and intellectual authority’ primarily 

motivated by the nascent professionalisation of the scientific community. With the 

emergence of a professional scientific elite, a distinction began to be drawn with the 

                                                
23 Steve Bruce, God is dead: secularization in the West (Oxford, 2002). 
24 J. C. D. Clark, ‘Secularization and modernization: the failure of a “grand narrative”’ in Historical 
Journal, lv (2012), pp 161-94. 
25 Frank Turner, ‘The Victorian crisis of faith and the faith that was lost’ in R. J. Helmstadter and 
Bernard Lightman (eds), Victorian faith in crisis (London, 1990), pp 9-38; Hugh McLeod, 
Secularisation in Western Europe, 1848-1914 (London, 2000); Callum Brown, The death of Christian 
Britain: understanding secularisation, 1800–2000 (Oxford, 2009); Timothy Larsen, Crisis of doubt: 
honest faith in nineteenth-century England (Oxford, 2006); Dominic Erdozain, The soul of doubt: the 
religious roots of unbelief from Luther to Marx (Oxford, 2016). 
26 Davis, ‘Christianity and early modern science’, p. 75. 
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gentleman amateurs, often clergymen, who had traditionally undertaken much 

scientific research. The harsh rhetoric of the ensuing conflict was thus a symptom of 

the ferocity with which some scientists were determined to secularise and 

professionalise the discipline, wresting the cultural and social authority of science 

away from theology and religious authority.27  

 

James Moore has also challenged the broad conflict thesis, though he also 

notes instances where the military metaphor is an apt description. Moore identifies as 

a protagonist in the conflict the X Club, the scientific society and dining club that 

counted T. H. Huxley, John Tyndall, and Herbert Spencer among its members, and 

which advocated a strong demarcation between science and religion. With the X Club, 

Moore pinpoints an occasion where the conflict thesis is broadly supported by the 

evidence, reflecting ‘the second major implication of the military metaphor, the idea 

of distinct organisation’.28 Here, there is at least evidence of a struggle, although, as 

Livingstone cautions, it was ‘not so much between science and theology, but between 

scientists and clergymen’.29 Huxley and Tyndall favoured an aggressive secularisation 

of the sciences, with Huxley presented as the general of the ‘Darwinian legions’.30 

Similarly, Tyndall’s thundering Belfast address of 1874 is an example of ‘an assault 

mounted by the new scientific priesthood’.31 Moore thus follows Turner in describing 

a dynamic contest for social and intellectual authority rather than one particularly 

violent battle in an ongoing war. The Victoria Institute, founded in an attempt to 

provide an organised response to these attacks, is thus another protagonist in this 

apparent conflict.  

 

According to Turner, debates within religious denominations also played a role 

both in the apparent conflict and in the purported crisis of faith. The influence of the 

Oxford Movement meant that many Church of England clergy were keen to prevent 

any further surrender of theological or philosophical principle in an effort better to 

                                                
27 Frank Turner, ‘The Victorian conflict between science and religion: a professional dimension’ in Isis, 
lxix (1978), p. 358. 
28 Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies, pp 17-122, 84-5, 85. 
29 Livingstone, ‘Re-placing Darwinism and Christianity’, p. 183. 
30 Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies, p. 85. 
31 Livingstone, ‘Re-placing Darwinism and Christianity’, pp 200-201. 
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accord with science, since this would constitute a surrender to extraecclesiastical 

authority. ‘Science’, Turner argues, ‘especially as defined by the professional man of 

science and as accepted by the contemporary liberal or Broad Church theologian, was 

part and parcel of the liberalism rejected by the Tractarians’.32 Similarly, liberalising 

trends in theology were deeply concerning to conservative Christians. Particularly 

worrisome was higher criticism, which sought to apply techniques from literary 

criticism to the Bible and understand the context of its composition. This was an 

attempt by liberal theologians to find accommodation between Christian faith and the 

intellectual culture of the nineteenth century.  Through their work, the higher critics 

challenged the historicity of the Bible, such as the idea that the entire Pentateuch was 

authored by Moses. This perturbed conservatives because it required a modified 

understanding of the relationship between God and humans; rather than the ultimate 

authority in all matters of dogma and a factually-accurate historical record, the Bible 

was now to be understood as a record of the religious experience of an ancient people. 

Working through history, God progressively revealed himself to his people, and this 

relationship was now human, emotional, personal, and experiential, rather than 

mediated through the study of abstract theology.33  

 

These concerns sat alongside the moral concerns about orthodox Christian 

doctrine, such as eternal punishment, that were also an important component of the 

supposed crisis of faith.34 The Victoria Institute counted a few professional scientists 

among its members, and many more gentleman amateurs; it therefore constitutes a 

rich source of potential evidence to  Turner’s thesis. A significant portion of members 

were also members of the clergy, allowing investigation of a particular subset of the 

gentleman amateur, the parson naturalist, and also an examination of some of the 

concerns of clerics about this struggle for authority. Investigating the Victoria Institute 

                                                
32 Turner, ‘The Victorian conflict between science and religion’, pp 358, 359, 364, 368. 
33 Gerald Parsons, ‘Biblical criticism in Victorian Britain: from controversy to acceptance?’ in RVB, ii, 
238-57; George Marsden, Understanding fundamentalism and evangelicalism (Grand Rapids, 1991), 
pp 32-4; J. W. Rogerson, The Bible and criticism in Victorian Britain: profiles of F. D. Maurice and 
William Robertson Smith (Sheffield, 1995); Timothy Larsen, A people of one book: the Bible and the 
Victorians (Oxford, 2012). 
34  H. R. Murphy, ‘The ethical revolt against Christian orthodoxy in early Victorian England’ in 
American Historical Review, lx (1955), pp 800-817; Michael Bartholomew, ‘The moral critique of 
Christian orthodoxy’ in RVB, ii, 166-90; Parsons, ‘Biblical criticism in Victorian Britain’; Larsen, 
Crisis of doubt; Erdozain, The soul of doubt. 
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in terms of a contest for cultural and intellectual authority therefore allows the broader 

processes in which that contest is situated to be examined. It also demonstrates how 

concerns about liberal theology and the moral implications of orthodox doctrine were 

articulated in relation to other philosophical issues by well-educated Christians. 

 

The secularisation of the public sphere and the professionalisation of scientific 

disciplines are often described by philosophers and sociologists of science as 

‘boundary-work’. These were attempts to demarcate fields of knowledge that had 

implications for the legitimacy of that knowledge placed outside the bounds of 

science.35 Much of the research on these processes has focused on the work of figures 

such as Tyndall and Huxley, advocates for a strict demarcation between science and 

other disciplines. Many of the boundaries established in this period continue to exist 

in the present day, and so are accepted uncritically. The unsuccessful attempts to resist 

a strict boundary, or attempts to demarcate science along different lines, have received 

rather less attention. The Victoria Institute considered itself a bastion of true science, 

opposed to ‘science, falsely so called’. A study of the Victoria Institute is thus an 

opportunity to examine the other side of this boundary work, an organisation that not 

only resisted attempts to exclude amateurs and religious concerns from scientific 

discussion, but also made a forceful case for its own definition of science. On one side 

of this boundary stood a professional intellectual elite, on the other, fighting for 

inclusion, was the Victoria Institute and an enduring intellectual tradition based on 

virtue, nationalism, philosophy, and a providential worldview. Study of the Victoria 

Institute, then, reveals the struggle over contested definitions of science. Clearly, what 

historical actors mean when they use a particular word is important, and those 

categories do not always neatly fit their contemporary usage. ‘Science’, ‘evolution’, 

and ‘Darwinism’, for instance, were invoked to mean very different things, and study 

of the Victoria Institute illuminates some of these competing definitions.   

 

                                                
35 Pierre Bourdieu, ‘The specificity of the scientific field and the social conditions of the progress of 
reason’ in Sociology of Science, xiv (1975), pp 19-47; Thomas Gieryn, ‘Boundary-work and the 
demarcation of science from non-science: strains and interests in professional ideologies of scientists’ 
in American Sociological Review, xlviii (1983), pp 781-95; idem., ‘John Tyndall's double boundary-
work: science, religion, and mechanics in Victorian England’ in idem. (ed), Cultural boundaries of 
science: credibility on the line (Chicago, 1999), pp 37-64. 
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For the Victoria Institute, and for the milieu in which it operated, science was 

a methodology and a philosophical approach rather than a discipline. This 

methodology was based on the work of Francis Bacon, the Stuart-era philosopher and 

statesman who was held in such esteem that he acted almost as British science’s patron 

saint. Indeed, such was the reverence for Bacon that this methodology was commonly 

referred to as ‘Baconianism’. The key tenets of Baconianism were an emphasis on 

empirical evidence, that is, data acquired by observation or experimentation, and 

inductive reasoning, which allows for general explanations based on those specific 

pieces of empirical data. Baconianism stood in opposition to hypotheses, speculation, 

and deductive reasoning, which were viewed with suspicion and considered the 

preserve of Continental metaphysicians. Although Baconianism was considered the 

only authentic scientific methodology, by the nineteenth century it was most often 

followed nominally rather than assiduously, since most scientific progress relied on 

hypotheses. Nevertheless, it was a commonplace for Bacon to be invoked, and his 

name leant intellectual authority and legitimacy to those who claimed to operate 

according to his methodology. 36 The discussion of Baconianism raises two important 

points which are crucial to this thesis. The first is that the Baconian scientific 

methodology was not exclusively the preserve of the hard or physical sciences. Rather, 

any intellectual pursuit which was undertaken using the inductive methodology 

qualified as authentically scientific and was therefore a legitimate area of interest for 

the Victoria Institute. Second, underpinning the Baconian approach was the belief that 

an investigation of the natural world undertaken according to that methodology would 

reveal evidence of God’s work and providence; that is, any legitimate science would 

always concur with scripture. 

 

The interpretation of Baconianism favoured at the Victoria Institute was 

commonly held alongside another philosophical system, the Scottish school of 

Common Sense realism. This system originated in the thought of Thomas Reid (1710-

96) as a response to the scepticism of his contemporary David Hume, but in the mid-

                                                
36 Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies, pp 194, 204; Richard Yeo, ‘Science and intellectual 
authority in mid-nineteenth-century Britain: Robert Chambers and “Vestiges of the Natural History of 
Creation”’ in Victorian Studies, xxviii (1984), pp 21-2; idem., ‘An idol of the market-place: 
Baconianism in nineteenth century Britain’ in History of Science, xxiii (1985), pp 251-98; Bernard 
Lightman, Victorian popularizers of science: designing nature for new audiences (Chicago, 2007), p. 
5. 
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nineteenth century its best-known proponent was James McCosh (1811-94), who 

taught at Queen’s College, Belfast, and latterly at the College of New Jersey, which 

was to become Princeton University. Common Sense held that the natural world, 

humans and their minds included, was ontologically real and had been created through 

God’s providence. Using their mental faculties, humans could therefore clearly and 

directly apprehend the true facts of the natural world. This entailed the use of empirical 

data, gathered by the senses, and was therefore a Baconian, scientific, endeavour. 

Further, since human mental faculties were God-given and broadly reliable, careful 

examination of scripture could also lead to similarly certain knowledge. 37 Put together, 

Baconianism and Common Sense provided a particular worldview, one in which 

evidence of God’s providential design would be obvious and unmistakeable to those 

who examined it using the correct methodology. Indeed, since the mental faculties 

which allowed this evidence to be easily apprehended were common to all humans, 

there was no need for abstract speculation or hypotheses; all that was needed was 

human reason and the books of nature and scripture. 

 

One further important feature of this fusion of Common Sense and Baconian 

methodology was that, although it was popular among North American Protestants, it 

had a distinctly British heritage. Indeed, in 1874 the Canadian naturalist John William 

Dawson told a meeting of the Victoria Institute that he wished to ‘restore our English 

science to the domain of common sense and sound induction’.38  The reliance on 

Baconianism, and the distrust of speculation, were held to be responsible for Britain’s 

eminence in science, industry, and empire. Sujit Sivasundaram, for instance, has 

persuasively argued that this distinctly British conception of science underpinned the 

work of British missionaries in the Pacific during the nineteenth century, while several 

papers presented at the Victoria Institute during the First World War contrasted the 

national character and philosophies of Britain and Germany to explain why the former 

was a more suitable imperial power, reflecting an earlier struggle between British and 

                                                
37 Alexander Broadie, A history of Scottish philosophy (Edinburgh, 2010), pp 235-8; J. D. Hoeveler, 
James McCosh and the Scottish intellectual tradition from Glasgow to Princeton (Princeton, NJ, 1981); 
D. N. Livingstone, ‘James McCosh and the Scottish Intellectual Tradition’, in Alvin Jackson and D. N. 
Livingstone (eds) Queen’s thinkers: essays on the intellectual heritage of a university, (Belfast, 2008), 
pp 19–30; George Marsden, Fundamentalism and American culture (2nd ed., Oxford, 2006), pp 16-8. 
38 J. W. Dawson, ‘The present state of inquiries as to the introduction of genera and species in geological 
time’ in JTVI, vii (1874), p. 389. 
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German physicists for scientific authority.39 This particularly British conception of 

science explains why such pains were taken by the Victoria Institute to court Victorian 

Britain’s scientific elite. While the avowedly evangelical James Clerk Maxwell 

declined to join, his fellow physicists Sir George Gabriel Stokes and William 

Thomson, Lord Kelvin, both became members. Stokes, a serious, diligent 

administrator who keenly felt the weight of responsibility, became the Victoria 

Institute’s president, and relentlessly badgered his friend and colleague Kelvin into 

first joining and later addressing the society. Stokes’s role as the orthodox ‘gatekeeper’ 

of the scientific community in Victorian Britain made him perfectly suited to head the 

Victoria Institute, as did his enthusiasm for the natural theology of William Paley, 

committed to a harmonious understanding of science and arguments for the existence 

of God. Kelvin, meanwhile, was another shining example of its philosophy. Not only 

was Kelvin a world-renowned scientist, but, first through his father and then through 

his studies in Glasgow and Cambridge, had developed a Baconian, inductivist, 

Common Sense philosophical system, and a natural theology that, like Stokes, was 

indebted to Paley. Indeed, the standard biography of Kelvin, Energy and Empire, 

argues that Kelvin inherited from his father a strong distrust of hypotheses and 

metaphysics. Further, Kelvin had been the first scientist awarded a peerage, an honour 

that owed as much to his Unionist, anti-Home Rule politics as it did to his scientific 

accomplishments. Indeed, such was the perceived link between Protestantism, 

scientific achievement, and the British state, that Kelvin was joined in his opposition 

to Home Rule by erstwhile opponents, and frequent objects of ire at the Victoria 

Institute, T. H. Huxley and John Tyndall, who feared that a Catholic-dominated 

Ireland would hold back scientific advancement.40  

 

* * * * 

 

                                                
39 Sujit Sivasundaram, Nature and the godly empire (Cambridge, 2005); Crosbie Smith, The science of 
energy: a cultural history of energy physics in Victorian Britain (London, 1998); A. R. Holmes, 
‘Professor James Thomson Sr. and Lord Kelvin: religion, science, and Liberal Unionism in Ulster and 
Scotland’ in Journal of British Studies, l (2011), p. 118. 
40 Crosbie Smith and M. N. Wise, Energy and empire: a biographical study of Lord Kelvin (Cambridge, 
1989), p. xxi; Holmes, ‘Professor James Thomson Sr. and Lord Kelvin’, pp 101-2, 116-7, 121-3. 
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Historians of science and religion have demonstrated that the conflict 

metaphor is an inadequate tool for discussing the relationship between the two fields. 

Certainly, the Victoria Institute believed that no such conflict could exist, yet it had a 

less than harmonious relationship with some of the leading scientific theories of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It is therefore perfectly placed as a case 

study in that complex relationship. Some historians have indeed already discussed the 

Victoria Institute, and in particular its leading members. Yet, considering the 

prominence of some of those members in other fields, the number of references to the 

Institute in the existing literature is surprisingly small. No comprehensive study of the 

Victoria Institute has yet been published; indeed, the most thorough examination 

undertaken is an unpublished undergraduate manuscript from 1971. The only other 

studies with the Victoria Institute as their sole focus are two retrospective articles from 

the Victoria Institute itself. Even in general surveys of Victorian and Edwardian 

science and religion, scant reference is made to the Victoria Institute. When such 

references are made, they tend to be no longer than a few descriptive lines. Some 

studies of individual members also mention the Victoria Institute, although such 

references also tend to be brief. 

 

In February 1950, E. J. G. Titterington presented a paper at a meeting of the 

Victoria Institute. 41  This retrospective article, ‘The early history of the Victoria 

Institute’, represented the first attempt to explain the formation of that organisation. 

Titterington provided a basic overview of the first meetings and contrasted these with 

those in his own time. He also examined the motives for the Victoria Institute’s 

formation, particularly the intellectual culture of mid-Victorian Britain. This concise 

article provides a helpful starting point for research into the Victoria Institute. 

However, it is, in both senses of the word, partial. It relies almost entirely on the 

printed Transactions of the Victoria Institute; the only other sources featured are single 

references to Essays and Reviews and Is Evolution a Myth? (1949), a debate between 

the geneticist J. B. S. Haldane and the creationists Douglas Dewar and L. Merson 

Davies, which Titterington uses to contextualise the Victoria Institute at its formation 

                                                
41 E. J. G. Titterington, ‘The early history of the Victoria Institute’ in JTVI, lxxxii (1950), pp 52-69. 
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and at the time of his writing. 42 Titterington was writing as a member of the Victoria 

Institute, and presenting his research to his fellow members. Research conducted about 

an organisation, by a member of that organisation, and primarily aimed at other 

members of that organisation, must be treated with caution. Titterington did, to his 

credit, acknowledge some of the more outlandish theories treated in early lectures. He 

also qualifies that by pointing to similarly eccentric theories proposed 

contemporaneously in other learned societies, such as a lecture at the Anthropological 

Society suggesting that Europeans were mute until Aryans taught them to talk. 

However, even this contextual information is actually derived from the Journal of the 

Transactions of the Victoria Institute (JTVI). Titterington also incorporates his own 

antievolutionary biases into his analysis, rhetorically asking whether such theories 

were ‘so much more absurd than Darwin’s speculation on the origin of the eye’, and 

comparing them to the exaptation of reptilian jaws into mammalian ear bones, 

something considered neither absurd nor controversial by modern biologists.43 The 

result is that, while Titterington’s paper is helpful in signposting certain events in the 

early organisation of the Victoria Institute, and its main objects, it is insufficiently 

deep, detailed, or critical to be of wider significance. 

  

The next attempt at a history of the Victoria Institute came in 1965, when the 

historian T. C. F. Stunt presented a paper, ‘The Victoria Institute: the first hundred 

years’. Stunt treads much the same path as Titterington, although he is noticeably more 

critical and balanced. In particular, Stunt’s brief analysis of the topics covered in the 

early years offers a degree of critical engagement missing from Titterington’s paper. 

For instance, Stunt makes the telling observation that a paper by James Reddie on 

geological chronology spurred thirty-five pages of discussion, while the debate 

following his paper on utilitarianism extended only to four and a half pages. 44 

Nevertheless, although Stunt displays better critical analysis than Titterington, his 

paper adds little additional information. 

                                                
42 Is evolution a myth? A debate between Douglas Dewar and L. Merson Davies for the Evolution 
Protest Movement, and J.B.S. Haldane for the Rationalist Press Association Ltd (London, 1949). 
43 Titterington, ‘The early history of the Victoria Institute’, pp 64-6, 66; on exaptation see, for example, 
S. J. Gould and E. S. Vrba, ‘Exaptation – a missing term in the science of form’ in Paleobiology viii:i 
(1982), pp 4-15.  
44 T. C. F. Stunt, ‘The Victoria Institute: the first hundred years’ in Faith and Thought, xciv (1965), pp 
162-81, 169. 
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The third, and most extensive, piece of research on the Victoria Institute is an 

unpublished manuscript, ‘The Victoria Institute, 1865–1919: A Study in Collective 

Biography Meant as an Introduction to the Conflict of Science and Religion after 

Darwin’, by Douglas Wertheimer. This was the first study of the Victoria Institute not 

undertaken by a member of, or intended for publication by, that organisation. As part 

of his undergraduate studies, Wertheimer attempted a prosopography of the Victoria 

Institute’s membership during the period 1865 to 1919. While he was obviously 

constrained both by time and by available resources, Wertheimer nevertheless 

managed to produce an impressive piece of work. In particular, he organised the 

available biographical information and performed a range of statistical analyses which 

allowed him to make interesting observations and conclusions about the membership 

of the Victoria Institute. Most prominent among these is the rate at which membership 

fluctuated, allowing Wertheimer to divide the history of the Victoria Institute into four 

sections according to its relative fortunes, with overall membership, new members, 

and departures used as indicators. Wertheimer also incorporated most of the material 

presented by Titterington and by Stunt and supplemented it with additional 

information. Much of the remainder of the manuscript is dedicated to the results of 

Wertheimer’s statistical analysis. Occupation, level of education, and location are 

given particular importance. While the level of additional analysis is limited, 

Wertheimer makes some interesting and persuasive arguments to explain his 

observations. For example, he is able to illustrate the relative overrepresentation of 

government workers in the early years of the Victoria Institute, and explain this as a 

result of James Reddie, the driving force of the early Victoria Institute, being an 

Admiralty civil servant.45 

 

However, Wertheimer’s study is now more than forty years old. A wealth of 

new biographical information, computer software, and digitised material is readily 

available. A serious study of the Victoria Institute must necessarily take advantage of 

these. Of course, facts and figures do not change their truth value simply by aging, and 

                                                
45 D. L. Wertheimer, ‘The Victoria Institute, 1865–1919: a study in collective biography meant as an 
introduction to the conflict of science and religion after Darwin’, January 29, 1971, (Center for 
Adventist Research, Ron Numbers Collection, Collection 178, Box 21, Fld 6) pp 1-160; 26-7. 
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Wertheimer’s study therefore has continuing relevance. Further, Wertheimer’s study, 

by design, concentrated entirely on the membership of the Victoria Institute. Such an 

approach, however, leaves out the substantive content of the most abundant source 

material, the Transactions of the Victoria Institute. In addition to understanding who 

comprised the membership of the Victoria Institute, it is vital for a historian to 

understand what that membership discussed, and how these discussions changed over 

time. The first question for a future study of the Victoria Institute, therefore, is to 

consider how Wertheimer’s work can be improved. The obvious starting point is a 

thematic analysis of the Transactions, but serious consideration must also be given to 

a fresh statistical analysis of the membership, and a refinement of Wertheimer’s work. 

 

The Victoria Institute also appears in some secondary literature relevant to 

science and religion after Darwin, although references tend to be rather brief. 

Generally, the Victoria Institute is portrayed as a middle class, evangelical response 

to Darwin and higher criticism. The standard general survey of creationism, Ronald 

Numbers’s The Creationists, mentions the Victoria Institute on nine pages.46 There is 

a brief reference to a paper presented in 1933 by the German creationist and zoologist 

Albert Fleischmann, in an early chapter on the relationship between creationism, 

science, and fundamentalism. The chapter on British creationism then offers a brief 

sketch of the Victoria Institute’s formation, suggesting that it was a result of the 

publication of Origin of Species and Essays and Reviews, and mentioning James 

Reddie and Philip Henry Gosse as important founding figures. However, the majority 

of the three-page section on the Victoria Institute is framed in terms of visits by the 

Canadian flood geologist George McCready Price between 1924 and 1928. While 

Numbers identifies the Victoria Institute’s ‘heyday in the late nineteenth century’, no 

further discussion of this heyday is offered, and the narrative skips quickly to 

McCready Price finding ‘the institute wallowing “in a rut”’. 47  This section also 

includes a brief discussion of John Ambrose Fleming, the electrical engineer who was 

president of the Victoria Institute from 1927. A later section in this chapter also briefly 

                                                
46  R. L. Numbers, The creationists: from scientific creationism to intelligent design (2nd ed., 
Cambridge, MA, 2006), pp 67, 161-6, 175-7. 
47 Ibid., p. 162. 
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mentions the later years of the Victoria Institute, particularly the membership of the 

chemist and creationist Robert E. D. Clark. 

 

James Moore’s survey of the reception of Darwin in the period 1870-1900, The 

Post-Darwinian Controversies, also briefly mentions the Victoria Institute. Moore 

contrasts the Victoria Institute with the X Club, although he cautions that it does not 

represent a Christian analogue. As does Numbers, Moore suggests that the formation 

of the Victoria Institute was ‘rooted in fear of intellectual developments since the 

appearance of the Origin of Species and Essays and Reviews, and also in a deep 

concern to uphold the ideals expressed in the recent Declaration on science and 

scripture’. Here, Moore refers to an 1865 publication by ‘the Students of the Natural 

and Physical sciences’. These students were a group, comprised initially of London 

chemists, who argued that the evidence of God’s work in nature and scripture could 

not contradict each other and delivered a written statement as a response to Darwin, 

Bishop J.W. Colenso, and the authors of Essays and Reviews.48 Moore also notes the 

importance of the ‘ubiquitous’ Earl of Shaftesbury, whose presence was common in 

evangelical organisations. This gives an indication of the type of figure involved in 

the formation of the Victoria Institute: gentlemanly, philanthropic, and evangelical. In 

a later section, Moore mentions the botanist George Henslow as ‘a member of that 

conservative evangelical alternative to existing scientific societies, the Victoria 

Institute’. 49  Henslow’s accommodative approach to Darwininian natural selection 

drew the ire of some leading figures within the Victoria Institute, and he left to focus 

his efforts on a moderate apologetic group, the Christian Evidence Society.50  

 

A brief, relatively early reference to the Victoria Institute can also be found in 

the textbook Darwin and the General Reader: The Reception of Darwin's Theory of 

Evolution, by Alvar Ellegård.51 Ellegård mentions the Victoria Institute as a group 

                                                
48 The declaration of students of the natural and physical sciences (London, 1865); W. H. Brock and 
R. M. Macleod, ‘The Scientists' Declaration: reflexions on science and belief in the wake of “Essays 
and Reviews,” 1864-5’ in British Journal for the History of Science, ix (1976), pp 39-66. 
49 Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies, pp 84-5, 85, 306; G. B. A. M. Finlayson, The seventh Earl 
of Shaftesbury, 1801-1885 (Vancouver, 2004). 
50 D. A. Johnson, ‘Popular apologetics in late Victorian England: the work of the Christian Evidence 
Society’ in Journal of Religious History, xi (1981), pp 558-77. 
51  Alvar Ellegård, Darwin and the general reader: the reception of Darwin's theory of evolution 
(Gothenburg, 1958). 
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formed by religiously inclined scientists and suggests that ‘[v]iolent anti-

Darwinianism was the prevailing characteristic of many prominent members of the 

Institute.’52 More recent surveys tread much the same path. Joachim Allgaier’s chapter 

in the edited volume Creationism in Europe briefly mentions the Victoria Institute, 

noting that organised opposition to evolutionary theory is ‘not a recent phenomenon 

in Britain’.53 Allgaier also highlights a significant crossover in the leadership of the 

Victoria Institute and the later Evolution Protest Movement, formed in 1932 by 

Victoria Institute president Ambrose Fleming.54 After the Monkey Trial: Evangelical 

Scientists and a New Creationism, by Christopher Rios, offers a comparatively lengthy 

discussion of the range of opinions within the early Victoria Institute, which Rios notes 

was ‘the first Christian organization (founded in 1865) established specifically to 

confront evolution’55. Rios highlights the cautious approach of John Hall Gladstone 

and George Warington in their discussion of evolution, and the friction this caused 

with some of the institute’s leading members, especially Walter Mitchell and James 

Reddie. This echoes the experience of George Henslow described by Moore, and 

suggests a particularly combative approach. Similarly to Numbers, Rios also discusses 

George McCready Price’s visits to the Victoria Institute in the 1920s, and the 

membership of R. E. D. Clark.56 

 

One of the most prolific historians working on evolution, Peter Bowler, makes 

surprisingly little mention of the Victoria Institute. His books Evolution, and 

Darwinism, general surveys of their respective topics, make no mention of the Victoria 

Institute, nor do The Non-Darwinian Revolution, The Eclipse of Darwinism, or 

Monkey Trials and Gorilla Sermons. 57  Since these discuss controversies around 

Darwin’s theory of evolution, and the relationship between evolution and Christianity, 

the Victoria Institute might be expected to feature. However, Bowler’s Reconciling 

                                                
52 Ibid., p. 104. 
53  Joachim Allgaier, ‘United Kingdom’ in Stefaan Blancke, Hans Henrik Hjermitslev, and Peter 
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Science and Religion does make several references to the Victoria Institute. Bowler 

refers to the formation of the Victoria Institute, and suggests that its founders aimed 

to create ‘a forum within which the intersection of science and Scripture could be 

discussed in a sympathetic way’.58 He briefly mentions a paper by the Lamarckian 

biologist Ernest William MacBride, and a 1935 address by Ambrose Fleming. 59 

Obviously, Bowler aimed only to survey the early twentieth century, and a relative 

lack of nineteenth century material is to be expected. Nevertheless, his twentieth-

century material is useful. Bowler also contributed a chapter to Darwinian Heresies, 

edited by Abigail Lustig, Robert Richards, and Michael Ruse.60 Bowler’s chapter, 

‘The Specter of Darwinism: The Popular Image of Darwinism in Early Twentieth-

Century Brtiain’,61  discusses early-twentieth century responses to Darwinism, and 

incorporates a comparison of the Victoria Institute to its larger and more prominent 

American equivalents. Bowler also mentions McCready Price’s interactions with the 

Victoria Institute, and Sir Ambrose Fleming’s position as a reputable scientist. 62 

Ronald Numbers contributes a chapter to the same volume, ‘Ironic Heresy: How 

Young-Earth Creationists Came to Embrace Rapid Microevolution by Means of 

Natural Selection’, though it reiterates much of the same arguments found in The 

Creationists. 63 

 

David Livingstone’s study of evangelical responses to evolution, Darwin’s 

Forgotten Defenders, also mentions the Victoria Institute. Livingstone notes that the 

physicist George Gabriel Stokes was a member, and briefly discusses naturalist John 

William Dawson commenting on a paper. 64  Meanwhile, the introduction to 

Evangelicals and Science in Historical Perspective, which Livingstone edited 

alongside D. G. Hart and Mark Noll, acknowledges the Victoria Institute as a gap in 

that volume’s scope.65 Mark Noll’s contribution to Science and Religion: a Historical 
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Introduction, edited by Gary Ferngren, mentions the Victoria Institute as ‘an ongoing 

base for efforts to use respectful science in harmony with, rather than in opposition to, 

faith’. Noll also suggests that in the twentieth century, the Victoria Institute provided 

a haven for ‘professional scientists with evangelical convictions’, and that it, alongside 

the American Scientific Affiliation, had ‘received the unwelcome compliment of 

being criticized by the scientific establishment as too religious and by their fellow 

evangelicals as too naturalistic’. 66  In the same volume, Craig Sean McConnell 

emphasises that the Victoria Institute was ‘dedicated to reconciling science and 

religion’, and that its members found emerging theories of an evolving universe 

comforting when compared with theories of biological evolution.67  

 

Beyond such general surveys, the Victoria Institute most often appears in 

studies or biographies of individual members. For instance, David Wilson’s article, 

‘A Physicist’s Alternative to Materialism: The Religious Thought of George Gabriel 

Stokes’, mentions that Stokes was president of the Victoria Institute, and frequently 

gave its annual address. 68 Alan Sell’s Four Philosophical Anglicans discusses a 

member from the 1950s, W. R. Matthews. 69  Women in Early British and Irish 

Astronomy by Mary Brück mentions the astronomer Annie Maunder giving a lecture 

to the Victoria Institute, of which her husband, Edward Walter Maunder, another 

astronomer, was secretary.70 Timothy Larsen, in Crisis of Doubt: Honest Faith in 

Nineteenth-Century England, notes George Sexton, a secularist who converted to 

orthodox Christianity and began a career as a preacher, and who joined the Victoria 

Institute in 1877.71 Conversely, the refusal of Britain’s leading evangelical scientist, 

the physicist James Clerk Maxwell, to join the Victoria Institute, also features in the 

literature. Huxley's Church and Maxwell's Demon, by Matthew Stanley, and Gary 

Patterson’s ‘The Holy Trinity of Nineteenth-Century British Science’ in Science and 
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Religion in Dialogue, edited by Melville Stewart, both mention Clerk Maxwell’s 

refusal to join the Victoria Institute.72 However, even biographies of members are not 

certain to feature the Victoria Institute. Susan Sheets-Pyenson’s monograph, John 

William Dawson: Faith, Hope, and Science, makes no reference to the Victoria 

Institute.73 One further, and surprisingly common, appearance of the Victoria Institute 

in secondary literature is footnote and endnote references to the Journal of the 

Transactions of the Victoria Institute. Karen Oslund’s ‘Imagining Iceland: Narratives 

of Nature and History in the North Atlantic’, which references a geographical lecture 

from an Icelander, is a typical example.74 Similarly, an article by Stephen Jay Gould, 

‘Creationism: Genesis vs. Geology’, contains a footnote referencing lectures on the 

biblical flood, which Gould holds to be representative of flood geology in general.75 

Such references demonstrate that the Victoria Institute is taken seriously as a historical 

venue where the relationship between science and religion was discussed. 

 

The existing literature, and references to the Victoria Institute within it, raise 

three sets of questions, which this thesis seeks to answer. Principally, there is the 

question of what type of organisation the Victoria Institute was. To answer this, other 

questions must also be answered. Since a society is constituted by its members, who 

founded the Victoria Institute and what was their motivation? What type of person 

was attracted to the Victoria Institute, and how did the composition of its membership 

change over time? Since it was formed with a purpose, what were the Victoria 

Institute’s objectives, and how did it set out to achieve them? The Victoria Institute 

was one of many London societies; how did it compare to other societies with similar 

interests? Did the Victoria Institute’s members share philosophical and theological 

commitments? If so, how were these represented in the lectures that were delivered at 

each meeting? Further, how did the content presented in these lectures change over 

time? Did it reflect the changing scientific, theological, and philosophical landscape 
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between 1865 and 1932? Did it influence that changing landscape, or did it remain 

apart from mainstream opinion? Second, the meaning of a number of words is unclear, 

or used inconsistently within the literature. Indeed, some definitions were contested 

even at the Victoria Institute. Crucially, ‘science’ was understood differently by many 

members of the Victoria Institute and by natural scientists such as Huxley or Tyndall. 

What, broadly speaking, did the Victoria Institute mean by ‘science’, and by 

‘scientific’? More specifically, what epistemological and methodological features did 

this understanding exhibit? What was its philosophy of science? How did this 

philosophy of science interact with religious commitments? Further, does how these 

terms were understood by Victoria Institute members reveal a coherent worldview? 

Can a more precise use of terminology aid in the understanding of intellectual 

commitments and motivations? Similarly, the Victoria Institute has been variously 

described as ‘anti-evolutionary’ and as ‘creationist’. Is there a meaningful difference 

between these terms, and if so, where does the Victoria Institute fit? Third, and finally, 

there is the question of the conflict thesis itself. Multiple historians have demonstrated 

the inadequacy of the conflict metaphor to describe the historical relationship between 

science and religion. What, then, is that relationship? More precisely, how did science 

and religion interact at the Victoria Institute between 1865 and 1932? If it was not a 

case of conflict, at what was the Victoria Institute’s ire directed? 

 

The most obvious source of answers to these questions lies in the Journal of 

the Transactions of the Victoria Institute (JTVI). This annually published journal 

recorded the papers presented at every meeting of the Victoria Institute, and 

subsequent discussion by members, most often verbatim. It is therefore possible to 

identify every paper delivered at the Victoria Institute, and from there establish the 

topics that most interested its membership. It is also possible to gauge how papers 

were received. From this, the intellectual environment of the Victoria Institute may be 

recreated with reasonable accuracy. With a few exceptions, each volume of JTVI also 

included a list of that year’s members, including its council, and in earlier editions, 

also included their addresses. It is therefore also possible to identify many of the 

people who were attracted to the Victoria Institute, who administered it, and who were 

willing to fund its objectives. From this, sufficient demographic data can be gathered 

to identify trends within the membership over time. JTVI is thus an invaluable 
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resource, able to provide a wealth of material. However, since it was edited and 

published by the Victoria Institute, there is a risk that it presents a sanitised or 

otherwise partial report of its meetings. The inclusion of verbatim reports minimises 

this risk, although not entirely.  

 

If JTVI provides the public face of the Victoria Institute, the most helpful 

additional material is internal documentation. Many of the Victoria Institute’s records 

have been deposited at the John Rylands Library in Manchester. These include 

financial details, council minutes, and membership records. Unfortunately, little of 

material relevant to the period 1865-1932 has survived. The earliest records are from 

1892 and relate to the establishment of a prize fund. The earliest meeting minutes are 

from 1909, council minutes from 1927, and financial records from 1989. Nevertheless, 

some of these are still helpful. Minutes of the Victoria Institute’s ordinary meetings 

can be used to identify material that was recorded at those meetings but not published 

in JTVI. Although the council minutes only cover a short period of time, they offer an 

insight into the actual operation of the Victoria Institute, rather than what was 

presented to the public. It is unfortunate that financial and membership records are not 

available for the period 1865-1932; however, since each volume of JTVI provides 

membership lists and financial statements for that year, it is still possible to be fairly 

confident of the membership and finances in any given year. 

 

Other sources can provide further information. While records of the Victoria 

Institute’s early administration have not survived, one president, George Gabriel 

Stokes, and secretary, Francis W. H. Petrie, frequently corresponded. Petrie’s letters 

to Stokes are in the Stokes collection at Cambridge University Library and provide 

some sense of the Victoria Institute’s operation during their tenure. Many of the 

members who presented papers also published elsewhere, which will provide helpful 

context to the papers delivered at the Victoria Institute. This raises an important 

methodological point. This thesis is principally concerned with concepts and ideas, 

definitions and terminology. Particularly, it is concerned with how ideas were received 

and interpreted in context. It seeks to explain what members of the Victoria Institute 

meant when they used a particular term, such as ‘science’, and the conditions – social, 

intellectual, cultural, even spatial – that caused them to use that definition, and not 
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another. If it is possible to understand better how and why a historical actor uses a 

particular definition by paying attention to the context in which ideas were received, 

it is also possible to infer details about that context from how those words were 

defined. That is not to say that this thesis attempts to recreate the mentalité of a 

Victoria Institute member, merely that it uses their own statements to explain the 

function of ideas, concepts, or terms in how the Victoria Institute understood the world 

and their place within it. This approach is important because, as Richard Whatmore 

argues, ‘ideas matter as first order information about social phenomena and as directly 

revealing facts about our world that cannot be described except by reference to 

ideas’.76  

 

The Cambridge historian Quentin Skinner’s instruction to historians of ideas 

grappling with long-dead thinkers is ‘to grasp their concepts, to follow their 

distinctions, to appreciate their beliefs, and, so far as possible, to see things their 

way’.77 Yet, as John Coffey and Alister Chapman note in their introduction to Seeing 

Things Their Way: Intellectual History and the Return of Religion, intellectual 

historians, not least Skinner, have failed to apply this approach to the history of 

religious ideas, often preferring reductionist interpretations.78 Of course, some of the 

Victoria Institute’s motivations, such as its relentless pursuit of prestige and cultural 

authority, were clearly secular. However, to explain other motivations, religious ideas 

must be taken seriously on their own terms. In his Critique of Pure Reason, Immanuel 

Kant argued that existence is not a first-order predicate; that is, to say that an object 

exists or does not exist is not to describe a simple property of that object. Unlike simple 

properties, such as colour, whether or not an object has the property of existence 

changes not the object, but the universe itself.79 To say that God exists is to posit a 

fundamentally different universe than that suggested by saying that God does not exist. 

This may appear to be an obscure metaphysical point, yet it explains why this thesis 

                                                
76 Richard Whatmore, What is intellectual history? (Cambridge, 2016), p. 9. 
77  Quentin Skinner, ‘Introduction: seeing things their way’ in idem. Visions of politics (3 vols, 
Cambridge, 2002), ii, 3. 
78 John Coffey and Alister Chapman, ‘Introduction: intellectual history and the return of religion’ in 
Alister Chapman, John Coffey and Brad Gregory (eds), Seeing things their way: intellectual history 
and the return of religion (Notre Dame, 2009), pp 1-23. 
79 Immanuel Kant (ed. and trans. Paul Guyer and A. W. Wood), Critique of pure reason (Cambridge, 
1998), pp 565-9. 
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treats religious ideas as potentially, if not exclusively, sui generis. Attempts to 

understand and to explain the worldview of a historical actor which do not take 

account of their fundamental assumptions about the nature of the universe, upon which 

their other assumptions are predicated, are at best incomplete. At worst, they threaten 

to present a worldview and set of motivations which the historical actor would not 

recognise as authentically theirs.       

 

Certain contextual facts about the Victoria Institute, such as demographic and 

social factors, allow their interpretation of ideas to be better understood. Nevertheless, 

the operation of the Victoria Institute is not simply reducible to those factors. Any 

attempt to explain the Victoria Institute without concentrating on the reception and 

discussion of ideas is necessarily incomplete. To that end, this thesis is divided into 

three sections. The first contains two chapters that provide important contextual 

information. Chapter One introduces the Victoria Institute, providing the context 

behind its formation, charting its early operation, analysing its objectives, explaining 

how it fits into the wider pattern of a contest of cultural authority, and identifying its 

role as a safe haven for those who felt increasingly unwelcome in the secularising 

scientific arena. Chapter Two reports the results of a detailed longitudinal study of the 

Victoria Institute’s membership. This provides snapshots of the membership at 

twenty-year intervals, and provides vital demographic material that informs later 

chapters, such as the location, occupation, education, and religious denomination of 

members, allowing conclusions about the character of the Victoria Institute to be 

drawn. The second section contains four chapters, thematically arranged, on the 

Victoria Institute’s heyday between 1871 and 1913, and examines more closely the 

key concepts and ideas that were discussed during this period. Chapter Three 

investigates the general understanding of the relationship between science and 

religion. It examines the contested definition of science, explores attempts to find both 

conflict and harmony between science and religion, and explains how one traditional 

understanding of that relationship, natural theology, survived into the twentieth 

century. Chapter Four looks more closely at a contested set of definitions, particularly 

‘evolution’ and ‘Darwinism’. It demonstrates how Darwinism served as a synecdoche 

for broader cultural trends, rather than being strictly concerned with Darwin’s theory 

of evolution by natural selection. Chapter Five examines the Victoria Institute’s 
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fascination with fossils and geology and explains how they indicate epistemological 

commitments relating to the nature of scientific evidence. Chapter Six then turns to 

the Victoria Institute on the front foot, stating a positive case for religious belief based 

on evidence from geography and archaeology, highlighting the belief that these were 

as scientific as biology, and explaining how this fits into the Victoria Institute’s 

philosophical commitments. The final section covers the Victoria Institute’s decline, 

highlighting the impact of the First World War, and discusses the social and cultural 

factors that separated British conservative evangelicalism from American 

fundamentalism. 
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Chapter One 

 

Forming a haven, 1866-71 

 

On 24 May 1866, a room at 32 Sackville Street in Mayfair, London, hosted the 

inaugural meeting of the Victoria Institute. Presided over by the Earl of Shaftesbury, 

and counting among its members clergymen, scientists, naval officers, bankers, and 

lawyers, this was the first meeting of a group that is still extant, a century and a half 

later.1 This chapter provides a brief sketch of the theological and intellectual backdrop 

against which the Victoria Institute emerged, in order to understand better the mid-

Victorian relationship between science and religion and the role played by evolution 

within that relationship. It introduces the committee that was responsible for the 

Victoria Institute’s formation, and which shaped its early direction. The five men on 

this committee give an indication of the early Victoria Institute’s character. They 

shared a broadly similar theological outlook, evangelical Protestantism; similar 

philosophical positions, particularly their understanding of science; and similar social 

standing, as respectable, middle-class philanthropists. This chapter explains how the 

Victoria Institute emerged as a response to the changing intellectual circumstances of 

the mid-nineteenth century, and how the committee shaped its early identity according 

to their own intellectual commitments. In particular, it highlights the contested 

definition of science, and places the formation of the Victoria Institute into a larger 

narrative of shifting intellectual authority.  

 

I. A call to arms: the formation and early development of the Victoria Institute 

 

The middle decades of the nineteenth century saw the publication of a number of 

works challenging biblical accounts of both natural and human history. Charles 

Lyell’s Principles of Geology (1830-33) offered an explanation for geological events 

that required a far older earth than that posited by the catastrophic explanation, which 

attributed geological evidence and the fossil record to a series of divine interventions, 

                                                
1 JTVI, i (1867), p. 39. 
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principally the Noachian deluge.2 Principles of Geology was an important influence 

on Charles Darwin, who in 1831 departed England aboard HMS Beagle with a copy 

of the first volume, and had the two later volumes delivered to him at sea while 

undertaking his five-year surveying mission.3  Darwin’s On the Origin of Species 

(1859) suggested a naturalistic account of speciation, challenging the Mosaic 

cosmogony and natural theology that relied heavily on arguments from design. 4 

Alongside these and similar works in the natural sciences, approaches within Christian 

theology, particularly those utilised by the Tübingen School, applied the techniques 

of literary and historical criticism to the Bible, questioning its historical reliability and 

the possibility of miracles. This approach, often labelled ‘higher criticism’, caused 

consternation when it arrived in Britain. 5  The novelist George Eliot’s English 

translations of David Friedrich Strauss’s Das Leben Jesu (1846) and Ludwig 

Feuerbach’s Das Wesen des Christenthums (1854) had caused some debate in the 

London periodical press.6 Yet it was when higher criticism was written by churchmen 

that it caused the most controversy. Samuel Davidson was forced to resign from 

Lancashire Independent College in 1857 after publishing a contentious work on the 

Old Testament that was influenced by German scholarship.7 The publication of Essays 

and Reviews (1860), a work by six Church of England clergyman and a layman, 

marked the first major attempt within England’s established church to engage 

critically with higher criticism. 8  The essays, advancing historical criticism, 

questioning miracles, and casting doubt on literal biblical truth, caused a scandal and 

                                                
2 Peter Bowler, Monkey trials and gorilla sermons (Cambridge, MA, 2007), pp 40-42, 50; Mott Greene, 
‘Genesis and geology revisited’ in D.C. Lindberg and R. L. Numbers (eds), When science and 
Christianity meet (Chicago, 2003), pp 153-4. 
3 Bowler, Monkey trials and gorilla sermons, p. 85; Michael Ruse, The evolution-creation struggle 
(Cambridge, MA, 2005), p. 67. 
4 R.L Numbers, The creationists: from scientific creationism to intelligent design (2nd ed, Cambridge, 
MA, 2006), pp 16-18. 
5 J. W. Burrow, The crisis of reason: European thought, 1848-1914 (New Haven, 2000), pp 197-8; R. 
B. Mullin, ‘Science, miracles, and the prayer-gauge debate’ in Lindberg and Numbers (eds), When 
science and Christianity meet, p. 207; J. W. Rogerson, The Bible and criticism in Victorian Britain: 
profiles of F. D. Maurice and William Robertson Smith (Sheffield, 1995); Timothy Larsen, A people of 
one book: the Bible and the Victorians (Oxford, 2012). 
6 Burrow, The crisis of reason, pp 197-8; David Strauss (trans. George Eliot), The life of Jesus, critically 
examined (London, 1846), Ludwig Feuerbach (trans. George Eliot), The essence of Christianity 
(London, 1854). 
7 D.A. Johnson, The changing shape of English nonconformity 1825-1925 (Oxford, 1999), pp 66, 109. 
8 Frederick Temple, Rowland Williams, Baden Powell, Henry Bristow Wilson, C. W. Goodwin, Mark 
Pattison, and Benjamin Jowett, Essays and reviews (London, 1860); Bowler, Monkey trials and gorilla 
sermons, p. 160. 
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saw two of its authors tried for heresy in an ecclesiastical court.9 The publication of 

another work of higher criticism, The Pentateuch and Book of Joshua, Critically 

Examined (1862), caused further controversy, not least because it came from the 

Anglican bishop of Natal, John William Colenso.  

 

One notable response to these twin intellectual threats was the formation of the 

Victoria Institute, or Philosophical Society of Great Britain. The ferment surrounding 

the near-simultaneous publication of Essays and Reviews and Origin of Species may 

have been the immediate inspiration behind the formation of a society ‘to defend the 

revealed truth of Holy Scripture against objections arising, not from real science, but 

from pseudoscience’.10 However, the existence of such an organisation had been a 

long-standing ambition of the civil servant James Reddie, its first secretary. In 

conversation with his friend the Revd William Josiah Irons, prebendary of St Paul’s 

Cathedral and vicar of Holy Trinity, Brompton, Reddie had frequently identified the 

necessity ‘of a philosophical union among all “who name the Name of Christ,” our 

common Lord, to confront the devastating literature which, in new and various forms, 

ultimately denies that Name’.11 

 

With that ambition in mind, on 24 May 1865, a circular was printed and 

distributed to public figures and newspapers, announcing the proposed formation of 

‘a new Philosophical Society for Great Britain’ whose members were to be 

‘professedly Christians, and the great object of which will be to defend revealed truth 

from “the opposition of science, falsely so-called”’.12 The choice of date was not 

accidental: it was the birthday of Queen Victoria, and therefore calculated to draw 

attention to the name of the new society, and reinforce in the mind of the reader an 

association with the monarchy. Some regional newspapers, such as the Hull Packet 

and East Riding Times, printed details of the circular, announcing it as ‘A Christian 

Scientific Society’, without additional commentary. 13  The editorial staff at the 

                                                
9 Burrow, The crisis of reason, p. 202; S. J. Brown, Providence and empire: religion, politics and 
society in the United Kingdom, 1815-1914 (Harlow, 2008), pp 234-7. 
10 JTVI, i (1867), p. 5. 
11 JTVI, vi (1871), p. 284. 
12 JTVI, i (1867), p. 30. 
13 Hull Packet and East Riding Times, 9 June 1865. 
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Birmingham Daily Post, meanwhile, were less impressed, and gave a particularly 

sharp assessment of the circular, which had ‘made us rub our eyes and ask if the thing 

can be a reality, or if it is nothing more than a very ponderous joke’. They drew 

attention to the quality of membership, mocked the Victoria Institute’s grandiose 

ambitions, and cautioned against its promotion of ‘the foolish impression that science 

and religion are antagonistic’. ‘Nobody of note in science, in literature, or theology’, 

they argued, ‘is likely to be induced to embark his name or his reputation in the 

adventure’.14 Nevertheless, at its inaugural meeting on 24 May 1866, chaired by the 

Earl of Shaftesbury, the Victoria Institute boasted nearly two-hundred members and 

associates, including scientists, clergymen, and literary figures.15 The membership of 

the Victoria Institute is discussed in depth in Chapter Two. 

 

The year between the dissemination of the circular and the inaugural meeting 

saw a flurry of activity. Buoyed by a positive response, the group that had 

commissioned the first circular issued another, inviting interested parties to a meeting 

on 16 June 1865. At this meeting, presided over by Shaftesbury, a provisional 

committee was formed, with responsibility for drawing up the objects, constitution, 

and terms of membership for the new society. This steering group reported back the 

following week, and a further circular was issued inviting interested parties to apply 

for membership.16 The original steering group was headed by Reddie, who became the 

Victoria Institute’s honorary secretary, while the remainder was composed of 

clergymen and retired military officers.17 The steering group quickly set about their 

task. They first composed a set of regulations governing terms of membership and 

drew up a constitution as well as various other rules and byelaws. Reddie then 

incorporated these materials into a mission statement, Scientia Scientiarum, which 

was originally published anonymously in 1866.18 

 

 

                                                
14 Birmingham Daily Post, 1 June 1865. 
15 JTVI, i (1867), pp 39-41, 456-75. 
16 Ibid., p. 40; Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper, 11 June 1865; Birmingham Daily Post, 12 June 1865; 
Huddersfield Chronicle and West Yorkshire Advertiser, 17 June 1865. 
17 JTVI, i (1867), pp 40, 455-72. 
18 James Reddie, Scientia scientiarum: being some account of the origin and objects of the Victoria 
Institute, or Philosophical Society of Great Britain. (London, 1866). 
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II. The first committee 

 

Anthony Ashley Cooper, ‘the Evangelical Earl’ of Shaftesbury, was an obvious choice 

to head the Victoria Institute.19 A tireless philanthropist, Shaftesbury had been at the 

forefront of efforts to reform the conditions in Victorian Britain’s factories, and led a 

campaign to reduce the length of the working day for adolescents.20 He was also a 

committed evangelical, heading organisations such as the British and Foreign Bible 

Society and the London Society for Promoting Christianity Among the Jews. 21 

However, although Shaftesbury offered a suitable figurehead for the Victoria Institute, 

his extensive obligations precluded his taking an active role in its early formation, and 

thus the driving force behind the creation and early operation of the Victoria Institute 

was its honorary secretary, James Reddie.  

 

Reddie was a civil servant at the Admiralty, though originally from a farming 

family in Kinross.22 A man of strong, fiercely held opinions, and a keen debater, 

Reddie styled himself as an honorary member of the Dialectical Society of the 

University of Edinburgh. A study of the life of Reddie’s son, Dr Cecil Reddie, a well-

known and highly regarded educator who founded the progressive Abbotsholme 

school, suggests that James Reddie attended Edinburgh University to read for the 

Scots bar; as Reddie makes no mention of university education, it is likely that he has 

been confused with the Scottish jurist James Reddie (1775-1852), a situation 

complicated by the fact that the former worked at the Admiralty and the latter wrote 

prominently on international and maritime law.23 While he had indeed joined the 

Dialectical Society in 1839, contributing an essay on the use of French words in 

English composition, its official history records Reddie as having been dropped from 

                                                
19 Charles Henderson, ‘Practical religious work in London’ in American Journal of Theology, x (1906), 
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the roll.24 Nevertheless, Reddie continued to involve himself with public debate after 

moving to work in London. Fascinated with the electromagnetic discoveries of 

Michael Faraday, Reddie became convinced that electromagnetism, and not 

gravitation, played the central role in the movement, or lack thereof, of celestial 

objects. After reading Sir Isaac Newton’s Principia, Reddie began a campaign 

questioning several of Newton’s principles, particularly the notion that gravitational 

balls could revolve, and their applicability to contemporary astronomy. Reddie sent 

two papers on the subject to the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh; the London 

society did not respond, while the Edinburgh society eventually informed him that his 

paper was ‘not suitable for being read before the Society’.25 Convinced that scientific 

society now considered him ‘a scientific heretic’, Reddie turned his attention to other 

debates, but never relented his firm conviction that contemporary physics and 

astronomy were built upon faulty assumptions, and the refusal of learned societies to 

engage in debate was a tacit admission that his arguments were irrefutable.26 The 

combination of Reddie’s untrained eye and untrammelled enthusiasm for innovation 

is demonstrated particularly in his patent application of February 1859 for ‘An 

improved mode of propelling and steering vessels’, a flexible paddle which would ‘act 

as a propeller after the manner of the tail of a fish’.27  

 

Undeterred by his failure to receive a patent for his invention, and determined 

to counter the recent publications that he had found so troubling, Reddie in 1862 

published his first book, Vis Inertiae Victa, or Fallacies Affecting Science. 28  A 

culmination of Reddie’s further thoughts and discussions ‘with various eminent 

individuals’, it attempted, after ‘an examination of the mathematical foundations upon 

which the current dogmas as to gravitation are based’, a refutation of Newtonian 

physics in its entirety.29 The critical response to Vis Inertiae Victa convinced Reddie 

that there existed ‘an almost universal consent of prejudice against [him], which is 

supposed to be fully justified by the certainty of scientific and mathematic 

                                                
24 History of the Dialectical Society (Edinburgh, 1887), p. 188. 
25 D. L. Wertheimer, ‘The Victoria Institute, 1865-1919’ 29 Jan. 1971 (Center for Adventist Research, 
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26 JTVI, iv (1870), p. 379. 
27 Patent application GB515, 1859 (Intellectual Property Office, British Library). 
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29 Ibid., pp iii, iv. 
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demonstration’.30 Nevertheless, some appraisals were cautiously favourable. A review 

in John Bull commended Reddie’s vision of a geocentric universe, ‘while the worlds 

beyond the stars whose existence, distance and use, we know only theoretically, are 

the abode of the Almighty, and of the angels and saints’.31 Now a published author, 

Reddie once again moved to have his dissenting voice heard by a scientific audience. 

The Cambridge meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 

1862 declined to accept a paper he had submitted, which, inevitably, Reddie attributed 

to the unwillingness of the association to allow an attack on Newton. Similar proposals 

for subsequent meetings of the British Association, at Newcastle and Bath, did not 

even garner a reply.32 Reddie again took this as a sign that the scientific community 

was afraid to debate his unassailable victory over the force of inertia. However, the 

surgeon and meteorologist Charles Brooke, a vice president of the Victoria Institute 

who had been present at the meeting of the British Association in 1862, informed the 

Victoria Institute that Reddie’s paper had been rejected not because of its attack on 

Newton, ‘but because it was the opinion of the committee of that section that the attack 

was really not worth defending’.33  

 

Reddie evidently felt that the arguments in his papers nevertheless deserved to 

be aired and had them published as The Mechanics of the Heavens (1862) and the 

modestly titled On Revolving Bodies and Centripetal Forces: An Essay to Prove That 

the Theory of Universal Gravitation is not Founded on True Mathematical Principles 

(1863). One rather measured response was found in the Astronomical Register, which 

said little more than that ‘those who seriously attack a system so universally accepted 

as the present system of astronomy, ought to be well qualified for the task’.34 The 

Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal was less reserved, and exhorted Reddie to turn 

his energy ‘to some new field, where his imperfect apprehension of the meaning of 

plain statements will not be prejudicial to his progress.’35  So began another campaign 

of perceived prejudice against Reddie. First was the mathematician Augustus de 

Morgan, who wrote a column in the Athenaeum identifying and criticising 
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pseudoscience, and who was engaged by Reddie in a lengthy exchange of 

correspondence. In one such exchange, Reddie claimed to have changed the opinion 

of the Astronomer Royal, Sir George Biddell Airy, on solar motion, a theory that was 

‘full of self-contradiction, which “the astronomers” simply overlooked, but which they 

dare not now deny after being once pointed out’.36 The problem, however, was that 

Reddie ‘was quite right in his facts, and quite wrong in his inferences’, in that a ‘well-

known astronomical relation, which astronomers have over and over again described 

and explained, is treated as though it were something which had throughout all ages 

escaped attention’. Reddie, with untrained eyes, had immediately spotted a problem 

and latched upon it as a weakness in physics as a whole. As the astronomer and science 

writer Richard Proctor drily observed, ‘[i]t did not seem in the least wonderful that he, 

lightly reading a book or two of popular astronomy, should discover that which 

Laplace, the Herschels, Leverrier, Airy, Adams, and a host of others, who have given 

their whole lives to astronomy, had failed to notice.’37 

 

However, Reddie did not reserve his convictions and energy for discussion of 

the natural sciences. He was an active member of the Anthropological Society of 

London, and appears to have been a fellow for a brief period in 1864.38 Given his 

fondness for postnominals, it is interesting to note that Reddie had dropped F. A. S. L. 

by the time of the Victoria Institution’s foundation the following year.39 The recent 

defeat of the Confederacy in the American Civil War, whose racial policies had 

received sympathetic treatment by several members of the Anthropological Society, 

including Reddie, offers one possible explanation. Reddie also made an attempt to link 

his scientific thought more explicitly to his Christian belief by publishing Fresh Sprigs 

of Truth: a Vindication of the Essential Principles of Christianity (1865). It generated 

even less attention than his science writing, although the Spectator commended 

Reddie’s effort, even if it noted that ‘his “science” is not at all on a level with his 

ethics’.40 With such demonstrable self-confidence, unwavering belief, and dedication 
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to his cause, it is unsurprising that Reddie took such an active role in the establishment 

of the Victoria Institute. It is also likely that he drew on the example of the learned 

societies that occupied office space in Somerset House, where he worked as an 

Admiralty clerk.41 

 

While Reddie provided much of the impetus that drove the group’s early 

efforts, the Victoria Institute was not initially conceived as a vanity project for one 

man’s esoteric views. Most prominent among those working alongside Reddie on the 

steering group was the Revd Dr Robinson Thornton, headmaster of the Royal Medical 

Benevolent College, Epsom, who became one of the Victoria Institute’s inaugural vice 

presidents.42 Thornton was from a relatively affluent family in Bury St Edmunds; he 

and his two younger brothers were sent to Merchant Taylor’s day school, with the 

result that he earned a scholarship at St John’s College, Oxford. One brother, Samuel, 

followed Robinson into the clergy, eventually becoming the first Bishop of Ballarat in 

Victoria, while the youngest, Thomas, was a civil service administrator in the Punjab 

and later a judge on its Supreme Court.43 Thornton had excelled as a student of classics 

and mathematics, and was later elected a fellow of St John’s.44 An accomplished 

educator, Thornton was frequently mentioned in the press as a potential headmaster 

for prominent schools, and after Epsom went on to become Warden of Trinity College, 

Glenalmond.45 Also a gifted linguist, Thornton published several literary works, most 

notably Fasciclus (1866), a collected edition of Latin verse that he had edited with 

Ludovicus [Lewis] Gidley, his brother-in-law.46 Thornton had a working knowledge 

of Gaelic and Romanian as well as the classical languages, and his study of the Russian 
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prelate Nikon further established his reputation as ‘an elegant classical scholar’.47 In 

later years, he became a frequent attendee at meetings of the Royal Historical Society, 

and was elected a fellow in 1893.48 

 

In addition to his evident academic abilities, Thornton also enjoyed a 

successful career in the Church of England. He was ordained as deacon in 1849 and 

priest in 1852. 49  While at Glenalmond, Thornton also served as the Pantonian 

Professor of Theology at the Scottish Episcopal Church’s theological college in 

Edinburgh.50 In part because of his ability in Gaelic, Thornton made an excellent 

impression in Scotland, and was proposed as a potential bishop of Argyll and the 

Isles.51 However, Thornton declined the position and instead returned to London, 

taking a position as vicar of St John’s, Notting Hill, and was eventually appointed as 

Archdeacon of Middlesex in 1893.52 Alongside his duties at the Victoria Institute, 

Thornton was an active participant in Anglican affairs. He attended, and delivered 

papers at, the newly reinstated church congresses at Plymouth in 1876 and Sheffield 

in 1878.53 He also engaged in public outreach, delivering a sermon on creation to a 

Social Democratic Federation march, contributing to a series of biblical commentaries 

by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and delivering a lecture on behalf 

of the Church Defence Institution to the Westminster Working Men’s Constitution 

Association. 54  Further, Thornton was clearly an effective administrator: he was 

appointed general organising secretary of the Church Defence Institution in 1875, and 

also served under three successive bishops as secretary of the London Diocesan 

Conference. 55  When he travelled to church congresses, he was considered a 

representative of the Church’s evangelical wing, while his brother Samuel was also a 
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moderate evangelical, coming from the ‘broader section of the low church party’.56 

However, Robinson Thornton was not a dogmatic evangelical: the High Church 

fashion of his wedding to Elizabeth Gidley at Stephen’s, Exeter, caused a minor stir 

in the local press. Labelling it ‘A Tractarian Wedding’, the Bristol Mercury noted that 

the ceremony ‘was elaborately Puseyistical’.57 

 

Thornton was not the only clergyman on the steering group; he was joined by 

the Revd Abraham De La Mare, rector of St Thomas’s, Woolwich. While De La Mare 

was a committed Anglican, he also engaged in multidenominatial efforts, and 

contributed to a lecture series on Sabbath observance alongside other low church 

Anglicans, Presbyterians, and Wesleyans. 58  Although his public profile was less 

prominent than Thornton’s, De La Mare nevertheless involved himself in local affairs. 

He was nominated as a member of the local school board, led a call to raise funds for 

those affected by the Indian Mutiny, and was on the committee of a group which 

sought to aid the emigration of workers who had lost their jobs as a result of budget 

cuts at the naval dockyard. 59 A former student of Gonville and Caius College, 

Cambridge, De La Mare worked as a teacher at the parochial school in Woolwich, and 

offered private tuition to students attempting the join the military college at 

Sandhurst.60 De La Mare took a close interest in the military, particularly training 

young men for service. His parish contained the naval dockyards at Woolwich, and he 

was chaplain to the Marine Society, the precursor to the Sea Cadets, which maintained 

the training ship Warspite, on loan from the Admiralty.61  

 

This connection between clergy and the armed forces was further emphasised 

by the presence of two military men on the steering group. The first was Captain 

Francis W. H. Petrie, a former officer with the 11th Regiment of Foot, and latterly an 
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avid archaeologist. Petrie was born on the Cape of Good Hope where his father had 

served as deputy commissary-general. 62  His brother William became a respected 

electrical engineer, and William’s son William Matthew Flinders Petrie went on to 

become a renowned Egyptologist and a member of the Victoria Institute. Martin 

Petrie, another brother, also had a successful military career, and spent his later years 

engaged with the Royal United Services Institute. All three brothers were deeply 

religious men.63 Petrie had travelled widely during his military career, but it was while 

stationed in Sydney that he first became interested in philanthropic work. He was 

involved in the formation of the Young Men’s Christian Association there and served 

on its committee.64  

 

The final member of the steering group was the naval officer Captain Edmund 

Gardiner Fishbourne, an associate of Shaftesbury’s through their mutual friend 

William Cowper-Temple.65 Originally from Carlow, Fishbourne had enjoyed twenty 

years of active service with the Royal Navy, seeing combat in Niger, before eventually 

being appointed commanding officer of HMS Hermes and posted to the Cape of Good 

Hope.66 Fishbourne, like many young officers of his generation, saw religious faith 

and scriptural awareness not just as ends in themselves, but as a positive way of 

maintaining discipline at sea without necessarily resorting to the threat of 

punishment.67 The Hermes was reassigned to Burma in 1852 as part of the blockade 

of Rangoon during the Second Anglo-Burmese War; Fishbourne was mentioned in 

dispatches for his conduct, although he was frustrated not to receive any honours.68 

Fishbourne’s next assignment, to Nanking during the Taiping Rebellion, left a deep 
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impression.69 Struck by the earnest adoption of Christianity by the Taiping, Fishbourne 

resolved to support further missionary efforts in China.70 When Hermes returned to 

London and its crew was paid off in 1854, Fishbourne published a book attempting to 

contextualise the Taiping Rebellion for a British audience, Impressions of China, and 

promised that any profits would ‘be given in aid of the Evangelization of China’.71 He 

also joined the committee of the Chinese Evangelisation Society, which championed 

the use of native Chinese evangelists rather than Europeans.72  

 

Indeed, after being paid off, Fishbourne used his newly acquired free time to 

become an archetypal ‘gentleman-evangelist’, eventually being promoted to rear-

admiral while on the retired list.73 Soon after returning to London, Fishbourne was 

appointed as one of two honorary secretaries to a royal commission charged with 

investigating the plight of the widows and orphans of servicemen killed in action, and 

the possibility of establishing a military charity in order to support them. The 

commissioners included Albert, the Prince Consort, Earl Grey, the Duke of 

Wellington, Lord Palmerston, and the Earl of Derby.74 Fishbourne was in august 

company; indeed, his fellow honorary secretary, Captain John Henry Lefroy, would 

later become governor of Bermuda and Tasmania.75 The commission went on to found 

the Royal Patriotic Fund, and Fishbourne continued to serve at its honorary secretary, 

frequently attending meetings hosted by Prince Albert at the Palace of Westminster.76 

For these efforts, Fishbourne was eventually made a companion of the Order of the 

Bath in 1859.77 Another organisation that married the armed forces with the Bible, and 

which benefited from Fishbourne’s organisational expertise, was the Naval and 

Military Bible Society, which he served as honorary secretary.78 He continued his 
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interest in military charities, supporting Royal Sailor’s Rests, fundraising for 

Protestants affected by the Franco-Prussian War, and funding a homeopathic hospital 

in Smyrna for troops injured in the Crimean War.79  

 

Fishbourne also took a more direct interest in military affairs and policy 

matters. He joined the prominent military think-tank the Royal United Services 

Institute, serving as the chairman of its council, later as vice president, and often 

chairing meetings.80 At one such meeting in 1859, James Reddie had appeared in order 

to present a paper on his proposed piscine ship’s propeller. Reddie reassured his 

audience that he did not ‘intend to inflict upon [them] the records of a grievance’, 

before explaining in painstaking detail his failed attempts to seek protection for his 

patent.81 Reddie also revealed that he had been recently a guest of Fishbourne, ‘a 

gentleman well-known in this place as the promoter of all that tends to scientific 

advancement in respect of ships and vessels’, at the trials of a new screw propeller.82 

Reddie and Fishbourne were clearly acquainted as early as 1859, and shared an interest 

in naval architecture. Fishbourne gave several papers on advancements in naval 

technology and developed something of an obsession with the buoyancy and stability 

of newer, ironclad ships. His fears were realised in 1870 when the poorly designed 

HMS Captain capsized off Cape Finisterre with the loss of almost 500 lives. 

Fishbourne subsequently devoted much time to lecturing on stability, including an 

investigation of the causes of the Captain’s loss.83  

 

Fishbourne helped both to fund and to run the East London Mission and Relief 

Society. 84  This was one of several societies that combined philanthropy with 

evangelism supported by Fishbourne; however, it is particularly interesting because it 

offers a closer investigation of Fishbourne’s religious commitments. Originally an 

Anglican, Fishbourne gradually moved further away from the church that he was born 
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into. Fishbourne’s friend and fellow Irishman William Pennefather, incumbent first at 

Christ Church, Barnet, and then at St Jude’s, Mildmay Park, held huge ‘assertively 

undenominational’ annual conferences. A regular attendee at the Mildmay 

conferences, Fishbourne became increasingly interested in the holiness movement, 

acting as a ‘valued friend and constant counsellor’ to Pennefather.85 He joined the 

Evangelisation Society as its secretary, and was one of ‘ten well-known 

philanthropists’ who funded and advised William Booth in his East London Christian 

Mission, which would go on to become the Salvation Army. 86  Fishbourne also 

facilitated an 1875 visit to Mildmay by Robert Pearsall and Hannah Whitall Smith, 

the leading American lay preachers of the time. Fishbourne acted as their London 

advisor, although he was unable to repair a fractious relationship between Robert 

Pearsall Smith and Pennefather’s wife that saw the former banned from speaking at 

that year’s Mildmay conference. 87  Fishbourne had already played a key role in 

disseminating the ideas of Pearsall Smith in England, speaking at the Clifton 

conference in 1874, one of the first, and most important, of the ‘holiness conventions 

[that] mushroomed’ in the early 1870s.88 However, it was with the Booths and the 

Salvation Army that Fishbourne felt the most affinity. The Salvation Army’s mix of 

charitable work, evangelisation, and military trappings made it an obvious home for 

someone of his inclinations, and this was evident in his 1882 work, A Calm Plea for 

the Enlargement of Salvation Army Work.89 Fishbourne was present with the Booths 

during the opening of the Salvation Army’s National Barracks and Congress Hall at 

Clapton.90 He also unsuccessfully attempted to convince Shaftesbury, himself a noted 

evangelical and philanthropist, to join the Salvation Army; Shaftesbury declined, 

noting that ‘although he acknowledged the good intentions of Booth’, he ‘could, 

however, find no authority in Scripture for the system and discipline of the Salvation 

Army’.91  
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From the composition of this committee, a picture emerges of the characters 

that shaped the early direction of the Victoria Institute. This is important since the 

initial invitation to join was passed around by circular and by word of mouth and was 

thus dependent on the social networks in which the committee members were 

embedded. Shaftesbury was, of course, a figurehead. He was not heavily involved in 

the Victoria Institute’s operation, but still serves as an indication of its ethos, and a 

signal of the type of character that the Victoria Institute felt should lead it. Reddie is, 

by contrast, something of an enigma; a relatively unknown man of esoteric and 

forcefully held opinions who nevertheless managed to bring the Victoria Institute into 

existence. The Revds Thornton and De La Mare indicate a solidly clerical component 

of the Victoria Institute, while De La Mare and Petrie both give an early indication of 

something which would go on to become a common theme, the intermingling of 

military officers and Anglican clergy. Fishbourne, who was similarly dedicated to 

charitable and evangelical endeavours as Shaftesbury, further reinforces the ‘wealthy 

and eccentric’ character of the group.92 Indeed, given his ubiquity in philanthropic 

movements, it is likely that Fishbourne played an important role in assembling the 

original interested parties since he already knew both Shaftesbury and Reddie. 

Fishbourne also offers a reminder that the denominational affiliation of the group is 

more complicated than might initially appear. At first glance, the five all appear to be 

Anglicans. However, Shaftesbury and Thornton were from the evangelical wing of the 

Church of England, although Thornton’s wedding was in a High Church style. 

Fishbourne was originally a member of the Church of Ireland, but moved through 

nondenominational evangelicalism to the Salvation Army. While a large proportion of 

the membership was Anglican, even within the Church of England there existed 

significant theological differences. Consequently, it is difficult fairly to assign to the 

Victoria Institute a unified theological outlook, though it was certainly conservative, 

and the theological commitments of individual members must be separately assessed. 

The steering group also indicate the form of organisation the Victoria Institute could 

be expected to take. Reddie’s presence ensured that early meetings provided a space 

where ‘philosophy’, or those ideas which might not have currency in the learned 
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societies, could be explored. Meanwhile, Fishbourne’s long history of involvement 

with the Royal United Services Institute meant that he had a working knowledge of a 

successful ‘think tank’ on which to model the Victoria Institute. 

 

 

III ‘The science of sciences’: the objects of the Victoria Institute 

 

One of the first tasks that fell to the steering group was the composition of a set of 

aims for the new society. The raison d'être of the Victoria Institute was codified in a 

series of seven objects. These objects are particularly important in understanding the 

motivations behind the Victoria Institute’s formation. They are unmistakably the work 

of James Reddie: verbose, grandiose, and combative. Yet these objectives are more 

than merely one part of Reddie’s crusade against the scientific mainstream. They were 

unanimously accepted at the Victoria Institute’s first meeting, were printed in each 

copy of its annual journal, and remained almost entirely unchanged for fifty years, 

when they were distilled into a shorter set of objects that nevertheless remained true 

to Reddie’s vision for his philosophical society. They thus offer a clear indication of 

what the Victoria Institute hoped to achieve, and its motivations for so doing. The 

most important point that can be drawn from the Victoria Institute’s objects is that the 

stakes were higher than individual scientific theories. Rather, the contested issue was 

the nature of science itself: what it meant for something to be truly scientific, how 

words such as science, scientist, and scientific should be understood, and the role of 

science in Christian cosmology. Both the definition and function of science were of 

crucial importance. The scientific method, based on the empirical and inductive 

principles of Francis Bacon and refined over several centuries, had by the mid-

nineteenth century obtained a high degree of intellectual and social cachet. 

Conversely, ideas not derived originally from empirical data, and instead relying on 

deduction or speculation, were viewed as suspiciously abstract and metaphysical. 

Richard Yeo has noted that to invoke ‘Baconianism’ was a methodological 

commonplace. Indeed, Yeo argues that ‘[s]tatements about scientific method carried 

strong normative connotations in the nineteenth century, because of intellectual 

traditions which associated the proper use of reason with moral virtue … hard work, 
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patience, and humility, when presented to the public’.93 Arguments based on Baconian 

principles were considered authentically scientific, and thus authoritative. As Bernard 

Lightman puts it, ‘to be deemed intellectually legitimate, ideas and theories had to be 

determined through scientific method’, and thus ‘those who could claim to speak on 

behalf of science gained immense cultural authority and intellectual prestige’.94  

 

For British evangelicals, inductive reasoning carried particular weight. The 

leading Scottish kirkman Thomas Chalmers, for instance, claimed that ‘the procedure 

of inductive philosophy as applied to the phenomena of external nature’ was the surest, 

most infallible method of acquiring knowledge. David Bebbington has demonstrated 

that many evangelicals approached their faith and science in the same manner, 

describing their own theology as ‘experimental Christianity’. This shared modus 

operandi thus intertwined inductive science and evangelical theology in the 

evangelical worldview. Bebbington identifies the closest point of intersection between 

the two fields as natural theology.95 Natural theology is, crudely speaking, the attempt 

to produce arguments for the existence of God based upon observations of the natural 

world. Its best-known exponent in nineteenth-century Britain was William Paley 

(1743-1805), whose Natural Theology (1802) had popularised the watchmaker 

analogy. This analogy was an argument for God’s existence based on obvious 

hallmarks of design in the natural world. Just as a watch was clear evidence of a 

watchmaker, Paley argued, objects in the natural world that bore those hallmarks of 

design were clear evidence of a designer, and thus God. Jonathan Topham has 

highlighted that Paleyan natural theology contained rationalist elements rather than 

being strictly inductive, and that there existed a heterogeneous range of natural 

theologies and theologies of nature. Subsequent works of natural theology such as the 

Bridgewater Treatises (1833-40), to which Chalmers was a contributor, further 
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reinforce this point. 96  Nevertheless, there remained within Victorian Britain’s 

‘common intellectual context’ a widespread conviction that evidence for the existence 

of God existed in the natural world, and could be derived empirically, even if it 

required additional reasoning.97 Further, the fact that natural theology had empirical 

observations at its core made it a more scientifically respectable and authoritative 

approach than more abstract methods which relied on reason alone.  

 

According to its first object, the Victoria Institute was to ‘investigate fully and 

impartially the most important questions of Philosophy and Science, but more 

especially those that bear upon the great truths revealed in Holy Scripture, with the 

view of defending these truths against the oppositions of Science, falsely so called’.98 

Here Reddie and the committee echo Paul’s injunction to Timothy that he avoid 

‘profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called’.99 This offers 

an indication of the Victoria Society’s approach. Officially, it was to conduct a full 

and impartial investigation of philosophical and scientific matters, and indeed the 

Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute carries a disclaimer that ‘[t]he 

institute's object being to investigate, it must not be held to endorse the various views 

expressed at its meetings’. However, there is an implicit assumption that such an 

investigation could lead only to conclusions which accorded with scripture. There 

were thus two sciences – that which coincided with scripture, or true science, and 

‘science, falsely so-called’, or pseudoscience, which challenged scripture.  

 

This may seem a trivial distinction, but it reveals an important philosophical 

manoeuvre. Labelling certain scientific precepts as pseudoscience undermined the 

claim that they represented authoritative knowledge. Otherwise plausible arguments 

could therefore be delegitimised, and even dismissed, simply by attacking their 

epistemological foundations rather than the content of their propositions. Evolution, if 

it could be demonstrated to contradict scripture, which was by definition true, could 
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be dubbed pseudoscience, and thus delegitimised. Similarly, if a theory departed from 

the Baconian methodology, which outlawed preconceived hypotheses, it therefore 

departed from the methodology that the natural sciences ostensibly followed, and from 

which they derived much of their intellectual authority. Of course, as Richard Yeo and 

J.H. Brooke have argued, many of the accomplishments of mid-nineteenth century 

science relied on testing hypotheses and would have been impossible had scientists 

adhered to a rigidly inductive methodology.100  Nevertheless, Darwin’s use of the 

hypotheticodeductive method placed his theory of natural selection outside the 

protected realm of Baconian induction, and thus vulnerable to epistemological 

criticism. The categorisation of an opposing argument as pseudoscience implies that 

one’s own argument is authentically scientific. By pointing out that its results were 

not founded on Baconian principles, opponents of natural selection could thus attempt 

to reassert their own intellectual authority without having to debate the merits of the 

biological theory; this was a philosophical, not scientific debate.   

 

The second object of the Victoria Institute was to bring together ‘men of 

Science and authors … in order to strengthen their efforts by association’, collating 

their efforts and discussions ‘in the printed transactions of an Institution, to give 

greater force and influence [than] if put forward merely by individuals’.101 The desire 

to offer a collective, rather than individual, response suggests that there existed a 

vacuum of leadership among those who were concerned about the implications of 

intellectual developments for their faith. No group had taken responsibility for 

investigating, and organising a response to, the questions raised by evolution, geology, 

and critical biblical scholarship. The Victoria Institute thus aimed to offer a forum for 

educated gentlemen, particularly the clergy and military men, to take the initiative and 

fill the leadership vacuum.  

 

Third, the Victoria Institute was to consider the various conclusions drawn by 

‘the several distinct branches into which Science is now divided, in order to get rid of 
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contradictions and conflicting hypotheses’ and ‘to examine and discuss all supposed 

scientific results with reference to final causes … based upon faith in the existence of 

one Eternal God, who, in His wisdom, created all things very good’.102 This object is 

particularly important, because it highlights a key interface in the relationship between 

science and religion. Throughout the nineteenth century, the natural sciences had 

undergone a process of increasing specialisation. While much research in the sciences 

had traditionally been undertaken by clergymen, there existed a newer generation of 

scientists, exemplified by figures such Thomas Henry Huxley and John Tyndall, who 

were keen to accelerate the process of specialisation and professionalisation.103 A part 

of this process was a movement of cultural authority away from traditional elites such 

as the clergy and towards the new elite of professional scientists, the ‘shift of authority 

and prestige’ described by Frank Turner.104 Thus, while philosophical principles were 

at stake in the debate, they reflected a wider, more complicated relationship between 

competing power structures. In this manner, as David Livingstone has argued, 

‘scientific inquiry became one further arena in which cultural, not simply cognitive, 

interests were fought out’.105 

 

The final four objects all related to the diffusion of relevant intellectual 

material. Fourth, the Victoria Institute would publish ‘Papers read before the Society 

in furtherance of the above objects, along with verbatim reports of the discussions 

thereon’ in a journal.  Fifth, when it was satisfied that subjects had been fully 

discussed, it would ‘make the results known by means of Lectures of a more popular 

kind, to which ladies [would] be admissible’. Sixth, it would ‘publish English 

translations of important foreign works of real scientific and philosophical value, 

especially those bearing upon the relation between the Scriptures and Science; and to 

co-operate with other philosophical societies at home and abroad’. Finally, it would 

‘found a Library and Reading Rooms for the use of the members and associates of the 

Institute, combining the principal advantages of a literary Club.’ 106 These final four 
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objects underline a need that the committee had identified: they lacked a network for 

the dissemination of ideas discussed by the members of the Victoria Institute. It was 

not enough for the Victoria Institute to act as a discussion forum; it must also offer an 

opportunity for its discussions to reach a wide audience. However, the fact that women 

would not be allowed to participate in the active discourse and could instead be only 

passive recipients of the completed discussion, serves as a reminder that this was an 

essentially conservative group. The seventh object further reinforces this sense of 

conservatism; by maintaining the trappings of a gentleman’s club on Adelphi Terrace, 

just off the Strand, the Victoria Institute was attempting to position itself as an 

Establishment body. 

 

It was Reddie who composed Scientia Scientiarum, the manifesto of the 

Victoria Institute. Originally, this was attributed to ‘a Member’, although in the first 

Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute Reddie identifies himself as the 

author.107 However, even if Scientia Scientiarum had remained anonymous, it would 

have been a straightforward matter to identify the mind behind it. The introduction 

opens with a restatement of the Victoria Institute’s ‘primary Object’, the defence of 

scripture from pseudoscience, and notes that ‘if existing scientific societies had duly 

fulfilled their aims, and guarded scientific truth, pseudo-science would never have 

been allowed to pass… and there would then have been no place for a new scientific 

society to expose the fallacies of mere quasi science.’108 There is, of course, a certain 

degree of irony in Reddie, with his idiosyncratic beliefs, attacking pseudoscience, 

particularly since he used the term as a pejorative for any conclusions with which he 

disagreed, and especially those which conflicted with his interpretation of scripture. 

However, it also raises the obvious point that Reddie felt that no group existed that 

was up to the task of defending that conservative interpretation of scripture. The nearly 

two hundred initial members of the Victoria Institute demonstrate that he was not 

alone in holding this belief. 
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Scientia Scientiarum then makes reference to the declaration by the ‘Students 

of Natural Sciences’. Most notable among these students was David Howard, a 

pharmaceutical chemist who went on to join the Victoria Institute.109 However, the 

declaration was most notable for its failure to attract widespread support; indeed, later 

Victoria Institute president George Gabriel Stokes refused to sign the declaration. 

Nevertheless, the declaration does indicate that there was a group within the British 

scientific community that was uncomfortable with science being thrust into 

competition with scripture.110 Building on the arguments expressed in the declaration, 

Reddie argues that ‘it is perfectly clear – and this is acknowledged quite plainly in the 

Declaration – that there cannot really be a contradiction between true science and true 

revelation… [i]f science and Scripture are at issue, plainly one of them is wrong - 

untrue’. It thus followed ‘that men must naturally range themselves either upon the 

side of Scripture or of science’. Reddie then notes that several objections had been 

made to this position, arguing that it was essentially negative in character. This is not 

an unfair criticism; if there could be no contradiction between true science and true 

revelation, might not the Victoria Institute’s efforts be better spent illustrating how the 

two were in harmony? Reddie’s brusque answer was that ‘the Victoria Institute, as a 

matter of fact, originated as a defence movement’. The subsequent thirteen pages are 

devoted to a remarkable double-pronged attack on geology and the nebular hypothesis 

of the solar system’s formation, with Reddie inviting the reader to consider ‘how much 

talent has been wasted, while this untenable theory has thus been blindly 

entertained’.111 The remainder of the tract is spent on an overlong discussion on theory 

and induction. Later editions include the objects of the Victoria Institute, an 

application for membership, an invitation to the inaugural meeting, and a postscript 

dealing at length with Colenso’s continued avowal of contemporary geology, which 

posited a much older age for the earth than had been hitherto supposed.  

 

Reddie used the distribution of Scientia Scientiarum as a further recruiting 

tool: the copy held by the British Library includes a manuscript note from Reddie, ‘at 
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the request of Captain Henry Grant’, an early member of the Victoria Institute, inviting 

the recipient to enrol as a foundation member, and to the inaugural dinner, with the 

request that ‘as many friends as you can induce to come’ be brought.112  Douglas 

Wertheimer, in his prosopography of the Victoria Institute, noticed the same note in a 

copy held by the British Museum, and suggests that the recipient was Thomas Gray; 

as the British Library now holds the British Museum’s manuscript archives, this is 

presumably the same copy.113  Scientia Scientiarum also highlights the lofty early 

ambitions of the Victoria Institute: it was to obtain a royal charter, request that Queen 

Victoria become its first patron, with the Prince of Wales offered a position as vice 

patron and honorary president, and to bestow a medal, called the Victoria Medal, on a 

writer whose work the council approved.114 While this was an ambitious goal, it was 

not entirely beyond the realms of possibility. The Royal United Services Institute, of 

which Reddie and Fishbourne had both been members, had been awarded a royal 

charter in 1860, and both Victoria and Albert served as its patrons. A similar, if more 

achievable, precedent had also been set by the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science, at whose meetings Reddie had been so eager to present a 

paper. Leading politicians such as Sir Robert Peel and Lord Palmerston, Shaftesbury’s 

father in law, had held office in the British Association, and it was even able to boast 

Albert as its president in 1859.115  

 

Indeed, the British Association offers an interesting contrast to the formation 

of the Victoria Institute. Both were formed by dedicated gentleman amateurs but 

differed markedly in their operation. Where the British Association aimed to bring 

science, which had replaced the classics as the foundation of cultural knowledge, to 

the rapidly expanding industrial north, the Victoria Institute had a decidedly 

metropolitan outlook. The first meeting of the British Association was organised in 

York in 1831, with David Brewster and Sir John Robison, members of the Royal 

Society of Edinburgh, undertaking much of the organisation. Brewster and Robison, 
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though experienced in the operation of a scientific society, and enthusiastic about their 

aims, struggled to set decisive goals or objects, or even effectively plan the practical 

elements of such a meeting. Their fellow Scot, the London based geologist Roderick 

Murchison, though similarly enthusiastic, ‘was hazy about the aims and future of the 

assembly’. Even by the time a circular announcing the intended meeting was 

distributed, the British Association’s ‘agenda remained remarkably vague.’ The 

contrast with the Victoria Institute, which had its objects and membership 

arrangements included on its circulars immediately after the steering committee was 

formed, is marked. Reddie and Fishbourne were clearly effective administrators and 

wasted no time in organising a location for their first meeting or beginning the process 

of taking subscriptions. Of course, the choice of location was an important factor: 

London had the obvious advantages of a capital city, and it was much easier to 

convince those based in the south to attend at London than further north. Indeed, when 

told that the British Association meeting was to be held in York, the geologist William 

Conybeare asserted that, based on the relative worth of northern and southern science, 

‘the meeting ought to be held in the Zoological Gardens of the Regents Park!’116  

 

IV. ‘Undertaken and prosecuted ad majorem Dei gloriam’: the organisation and 

oversight of the Victoria Institute. 

 

The original steering group headed by Reddie had, by the inaugural meeting of 24 

May 1866, expanded from its original five members to a total of twenty-three.117 

Shaftesbury was installed as the Victoria Institute’s first president, Fishbourne its 

honorary treasurer, and the civil servant Edward Morshead given the position of 

honorary foreign secretary. Three vice presidents were appointed: the physician 

Charles Burnett, who died before publication of the first Journal of the Transactions 

of the Victoria Institute; the naturalist and religious writer Phillip Henry Gosse; and 

the Revd Walter Mitchell, Hospitaller at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, and a respected 

scientific writer. Most prominent among the new council members was the Irish 

businessman, and later M.P., Alexander McArthur, who became one of the Victoria 
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Institute’s first life members, and who ‘introduced seventy friends as members’.118 The 

council also appointed a clerk, Charles H. Hilton Stewart, and employed the Irish 

antiquarian Thomas Waller Eyre Evans as a secretary, although neither appear to have 

been members or associates of the Victoria Institute.119 T. Waller Eyre Evans was not 

retained as secretary after June 1866, and so the clerk C. H. H. Stewart was the only 

permanent employee.120  

 

However, even with the addition of a secretary, a Mr Leifchild, to aid him in 

his duties, Stewart was to last barely longer than Eyre Evans. In 1867 ‘the Council 

found it necessary to dispense’ with the services of both men, and they were replaced 

by W. H. S. Aubrey and John Wills as secretary and clerk respectively.121 This frequent 

turnover of clerical staff had a deleterious impact on the Victoria Institute’s financial 

stability; its account books ‘had been unsatisfactorily kept’, ‘various subscriptions… 

were unaccounted for’, and several members were repeatedly hounded for 

subscriptions which they had in fact already paid. An unfortunate result was the 

withdrawal of several frustrated former members.122 Financial security was a frequent 

worry for the Victoria Institute. The first round of subscriptions had raised £528 8s, 

and while some spending commitments, such as the £32 8s 8d for 3,000 copies of 

Scientia Scientiarum, were unaccountably extravagant, the Victoria Institute still 

managed to meet these and record a balance of £530 5s in 1867.123 By 1871, its balance 

was still £487 5s, yet by 1885 expenditure was beginning to outpace even the growing 

income.  Despite raising £1,389 6s 7d, large expenditures such as £431 15s on printing, 

£159 14s 10d on rent, and £210 to Petrie for his role as honorary secretary and editor 

of the society’s journal, left a balance of only £9 8s 5d.124  

 

The constitution of the Victoria Institute was proposed by its provisional 

council and adopted by unanimous vote at the inaugural meeting. This constitution 

established the types of membership, costs, responsibilities, and application 
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procedure. The Victoria Institute was to be governed by a council, comprised of a 

president, between two and seven vice-presidents, a treasurer, at least one honorary 

secretary, and between twelve and twenty-four council members, chosen by vote at an 

annual general meeting. In addition to the standard membership, two classes of 

associate membership were also available; female applicants could become only 

associates, not members. In order to be elected members, applicants had to be endorsed 

by two ordinary members, or one member of the council. Annual subscriptions were 

set at two guineas for members, with an additional entrance donation of a guinea for 

those who joined after the first year, two guineas for first class associates, and a guinea 

for second class associates. Life membership could be purchased by members and first 

class associates for twenty guineas, and by second class members for ten guineas; a 

contribution of sixty guineas would establish the donor as a vice-patron of the institute 

in addition to life membership.125 Should a member of the royal family become a 

member, they would not be liable for any subscription fees. The choice of one guinea 

as the annual subscription was not particularly unusual. The Social Science 

Association, for example, charged its ordinary members one guinea annually, ‘which 

entitled them to attend meetings and to receive the annual Transactions’.126 However, 

the guinea, as ‘a somewhat fictitious coin not minted after 1813’, was associated with 

‘luxury goods’ or ‘doctors and other professionals’, demonstrating further the social 

class that the Victoria Institute was targeting.127 

 

The Victoria Institute held meetings between November and June, the 

traditional London season that most clubs and societies followed.128 Ordinary meetings 

were held fortnightly on the first and third Monday of each month, while the annual 

general meeting would be held on the Monday closest to 24 May. Members could 

introduce two visitors at each meeting, and make use of the Institute’s library, reading, 

and writing rooms, while associates could introduce one visitor. Meetings originally 

commenced at eight o’clock, with the president, a vice president, or council member 

taking the chair. After reading the minutes of the previous meeting, announcing new 
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members, and conducting any other business, papers were read in full by the author, 

and then opened to the floor for discussion.129 In accordance with the objects of the 

Victoria Institute, proceedings were recorded verbatim, and then published in the 

Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute by Robert Hardwicke, a Victoria 

Institute member who had published Scientia Scientiarum, and was well-known for 

popular science and natural history works.130  

 

The verbatim record of proceedings is particularly useful for investigating 

Victoria Institute meetings, as it allows an in-depth analysis of the contents of papers, 

precise objections to them, and a record of all members who were present and 

participated. Such analyses are undertaken in subsequent chapters; nevertheless, some 

general points about the conduct of meetings are worth observing here. The nature of 

the papers presented varied quite considerably. When the paper covered a 

controversial topic, it is particularly helpful to observe the range of opinions on offer. 

Given the strongly held opinions of some members, and the late hour of meetings, it 

was not unusual for papers in the first years of the Institute to be discussed at 

subsequent meetings, allowing for an exhaustive debate. Indeed, the time of meetings 

was brought forward to half past four in 1896 in order to improve the quality of 

debates.131  

 

The character of meetings at the Victoria Institute thus falls somewhere 

between the ‘dignified ritual’ of the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh, and 

the public spectacle of the British Association.132 Papers were generally delivered to 

respectful silence, and the chairmen attempted to enforce a level of order on 

proceedings. With entrance restricted to members, associates, and their guests, the 

potential for an audience to arrive with the sole intention of being entertained was 

further reduced. Further, some papers were exceptionally obscure. Walter Mitchell’s 

1868 paper on ‘The Geometric Isomorphism of Crystals and the derivation of all other 

forms from those of the Cubical system’, for example, is rendered in the Journal of 
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the Transactions of the Victoria Institute as 68 pages of algebra, chemical formulae, 

and diagrams.133 As T. C. F. Stunt drily observes, ‘It is hardly surprising that the 

Journal reads: “A discussion followed.... This discussion having been of a very general 

character, it has not been found necessary to insert it.”’134 Nevertheless, some papers 

generated particularly strong reactions, particularly from James Reddie. As the 

society’s honorary secretary, Reddie was responsible for editing the Journal of the 

Transactions of the Victoria Institute, and presenting the annual report at the annual 

general meeting. Given the inclusion of verbatim discussion following the 

presentation of a paper, this required a degree of commitment.  

 

While Reddie threw himself into the task with his customary enthusiasm, his 

position as honorary secretary was actually an impediment to the recruitment and 

retention of new members. Despite the initial burst of enthusiasm, with ninety-nine 

members joining in the first year to take the total number of members to 291, the 

number of new members declined rapidly thereafter, and did not fully recover until 

after Reddie’s death in 1871. A respected professor had declined to join after noting 

that Reddie ‘actually did not believe in the theory of universal gravitation’.135 Douglas 

Wertheimer suggests that there may have been internal discontent with Reddie’s 

combative approach, and it is reasonable to assume that this may have dissuaded 

several members.136 An early paper by the chemist John Hall Gladstone cautioned 

against placing science and theology in conflict.137 It is unlikely that Gladstone could 

have anticipated the reception his paper would receive: in addition to several robust 

replies from members of the council, he was treated to a lengthy discourse from 

Reddie on the scientific insights contained in the Bible, such as the idea that the book 

of Job purports to portray a flat earth in a single plane. A similarly protracted 

digression on induction was no doubt a test of endurance for Gladstone, while reading 

the transcript of his paper and discussion included in the Journal of the Transactions 

of the Victoria Institute, with sections redacted, and parenthetical comments by Reddie 
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appended, can scarcely have been less painful.138 Unsurprisingly, Gladstone’s name 

did not appear in the register of members in subsequent years, although he did attend 

some further meetings.  

 

This was not an isolated incident. The council member George Warington, 

who had delivered the first paper to the Victoria Institute, a treatise on the relationship 

between science and theology, gave a subsequent paper discussing ‘The Credibility of 

Darwinism’ on 4 March 1867.139 Having persuasively argued that Darwinism offered 

a credible hypothesis, and imprudently mentioning the theory of gravitation, 

Warington may have felt that he had escaped lightly when Reddie briefly noted that 

he felt ‘if possible only the more persuaded that the theory of Mr. Darwin is 

inharmonious, inconsistent, and utterly incredible.’140 The next meeting, however, saw 

Reddie present a paper ‘On the Credibility of Darwinism’, using his position as 

honorary secretary to offer a lengthy rebuttal, without fear of interruption, which 

included a not entirely unexpected refutation of gravitation.141 The subsequent debate 

continued for such an extended period that it was adjourned until the next meeting, at 

which the Revd Walter Mitchell, not to be outdone, delivered a paper harshly critical 

of Darwinism before allowing Warington to continue the discussion. 142  Despite 

Warrington’s position as a member of the Victoria Institute’s council, his reluctance 

to entirely reject Darwinism had earned him the disapprobation of the Institute’s 

dominant characters; he delivered only one more paper and remained a member only 

three more years before declining to renew his membership. 

  

Reddie also did little to cultivate a positive impression of the Victoria Institute 

amongst other learned societies. Having settled on a less controversial topic than the 

complete refutation of Newtonian physics, Reddie finally had a paper accepted by the 

British Association. At the August 1866 Nottingham meeting, Reddie presented ‘On 
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the Various Theories of Man's Past and Present Condition’.143 Although the report of 

the meeting includes only the title of Reddie’s paper, and no abstract, it is almost 

certainly the same as the homonymous paper presented at the Victoria Institute the 

previous month, which expressed Reddie’s racial and anti-Darwinian views. 144 

Thomas Henry Huxley, the biologist known as ‘Darwin’s bulldog’ for his tenacious 

defence of evolutionary theory, was in attendance at Nottingham, and suggested that 

Reddie’s paper more properly belonged to the ethnology category rather than 

geography, although ‘it would perhaps not have passed muster with the committee 

there’.145 When Huxley gave a lecture to the clergy at Sion College in 1867, Reddie, 

who had been in the audience, invited him to present the same lecture to the Victoria 

Institute. Huxley, reported Reddie at the Victoria Institute’s next meeting, ‘thought it 

inconsistent with his dignity to appear before what he called “the tribunal” of the 

Victoria Institute’.146  

 

Reddie’s death in 1871 might be expected to have been the coup de grâce that 

finished off a struggling Victoria Institute. Instead, however, the next two decades 

were the most successful in the Institute’s history. Reddie’s replacement as honorary 

secretary, long-time council member Captain Francis Petrie, lacked Reddie’s strong 

opinions and enthusiasm for debate. Nevertheless, he proved to be extremely capable 

in his new role. Several changes were introduced which improved the operation of the 

Institute. The category of second class associate was abolished at a special general 

meeting on 4 December 1871. A list of library books available to members was 

published in the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute, and bequest and 

donation cards were also included.147 Petrie began a campaign of soliciting prominent 

individuals to join, with immediate success. In 1871, a flurry of ninety-one members 

swelled the ranks of the Institute, including seventy-two new recruits. 148  Most 

prominent among these was Archibald Tait, the Archbishop of Canterbury, while the 
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eminent textual scholar Constantin von Tischendorf joined the council as an honorary 

corresponding member.149 The Earl of Dartmouth, Lord Harris, Earl Harrowby, and 

the Duke of Marlborough also joined in 1871, a testament to Petrie’s ability to attract 

leading figures to the ranks of the Victoria Institute. Petrie also began to distribute 

copies of the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute to other societies, 

both within the United Kingdom and abroad, and began a system of local secretaries 

to increase interest outside London.150  

 

 

*   *   *   * 

 

It is somewhat ironic that the single greatest factor in the Victoria Institute’s initial 

formation, James Reddie, also appears to have held the society back from achieving 

its full potential. After his death, the decline in membership was quickly arrested, and 

continued to climb until its peak of 1,510 in 1898. However, this chapter is not simply 

the story of an eccentric civil servant and his impact on a philosophical society. An 

investigation of the early years of the Victoria Institute and the committee responsible 

for bringing it into existence provides a framework for understanding later 

developments. In particular, Shaftesbury’s position as a figurehead and Fishbourne’s 

leading role indicate that, while there was a broader constituency of interest, the 

nucleus of the Victoria Institute’s initial leadership shared certain common features. It 

was a respectable, upper middle class grouping of a senior civil servant, clergymen, 

and military officers all of whom had a background in learned societies, evangelical 

groups, and philanthropic efforts. For the members of the committee, the obvious 

solution to a social problem, whether it was unemployed dockers, military widows, or 

the working conditions in factories, was that they would take it upon themselves to 

form a group and tackle it. When confronted with the rising threat posed by intellectual 

trends such as higher criticism and evolutionary theories, it is hardly surprising that in 

the absence of an existing body their reaction was to organise, form a committee, 

fundraise, and establish a forum to discuss the issue. The presence of figures such as 
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Thornton, De La Mare, Fishbourne, and Shaftesbury also gave the Victoria Institute 

an authentically religious and respectable character. Combined with the rooms at 

Adelphi Terrace, the fees, and the type of member targeted, it is perhaps fair to view 

the Victoria Institute as a gentlemanly, religiously inclined think tank with elements 

borrowed from other learned societies, rather than a straightforward religious analogue 

of more secular groups.  However, the Victoria Institute had an edge beneath the 

genteel veneer. Thornton, for instance, was no intellectual lightweight; more than able 

to competently discuss complex philosophical issues, his intellectual authority was 

nevertheless challenged by the nascent class of professional academics. The Victoria 

Institute provided a sympathetic environment in which he and other gentlemen 

amateurs could continue to assert some of that authority. Further, it offered an 

opportunity for those concerned about the implications of scientific theories to buttress 

their own beliefs. Under the direction of the irascible Reddie, they could attempt to 

turn the tables on scientific naturalism, particularly those scientists who had paid lip 

service to Baconianism in order to present an image of ‘scientific objectivity and of a 

community united by a common methodology’.151 Indeed, as the Victoria Institute saw 

it, many natural scientists, by failing to follow the Baconian methodology, were not 

truly scientific.   
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Chapter Two 

 

The membership – numbers, religion, and social profile, 1866-1926 

 

Very little research has been undertaken into the membership of the Victoria Institute. 

The only systematic investigation is an unpublished manuscript, ‘The Victoria 

Institute, 1865–1919: A Study in Collective Biography Meant as an Introduction to 

the Conflict of Science and Religion after Darwin’, by Douglas Wertheimer.1 This 

prosopography, part of Wertheimer’s undergraduate studies in 1971, collated large 

amounts of data and attempted to draw some basic conclusions about the Victoria 

Institute from them. Wertheimer divides his period of study into four chronological 

sections, primarily based upon the number of people who were members of the 

Victoria Institute in a given year. The first is the initial period between 1865 and 1871, 

which coincides with James Reddie’s tenure as honorary secretary. The second section 

is the period of sustained growth between 1871 and peak membership in 1887. The 

third covers a slight dip in membership after 1887, before it rebounded to an overall 

peak of 1,246 members in 1897. The final section then comprises a long period of 

decline until 1919. Some of these decisions are obvious and sensible. The period under 

Reddie saw an initial burst of enthusiasm followed by a precipitous decline in 

membership. The quality and tone of papers presented before the Institute in that time 

are markedly different from later offerings, and so this period of the Victoria Institute’s 

history has been treated separately in the preceding chapter. The division of the period 

from 1871 to 1897 is more problematic. Wertheimer’s justification for the decision to 

treat the periods 1871-1887 and 1888-1897 separately is that there was a decline in 

membership after 1887. While he correctly identifies this as the first since the 

departure of Reddie, it was a relatively small decline, and in any case numbers quickly 

rebounded to a higher level before beginning a terminal decline in 1898. Wertheimer 

does correctly note that record keeping became erratic after 1885, particularly with 

regard to whether members were still alive. This broadly corresponds with the death 

in 1887 of the Victoria Institute’s treasurer, Edmund Gardiner Fishbourne, although 
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Wertheimer does not suggest that a change in personnel is responsible. Nevertheless, 

given the fact that the brief decline does not change the overall trajectory of 

membership, dividing the period in this manner is unhelpful. Wertheimer’s final 

division is fairly sensible, beginning with the decline in membership in 1898.  

 

Some additional considerations must also be brought to bear. Given the 

inconsistent record keeping, including a missing year in 1886, and the fact that 

membership figures tended to run a year in arrears, the figures used must be treated 

with caution. Furthermore, size of membership can be a useful indicator of the fortunes 

of an organisation, but it is not the only one. Nevertheless, it is important to understand 

the people who comprise that organisation, and who contributed to its operation. 

Without consideration of those who joined the Victoria Institute, it is impossible to 

understand the social background from which members were drawn. In a religiously-

inclined organisation, it is also imperative to determine whether particular 

denominations were more or less interested in its object. Given that it was an 

organisation also involved in intellectual pursuits, it is necessary to understand the 

professional background and educational attainments of its members. Those who 

contributed to the formation and early operation of the Victoria Institute have been 

treated in the preceding chapter. Those whose contribution was intellectual, through 

either delivering or debating papers, are covered in subsequent chapters. This chapter 

therefore has as its subject those who were willing to put their name, and give their 

money, to the Victoria Institute. 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to build upon Wertheimer’s pioneering work, 

which clearly required an extraordinary amount of effort for what was an 

undergraduate assignment. With the benefit of four decades of technological and 

historical advances, it is possible to produce a fuller study. The first step is a difference 

of approach. This chapter investigates the membership of the Victoria Institute at four 

intervals, covering eighty years. It begins with the foundation list of 1866, the original 

members who answered James Reddie’s call to arms and joined the Victoria Institute 

in its first full year of operation. Each edition of the Journal of the Transaction of the 

Victoria Institute (JTVI) was intended to carry a list of the members. In early editions, 

this included their location, often even a postal address, and this allows a fairly 
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comprehensive survey of the membership and where they were located. The 

membership is then examined at intervals of twenty years, although the 1886 edition 

of JTVI failed to include a membership list, and so the 1885 edition was instead used 

to provide the second data set. The third data set was drawn from the 1906 edition of 

JTVI, although this was complicated by the fact that the membership lists had by this 

point ceased to include addresses; the fourth and final data set is drawn from the 1926 

edition. The complete datasets can be found in Appendices A and B of this thesis. 

 

The data sets record several categories of information. In addition to their 

name, an attempt has been made to record the location and place of origin for each 

member, their age, the year in which they joined the Victoria Institute, their 

occupational background, where they were educated, and their religious 

denomination. Some of the more prominent members have entries in standard 

reference works such as the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and Who’s Who. 

Members of the Anglican clergy, who form a significant component of the 

membership in every dataset, were usually included in Crockford’s Clerical 

Directory, and also were likely to have attended the universities of Oxford and 

Cambridge, and thus appear in Alumni Oxonoienses and Alumni Cantabrigienses, 

while civil service and military appointments were usually recorded in the London 

Gazette. As the location of the majority of members in 1866 and 1885 has been 

included, it has been possible to draw some data from the 1871, 1881, and 1891 

censuses. The lack of location data in 1906 and 1926 made this process more 

complicated, although it was still possible to ascertain the location of the majority of 

members in 1906 and for around half of the 1926 data set. Where information has been 

impossible to determine, including in cases of ambiguity, the data field has been left 

blank. An unavoidable consequence is that those from occupational fields which were 

well-documented, principally the clergy, civil service, and military, have more 

complete data sets. Similarly, figures and percentages tabulated below refer only to 

those fields which have been filled. This makes little practical difference to the earlier 

datasets, but later datasets would produce diagrams that are difficult to read if empty 

fields were not excluded. Nevertheless, this is a weakness that must be highlighted at 

this stage. The alternatives would have been to produce unclear charts, or to introduce 

an element of speculation by guessing some blank fields. Nevertheless, in-text figures 
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refer to the entire dataset, including empty fields, giving a compromise between 

accuracy and results which are easy to determine visually. These datasets provide 

snapshots of the Victoria Institute membership at specific intervals. However, it is 

helpful first to examine the broad trends that emerge when the data are examined in 

their entirety.  

 

 

I. General trends and statistics, 1866-1926 

 

1. Numbers  

The first and most obvious data point is the overall number of members. The findings 

here, depicted in Figure 2.1, broadly correspond to those suggested by Wertheimer, 

although his study goes only as far as 1919. The relatively small organisation that was 

founded in 1865 had almost quadrupled in size to 1,008 members in 1885. This was 

followed by a dramatic decline, with the 623 members in 1906 representing a decrease 

of more than 38%. This period of decline continued in 1926, although the 437 

members there represent a less sheer, if still significant, drop of 30%.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.1 – Victoria Institute total membership, by year. 
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2. Location 

One factor suggested by Wertheimer for the increase in membership in the period 

between 1866 and 1885 is the increase in foreign members.2 Wertheimer defined 

foreign members as those located outside of England and calculated an average of the 

number of members joining per year in each of his divisions, separated into English 

and foreign. His conclusion is that ‘the Institute’s sustained increase in membership 

between 1878 and 1897… is not due to English but to foreign members’. The Victoria 

Institute was therefore ‘losing its appeal within England at precisely the time when it 

most attractive to individuals outside it’.3  The increase in foreign membership is 

certainly an important observation, and there is an extremely high correlation 

coefficient of 0.99 between the total number of members and the number of foreign 

members. Yet the division into English and foreign members is problematic. England, 

Wales, Scotland, and, until 1922, Ireland were all constituent parts of the United 

Kingdom. Further, London sat at the centre of a global empire; with frequent 

movement between countries within the United Kingdom and its empire, the location 

of a member when they joined only tells part of the story. It is therefore more 

instructive to examine their place of origin in addition to their location.  

 

In any case, the founding members of the Victoria Institute were almost 

entirely located in the United Kingdom; only eight, 2.9 per cent of the total, were not. 

By 1885, the number of overseas members had increased to 322, one third of the total. 

This is a substantial increase, yet it falls some way short of supporting Wertheimer’s 

claim that it was foreign membership that sustained the Victoria Institute during the 

period 1878-1897. In 1885 the Institute welcomed 131 new members. This intake was 

split nearly evenly: sixty-six of these were based in the United Kingdom, and sixty-

five were located elsewhere, in places as diverse as Constantinople, Guiana, and 

Tokyo. Yet only fourteen, fewer than one tenth, were born outside of the United 

Kingdom, and of those only eleven still resided abroad. The pattern in later years was 

broadly similar, with members from outside the United Kingdom making up 30 per 

cent of the total in 1906, and 19 per cent in 1926. Apart from the foundation list, 

foreign members therefore constituted a significant portion of the total membership. 

                                                
2 Ibid., pp 41-2. 
3 Ibid., p. 42. 
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Of these foreign members, however, the majority were actually born in the United 

Kingdom. Only in 1926 did the number of foreign members who were also born 

abroad come close to the number of foreign members of British or Irish origin.   

 

Some important observations may be made from these data. First, the Victoria 

Institute was a United Kingdom organisation. It drew the majority of its membership 

from the United Kingdom, and of those based abroad, the majority were originally 

born there. Much of this was due to the extent of the British Empire. With swathes of 

territory across the globe under British administration, there were numerous 

opportunities for movement between and within those territories, reflected by the 

amount of British and Irish among the foreign members. Indeed, a large number of 

those were involved in government work, whether as surveyors in South Africa and 

Australia, members of the Indian Civil Service, or serving in the armed forces. 

Clergymen from the Church of England, which as an established church held a quasi-

governmental position, also featured heavily, as did missionaries. The Victoria 

Institute thus reflected the extent of the British Empire. Indeed, the only country that 

contributed a significant number of members and was not part of that empire was the 

United States. London was not merely the empire’s administrative and commercial 

capital, however; it also served as the nexus of worldwide religious and intellectual 

networks, as illustrated by the Victoria Institute’s membership. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 – UK and non-UK members, by year 
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Figure 2.3 – UK members, non-UK members born in the United Kingdom, and 

members neither based nor born in the UK, by year 

 

3. Occupation 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – Occupational background, by year 
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Figure 2.4 shows that religious ministry was, by a considerable distance, the 

occupation most heavily represented among Victoria Institute members. One third of 

the founding members were clergymen; by 1885, they constituted slightly more than 

half of the membership, at 54 per cent, and in 1906 slightly less than half, at 48 per 

cent. By 1926, this had decreased to only one fifth, although clergymen were still the 

largest occupational grouping. Therefore, when the Victoria Institute membership was 

largest, the majority of members were clergy. It is unsurprising that an organisation 

with the stated aim of defending scripture should attract churchmen. Yet the sheer 

number, in an organisation that was also concerned with developments in science, 

philosophy, and more broadly within the academy, is striking.  

 

Anglican clergy were well educated and could be naturally expected to take an 

interest in an organisation such as the Victoria Institute, particularly those based in 

comfortable livings in England and who therefore had the time and means to support 

the Institute’s operation. 4  Yet there were also a substantial number of overseas 

members who were ordained members of the Church of England. Many were bishops 

in diverse corners of the British Empire, such as Henry John Chitty Harper, bishop of 

Christchurch, Peter Sorrenson Royston, bishop of Mauritius, or William Carpenter 

Bompas, bishop of Athabasca, on the Yukon. Others were missionaries, often closely 

linked to the Church Missionary Society in London, such as the Revd Arthur Evans 

Moule in China, or the Revd Edward Bickersteth in Japan. 

 

Clergymen, and in particular those in the Church of England, tended to have a 

university education. Many of those based in rural areas had traditionally been 

squarsons, owning substantial amounts of land, which provided them with an elevated 

social position as well both the means and free time to indulge in intellectual pursuits.5 

One such pursuit was in the natural sciences, and so there were several members who 

were both clerics and scientists. In the earlier nineteenth century, many clergy 

                                                
4 S. J. Brown, Providence and empire: religion, politics and society in the United Kingdom, 1815-1914 
(Harlow, 2008), pp 12-16. 
5 E. J. Evans, ‘Some reasons for the growth of English rural anticlericalism c. 1750- c. 1830’ in Past 
and Present, lxvi (1975), pp 102-4, 109. 
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scientists had been heavily involved in secular scientific organisations, such as the 

British Association for the Advancement of Science; however, by 1866 their 

participation had almost entirely ceased.6 In the Victoria Institute, this decline was 

much less pronounced. Although there were only two clergyman scientists in 1866, 

by 1886 there were a dozen, and even in 1906 there were still seven. Only by 1926 

had they disappeared, and so the clergy scientist survived in the Victoria Institute for 

half a century longer than in the secular realm. Of course, the Victoria Institute 

members had intellectual interests beyond the natural sciences, and thus many clergy 

could be found working in education, some in theological colleges, but also in 

universities and in private schools. In 1885, forty-four members were clergymen 

working in the academy; in 1906 this number was thirty, and in 1926, it was twenty-

four.  

 

The other occupations heavily represented varied year by year, although there 

were some constants. A small but relatively consistent number of members had 

backgrounds in the natural sciences, as chemists, naturalists, physicists, or 

astronomers. In the early years of the Victoria Institute’s operation, these tended to be 

figures on the fringes of, or even outside, the scientific mainstream. The most 

prominent example was the Institute’s vice president, Philip Henry Gosse, who had 

been an acclaimed populariser of marine biology until his 1857 work Omphalos, 

which attempted to reconcile the apparent age of the earth with the Genesis creation 

narrative through the theory of prochronism, the idea that the earth was created with 

signs of age.7 Omphalos was both a financial and intellectual disaster, and ruined 

Gosse’s scientific reputation.8 Those few other scientists were hardy souls indeed; the 

treatment of George Warington and John Hall Gladstone by James Reddie and other 

council members, as discussed in the previous chapter, almost certainly dissuaded 

those who would waver from the council’s ideologically pure position. Nevertheless, 

by 1885, shorn of Reddie’s combativeness, a more moderate mood prevailed, and 

some scientists of international standing could be found among the Victoria Institute’s 

members. French biologist Louis Pasteur and the Cambridge mathematician and 

                                                
6 Frank Turner, ‘The Victorian conflict between science and religion: a professional dimension’ in Isis, 
lxix (1978), pp 367-8. 
7 P. H. Gosse, Omphalos: an attempt to untie the geological knot (London, 1857). 
8 L. R. Croft, ‘Gosse, Philip Henry (1810–1888)’, ODNB. 
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physicist George Gabriel Stokes, later president of the Institute, were the most famous 

names, although both were honorary members who had been invited to join. There 

were among the subscribing members, however, the geologists James Dwight Dana 

and Henry William Shaler, and the palaeontologist Henry Alleyne Nicholson, 

respected names in their fields. In 1906, the picture was broadly similar, and the 

Victoria Institute boasted thirty-four natural scientists, its largest proportion of natural 

scientist members, although by 1926 this had declined to only fourteen. The most 

important observation to be made here is that while the Victoria Institute could always 

count some professional scientists among its members, it struggled to attract more than 

a handful at any one time. Indeed, the more renowned the scientist, the more likely 

they would hold an honorary membership than pay a subscription. 

 

The presence of clergymen and scientists in the Victoria Institute is 

unsurprising, even if the sheer number of clergy involved was remarkable. In an 

organisation that placed such heavy emphasis on the relationship between science and 

religion, people from these occupational backgrounds could be expected to self-select 

for membership. However, some other occupations are surprisingly well represented. 

In 1866 and, to a lesser extent, 1885, many civil servants could be found among the 

membership: twelve in 1866, and twenty-three in 1885. In 1866, this is most likely a 

result of Reddie’s efforts. All but two were London civil servants, and many would, 

like Reddie, have worked at Somerset House; it can reasonably be assumed that they 

were part of the same professional network. In 1885 and 1906, many belonged to the 

Imperial Civil Service and either worked in, or were retired from, the administration 

of India. As the recipients of pensions, retired civil servants tended to have both the 

means and the free time to pursue their interests, which frequently involved a 

fascination with the cultures of the near east, a common theme in Victoria Institute 

papers in the early twentieth century (see Chapter Six). 

 

Another consistently well-represented occupation was the military. In keeping 

with the social class of the Victoria Institute more broadly, these were all 

commissioned officers. In 1866, there were roughly equal numbers of naval and army 

officers, and most were based in London. Many of these, such as the Victoria 

Institute’s honorary treasurer, Captain Edmund Gardiner Fishbourne, were on the 
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retired list on half pay. As was the case with the clergy and with retired civil servants, 

this gave them a reliable income and enough leisure time to pursue their interests. The 

Victoria Institute was not the first learned society to have an influx of retired military 

men; the United Services Institution was an obvious London-based opportunity for 

intellectual exchange between servicemen. As discussed in Chapter One, Fishbourne 

had served on its council alongside the brother of Francis Petrie, and James Reddie 

had there presented papers on naval propulsion. Another military member, Rear 

Admiral Edward Pellew Halsted, was a retired naval officer with an interest in 

propulsion, and a participant alongside Fishbourne at the United Services Institute.9 

Yet another, Captain Boughey Burgess, had served as the United Services Institute’s 

secretary and curator.10 Servicemen continued to play an active role in the Victoria 

Institute across the period under study. There were fifty members with a military 

background in 1885, although this was proportionally smaller than the thirty-three in 

1906 or the twenty-eight in 1926, by which time servicemen were the second largest 

occupational group. This relatively large proportion again contained many retirees, 

many of them veterans of the Great War who were keen to share observations of the 

world made on their tours of duty. 

 

The other occupational groups most heavily represented are commerce, law, 

and the medical professions. The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from this is the 

social standing of these members. Industrialists, bankers, insurance agents, and 

merchants were members of the upper middle classes; so too were solicitors and 

barristers, surgeons and physicians. Most of these also had, if not a university 

education, then an equivalent professional qualification. Together, these reinforce the 

image of the Victoria Institute as a solidly upper middle class, ‘Establishment’ 

organisation. 

 

 

 

                                                
9 E. P. Halsted, The screw fleet of the navy (London, 1850); Journal of the United Services Institute, vii 
(1863), pp 133-50. 
10 Journal of the United Services Institute, viii (1865), p. 1. 
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4. Denomination 

 

 

Figure 2.5 – Denomination, by year 

 

A striking observation about the denominational makeup of the Victoria Institute 

(Figure 2.5) is that the overwhelming majority of its members belonged to the Church 

of England or the wider Anglican communion. On the foundation list, almost three-

quarters of members were Anglican. In 1885, this had decreased slightly to 69 per 

cent, where it remained in 1906, before decreasing again to 57 per cent in 1926. At all 

times, the amount of Anglican members was larger than the combined membership of 

every other denomination. Indeed, the Victoria Institute was so strongly Anglican that 

when a thanksgiving service was held in 1916 to mark its fiftieth anniversary, it 

included a full Church of England service, with the general confession said by the 

whole congregation, while kneeling.11 The only other denomination with a significant 

number of members on the foundation list was Methodism. Methodists continued to 

be well represented in 1885, although by then Presbyterianism was the second largest 

denomination, swelled by members from North America. Presbyterianism maintained 

its position as the second largest denomination for the rest of the period, although an 

increasing number of other non-Anglican denominations were represented in 1906 and 

1926; most notable among these were eight Quakers and seven Congregationalists in 

                                                
11Special meeting, 24 May 1916, Minutes of Ordinary General, Annual Business and Special Meetings 
(John Rylands Library, The Victoria Institute Archive, GB 133 TVI/1/1). 
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1906. The overwhelmingly Anglican character of the Victoria Institute is difficult to 

escape, especially when considered alongside the fact that the largest occupational 

group was the clergy. By combining the two (see Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7), it emerges 

that ordained members of the Church of England represented a huge proportion of the 

members. Anglican clergy alone were the largest single occupational group in 1866, 

1885, and 1906, with 23 per cent, 30 per cent, and 27 per cent of the total membership 

respectively.  Only in 1926, when 15 per cent of the members were serviceman, and 

14.1 per cent were Anglican clergy, were the latter not the largest single occupational 

group.  

 

 

Figure 2.6 – Anglican clergy, by year 

 

Figure 2.7 – Anglican clergy as a percentage of total membership, by year 
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5. Education 

 

 

Figure 2.8 – Members holding university degrees or equivalent as a percentage of 

total membership, by year. 

 

Victoria Institute members tended to be well educated, as shown in Figure 2.8. In 1866 

and 1926, just over 28 per cent of members held university degrees or similar 

professional qualifications. However, when the Victoria Institute was at its most 

successful, in 1885, 78.77 per cent of the membership held degrees. In 1906, when the 

membership had begun to wane, this had fallen to 41.57 per cent. There is an extremely 

strong correlation between the total membership of the Victoria Institute and the 

percentage of that membership that held degrees, with a correlation coefficient of 0.97. 

This was an organisation primarily composed of the well-educated. Of course, a large 

proportion of the membership of such an organisation could be expected to have a 

university education. The large proportion of Anglican members also meant that they 

were more likely to hold degrees, as the universities of Oxford and Cambridge had, 

until 1870, various regulations restricting entry to members of, or those willing to 

profess their support for, the established church. 12  The data reflect this: of those 

                                                
12 Brown, Providence and empire, p. 262. 
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members holding a degree, a majority were awarded either by Oxford or Cambridge 

– 73 per cent in 1866, 66 per cent in 1885, 64 per cent in 1906, and 52 per cent in 

1926. Other professions, such as medicine or law, also required a degree or 

professional qualification. Yet the huge number of members holding a degree in 1885, 

with the Victoria Institute at the height of its membership, is remarkable. It suggests 

that the fortunes of the Victoria Institute were tied to the educational level of its 

members: the larger the percentage of members holding a degree, the larger the 

Institute overall (see Figure 2.9). Considering that the primary outputs of the Victoria 

Institute were lectures and academic papers provided by its members, it follows that 

members holding degrees were better placed both to produce and to consume these.  

 

 

Figure 2.9 – Total members and members holding university degrees or 

equivalent, by year.  
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6. Age and longevity of membership 

 

 

Figure 2.10 – Age, by year, with mean age in years 

 

The age of Victoria Institute members gradually increased over the period (see Figure 

2.10). In 1866, the age range of members broadly followed a normal distribution, as 

would be expected from a random population sample. By 1885, however, it is apparent 

that the membership was more heavily skewed to those in middle age or beyond. 

Where the average age in 1866 had been 50.31 years, by 1885 it had increased to 55.65 

years. Indeed, in 1885 members were most commonly in their fifties rather than in 

their forties and were more likely to be older than seventy than in their thirties. This 

contrasts with 1866, when members were most commonly in their forties, and were 

three times more likely to be in their thirties than over seventy. In 1906 and in 1926, 

the average age had again increased, to 62.13 years and 63.23 years respectively. This 

very slight increase reflects the similar distribution of ages in the two years. Both 

follow a pattern wherein the number of members in an age group increases as the age 

of that group increases. Therefore, in both years the smallest group is those younger 

than thirty, and the largest group is those older than seventy, with each group in 

between being progressively larger. Although this is to be expected in a population 

group with many retirees, it illustrates that the twentieth-century Victoria Institute was 

very clearly an organisation that appealed to older people. Indeed, while the Victoria 

Institute in 1885 had a healthy turnover in the membership, with an average duration 
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of 7.56 years, this had more than doubled by 1906 to 16.16 years, before decreasing 

in 1926 to 13.44 years (Figure 2.11).  

 

 

Figure 2.11 – Average duration of membership in years 

 

 

7. Gender 

 

 

Figure 2.12 – Gender, by year 
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Men dominated the Victoria Institute, particularly in its early years, as Figure 2.12 

demonstrates. In 1866, women were allowed only to become associate members, and 

only six did. In 1885, with this requirement abolished and women eligible to become 

full members, thirty had joined. This number remained the same in 1906, although the 

large decline in membership between 1885 and 1906 meant that they constituted a 

much larger proportion of the membership than previously, at 5 per cent. By 1926, 

with women beginning to take a full role in the Victoria Institute’s operation, 

delivering papers, and chairing meetings, this had increased again to eighty members, 

18 per cent of the total.  

 

8. Honorary memberships 

 

Figure 2.13 – Full and honorary members, by year 

 

One feature of learned societies was their use of honorary memberships to attract 

prestigious figures. Under the administration of Francis Petrie, the Victoria Institute 

began soliciting prominent scientists for membership. In some cases, as with Stokes 

and Pasteur, this was successful, and in 1885 the Institute was able to boast half a 

dozen renowned academic figures as honorary members (see Figure 2.13). By 1906, 

the creation of an additional class of honorary corresponding members had increased 

this number to forty-five, mostly swelled by members based outside the United 
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Kingdom. Indeed, some British scientists proved difficult to woo; in 1875 James Clerk 

Maxwell, the renowned Scottish physicist and Victorian Britain’s most celebrated 

evangelical scientist, refused an offer to join, arguing that an individual scientist’s 

reconciliation of science and Christianity was a personal matter for that scientist 

alone.13 

 

9. Summary 

 

The broad trends of the Victoria Institute membership are clear. This was a Protestant 

organisation featuring a disproportionate number of Anglicans, particularly clerics. 

Throughout this period the most common occupation was religious ministry, and for 

the majority of it, Church of England clergy were the single largest occupational 

group. The other occupations heavily represented tended to be those which afforded a 

reliable income and leisure time, typically in the form of a pension. Consequently, 

many members tended to be retired civil servants and servicemen, a fact reflected in 

the increasing age of the members. Initially almost solely concentrated on London and 

the British Isles, the Victoria Institute expanded to incorporate most countries under 

British administration, and the anglosphere more broadly. Nevertheless, the United 

Kingdom, and particularly London, remained its focus. While this was an amateur 

scientific body, it nevertheless managed to attract some professional scientists of 

renown, even if only as honorary members. The apex of membership in the 1880s 

coincided with the largest number of professional scientist members, and those 

members who held degrees. If the success of the Victoria Institute can be judged by 

its membership, this is when it was most successful. With the broad trends established, 

it is now helpful to consider the specific circumstances in each of the years for which 

the datasets were collated. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
13 P. M. Harman (ed), The scientific letters and papers of James Clerk Maxwell (3 vols, Cambridge, 
1990-2002), iii, 194. 
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II. Snapshots – 1866, 1885, 1906, 192614 

 

1. 1866 

When the inaugural edition of the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute 

went to press at the end of 1866, the foundation list registered a total membership of 

275. Of these, there were the president and three vice presidents, two trustees, one vice 

patron, thirteen members of council, 215 ordinary members, and forty associates. The 

Victoria Institute’s alternative title, ‘The Philosophical Society of Great Britain’ was 

reflected in the relatively narrow geographic spread of its initial membership. Almost 

the entirety were located in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, with 

only eight members, or 2.92 per cent of the membership, residing elsewhere (see 

Figure 1866.1. This, and all other figures referred to in this section, can be found in 

Appendix B). Most of this remainder were located in Britain’s colonies and 

dominions, with the only two exceptions based across the English Channel in France, 

giving the early Victoria Institute a distinctly metropolitan character. Indeed the 

majority of the membership, 156 or 56.93 per cent, were based in London. With the 

inclusion of the adjacent counties of Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Essex, much of 

which was rapidly being absorbed by the metropolis, that figure rises to 170, or 62.04 

per cent of the total. The council was almost entirely based in London; its only 

provincial member was Philip Henry Gosse, who lived at St Marychurch in Devon.15 

However, while the membership, and particularly the council, was distinctly 

Londoncentric, only thirty-three members were originally from the capital and its 

surrounds (see Figure 1866.2). The majority of the membership was of English origin, 

yet twelve were Scottish and seventeen Irish. Again, the nationality of the membership 

reflects London’s position at the centre of a global empire, with only Paris-based 

American merchant Joseph David Beers Curtis and Russo-Dutch aristocrat Graf 

Oswald Christopher Papengouth not originally hailing from the United Kingdom or 

its empire.16 Chapter One noted the contrast between the London-focussed approach 

                                                
14 Figures collating the data presented in these snapshots can be found in Appendix B. 
15 L. R. Croft, ‘Gosse, Philip Henry (1810–1888)’, ODNB. 
16 Cameron Allen, The history of the American pro-cathedral, Church of the Holy Trinity, Paris 1815-
1980 (Bloomington, 2012), pp 25, 29, 513; Robert Johnson, A global introduction to Baptist churches 
(Cambridge, 2010), p. 319; George Knight, A. T. Jones: point man on Adventism's charismatic frontier 
(Hagerstown, 2011), p. 186; Gaetano Conte, ‘Little Italy’ in Francesco Durante, Robert Viscusi, James 
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of the Victoria Institute and the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 

which aimed to bring scientific inquiry to Britain’s booming industrial heartlands; the 

overwhelmingly metropolitan composition of the Victoria Institute’s original 

membership underlines that reality. 

 

 The occupational background of the Victoria Institute membership offers a 

helpful insight into the type of people who were attracted to this new philosophical 

society. While it was impossible to determine the occupation of every member, 221 

of the 275 have successfully been identified (see Figure 1866.3). Several members, 

particularly those who were politicians, had noteworthy careers in other fields before 

1866, which results in a small degree of overlap between occupations. Similarly, many 

clergymen, particularly in the Church of England, had the benefit of university 

education and free time to pursue scientific investigation. Of those whose occupation 

it was possible to identify, the largest group was the clergy; those seventy-eight clerics 

correspond to 28.4 per cent of the total membership. The next largest occupational 

group were the thirty-four members involved in retail and commerce, slightly more 

than the thirty members with a background in the natural sciences. Of the latter group, 

one was the polymath Dr Peter Cormac Sutherland, nineteen had medical 

backgrounds, four were naturalists, four were chemists, one was a pharmacist, and the 

other was the gynaecologist Protheroe Smith, a pioneering surgeon, and author of a 

book outlining the scriptural argument for the use of chloroform as an anaesthetic, 

particularly during childbirth.17 In keeping with the somewhat esoteric nature of the 

Victoria Institute, two of the medically trained members were homeopaths; James 

Peddie Harper was a doctor at Windsor Homeopathic Hospital, while William 

Macdonald was a Scottish doctor who also endorsed homeopathy.18 Twenty members 

had a background in mechanics – industrialists, engineers, architects, and a 

mathematician – while nineteen were either barristers or solicitors. Sixteen members 

had a military background, fifteen were involved in politics, while the only other 
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significant group was eleven civil servants. Seventy-nine of the members held 

graduate degrees or similar professional qualifications. Of those, fifty-five were 

graduates of Oxford or Cambridge, representing exactly one fifth of the total 

membership.  

 

In terms of denominational background, this was an almost exclusively 

Protestant society (see Figure 1866.5). Though twenty-one members belonged to one 

of the Methodist denominations and there were a smattering of other Protestant 

denominations, just under forty per cent, 109 members, were members of the Church 

of England; indeed, sixty-three members were Anglican clergymen, 22.91 per cent of 

the total members. Three of the Anglican members were adult converts. The merchant 

and politician John Holms had been raised as a not particularly observant member of 

the Church of Scotland, but converted when he married into an Anglican family. 

Indeed, Holms was confirmed by the bishop of London, Archibald Tait, another Scot 

who had joined the Anglican Communion as an adult and who, as Archbishop of 

Canterbury, would later be a member of the Victoria Institute.19 Frederick Prideaux 

and Robert Nicholas Fowler were raised as members of the Society of Friends, but 

joined the Church of England later in life.20 There was also a significant overlap in 

membership with the Church Missionary Society. The solicitor Sydney Gedge, later 

an M.P. and prominent lay Anglican, was a longstanding member of the Victoria 

Institute, and followed his father, the Revd Sydney Gedge, into the administration of 

the Church Missionary Society.21 Similarly, Malcolm Goldsmith, a colleague of James 

Reddie at the Admiralty, had four sons. One son, Charles Edward Goldsmith, was a 

sailor and in 1870 would be lost off Cape Finisterre when HMS Captain foundered, 

an event that also connected Goldsmith to Edmund Gardiner Fishbourne (see Chapter 

One). The other three sons were heavily involved in missionary work. Henry Delpratt 

Goldsmith and Malcolm George Goldsmith, who would later join the Victoria 

Institute, were both missionaries in Madras, while Alfred Gurney Goldsmith was a 
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missionary in Hong Kong, Australia, and Japan.22 Indeed, there was a clear tendency 

amongst the Anglican members of the Victoria Institute toward evangelicalism. The 

Revd Edward Garbett was one of the weightier evangelical voices within the 

established church; sometime editor of the evangelical newspapers The Record and 

Christian Advocate, Garbett had ‘delivered the Boyle lectures in 1861, devoted to 

refuting Essays and Reviews’.23 

 

Those members who joined in 1866 tended to be middle-aged (see Figure 

1866.6). The oldest member by far at the age of eighty-five was the retired 

Conservative M.P. Benjamin Bond Cabbell. 24  The youngest, at twenty-four, was 

Montagu Burnett, although he joined with his father, Charles Mountford Burnett. The 

average age was 50.31 years; members were most commonly in their fifties, with only 

twenty nine members, or 10.55 per cent of the total, under the age of forty. As well as 

being predominantly middle aged, the membership was almost exclusively male (see 

Figure 1866.7). Women were only entitled to associate membership, and only six had 

taken up the invitation, just over two per cent of the membership. 

 

Considered together, the data reinforce the impression of the Victoria 

Institute’s council given in Chapter One. It was middle-aged, male, mostly based in 

London, middle-class, and predominantly Anglican with an evangelical tendency. 

Most members were professionals or clerics and tended to be well educated. Much of 

this, of course, is unsurprising. Membership was solicited through the circulars, which 

requested that the reader distribute them among interested friends. The initial cohort 

of members was thus drawn from the social networks of the original council and can 

broadly be considered to reflect that social network in terms of class, denomination, 

educational background, and profession. 
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2. 1885 

By 1885, membership of the Victoria Institute had boomed to a total of 1,008, buoyed 

by 131 new members, one of the largest intakes since the Victoria Institute had been 

formed. There were now seven vice presidents, two vice patrons, two trustees, six 

honorary correspondents, three honorary auditors, and twenty-eight other council 

members, as well as 298 ordinary members and 661 associates (see Figure 1885.8). 

Of these, seventy-nine had survived from the 1866 foundation list, although the 

average duration of membership was only 7.6 years, and the average age of members 

had grown to 62 (see Figure 1885.6 and  Figure 1885.9). 397 members, or 39.5 per 

cent of the total membership, held a degree or professional qualification, of which 265, 

or 26.37 per cent of the total, were from Oxford or Cambridge (see Figure 1885.4). A 

surprisingly large number of members, thirty-two, held a degree from Trinity College, 

Dublin.  

 

 While the largest single proportion of members were based in and around the 

capital, they no longer constituted a majority (see Figure 1885.1). Indeed, despite the 

number of members in London and the surrounding area almost doubling from 170 in 

1866 to 303, the proportion of membership that this represented had more than halved, 

from 62.04 per cent to 30.15 per cent. Nor was Gosse the only member of council 

based outside London. He was joined by six others – the Yorkshire barrister Thomas 

Foljambe, palaeontologist Henry Alleyne Nicholson at Aberdeen, the Cambridge 

biblical scholar the Revd John James Lias, and two retirees in Sussex, the horticulturist 

James Bateman and the physician Francis Bisset Hawkins.25 However, the council 

remained heavily Londoncentric; these six represented only fifteen per cent of its total.  

  

The constituent nations of the United Kingdom were again well represented. 

Membership in Scotland had more than doubled to twenty-six, ten were based in 

Wales, thirty-two in Ireland, and two on the Isle of Man (Figure 1885.2). While these 
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represented an increase in absolute terms, the huge increase in foreign members meant 

that they shrank as a percentage of the total membership.  The upsurge in overseas 

members was particularly dramatic in Australia. While in 1866 only one member was 

based there, this had increased to seventy by 1885. The rest of the colonies and 

dominions saw similar increases: thirty each in New Zealand and South Africa, and 

twenty-three in Canada. Six were based in Ceylon, twenty-eight in India, while there 

were members in other territories in which Britain was militarily or administratively 

involved, such as Belize, Nigeria, Nicaragua, Sierra Leone, Mombasa, St Helena, 

Mauritius Nigeria, Guiana, and Hawaii. Similarly, the popularity of foreign missions 

meant that Victoria Institute members could be found spread across the globe, whether 

in China, Constantinople, Japan, Russia, Persia, France, or Switzerland. However, the 

most impressive growth was in the United States. No members on the foundation list 

had been based in America, but by 1885 there were ninety-six, nearly ten per cent of 

the total. However, the vast majority of the membership was born in the United 

Kingdom or to British parents, with only eleven born elsewhere; many of those based 

outside the United Kingdom were thus emigrants or missionaries (see Figure 1885.2). 

 

 Indeed, missionaries formed a substantial portion of the Victoria Institute’s 

overseas members. The Revd P. Z. Easton was an American who had left the 

Presbyterian mission to Persia to conduct his own independent mission work at 

Tabriz.26 The Revd Frederic Edward Wigram was honorary secretary to the Church 

Missionary Society between 1880 and 1895, and ‘gave generously’ to its funds.27 His 

son, Edmund Francis Edward Wigram would join the Victoria Institute in 1899, and 

was a missionary in Amritsar before also becoming secretary of the Church 

Missionary Society, following the example of fellow Victoria Institute member 

Sydney Gedge.28 The Revd Handley Carr Glyn Moule, president of the evangelical 

Ridley Hall at Cambridge and later bishop of Durham, also had extensive family 

connections within the CMS, and ‘an astonishing number’ of his students at Ridley 
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went on to overseas mission work.29 A colleague of Moule on the council at Ridley 

Hall was the Revd Alfred Peache, who shared with his sister a large inheritance and 

who together ‘were determined to give away their fortune to worthy causes’,30 funding 

several evangelical training colleges, and endowing the chair of divinity at Huron 

College.31 Another CMS member, Bishop John Horden of Moose Factory in Canada, 

forged a reputation as the missionary bishop for his work in translating the Bible in 

the local Cree language.32 William Leonard Williams, later bishop of Waiapu, was 

similarly important in Māori translation. His father William Williams had also been 

bishop of Waiapu and was a member of the CMS, and both trained at its London 

college. 33  Another missionary, although from the Congregationalist London 

Missionary Society rather than the CMS, was the Revd Samuel James Whitmee. 

Whitmee had undertaken mission work in Samoa, where he had become close friends 

with Robert Louis Stevenson, to whom he taught the local language, and also acquired 

a massive collection of local flora and fauna, which he donated to the British Museum 

upon his retirement.34 The number of missionaries helped consolidate the clergy as the 

largest occupational group, with 457 members, 45.47 per cent of the total (see figure 

1885.3). However, the clerical members were not just missionaries; they also included 

several high-ranking figures. Indeed, with thirty-five Anglican bishops within its 

ranks, the Victoria Institute could boast more bishops than the House of Lords.  

 

Ninety members had a scientific background, including fifty-one doctors and 

surgeons; a further twenty were involved in mechanical fields such as engineering, 

and thirteen were industrialists. Forty-eight members had a military background, while 

thirty-eight were working in education. The only other significant groupings were the 

civil service, the legal professions, and commerce. Indeed, the owners of several 
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private banks were members of the Victoria Institute, including Robert Cooper Lee 

Bevan and Francis Augustus Bevan, the father and son who ran the bank Barclay, 

Bevan and Co., more commonly known as Barclays, London’s second largest bank. 

Both were well known for their patronage of Christian charities; the elder Bevan, for 

instance, had been instrumental in funding the London City Mission.35  

 

In terms of denomination, 397 members of the Victoria Institute, 39.5 per cent 

of the total, were members of the Anglican communion (see figure 1885.5). 

Presbyterianism, with fifty-three members, overtook Methodism to become the second 

largest denominational group, and there were now 30 Congregationalists. While the 

foundation list had been entirely {rotestant, the introduction of honorary 

correspondents saw two Frenchmen join the Victoria Institute: the Catholic 

microbiologist Louis Pasteur, and Gaston Camille Charles Maspero, a Jewish 

Egyptologist. The Institute’s constitution required that all members be ‘professedly 

Christians’, and so it appears that this was waived for Maspero.36 The council likely 

calculated that the prestige of having world-famous experts on the Institute’s 

membership roll was more important than a strict application of the rules; this also 

reflects a liberalisation in approach in the years after James Reddie’s death, which saw 

a growing diversity of Protestant denominations represented. Indeed, after 1871, 

women were no longer restricted to associate membership and could join as full 

members. Altogether, thirty women, representing 2.97 per cent of the membership, 

belonged to the Victoria Institute in 1885, fifteen times more than on the foundation 

lists, although only five were full members (see Figure 1885.7). Most notable was 

Elizabeth Isis Pogson, meteorologist at the Madras Observatory, the first woman to 

attempt to become a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society (RAS). Pogson’s first 

nomination, in 1886, was refused following an argument over the exclusive use of ‘he’ 

to describe fellows in the RAS’s constitution; Pogson would not be elected a fellow 

until 1920, after the society amended its pronoun usage. Pogson was not the only 

female Victoria Institute member to be refused a fellowship of the RAS. Annie 

Maunder (née Russell), had fallen foul of the same rule. Her later husband, E. Walter 
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Maunder, formed the British Astronomical Association in 1890, in part to support the 

work of female astronomers. Both were members of the Victoria Institute, and Walter 

Maunder served as its secretary from 1912-18. 37 

 

  Even within denominations, the Victoria Institute included members with a 

breadth of theological convictions. The Revd J. J. Coxhead, for example, was a High 

Churchman determined to stamp out non-Trinitarian language in religious education.38 

On the opposite side of the Church of England divide was the gelatine manufacturer 

Thomas Bellamy Dale, who had opened a coffee tavern and temperance hotel near his 

Warwickshire factory, and who had used his wealth and influence to have an 

evangelical minister installed as the incumbent at his local parish.39 The Revd Handley 

Moule was also deeply concerned with temperance; himself a teetotaller, he had 

served as vice president of the Church of England Temperance Society.40 Nor were 

temperance and evangelical preaching solely the concern of the Victoria Institute’s 

Anglicans: Samuel Morley, a Congregationalist who had made his fortune as a hosiery 

manufacturer in London, was an ardent supporter of temperance, claiming that it ‘lay 

at the root of all social and political progress in the country’.41 Most of the other 

nonconformist denominations were represented, including the Brethren theologian 

George Hawkins Pember, an advocate of the ‘gap theory’ of creation, and a president 

of the Baptist Union, Colonel J. T. Griffin .42 

 

The most striking increase in membership since 1866, however, came from the 

various Presbyterian churches, now the second largest denomination. What is 

particularly interesting is the theological standing of these members, as many were 

prominent church leaders and theologians. Andrew Thomson, Moderator of the United 
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Presbyterian Church, had joined in 1876. A new recruit for 1885 was the professor of 

apologetics and systematic theology for the Free Church, James Iverach, joining his 

colleague, James Sime, rector of the Free Church Training College.43 At Princeton 

Theological Seminary, home of the eponymous and distinctively conservative brand 

of Calvinist theology, the principal, Archibald Alexander Hodge, and Professor 

Francis Landey Patton were both members.44 The Revd E. T. Jeffers, a Princeton 

alumnus teaching at Lincoln College in Pennsylvania, also joined in 1885.45 The Revd 

James Woodrow, a staunch Presbyterian teaching at Southern Presbyterian 

Theological Seminary, was also a member; Woodrow would lose his position in the 

college in 1886 after delivering a lecture that suggested that evolution was compatible 

with religious belief.46 American membership was not restricted to Presbyterians: the 

‘best known geologist’ in the United States, James Dwight Dana, had recently joined. 

A Congregationalist, Dana was a professor at Yale and editor of the American Journal 

of Science. The study of fossils had convinced Dana of the earth’s antiquity, and in 

1873 he had publicly announced a ‘lukewarm conversion’ to evolutionism.47 Dana’s 

eventual successor at Yale, Henry Shaler Williams, then at Cornell, was also a 

member. 48  Nevertheless, the most renowned geologist was a Presbyterian, John 

William Dawson. The principal of McGill University, Dawson had also been made an 

honorary corresponding member.49 So esteemed was Dawson among creationists that 

Shaler Williams described him as ‘the one scientific man in America who has earned 

the name of not having bowed the knee to the idol of evolution’.50 

 

While Methodism had been superseded as the second largest denomination, it 

too counted one of its leading theologians among the Victoria Institute membership, 
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the ‘extremely conservative’ William Burt Pope. 51  Given the relative size of its 

membership, it is unsurprising that the Church of England also provided the Victoria 

Institute with several distinguished theologians. What is most interesting about these 

Anglican divines, however, is their theological preoccupation. While Darwinism was 

the bête noire of many early members, they were more concerned with combating 

biblical criticism, and indeed three of them had actually collaborated before the 

Victoria Institute even came into being. The Revd Edward Meyrick Goulburn, the 

Revd Charles Abel Heurtley, and the Revd William Josiah Irons had all contributed to 

the essay series Replies to “Essays and Reviews” in 1862.52 Irons had been on the 

foundation list, but Goulburn and Heurtley joined only in 1872.  

 

 Despite the presence of so many renowned theologians, the Victoria Institute 

lacked a clearly defined position on religious doctrine, beyond general conservative 

Protestantism. It also lacked a unified approach to scientific questions. Nevertheless, 

many of its members shared distrust of the rapidly professionalising world of science, 

and in particular the frequently antagonistic conduct of figures such as John Tyndall 

and T. H. Huxley. Ironically for an organisation set up to challenge ‘Science, falsely 

so called’, by placing themselves opposed to what was rapidly becoming scientific 

orthodoxy, the Victoria Institute in fact placed itself outside the scientific mainstream. 

An inevitable consequence was that figures who felt that they had been marginalised 

by professional science appeared on the Victoria Institute’s membership lists. 

Stackpool Edward O’Dell, a phrenologist who had analysed the heads of William 

Ewart Gladstone and Oscar Wilde, was one such example.53 Another was B. Copson 

Garratt, who described himself as a medical electrician and advertised his ability to 

cure all manner of physical and mental ailments by the application of magnetism and 

electricity. Indeed, Garratt’s advertisements even included endorsements from 

churchmen such as the Revd Charles Garrett, president of the Wesleyan conference.54 

Alexander Stewart, a Scottish minister and advocate of temperance, ran a hydropathic 
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sanatorium outside Aberdeen. A keen writer on religious issues, Stewart had published 

a pamphlet on evolution in 1875; he was also interested in unconventional medicine, 

having attempted to use red cinchona bark to treat alcoholism.55 Dr Archibald Reith at 

Aberdeen had likewise been interested in unorthodox treatments. Reith endorsed the 

use of digitalis extract ‘as a tonic for the weak and enfeebled heart’, and would become 

a prominent advocate of homeopathy; he was eventually removed from his post at the 

Royal Infirmary for failing to prescribe according to the British Pharmacopeia 

guidelines.56  Similarly, Dr Allan Campbell, a Scottish émigré in Adelaide, was a 

prominent homeopath in addition to his role as a local legislator and philanthropist; 

indeed, a later study by the doctor and local historian Alfred Austin Lendon described 

him as ‘the leading exponent of this now extinct heresy’. 57  

 

3. 1906 

In 1906, the Victoria Institute had a total of 621 members. In addition to its president, 

the Lord Chancellor, Hardinge Stanley Giffard, Earl of Halsbury, there were six vice 

presidents, one treasurer, Edward Hull combining the role of secretary and journal 

editor, twenty-two council members, forty-five honorary corresponding members, 149 

ordinary members, and 196 associates (see Figure 1906.8). Fifteen of the members on 

the foundation list were still enrolled in the Victoria Institute, with the average 

duration of membership at 16.16 years (see Figure 1906.9). The average age for a 

member was sixty-two, as it had been in 1885 (see Figure 1906.6). 

 

The council continued to add members from outside London. Joining the Revd 

J. J. Lias, still at Cambridge, were the Revd Henry Elliott Fox at Durham, the Revd 

Robert Baker Girdlestone at Oxford, and the Revd George Ferris Whidborne in 
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Somerset.58 Two members of the council were also based in Canada – the Toronto 

barrister Martin Luther Rouse, and Donald Alexander Smith, Baron Strathcona and 

Mount Royal.59 The geographical spread of the membership had widened since 1885, 

and the 117 members located in London and adjacent counties now comprised only 

18.84 per cent of the total (see Figure 1906.1). Fifty-nine members were based in the 

United States, and thirty-one in India. What is particularly striking about the United 

States members is that thirty-four out of fifty-nine were American nationals, a reversal 

of the situation two decades earlier, when British emigrants and missionaries made up 

the vast bulk of the Victoria Institute’s overseas members. However, London 

continued to be the single greatest point of origin for Victoria Institute members, with 

fifty-seven, or 9.17% of the membership having been raised there (see Figure 1906.2). 

The thirty-four members born in the United States provided the second largest cohort, 

while the twenty-two originally from Ireland was third.  

 

The largest occupational group in 1906 was, again, the clergy (see Figure 

1906.3). The 257 clerics represented 41.38 per cent of the Victoria Institute’s 

membership, a slight reduction from the 45.47 per cent in 1885. Sixty-eight members 

had a background in the natural sciences, including thirty physicians and fifteen 

geologists. Thirty-five were from mechanical fields such as architecture, engineering, 

and industry, while thirty-three had served in the military. 259 members, or 41.71 per 

cent of the total, held university degrees or similar qualifications, with 166, or 26.73 

per cent, having graduated from either Oxford or Cambridge (see Figure 1906.4). 

Trinity College, Dublin, with nineteen, was the only other institution to produce a 

significant number of graduates.  

  

 198 members of the Victoria Institute belonged to the Church of England, 

31.88 per cent of the total membership (see Figure 1906.5). This constituted a decrease 

of 7.62 per cent from the 1885 figure, continuing a process of denominational 

diversification among the membership. The second largest denomination was again 
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Presbyterianism, with twenty-four members. Methodism, which in 1866 had been the 

second largest denomination with 7.64 per cent of the membership, continued to 

decline, and with only seventeen adherents, it represented 2.74 per cent of the Victoria 

Institute. One of those few remaining Methodists was the biblical scholar Arthur 

Samuel Peake, a Primitive Methodist who was one of the first nonconformists to read 

theology at Oxford.60 The process of diversification saw a number of less common 

denominations represented, particularly of American origin. In particular, Mary Baker 

Eddy, founder of the Church of Christ, Scientist, and her fellow Christian Scientist, 

Septimus James Hanna.61 The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was also 

represented, with the Mormon geologist James Edward Talmage determined to 

‘“redeem” the sciences from “infidelity & skepticism”’. 62  Even the Universalist 

church could boast a member, the Revd Albert St John Chambre, a convert from the 

Episcopalian church and a former Civil War chaplain.63 In addition to an increasingly 

diverse denominational makeup, the Victoria Institute also boasted an increasing 

female membership: thirty women were now members, constituting 4.83 per cent of 

the total, an increase of 2.97 per cent from 1885. Missionaries continued to be an 

important source of overseas membership, including William E. S. Holland, librarian 

to a CMS school in Allahabad. Indeed, the Lebanese journalist and academic Faris 

Nimr was a result, rather than an exponent, of mission work. Nimr had been raised in 

the Orthodox Church but converted to evangelical Protestantism after studying at the 

missionary-run Syrian Protestant College where he had delivered lectures on Darwin 

and evolution.64 

 

The Victoria Institute’s council clearly recognised the importance of having 

distinguished academics on the membership list. From six honorary correspondents in 
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1885, there were now forty-five. These names were calculated to garner the most 

prestige and comprised an array of professors, knights, baronets, and bishops. Seven 

of the most prominent names were advertised as honorary correspondents and 

included on the same page as the Victoria Institute’s council. A further thirty-five 

honorary corresponding members were included later in the membership list. 

However, it appears that the term honorary was more appropriate than corresponding 

for some of these members. Since honorary members were not charged a membership 

fee, there was clearly no correspondence between many of them and the Victoria 

Institute’s secretary, Edward Hull, or treasurer, Edward Stanley Mould Perowne, who 

were responsible for administering journal submissions and membership. Indeed, in 

several cases, such communication would have proved rather problematic, even 

accounting for their remote locations. John Watrous Beckwith, former bishop of 

Georgia, had been dead since 1890.65 Another bishop, Edward Simpson of Algoma in 

northern Canada, had died in 1896, and William Garden Cowie, the Primate of New 

Zealand, had died in 1902.66  

 

Honorary corresponding members were, again, clearly chosen for reasons of 

prestige rather than any expectation that they might contribute to the Victoria Institute. 

While many of those based in the British Isles, such as the Irish mathematician and 

astronomer Robert Stalwell Ball, presented lectures, among those overseas only Ball’s 

fellow Irish polymath George Macloskie, the chair of natural history at Princeton, 

delivered a paper.67 Of the more prestigious honorary correspondents, however, all but 

one contributed lectures. Most prominent of all was the renowned physicist William 

Thomson, Baron Kelvin, ‘assuredly [the] highest authority on purely physical 

questions’,68 and a close friend and colleague of the late Victoria Institute president 

Sir George Gabriel Stokes.69 The other six were similarly, if not entirely, as notable. 

Maspero and the Swiss academic Henri Edouard Naville remained from the 1885 list, 

and were joined by Warren Upham, an American geologist who wrote frequently on 
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the Earth’s antiquity; the renowned globetrotting philologist Archibald Henry Sayce; 

the Swiss-American naturalist Alexander Agassiz, son of prominent biologist and 

creationist Louis; and the dashing Norwegian explorer and humanitarian Fridtjof 

Nansen. 70 As further evidence that, in the case of honorary correspondents, a 

prestigious name was more important than religious affiliation, Nansen joined 

Maspero as one of only two non-Christian members, and indeed one of only a handful 

who were not protestant. Nansen had been raised in his native country’s Lutheran 

tradition, but by adult life had become an atheist.71 In any case, Nansen’s name on the 

membership roll was obviously a sufficient contribution; he was the only one of the 

seven honorary correspondents not to submit a paper to the Victoria Institute. 

 

 

4. 1926 

In 1926, the Victoria Institute had been reduced to 437 members on its books. The 

presidency had been left vacant since the death of Henry Wace in 1924 and would not 

be filled until the Annual General Meeting in 1927 by John Ambrose Fleming.72 There 

were four vice presidents, three trustees, sixteen council members, ninety-nine 

members, and 315 associates (see Figure 1926.8) This represents a decline of 

membership by 26.63 per cent since 1906, and of 56.65 per cent since 1885. Little 

wonder, then, that the Canadian flood geologist George McCready Price, then living 

in London ‘found the institute wallowing in “a rut”’.73 Of the original 275 members 

on the foundation list, only one, Mrs Stephen Cattley Kemble, had survived until 1926. 

The remaining membership could not match Mrs Kemble for longevity, and indeed 

the average duration of membership had decreased from 16.16 years in 1906 to 13.44 

years (see Figure 1926.9). The average age of members had increased slightly, from 
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sixty-two in both 1885 and 1906, to 63.23 in 1926 (see Figure 1926.6). The Victoria 

Institute was clearly aging: only eight of the 437 members were younger than forty. 

 

 While the average age of the Victoria Institute had been creeping up over the 

past forty years, its focus on London had been decreasing. London still provided the 

largest single group of members, with seventy-two, though this represented only 16.46 

per cent of the total (see Figure 1926.1). More dramatic was the decrease in Irish 

membership. The Irish Free State had left the United Kingdom in 1922, and this is 

reflected in the fact that only five members were based in Ireland, three of them in 

Northern Ireland. The remainder of the thirteen members of Irish origin were 

distributed around England, India, and China, while the United States were once again 

host to the largest group outside the United Kingdom, with thirty-three. 

 

 As was the case in 1866, 1885, and 1906, the clergy comprised the largest 

occupational group (see Figure 1926.3). However, with only 130 members, 29.75 per 

cent of the total, this represented a sharp decrease from 41.38 per cent in 1906 and had 

almost returned to the level of 28.36 per cent in the foundation list. The number of 

missionaries had similarly declined, although the Christian Missionary Society 

continued to feature, with its longtime secretary Eugene Stock now a member. 74 

America again provided some distinguished theologians, such as the New Testament 

translator Charles Bray Williams, a contributor to The Fundamentals. 75  More 

prominent still was the ‘distinguished fundamentalist’ John Gresham Machen. 76 

Thirty-five of the members came from the natural sciences, with a further fourteen 

drawn from mechanical fields. The military continued to supply a substantial number 

of members, with twenty-eight having a background in the armed forces. 124 members 

held degrees, representing 23.38 per cent of the total members.  

 

Interestingly, for the first time there was no clergyman who was also a natural 

scientist; by 1926 the parson-naturalist was seemingly extinct. Instead, those clerics 

who maintained an additional intellectual occupation tended to be involved in 
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linguistic research and this may anticipate the divide between science and the 

humanities described by Charles Percy Snow in his 1959 Rede Lecture, ‘The Two 

Cultures and the Scientific Revolution’,77 as well as further underlining that science 

was now a professional field. However, while there were no clergyman-scientists, the 

Victoria Institute remained a safe haven for gentleman amateurs who were now out of 

place in professional academia. Rather than from the parsonage, however, these tended 

to be retired military men, such as Lieutenant Colonel Lewis Merson Davies, formerly 

of the Royal Artillery, and ‘the most knowledgeable geologist and palaeontologist in 

the world of creationism’.78 Another relatively new member, Lieutenant Commander 

Victor Leopold Trumper, was an ex-sailor who wrote on biblical geology.79  The 

newest branch of the military was also represented by Squadron Leader Percy 

Wiseman, a member of the Brethren who was an amateur biblical scholar and 

creationist writer; his son, Donald Wiseman, would become a renowned 

archaeologist.80  

 

Sixty-six members of the Victoria Institute had degrees from either Oxford or 

Cambridge, 15.1 per cent of the total (see Figure 1926.4). Despite having awarded a 

substantial amount of degrees to members in 1885 and 1906, only five members held 

degrees from Trinity College, Dublin; this too is almost certainly a consequence of 

Irish independence. The number of Anglicans among the membership continued to 

decrease. With seventy-nine members, the Church of England comprised only 18.08 

per cent of the total membership (see Figure 1926.5). Presbyterianism was again the 

second largest denomination, with twenty-two adherents. The proportion of 

Methodists again decreased; six members representing 1.37 per cent of the total, a 

marked decline from 7.64 per cent in 1866. By contrast, the number of female 

members had grown remarkably; 79 women represented 18.08 per cent of the total 

membership, an increase of 13.25 per cent from 1906, and of 11.25 per cent from the 

foundation list (see Figure 1926.7). Indeed, in addition to swelling the ranks, women 
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had begun to actively contribute to the running of the Victoria Institute. Constance 

Louisa Maynard, the Salvationist and pioneer of female education, was an enthusiastic 

participant, becoming the first woman invited to deliver a paper, in 1919, and to chair 

a meeting, in 1922.81 

 

 

*  *   *   * 

 

The collated data sets allow for some significant conclusions to be drawn. The 

comparatively small body of 275 members on the foundation list can by fairly 

considered an extension of the original council who drove its formation. This is a 

consequence of solicitation relying on word of mouth and the distribution of circulars; 

it is natural that the membership should then reflect the social networks from which it 

was drawn. Indeed, the original foundation list was, like the council, heavily focussed 

around London, overwhelmingly male, middle-class, Anglican, and heavily concerned 

with philanthropy and mission. The 1851 religious census had suggested that perhaps 

38 per cent of the population were not regular churchgoers and that 52 per cent of 

those who did attend church were nonconformists.82 The large proportion of Anglican 

members suggests that the nascent Victoria Institute was a thoroughly establishment 

body. Indeed, even as the proportion of nonconformist denominations rose, the 

number of Catholic members barely crept above zero; the Victoria Institute was a 

determinedly Protestant organisation. From the data sets, there were no English 

Catholics; the only four were French, Italian, Swiss, and an Irish émigré in Australia. 

Indeed, the Swiss member, Eduard Herzog, was the first bishop of the Old Catholic 

Church, and had thus been excommunicated from the Roman body.83 Considering 

Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and the United States, Don O’Leary highlights 

the fact that the Catholic church in the Anglosphere was a predominantly immigrant 

community, ‘and many of its members, for the most part from Ireland, Germany, 
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Poland, and Italy, were impoverished and poorly educated’, with neither the means 

nor inclination to engage with debates between science and religion. That these 

countries provided the bulk of Victoria Institute members from outside the United 

Kingdom can go some way toward explaining why those few Catholic members came 

from wealthy, educated backgrounds. O’Leary suggests that English Catholics found 

Darwin no less troubling than many of their Protestant contemporaries.84 However, the 

lack of even a single English or British Catholic member highlights that while the 

Victoria Institute was grappling with problems that were merely at the interface of 

ecumenical Christianity and science, this was a markedly Protestant organisation, and 

so its discourse must be understood as principally a discourse within Protestantism. 

 

Britain, with London the centre of missionary activity across a far-flung 

empire, and Scotland a point of exchange with North America for Presbyterian 

intellectuals, was a crucial interface in the protestant world, a fact reflected in the 

Victoria Institute’s membership. Historians of mission have described how 

nineteenth-century missionaries acted as frontier data collectors, participants in a 

‘global community of scholars, whose networks mirrored those of contemporary 

commercial and political empires’. 85  The Revd Samuel Whitmee, for instance, 

‘shipped large consignments’ of flora ‘back to Kew Gardens’.86 The presence of so 

many missionary members, and particularly the overlap in membership between the 

Victoria Institute and the Church Missionary Society suggests that the Victoria 

Institute offered an interface for missionaries such as Whitmee to return to the 

metropole with knowledge and ideas, and exchange them, in much the same way as 

they might exchange botanical samples. Indeed, the idea of the Victoria Institute as a 

nexus of imperial intellectual exchange is further supported by the range of locations 

in which it published its journal. In 1885, for instance, JTVI was published in London, 

India, New York, Montreal, Australia, New Zealand, Cape Town, and Paris.87 
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 The presence of a number of Victoria Institute members among conservative 

church groups is telling. That an organisation with Shaftesbury as its initial figurehead 

should attract members with an evangelical ethos should not be surprising. However, 

interest from conservative evangelicals was sustained throughout the period in 

question. Victoria Institute members feature prominently in Martin Wellings’s study 

of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century evangelicals in the Church of England. 

Handley Moule, Hay Aitken, F. E. Spencer, and Stock are identified by Wellings as 

key figures in the propaganda battle between evangelicalism and ritualism. Spencer 

and Henry Wace were also leading voices in debates over higher criticism, while Wace 

was a vocal proponent of the link between archaeology and the historicity of the Old 

Testament, an increasingly common theme in the intellectual output of the early 

twentieth-century Victoria Institute.88 The presence of so many prominent evangelical 

intellectuals, and the extent of their involvement indicates that the Victoria Institute, 

particularly after the turn of the twentieth century, was a point of intellectual contact 

for conservative Protestants. This theological conservatism was allied to a political 

conservatism. The Victoria Institute was a firmly establishment body, and its stated 

positions placed it in opposition to liberalising trends in theology, in science, in 

politics, and in philosophy. By definition, it was a conservative movement, whatever 

its pretensions toward disinterested investigation of the facts. The Victoria Institute 

could consistently be relied upon to take a defensive stance, fighting to maintain 

traditional modes of thought in the face of advancing modernity. 

 

 The data sets also highlight the decline of amateur scientists, particularly 

among the clergy.  Frank Turner has shown how clerical participation at the British 

Association for the Advancement of Science dropped dramatically, and in fact 

practically ceased, after 1866, the year of the Victoria Institute’s foundation. Turner 

suggests that ‘the Victoria Institute were as much a conclave of amateurs surviving 

into the dawn of the professional era as they were a group of orthodox theologians’.89 

Indeed, the data appear to support the idea of the Victoria Institute as a safe space 

where people of faith could present ideas on scientific and philosophical topics free 
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from fear of ridicule. As subsequent chapters demonstrate, the number of members 

who actually presented papers at meetings was a small proportion of the overall 

membership. With ten or eleven lectures given in a typical year, and several hundred 

members, it was inevitable that most members would not present papers. In 1885, for 

instance, only ten of the 1,008 members presented a paper, just under one per cent of 

the total. In 1906, ten of 621 members presented, and 1926, twelve of 437 members 

delivered a lecture. Many members also presented multiple papers, and so the vast 

majority of Victoria Institute members did not actively contribute to its intellectual 

outputs. While lectures and meetings therefore formed a focal point around which the 

Victoria Institute’s social calendar was organised, it is important to consider that the 

society offered more to its members than simply an opportunity to express their ideas.  

 

Of course, relaxation of the demarcation between science and pseudoscience, 

and a blurring of the epistemological criteria between science, and science ‘falsely so 

called’, led to the proliferation of ideas from far outside the scientific mainstream. The 

Victoria Institute therefore offers an insight into the state of late nineteenth- and early 

twentieth-century pseudoscience, and its relationship to religion. There is also the fact 

that, as clergy-naturalists disappeared from the Victoria Institute, the number of 

Anglican clergy also decreased. This, combined with the steadily increasing age of 

members, suggests that the younger generation of clergy were less interested in what 

might be considered settled questions of science. The increasing age of members also 

reflects that many of the members tended to be retirees, with the financial means, 

either the security of a government pension or independent wealth, and with the free 

time to pursue their intellectual interests. This further reinforces the social functions 

of the Victoria Institute by providing a haven for amateurs who found themselves out-

of-step with the professionalising and secularising academic world, yet still wished to 

spend their leisure time involved in intellectual pursuits, even if only as passive 

members who merely attended meetings or read the society’s annual journal. It also 

goes some way toward explaining why so many members were concentrated in 

London and the surrounding area; these members were close enough to avail 

themselves of the Victoria Institute’s library and reading rooms, and thus membership 

presented better value for money. 
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As a final consideration, it is important to note that drawing too many 

conclusions from the passive membership of several thousand people is a risky 

endeavour. For many, the most that can be safely inferred is that they were broadly 

sympathetic toward the Victoria Institute’s aims, or at least sympathetic enough to 

continue their financial contribution. Indeed, even if it did provide the trappings of a 

London club, the Victoria Institute saw its own role as primarily intellectual, through 

the provision of lectures, and the distribution of its journal. In order to investigate 

further the intellectual direction of the Victoria Institute, it is necessary to provide a 

qualitative element to the quantitative approach provided in this chapter by examining 

the contents of the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute, to which the 

subsequent chapters now turn. 
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Section Two  

 

Science and religion in theory and practice, 1871-1913 

 

Many Christians assimilated the scientific discoveries of the nineteenth century into 

their worldview with relatively little difficulty. Some other intellectual developments, 

and particularly the wider implications of these discoveries, remained troubling, but 

broadly speaking science and religion could peaceably coexist in the minds of many 

mid-Victorian thinkers. Historians such as David Livingstone have provided abundant 

examples of evangelicals adapting to Darwinism. 1 Similarly, much excellent 

scholarship has demonstrated that moral arguments, often derived from a Christian 

framework, played a meaningful role in the Victorian crisis of faith, and that where 

intellectual developments did present a challenge, biblical criticism was at least as 

significant as science.2  Indeed, Darwin, who had once contemplated a clerical career, 

identified the idea of eternal punishment as the greatest impediment to his own faith, 

calling it ‘a damnable doctrine’.3  

 

Yet there remained those who maintained a hostility to much of Victorian 

science and its unpalatable implications, many of whom found a sympathetic audience 

at the Victoria Institute. This section explores how religiously-minded intellectuals 

struggled to come to terms with the intellectual developments of the mid-nineteenth 

century and, in particular, what became of those who found it especially difficult to 

do so. It also explains how, while ‘Darwin’, ‘Darwinism’, and ‘evolution’ were 

troubling, the variety of meanings assigned to these terms, and their use far beyond 
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their strict definitions, shows that these served as metonyms for broader, and more 

troubling, trends.  

 

The preceding section investigated the formation of the Victoria Institute, early 

papers presented, and its membership. This section considers papers presented at the 

Victoria Institute between 1871 and 1913, the society’s heyday. These papers were 

recorded along with verbatim discussion in the Journal of the Transactions of the 

Victoria Institute. Volumes 1-5 of JTVI, published under the stewardship of James 

Reddie, were considered by the Victoria Institute to be of a different character to the 

subsequent volumes. When an index of papers presented to the Victoria Institute first 

appeared in the ninth volume of JTVI, they were presented as a single bloc.4 However, 

when an index was next published in the twelfth volume, the Reddie era had been 

quarantined into a separate series; clearly Reddie’s successor as honorary secretary, 

Francis Petrie, was keen to draw both a figurative and literal line under the Reddie 

years, which featured a series of esoteric papers and frequently ill-tempered debate. 

Petrie was no doubt buoyed by the increase in membership and quality of papers 

presented in the second series, which began concurrently with his superintendence.5 

By the twentieth volume, any pretence of issuing multiple series ended, and the 

intellectual delimitation of the Reddie era was made explicit, when the sixth volume 

onward were introduced as ‘New Series. Being the volumes containing the more 

modern papers.’ 6  This section follows the Victoria Institute’s own demarcation, 

investigating papers presented following Reddie’s death in 1871 until 1913; the 

outbreak of the First World War placed extreme logistical and financial difficulties 

upon the Victoria Institute and began a process of gradual decline, which is examined 

more closely in Chapter Seven.  

 

Many of the frequent contributors belonged to the Victoria Institute’s council, 

including Charles Adolphus Row, Jonathan Holt Titcomb, George Gabriel Stokes, 

George Henslow, John Eliot Howard, and Edward Hull. Underlining the crucial 

administrative role played by the council was the formation in 1871 of an editorial 
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committee of reference comprising Row, Titcomb, and Charles Graham. As was the 

case with the steering group during its early formation, the Victoria Institute thus owed 

a tremendous debt to an inner circle that undertook the vital work of inviting speakers 

and chairing meetings. While it might be tempting to assume a degree of nepotism in 

accounting for the overrepresentation of council members among papers given, there 

were some well-regarded academics on the council, and the standard of their efforts 

was generally at least as high as those given by other members. A more prosaic 

explanation is that council members were almost entirely based in London, making 

regular attendance at meetings easier, and their place on the council was due to merit. 

The significant contributions of John Eliot Howard and Edward Hull are particularly 

notable; Howard delivered a dozen papers between 1873 and 1883, while Hull, who 

succeeded Petrie as honorary secretary in 1901, contributed an astonishing twenty-

four between his arrival in 1888 and his death in 1910.  

  

Although a wide range of topics was covered, the focus was almost invariably 

on the relationship between religion and contemporary intellectual developments. This 

was an inevitable reflection of the Victoria Institute’s composition; largely middle-

class, often well educated, and with an eclectic range of interests that had as its sole 

unifying factor a passionate belief in the role of religion in intellectual life. Of course, 

this eclecticism meant that many papers were necessarily broad, given the amateur 

nature of the Victoria Institute, yet there were some adept discussions of complex 

philosophical issues. Nevertheless, the tendency was for many papers to fall back on 

familiar themes, even when they covered specific and unrelated topics; a paper on 

metaphysics might feature a rather lengthy digression on the moral implications of 

evolution, while a paper ostensibly on evolution might spend much of its time railing 

against materialism. Indeed, because of the limited frame of reference available to 

many members, this appears to have created something of a feedback loop, where 

members would be introduced to a topic or concept at a meeting of the Victoria 

Institute, and it would frequently recur in subsequent papers. It also highlights the fact 

that, in many ways, the members of the Victoria Institute were united by what they 

opposed; principally, they opposed Darwinism. The suffix –ism is an important 

distinction because, while many members emphatically rejected evolution, few were 

willing to criticise Darwin as a naturalist. Rather, he was placed as the figurehead of 
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an ideological system that was the manifestation of intellectual developments to which 

the Victoria Institute stood opposed. This ideology had its own priesthood; naturalist 

Thomas Henry Huxley, physicist John Tyndall, philosophers Herbert Spencer, John 

Stuart Mill, and Ernst Haeckel, and occasionally Bishop Colenso. Other figures such 

as the biblical scholar David Strauss and even Karl Marx were sporadically invoked 

as Darwinist ideologues, but this core group made surprisingly regular appearances in 

all manner of papers. What is particularly important is that most were members, indeed 

advocates, of the secularising and professionalising academic world, a world to which 

many members of the Victoria Institute felt they no longer belonged. 

 

This section is comprised of four chapters. The first – Chapter Three – 

examines the broad relationship between science and religion, investigating potential 

areas of harmony. It shows how, despite the myriad developments of the nineteenth 

century, the natural theology of William Paley, by then a century old, was still the 

dominant understanding of the relationship between religion and the natural world at 

the outbreak of the First World War. Chapter Four more closely examines the concept 

of evolution, illustrating that rather than the biological mechanism of natural selection, 

it was in fact the wider moral and philosophical implications, particularly those 

suggested by figures such as Mill and Spencer, that so concerned members of the 

Victoria Institute. This was despite the prevalence of competing biological theories to 

natural selection in the final quarter of the nineteenth century; the problem was less 

with Darwin than with Darwinists. Next, the engagement of the Victoria Institute with 

contemporary philosophical trends is charted in Chapter Five, demonstrating that their 

primary concerns were morality and a supernatural understanding of the universe. The 

following chapter turns to another field of inquiry, the age of the earth and especially 

the antiquity of humans. These were concerns that have commonly assumed to be most 

potent in the earlier portion of the nineteenth century; this study shows that they 

continued to vex religious conservatives well into the following century. Further, it 

highlights a key point of this thesis; that Darwin was an important but not singularly 

decisive factor in the inharmonious relationship between science and religious 

orthodoxy. A series of discoveries and publications, whether fossils in 1858 and 1859, 

Mill’s On Liberty (1859) and Utilitarianism (1863), Essays and Reviews in 1860, or 

Spencer’s Principles of Biology (1864) sat alongside Origin of Species in an 
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intellectual milieu that seemed to assail the conservative convictions of the Victoria 

Institute from all sides. Finally, this section concludes with an examination of two 

fields to which the Victoria Institute felt that it could make a significant contribution, 

geography and archaeology. The Victoria Institute, particularly its honorary secretary, 

Captain Francis Petrie, expended considerable effort in convincing prestigious figures 

from the university world to join its ranks. The result was that a modest number of 

first-rate scientists became members, but in other fields the Victoria Institute could 

boast of genuine expertise. These tended to be areas which had not yet 

professionalised; this section thus also traces the story of the professionalisation of the 

academy, the transition from natural history to professional science, and the 

emergence of distinct disciplines in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Indeed, it 

is remarkable to observe the difference in tone between those topics which the Victoria 

Institute found threatening, and those which genuinely excited it; nowhere was this 

more apparent than in the discussions which followed each paper. Chapter Six more 

closely investigates those fields in which Victoria Institute members were comfortable 

articulating a positive engagement with intellectual developments and contrasts these 

with the defensive footing on which they were placed by the more troubling trends 

discussed in Chapters Three, Four, and Five.  

 

Between 1871 and 1914, an average of eleven papers was delivered each year, 

and so almost five hundred were presented during this period. It would be impossible 

to discuss every paper individually; therefore, a selection reflecting the principal 

interests of the Victoria Institute membership has been included in the following 

chapters. As the Victoria Institute was an essentially reactive body, speakers 

frequently rehashed themes visited by earlier lectures, and this trend was even more 

marked in the post-lecture discussions. While the papers examined are broadly 

representative of the most vigorous debates during this era, they do not represent an 

exhaustive list. In any case, while the majority of papers fit into the four themes of this 

section, many others simply reflected the interests of individual members, or were 

fairly run of the mill. Papers on ‘The Pedigree of the Coral Reefs of England’, or 

arguing that nectarines were in fact merely a variety of peach, sat alongside 
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contributions from leading scientists such as Stokes and Lord Kelvin.7 This is an 

important reminder that the Victoria Institute served a purpose beyond tackling the 

highest matters of science and religion, in that it provided a congenial environment in 

which well-educated gentleman who found themselves out-of-step with intellectual 

trends could continue to indulge their interests. Nevertheless, the Victoria Institute had 

set its primary task as discussing science and religion, and it is to these discussions 

that this section now turns. 

 

 

                                                
7 S. R. Pattison, ‘The pedigree of the coral reefs of England’ in JTVI, xxi (1889), pp 196-211; T.F. 
Rivers, ‘Note: The nectarine only a form or variety of the peach’ in JTVI, xxii (1890), pp 141-3. 
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Chapter Three 

 

Conflict, harmony, and natural theology 

 

The first object of the Victoria Institute was to ‘investigate fully and impartially the 

most important questions of Philosophy and Science, but more especially those that 

bear upon the great truths revealed in Holy Scripture, with the view of defending these 

truths against the oppositions of Science, falsely so called’.1 The relationship between 

science and religion could therefore be expected to feature prominently in papers 

presented to the Victoria Institute. The data bear out this expectation; during Francis 

Petrie’s tenure as honorary secretary, for instance, more than a quarter of papers had 

science and religion as their focus. Most often, these papers treated the broad 

relationship between science and religion. The address delivered at the Victoria 

Institute’s annual general meeting was particularly likely to speak to this theme and 

serve as a reminder of the Institute’s wider aims. The implications of Darwin’s theory 

of evolution via natural selection also featured heavily. Several other scientific topics 

that related to origins, such as physical concepts like force and matter, provoked 

occasional debate, although some of the best received papers were those that dealt 

with natural theology and attempted to derive evidence for the existence of a divinely 

ordered universe from the natural world. 

 

By 1859, James Moore argues, ‘Francis Bacon had been the patron saint of 

students of nature for more than two centuries, his induction the method to be followed 

nominally, if not sedulously, in every investigation’.2  Explanations of the natural 

world which departed from inductive principles were therefore likely to generate a 

measure of controversy. Conversely, inductive arguments for the existence of God 

based on evidence of design in the natural world were considered authoritative, and 

none more so than William Paley’s Natural Theology (1802). The persistence of 

Paleyan natural theology is particularly noteworthy because historians have disagreed 

about the relevance of Paley’s work by the time Origin of Species was published. 

                                                
1 JTVI, i (1867), p. 476. 
2 J. R. Moore, The post-Darwinian controversies: a study of the protestant struggle to come to terms 
with Darwin in Great Britain and America 1870-1900 (Cambridge, 1979), p. 194. 
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Robert M. Young has argued that natural theology was part of the ‘common 

intellectual context’ of the nineteenth century, and that this ‘relatively homogenous 

and satisfactory’ system was ‘best reflected in William Paley’s classic Natural 

Theology’.3 Jonathan Topham, by contrast, has described the Paley-Darwin conflict as 

‘distinctly anachronistic’, pointing out that subsequent works of natural theology such 

as the Bridgewater Treatises, an effort collaboratively approved by the president of 

the Royal Society and by the Archbishop of Canterbury, had departed significantly 

from Paley’s approach.4  

 

The continuing popularity of natural theological arguments meant that, by the 

close of the period under survey, the Victoria Institute membership was relying on a 

work that was more than a century old. That is not to say that natural theology had 

become entirely passé, even among professional scientists. The Victoria Institute’s 

second president, George Gabriel Stokes, was a staunch advocate of Paleyan natural 

theology and delivered in 1891 the Gifford Lectures, a series expressly established to 

articulate natural theology. 5  Stokes perfectly embodied the prestigious academic 

figures that Petrie aimed to attract to the Victoria Institute. A parson’s son from rural 

western Ireland, Stokes had earned renown as the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics 

at Cambridge, making significant contributions to the fields of optics and fluid 

dynamics. Stokes was also a committed evangelical and an enthusiastic member of 

both the Church Missionary Society and the British and Foreign Bible Society, the 

latter of which he also served as vice-president. In the scientific community, he held 

similar leadership roles, serving as the president of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science in 1869, of the Royal Society from 1885 to 1890, and 

represented his university in parliament between 1887 and 1892.6 

 

                                                
3 Robert Young, Darwin’s metaphor: nature’s place in Victorian culture (Cambridge, 1985), pp 127, 
128. 
4  Jonathan Topham, ‘Natural theology and the sciences’ in Peter Harrison (ed.), The Cambridge 
companion to science and religion (Cambridge, 2010), p. 72; idem., ‘Beyond the “common context”: 
the production and reading of the Bridgewater Treatises’ in Isis, lxxxix (1998) pp 233-62. 
5 G. G. Stokes, Natural theology: the Gifford lectures, delivered before the University of Edinburgh in 
1891 (London, 1891). 
6 D. B. Wilson, ‘Stokes, Sir George Gabriel, first baronet (1819–1903)’, ODNB; idem., ‘A physicist's 
alternative to materialism: the religious thought of George Gabriel Stokes’ in Victorian Studies, xxviii:i 
(1984), pp 69-96. 
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Significantly, the number of papers primarily concerned with natural theology 

that were delivered before the Victoria Institute varied quite considerably and 

seemingly in inverse proportion to the popularity of Darwinian natural selection. A 

small number were presented throughout the 1870s, and almost entirely ceased during 

the 1880s until, perhaps inspired by Stokes, they resumed with vigour in 1888.  While 

it is tempting to draw a causal relationship between what has been called the ‘Eclipse 

of Darwinism’ and this increased interest in natural theology, the lack of attention paid 

to competing evolutionary theories suggests that if such a relationship does exist, the 

causal factor is the broader intellectual climate rather than evolutionary biology.7 This 

chapter closely investigates conflict and harmony between science and scripture at the 

Victoria Institute, and particularly its continued support for Paleyan natural theology. 

 

 

I. Conflict or harmony? 

 

The mid-nineteenth century relationship between science and religion was often 

fraught. During Reddie’s tenure as honorary secretary, suggestions of potential 

harmony had been treated as anathema. Yet some members used lectures at the 

Victoria Institute to argue that this need not necessarily be the case. Interestingly, the 

calls for harmonisation were most often and most emphatically made by the few 

professional scientists within the Victoria Institute. However, while the chemists 

George Warington and John Hall Gladstone had been hectored by Reddie and other 

members of the council, George Gabriel Stokes, who in 1886 became the Victoria 

Institute’s second president, occupied such an elevated position within the academic 

community that few members were qualified to engage with his ideas, much less to 

challenge them. Indeed, the most common reaction to a paper by Stokes was polite 

admiration; it became a tradition during this period that annual addresses, of which 

Stokes delivered several, should not involve a discussion afterward.8  

                                                
7 Julian Huxley, Evolution: the modern synthesis (London, 1942); Peter Bowler, Evolution: the history 
of an idea (Berkeley, 1989), pp 246-7; idem., The eclipse of Darwinism: anti-Darwinian evolution 
theories in the decades around 1900 (Baltimore, 1992). 
8 T. C. F. Stunt, ‘The Victoria Institute: the first hundred years’ in Faith and Thought, xciv (1965), p. 
174. 
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Stokes first delivered a paper to the Victoria Institute at a meeting on 1 March 

1880. In it, he argued that ‘the study of truth of one kind, rightly pursued, cannot 

conflict with our reception of truth of another kind, though from the imperfection of 

our knowledge and of our faculties temporary difficulties may arise’. To illustrate his 

argument, Stokes posited the Ireneans, a hypothetical isolated Pacific island 

community who are introduced to nineteenth-century physical science, including the 

operation of the human eye. Having previously regarded ‘the sense of sight as an 

immediate gift from the Creator’, the Ireneans were now confronted with a set of 

physical laws that provided a mechanical, naturalistic explanation for these 

phenomena. 9  However, while this discovery causes some initial consternation, in 

accepting the mechanical explanation, Stokes suggests that the Ireneans eventually 

come to accept a creator who operates ‘by adapting means to an end and working 

according to established laws’ rather than ‘by a series of independent fiats’, and that 

what seemed on first appearance to be a conflict simply arose from only considering 

one perspective. 10  Stokes drew similar parallels with other scientific theories 

considered controversial within the Victoria Institute, such as the nebular theory for 

the origin of the solar system, and the conservation of energy. Drawing on his talents 

as an educator, Stokes gently suggested that, when properly considered and 

understood, the discoveries of contemporary science would enhance rather than 

undermine faith. Evolution, of course, was also covered. Stokes took a measured 

approach, beginning with a humble admission that it ‘would ill become me to criticise 

the labours of those who have worked in fields which I have not explored’. 

Acknowledging that while ‘in breeds of cattle and races of men’ there existed a 

‘certain amount of change yielding sub-permanent varieties’, Stokes nevertheless 

confessed his astonishment that ‘mere speculations are spoken of as if they were 

established truths’.11 Stokes was not the only religious conservative who had noticed 

the mechanics of natural selection in cattle; the Princeton theologian Benjamin 

Breckinridge Warfield, a staunch defender of biblical inerrancy, also pointed to his 

                                                
9 G. G. Stokes, ‘On the bearings of the study of natural science, etc., on our religious ideas’ in JTVI, 
xiv (1881), pp 228, 228-9. 
10 Ibid., p. 231. 
11 Ibid., p. 235. 
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experience with cattle raising to point out that there was no necessary conflict between 

scripture and evolution.12  

 

In his first paper, Stokes was explicitly articulating a form of natural theology. 

Indeed, in the subsequent discussion, he described his view on design as ‘very 

homely’, regarding it ‘much in the same way that was mentioned long ago by Paley in 

his Natural Theology’. 13  Stokes’s argument clearly resonated with the more 

scientifically-minded members present. John Eliot Howard, the physician Joseph 

Fayrer, and the engineer John Bateman, all fellows of the Royal Society, gave effusive 

praise, as did Howard’s nephew David, a chemist. Clerical members of the audience 

were, however, in less conciliatory mood as C. L. Engström, F. N. Oxenham, R. W. 

Kennion, J. J. Coxhead, and S. Wainwright all ventured criticisms of varying degree. 

Intriguingly, those members who had warmly praised Stokes all contributed papers to 

the Victoria Institute, while the critical clerics did not. This suggests an interesting 

contrast; those who came to the question of science and religion from a scientific 

background seemed less likely to place the two in essential conflict.  

 

That is not to say that clergymen failed to deliver scientific papers, or indeed 

failed to suggest a potential harmony between science and religion. At the very least, 

several voices were keen to point out that the two were not necessarily antagonistic. 

The Revd Alexander Israel McCaul, lecturer in divinity at King’s College, London, 

argued in an 1875 paper that ‘there is no necessary connection between Science and 

Infidelity’. Indeed, the apparent rise in contemporary infidelity was ‘to be attributed 

not to the increasing love of science or of philosophy but to the fact that men are more 

and more haters of God and lovers of their own selves’. However, pointing to since-

discredited scientific theories on topics such as geology, McCaul cautioned against 

accepting scientific arguments simply on the basis of authority.14 Nevertheless, this 

measured approach proved controversial, and generated nineteen pages of discussion, 

almost twice the length of the paper, during which McCaul was rebuked for being 

                                                
12 D. N. Livingstone and Mark Noll, ‘B. B. Warfield (1851-1921): A Biblical innerantist as evolutionist’ 
in Isis, xci (2000), pp 291-6. 
13 Stokes, ‘On the bearings of the study of natural science, etc., on our religious ideas’, p. 247. 
14 A. I. McCaul, ‘On Biblical interpretation in connexion with science’ in JTVI, ix (1875), pp 147, 148, 
158. 
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insufficiently critical of science. It also provoked lengthy discursions on the correct 

interpretation of Genesis, highlighting the heterogeneous interpretations held by 

different members. The Victoria Institute’s vice-president, Robinson Thornton, 

suggested that McCaul had not gone far enough, and expressed his disappointment 

with ‘instances where a traditional exegesis (in some cases taken from Milton) has 

been substituted for the simple meaning of the original text’. Thornton also invoked 

the ‘grand rational orthodox principle of the Institute’, that any opposition was 

‘between Scripture wrongly understood, and science drawing wrong conclusions from 

misunderstood premises’.15 The Revd J. McCann was pleased that McCaul had drawn 

attention to arguments from authority in science, pointing out that since comparatively 

few scientists personally verified experimental data, ‘the overwhelming majority of 

scientific believers end in authority’.16 An anonymous member meanwhile insisted 

that ‘the Bible was not written as a scientific book, and the theologians who endeavour 

to prove that it was … force an antagonism between science and religion’.17 The Revd 

T. M. Gorman took issue with this approach and insisted that the Victoria Institute 

existed precisely to examine such questions. Gorman noted a recent article by the 

naturalist Richard Owen arguing that the age ascribed in Genesis to figures such as 

Methuselah were biologically impossible; this ‘refutation of an assertion made by a 

living Anglican bishop’ fell ‘fairly within the range of those objects which this Society 

was instituted to promote’. Dr. E. Haughton agreed that this was a pressing concern; 

‘scientific men’, he claimed, ‘holding a high position in the world of science, wish to 

diminish the Word of God, as being a thing of no authority; and some of them desire 

to substitute in its place their own authority’.18 The Revd Professor Samuel McAll, 

principal of Hackney Theological College, suggested a yet more controversial 

approach.19 McAll proposed that the earliest part of Genesis might be ‘a compilation 

from pre-Mosaic records’, and that the initial act of creation might have allowed for a 

gap ‘comprising myriads and even millions of years’. This allowed, McAll suggested, 

‘among the pre-Adamite tenants of the earth … creatures nearly resembling man in 

form, and endowed with intelligence’. The obvious conclusion was that ‘the Mosaic 

account is largely poetic, rhetorical, and figurative’, particularly when considered 

                                                
15 Ibid., p. 158. 
16 Ibid, pp 158, 159. 
17 Ibid., p. 163 
18 Ibid, pp 163-4. 
19 A. P. F. Sell, Philosophy, dissent, and nonconformity, 1689-1920 (Cambridge, 2004), p. 114. 
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alongside the observation that ‘the writer describes things not as they are, but as they 

would have appeared to a human spectator’.20  

 

II. Separate spheres? 

 

Later papers that stressed the lack of conflict between science and religion were better 

received. Despite suggesting in 1878 that ‘by this time most persons are tired of 

hearing that “the problem of the age is the reconciliation of science and religion”’, 

Henry Cotterill, the bishop of Edinburgh, argued that ‘between science itself and 

religion, there certainly ought to be’ peace.21 The Revd Josias Leslie Porter, an Irish 

Presbyterian minister and the president of Queen’s College, Belfast, noted that while 

‘controversy between Science and Revelation will probably go on indefinitely’, he felt 

‘fully justified in affirming that there is no real discrepancy between scientific facts, 

logically proved, and Bible teachings rightly interpreted’. However, Porter was not 

suggesting that the Victoria Institute consider Darwinian natural selection to be 

logically proved and cautioned that ‘Darwin himself never said that his arguments 

amounted to absolute proof’. Nevertheless, Porter advised against an overly strict 

interpretation of scripture, noting that the language of revelation in the Bible was 

‘largely figurative’. Consequently, biblical statements must be understood ‘not in their 

literal, but in their symbolic or figurative sense’. Following this argument, Porter 

proposed that to understand literally the week of creation as suggested in Genesis was 

‘to do violence to the analogy of Scripture exegesis, and to the genius of the inspired 

Word’.22  Anticipating by more than a century the ‘nonoverlapping magisteria’ of 

popular science writer Stephen Jay Gould, Porter argued that science and theology 

should each be confined ‘to its own proper sphere’.23  

 

It is important to note that the idea of science and theology belonging to 

separate spheres was not a novel concept; Cotterill, for instance, had mentioned it in 

                                                
20 A. I. McCaul, ‘On Biblical interpretation in connexion with science’, p. 165. 
21 Henry Cotterill, ‘On the true relations of scientific thought and religious belief’ in JTVI, xii (1878), 
pp 312, 314. 
22 J. L. Porter, ‘The teaching of science not opposed to the fundamental truths of revelation’ in JTVI, 
xv (1883), p. 41. 
23 S. J. Gould, ‘Nonoverlapping magisteria’ in Natural History, cvi (1997), pp 16-22.  
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his paper as a commonplace.24 The important distinction to be made was between the 

criteria by which statements of fact and arguments were assessed within those spheres. 

Following this approach, Porter argued that science would remain ‘friendly territory’. 

Nevertheless, Porter reserved for non-scientists the right to pass judgement on 

scientific arguments, noting that once scientists had laid out facts, they then formed 

arguments deduced from those facts. Since these were deductions, Porter argued, it 

was ‘not practical science that is here required, it is logic, and scientists will not surely 

lay claim to a monopoly of this faculty’. Porter went on to demonstrate his ability to 

assess logically scientific claims on the origins of matter or life, although for the most 

part he challenged the interpretations of the philosopher Herbert Spencer rather than 

the originators of the scientific arguments. His interpretation of Darwin, however, is 

particularly interesting. Porter points out that Darwin had proposed a hypothesis, and 

that nothing ‘short of actual observation of the whole alleged process would make 

such a theory even credible’. With the time period required for the mechanism of 

natural selection rendering the process unobservable, and thus not provable, Porter 

instead invoked natural theology. An argument by the biologist T. H. Huxley, which 

attempted to refute Paley’s watchmaker analogy in the light of natural selection, was 

rejected by Porter as ‘an insult to common sense’.25  

 

III. The professionalisation of the natural sciences 

 

Some of the most insightful criticism of science presented at the Victoria Institute in 

fact came from professional scientists. A paper from John Eliot Howard in 1874, for 

instance, challenged the concept of scientific facts, and exhorted Victoria Institute 

members to identify and challenge pseudoscience26. Howard pointed out that it had 

been a century since Antoine Lavoisier had described oxygen, thus solving a 

conundrum and disproving a longstanding theory. Previously, the mechanism of 

combustion had been thought to require a hypothesised element known as phlogiston. 

According to this theory, combustible materials contained phlogiston, which was 

                                                
24 Cotterill, ‘On the true relations of scientific thought and religious belief’, p. 313. 
25 Porter, ‘The teaching of science not opposed to the fundamental truths of revelation’, pp 42, 55, 58, 
59. 
26 J. E. Howard, ‘On scientific facts and Christian evidence’ in JTVI, vii (1874), pp 324-55 
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released by burning. Experimental evidence had suggested that some materials 

actually gained mass during combustion, challenging the idea that an element was 

released, yet the absence of a superior explanation and its explanatory utility allowed 

the phlogiston theory to persist until Lavoisier identified an external gas that was 

necessary for combustion, and named it oxygen. Howard used the persistence of the 

phlogiston theory to sound a cautionary note about accepting unprovable scientific 

theories as facts, demonstrating the difficulty of satisfactorily proving atomic theory 

while stopping short of dismissing it. This he followed by using a discussion of heat 

and motion to deliver a backhanded compliment to John Tyndall, who, Howard 

claimed, was ‘always instructive when he describes that which he understands’. No 

less acidic was Howard’s suggestion that it ‘might be well for himself and for others 

if he did not venture on the elucidation of much more important subjects, which it is 

evident are out of the compass of his vision’. Howard also used the theory of the 

luminiferous ether, the hypothesised medium through which it was suggested that light 

travelled, to attack the positivist philosophy of August Comte. Having established to 

his satisfaction that light relied upon the ether to reach and react with vegetation, and 

that the ether was thus responsible for life, Howard argued that the entirety of human 

existence rested ‘on a scientific fact, which the disciples of M. Comte are bound to 

reject as incapable of proof, and excluded from belief by the golden maxim, “the first 

commandment of science”’.27  

 

 Howard did not live to see the experiment of Albert Abraham Michelson and 

Edward Morley, the results of which were eventually to prove fatal to the luminiferous 

ether theory, although it survived in the thought of prominent Victoria Institute 

members such as Stokes for some considerable time.28 He did, however, pay close 

attention to one of the most decisive encounters between science and religion in the 

late nineteenth century, John Tyndall’s Belfast Address.29 Tyndall had used the 1874 

meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in Belfast’s Ulster 

Hall to demand that ‘religious theories, schemes and systems, which embrace notions 

of cosmogony, or which otherwise reach into the domain of science, must, in so far as 

                                                
27 Ibid., pp 332, 332, 337. 
28 I. R. Morus, When physics became king (Chicago, 2005), p. 278. 
29 J. E. Howard, ‘An examination of the Belfast Address from a scientific point of view’ in JTVI, x 
(1876), pp 103-34. 
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they do this, submit to the control of science, and relinquish all thought of controlling 

it’.30 The Belfast meeting was planned as something of ‘an X Club jamboree’, and 

indeed David Livingstone has highlighted how there may have been a kernel of truth 

in the Victoria Institute’s conception of a group of Darwinist high priests, with the 

‘priestly coterie of Huxley, Joseph Dalton Hooker, John Lubbock, and Tyndall, all 

speechifying’.31  

 

In a particularly egregious example of the tendency of Victoria Institute members 

to become obsessed with concepts encountered during papers, Tyndall’s explanation 

of the atomic materialism found, via Lucretius, in Democritus and in Epicurean 

philosophy appears to have caused quite a stir. Subsequently, no mention of evolution 

was considered complete without a reference to Epicureanism; the link between a 

mechanical universe stripped of providence and a hedonistic morality appears to have 

been irresistible. In his paper, Howard outlined Tyndall’s recounting of Epicurean 

atomic materialism, and drew heavily on Lucretius’s epic poem De Rerum Natura. He 

took particular issue with Tyndall quoting Lucretius to demonstrate the evil of 

religion, pointing out that examples from De Rerum Natura such as ‘offering human 

sacrifices in order to obtain favourable weather’ were not religious practices which 

members of the Victoria Institute would consider part of their faith. Indeed, Howard 

insisted that Lucretius ‘would have been too cautious to issue a Belfast address’ and 

nor would he ‘have been content with Tyndall as a correct expositor of his views’. 

Howard also argued that atomic materialism was ‘a mechanical theory of the universe, 

which so far commands the sympathies of our modern atheists’; however, such an 

explanation of the universe could not account for the existence of free will, which 

Howard considered axiomatic.32  

 

Howard also refused to countenance the possibility that atoms or molecules could 

produce organic matter, a proposition he described as ‘unthinkable’. Tyndall’s 

argument that molecular forces could be responsible for shaping organic matter was 

                                                
30 John Tyndall, Address delivered before the British Association assembled at Belfast (London, 1874), 
p. 61. 
31 Adrian Desmond and J. R. Moore, Darwin, (London, 1991), p. 611; D. N. Livingstone, Dealing with 
Darwin: place, politics, and rhetoric in religious engagement with evolution (Baltimore, 2014), p. 67. 
32 Howard, ‘An examination of the Belfast Address from a scientific point of view’, pp 111, 112, 114. 
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thus as ridiculous as the notion ‘that two and two should, on some occasion, “play” at 

making five’. As a chemist, Howard was particularly aggrieved about this explanation 

of molecular structure, claiming that ‘to extend the dominion of (supposed) chemistry 

into the region of metaphysics, as in the Address at Belfast, is nothing less than treason 

against chemistry, and a crime de lèse majesté against common sense’. Tyndall’s 

explanation of brain activity coming as a result of atomic movements was particularly 

problematic because it required ‘a force more powerful than the ordinary chemical 

force that binds them together … an energy unknown to Tyndall, and irreconcilable 

with all his ideas’.33 Tyndall’s reliance on this mysterious force meant that ‘we have 

from Ireland the extraordinary spectacle of a religious teacher of Pantheism’. 

Tyndall’s conception of atoms meant that they ‘were devoid of “atomicity”; and his 

molecules are simply magnets, which yet, under his magic wand, become endowed 

with life, with will, and with the power to erect organic bodies!’34  

 

Howard’s discussion of the Belfast Address is particularly interesting because it 

marked an attempt by the Victoria Institute to deal critically with scientific concepts 

on their own terms. This contrasted with their approach, broadly speaking, towards 

evolutionary biology. Of course, Darwin did make an appearance in Howard’s 

discussion. He noted that Darwin ‘has deeply influenced the scientific, and perhaps 

still more, the pseudo-scientific mind of our era’, and expressed his regard for 

Darwin’s work as a naturalist, ‘from which confession it must not be inferred that [he 

accepted] either in whole or in part his explanation of the order of nature’. Yet Howard 

argued that it was Tyndall who was pressing for the necessity of an atheistic worldview 

following a correct understanding of Darwin; ‘the foundation of Darwin’s theory is 

not Atheism’ but required ‘the original creation of things by Divine power’. 

Ultimately, Tyndall’s mistaken apprehension, Howard argued, placed science outside 

of its bounds; the Association ‘ought surely to have considered whether Science can 

be advanced through a departure from the only paths by which it has arrived at results 

truly beneficial to mankind’.35 
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Howard was not the only scientist to sound a cautionary note about the bounds 

of scientific knowledge. In 1877, Henry Alleyne Nicholson, professor of natural 

history at St Andrews, drew attention to the limits of empirical knowledge, which 

could be derived only from ‘observations carried on through the medium of the 

senses’. 36  Since knowledge derived in such manner was by definition only 

phenomenal, it required the application of a higher faculty, reason, in order to 

understand the essential truths of the universe; relying on sense data ‘in all cases leaves 

us in total ignorance of the primary causes of things’.37 Similarly, the microscopist 

Lionel Smith Beale in 1883 drew on the limits of empirical knowledge to challenge 

materialist accounts of living matter, arguing that ‘no form of the hypothesis which 

attributes the phenomena of the world to mere matter and its properties has been, or 

can be, justified by reason’. Beale also illustrated divisions within the scientific 

community, and the lofty position occupied by T. H. Huxley, noting that it was ‘not 

pleasant to have to differ from Professor Huxley’ who was ‘a master in the use of very 

robust language’. As an example of this robust language, Beale pointed to Huxley’s 

tendency to decry his opponents as bigots, or claim that they reviled him. Clearly no 

stranger to robust language, Beale noted that to ‘say that people who differ from you 

revile you is, undoubtedly, an ingenious way of getting out of a great difficulty’. Such 

difficulties might include being ‘asked to explain what you mean by some very 

confident dictatorial utterance … if you feel that you cannot do so, there is nothing 

like accusing your opponent of reviling’.38  

  

Beale’s sharp wit provoked a rapturous response from his audience. Robinson 

Thornton, chairing the meeting, drily noted his reluctance in asking the members to 

thank Beale for his paper, since it would ‘be asking you to draw upon yourselves the 

wrath of those whom he attacks, and expose you to being called “bigots”’. One 

member of the audience, F. Wright, a regular attendee at meetings, noted that the 

Huxley who expounded single scientifically proven principles ‘is a totally different 

man’ from the Huxley who assembled these principles into a hypothesis, and his view 

‘with regard to Professor Huxley is equally true of Professor Tyndall’. Indeed, Wright 
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succinctly summed up his rather balanced appraisal of Huxley and Tyndall’s scientific 

writing as ‘neither to be followed absolutely, nor put aside lightly’, to cries of ‘hear, 

hear’ from the audience. Rather than the works of Tyndall and Huxley, Wright instead 

blamed an increase in popular literacy for the seeming ‘decline of thought’, an 

apparition that seemed to haunt many members of the Victoria Institute. Noting that 

‘there are ten thinking now where there was only one thirty years ago’, Wright argued 

that contemporary society was ‘setting large masses of the people reading’ and that 

what they were reading was ‘very poor stuff’. 39  The result was that professional 

scientists, particularly those who were able to articulate clearly their ideas to a mass 

audience, occupied an elevated social position, and that many people lacked the 

courage to demand that those ideas be satisfactorily proven. 

 

One such elevated scientist, of course, was Stokes, who used his annual 

addresses to highlight the evidence for divine creation that he saw in scientific 

discoveries. In earlier addresses, this took the form of straightforward natural 

theology, arguing for a harmony between the natural sciences and revelation.40  His 

later addresses, however, drew more directly from advances in physics with which he 

was particularly familiar. He used these both to communicate a sense of discovery to 

his audience, and to draw attention to what he conceived as an essential harmony 

between science and religion. In 1896 Stokes, in a move which surely would have 

pleased John Eliot Howard, lectured the Victoria Institute on the luminiferous ether, 

although he failed to highlight that recent experiments had cast quite serious doubt on 

its existence.41 Stokes returned to the transmission of light the following year, although 

in this instance he concentrated on its perception by the human eye.42 In giving a 

thorough yet comprehensible lecture on the science behind sight, Stokes avoided 

directly referring to religious knowledge or indeed even the appearance of design. The 

inference, however, was unmistakable. The Lord Chancellor, Halsbury, who was 

chairing the meeting, opined that ‘[o]ne of the first impressions given to us must be, I 

think, that we are, indeed, “fearfully and wonderfully made”’, and that ‘the inference 
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drawn by Sir George Stokes is, I think, one that everybody will draw for themselves 

from his mere statement of facts’.43 The following year, Stokes delivered an address 

on x-rays, which had only recently been described by Wilhelm Röntgen, in order to 

demonstrate how advances in sciences allowed humanity better to understand the 

natural world, and in 1899 a similar address on the perception of colour.44  

 

In addition to making an eloquent case for a harmonised understanding of 

science and religion, Stokes also used these addresses to add intellectual prestige to 

the Victoria Institute. Those members of high social standing invariably made their 

best efforts to attend annual meetings. Shaftesbury, for instance, rarely had sufficient 

free time to do more than infrequently attend, yet he always chaired the annual 

meeting. Stokes pressed his scientific colleagues to attend the annual meetings, and 

badgered Lord Kelvin first into joining, and then delivering a paper.45 Kelvin attended 

several annual addresses, and, at Stokes’s address on the perception of colour in 1899, 

was joined by the surgeon Lord Lister, meaning that the current and two previous 

presidents of the Royal Society were present. Indeed, given that the three presidents 

immediately preceding Stokes had been Huxley, William Spottiswoode, and Joseph 

Dalton Hooker, all members of the X Club, this suggests an upturn in fortunes for 

scientists of faith by the close of the nineteenth century. 

 

 Stokes’s former parliamentary colleague Sir Richard Temple delivered an 

address the following year, arguing that ‘the more we pursue research steadily, and 

learned investigation by scientific methods, the more shall we have confidence in the 

literal value of the truth of every word of scripture’.46 Yet it was George Macloskie, 

an Irish Presbyterian and professor of biology at Princeton, who closed the nineteenth 

century with a most perceptive exploration of the relationship between science and 

religion.47 Macloskie, as both an ordained minister and natural historian, was able to 
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chart a balanced course between the two disciplines, cautioning that ‘the one general 

truth evolved by history is that a worthy clergyman even when well read in divinity 

and in classical literature, is not safer against error in his scientific excursions, than is 

a brilliant scientist when he turns anti-theologian’.48 Having noted the contribution of 

Andrew Dickson White, whose History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in 

Christendom had been one of the earliest works proposing the conflict thesis, 

Macloskie proposed his own survey of the relationship. First, he suggested that 

expectations be tempered; ‘all that should be expected is a general harmony; and to 

press for excessive conformity is dangerous’. One danger was in assigning to scripture 

claims that it did not make, and which instead originated in uncanonical material. 

Macloskie, echoing Robinson Thornton’s earlier response to McCaul, highlighted that 

‘men have fought for Milton’s ideas as passionately as if Paradise Lost had been added 

to the canon’. This was ‘gladly accepted by sceptics, who insist on the Miltonic idea 

of creation as the only Scriptural idea, and therefore insist on the incompatability of 

Scripture with well-established science’. 49 Macloskie did not wish to see scientific 

enquiry trammelled, even if it challenged popular opinion, pointing out that ‘[m]en 

have used wrong methods, and arrived at valuable results; Columbus was wrong in 

the notion that westward was an easy route to the East Indies, but it was better to take 

the wrong route than to remain at home’.50 Similarly, it was wrong ‘to regard every 

new scientific doctrine as necessarily atheistic’, and this was a charge that applied 

equally to the friend and foe of religion.51  

 

A commonplace rhetorical device frequently invoked at the Victoria Institute 

was to criticise geologists for having ‘changed their views two hundred times’ in the 

course of the nineteenth century, which Macloskie argued was a ‘very foolish and 

sinful practice’. His view, in contrast to that often presented in papers at the Victoria 

Institute, was that ‘[t]he fact of many changes redounds to the credit of science, if 

these changes, though limping and often stumbling, are on the whole progressive’. 

Macloskie asked if critics would ‘condemn Geography because the map of the world 

has changed so much in the past century?’ After noting the contemporary conflict of 
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theories within biology about the proposed mechanism of evolution and arguing that 

it was entirely consistent for Christians to accept a form of divinely supervised 

evolution, Macloskie turned to his colleague, James McCosh, the late Princeton 

president. McCosh, the most widely-read exponent of Common Sense philosophy in 

the nineteenth century, according to Macloskie exemplified the ‘best attitude’ to the 

relationship between science and religion.52 ‘If anyone asks me if I believe man’s body 

to have come from a brute’ Macloskie quoted, ‘I answer that I know not. I believe in 

Revelation. I believe in science, but neither has revealed this to me … I am sure, and 

I assert, that man’s soul is of a higher order and of a nobler type.’53 

 

Macloskie’s paper generated a spirited and not entirely favourable discussion, 

and indeed Walter Aubrey Kidd, who had read it out, recorded his reservations about 

Macloskie’s evolutionary arguments immediately afterward. However, the reception 

Macloskie’s paper received was much milder compared to that meted out by James 

Reddie during his tenure. Indeed, the victim of one early Reddie diatribe, John Hall 

Gladstone, had received a copy of the paper and decided to make a rare appearance at 

a meeting of the Victoria Institute in order to record his support of Macloskie’s 

argument. Interestingly, Gladstone drew attention to Andrew Dickson White, and 

claimed that his work was ‘one of the most valuable and important books that have 

come out recently’. The Revd J. Porte agreed with Gladstone and Macloskie that a 

faithful interpretation of Genesis was not necessarily incompatible with evolution, 

which brought a stinging rebuke from a Mr Thrupp, who insisted that the ‘inevitable 

conclusion’ of such arguments ‘was that God did not create material’, a view that was 

‘an utter fallacy’. There was apparently insufficient room to include the remainder of 

the discussion, although it was noted to have involved several individuals and had 

been ‘of unusual length and interest’.54 
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IV. The last bastion of natural theology? 

 

Macloskie was not the only member to propose a convincing argument for 

harmonisation, and Gladstone had of course attempted the same in the Victoria 

Institute’s earliest days. Most notable among the others is George Henslow, an 

Anglican curate and botanist, whose father John Stevens Henslow had acted as a 

mentor to Charles Darwin. Indeed, Darwin had returned the favour and advised the 

younger Henslow after his father’s death. 55  Having joined the Victoria Institute, 

Henslow quickly became a member of its council and the editorial committee, and 

delivered two papers illustrating the relationship between variation in the natural 

world and the evidence for design.56 Henslow had no trouble accepting the evidence 

for evolution, although he was unconvinced by natural selection as its mechanism, 

preferring instead a neo-Lamarckian explanation, which he attempted to square with 

natural theology.57 Henslow’s third paper, ‘Natural Theology, with Respect to Modern 

Philosophy’ (1874) advocated a reading of evolution that made a case for it being 

evidence of God’s design, or, as he reminded his audience while invoking Paley, ‘the 

discovery of Evidences of Design attesting to the existing attributes of the Deity 

collected from appearances of Nature’.58 Henslow’s paper answered the question of 

whether design and evolution were compatible with his ‘firm conviction that it is; and 

that both design and evolution are incontrovertible facts of creation’. The paper laid 

out competing cosmogonies, with Henslow’s own view being that God had ‘created 

all things by LAW… with one partial exception or special interference, viz. man’. 

After a discussion of Epicurean cosmogony as presented by Lucretius, which he 

described as ‘so puerile as to be, at this age, absolutely contemptible’, Henslow moved 

on to traditional arguments from design, or teleologies. A capable exponent of 
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philosophical concepts, Henslow challenged the idea that the order of the natural 

world produced additional problems for the natural theologian to confront, using what 

he dubbed ‘the law of inideality’. Pointing out the existence of parasites, Herbert 

Spencer had questioned the notion that humans were the apotheosis of creation, since 

it appeared that they had been provided as a habitat for lesser beings. The alternative, 

Spencer suggested, was that parasites were created in order to make humans unhappy. 

Henslow ably dispatched these concerns by pointing out that this was no more a 

problem of evil than carnivores requiring flesh to survive; the natural world was not 

perfect, but inideal conditions were not inherently evil.59  

  

Henslow’s paper drew a mixed response. The Revd James Harrison Rigg, in 

the chair, noted Henslow’s ability as a scientific writer and his piety, but registered a 

lengthy series of reservations, particularly with Henslow’s use of the human eye as an 

example of imperfection in the world. Rigg’s dismissal of this example as a challenge 

to traditional teleogical arguments drew cheers from the audience.60 The Revd Charles 

Adolphus Row praised Henslow for ‘the most important paper we have had in some 

time’, as it demonstrated ‘that it is possible to hold a doctrine of development, and yet 

to be a strict theist and a true Christian’, although he then spent considerable time 

disagreeing with the thrust of Henslow’s argument61. J. Allen, the Victoria Institute’s 

honorary auditor, expressed his ‘regret that, in a society like this, formed to show that 

the Scriptures and science are not at variance, the plain statement of revelation as to 

the creation of man should apparently be passed over by the lecturer, and the vague 

theories of Dr. Darwin thought to be worthy of credence’.62 The Revd S. Wainwright, 

although noting his dissent from Henslow on the subject of evolution, suggested that 

‘it would be an act of monstrous injustice to class him for an instant with such 

evolutionists as Professor Huxley and Dr. Darwin’, to cheers from the audience. 

Nevertheless, Wainwright took issue with any positive mention of evolution, 

criticising Henslow’s description of it as a ‘great fact’ and ‘incontestable’, thundering, 

‘I contest it, and demand a proof’.63 J. James similarly drew cheers by arguing that if 
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there was evidence of law in the natural world, ‘it must take us back to antecedent 

mind, and to the old-fashioned argument from design’.64 Francis Petrie, underlining 

how different and yet how similar the Victoria Institute now was to that of the Reddie 

era, intervened before the meeting adjourned. Members, Petrie said, had often asked 

him ‘[w]hy do we hear anyone in support of Darwinism here? Are we not a society to 

oppose, and not to support, such views?’ It was important, Petrie felt, that in order to 

‘arrive at any conclusions upon philosophical or scientific questions, that we should 

investigate them without partiality. Now, we cannot do that without hearing both 

sides.’65 

  

Despite Petrie’s hopeful note, neither side was heard for several years, until 

papers by David Howard and S. R. Pattison in 1878 and 1879 once again touched upon 

design arguments from the natural world.66 However, there was another rather lengthy 

gap in the record before natural theology was again discussed in earnest. In the first 

such paper delivered in 1888, Lord Grimthorpe suggested that ‘[t]he Darwins, 

Spencers, Huxleys, Tyndalls, Haeckels, et id genus omni, have practically confessed 

the beauty of nature to be too much for them, leaving it to explain itself’, and took it 

upon himself to offer a teleological argument based on aesthetics. Although 

Grimthorpe made several interesting observations about natural beauty, the most vocal 

response came from Joseph Hassell. Invoking the more combative aspect of the 

Victoria Institute, and perhaps explaining why so few papers on natural theology had 

appeared, Hassell drew attention to Grimthorpe’s ‘statement which should never be 

forgotten’, that ‘[i]f one side is left to go on preaching its own dogmas and keeping 

discreet silence about objections which it cannot answer, and if the objectors kept 

silence too, then the objections will be forgotten, or assumed to have been silenced.’67 

A paper by Edward Hull in 1891 echoed this sentiment, with Hull registering his 

incredulity that it was necessary still to advance teleological arguments. Hull also 

acknowledged the long provenance of natural theology, arguing that ‘the theist is 

bound to endeavour, humbly and reverently, to meet his opponent by arguments, 
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perhaps, often used before, but which are by no means worn out by length of service’. 

Indeed, Hull was repeating commonplace arguments when he pointed to the ability of 

humans to form languages and use speech as ‘a Divine gift’ and thus as evidence of 

creation. Similarly, the fitness of fruits and seed as human food, and the ability of 

animals to be domesticated, Hull argued, demonstrated that the universe had been so 

ordered by God for humanity’s benefit.68  

 

 A more philosophically rigorous approach came the following session from 

the Revd Theodore Wood, who attempted to deal with the problem of cruelty in nature. 

Wood highlighted the claim that the cruelty suffered by animals in the wild ‘cannot, 

as in the case of man, be in any way regarded as the just retribution for personal or 

ancestral wrong-doing’. Having proceeded through the animal kingdom from jellyfish 

to apes and demonstrating that it was doubtful that they experienced pain in a similar 

fashion to humans, Wood admitted that apes and domestic animals presented a 

problem to his argument. However, Wood argued that, with animal brains being 

smaller than those of humans, they must only be able to have a corresponding 

experience of pain. For domestic animals, the situation was even clearer; while they 

‘by long domestication and careful selection, have become civilized, so to speak’, they 

did not exist in nature, having been elevated out of it by humans.69 Walter Aubrey 

Kidd made a similar case in a paper on ‘Methods of Protection Among Animals’, 

pointing out that divinely appointed implements of defence could not be instruments 

of cruelty.70 However, it was another paper that Kidd delivered in 1899 on natural 

theology that generated the most interest. Despite unapologetically treading a well-

worn Paleyan path, Kidd’s broadside at evolutionary arguments managed the 

impressive feat of suggesting that Darwin, Huxley, and other evolutionary biologists 

in fact admitted a teleological understanding in their work. 71  The response was 

predictably rapturous, with immediate cheers of thanks, and lengthy speeches of assent 

by Lionel Beale, Hull, and the Revd. F. A. Walker. What was most remarkable, 

however, was the amount of correspondence received after the fact: Dr D. Biddle, Dr 
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A. Nevé, Professor Langhorne Orchard, and Alfred Taylor Schofield all sent admiring 

letters commending Kidd for his restatement of natural theology, and his refusal to 

accept natural evolution. Schofield fairly summarised the majority opinion when he 

said that he had not ‘ever read a more lucid or graphic account of creation from the 

standpoint taken’. 72 Clearly, Kidd had put expression to a feeling common among the 

membership, and one which provoked strong reaction. However, one former member 

was less effusive; John Hall Gladstone, having read the paper, confessed his confusion 

at Kidd’s argument, and restated his belief that Darwin and creation were entirely 

compatible.73 

 

 A final approach to harmony between science and religion could be found in 

astronomy. James Reddie had been a vociferous critic of contemporary astronomy, 

and it was not until 1877 that an astronomical paper was presented at the Victoria 

Institute, by the Revd Thomas Rawson Birks, professor of moral philosophy at 

Cambridge. Birks had long been interested in using astronomy to defend Scripture, 

having published a somewhat esoteric book in 1850 which had discussed the 

representation of celestial bodies in the Bible. Birks’s book had argued that other stars 

could not have planets, lest they reduce the particular significance of Christ appearing 

on Earth. He had also used astronomy to attack the materialism of Spencer in an 1876 

work.74 Birks took aim first at Charles Goodwin’s contribution to Essays and Reviews, 

which criticised the representation of the stars in the Mosaic cosmogony as unrealistic. 

However, he quickly pivoted to a lengthy refutation of Spencer’s First Principles, 

drawing almost entirely from his previous book, before concluding with a confident 

assertion that true science would prevail through precise use of language, and that ‘the 

truth, wisdom, and harmony of the Divine message will stand before us with a 

completeness and grandeur never known before’.75 Birks’s paper drew praise from 

James Clerk Maxwell. In a letter, Maxwell agreed with Birks on the importance of 

terminology, and that ‘poetry and science are supposed to be in opposition to each 
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other; and if science is admitted deficient in grace, poetry is suspected to be indifferent 

to truth’.76 This was a rare foray into astronomy for the Victoria Institute, and it was 

to be the only one until the dawn of the twentieth century, when the Irish Astronomer 

Royal, Sir Robert Stawell Ball, delivered an address on star formation.77 Another 

prominent astronomer, Edward Walter Maunder, delivered the Victoria Institute’s 

annual address in 1908 and in 1912 assumed the position of secretary. Maunder’s most 

significant contributions came in a series of papers during the First World War, which 

are examined in detail in Chapter Seven. However, Maunder’s 1908 address is notable 

for its assertion that accounts of astronomy in Genesis were uniquely accurate when 

compared to other religions or accounts in the texts of other ancient cultures. In this 

way, science was used to both support the reliability of scriptural accounts, and to 

attack schools of criticism which suggested that parts of the Mosaic cosmogony were 

derived from earlier Babylonian works.78  

  

*  *   *   * 

 

The Victoria Institute formed under James Reddie was a markedly different 

organisation from that overseen by Francis Petrie, particularly in terms of the papers 

presented. Nevertheless, natural theology continued to be a dominant theme. The 

particularly Paleyan form that much of it took demonstrates that many conservative 

Christians were unconvinced by broadchurchman Charles Kingsley’s argument that 

‘all natural theology must be rewritten’ in the wake of Darwin.79 Natural theology was 

an essential part of the engagement with intellectual developments because it allowed 

the incorporation of scientific advances into a providential understanding of the 

universe. Stokes, who epitomised such an approach, was therefore a natural fit for 

president of the Victoria Institute. This also explains why some materialist accounts 

of the universe were so troubling. A cold, mechanistic universe composed of void, 

atoms, matter, and energy interacting according to fixed laws left little room for either 

providence or the religion of the heart popular among nineteenth century evangelicals. 
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The presence of figures such as Stokes and Kelvin, prominent physicists who 

understood contemporary science and could confidently articulate its relevance to, and 

support of, their faith, was no doubt a comfort. Such figures also serve as a reminder 

that, rather than the popular narrative of unrelenting victory for scientific naturalism 

and a gradual disenchantment of public life, the popularity of religion in Victorian 

intellectual life waxed and waned in the decades after Darwin. While natural theology 

was frequently and adeptly argued at the Victoria Institute during the last years of the 

nineteenth century, there was one notable absence. George Henslow, one of the few 

members capable of challenging Darwinian natural selection, had, after his natural 

theology paper, suffered the same fate as those others whose harmonisation of science 

and religion had dared count evolution as science; although he chaired a meeting the 

following year, and joined in the discussion after a further paper, Henslow disappeared 

from the Victoria Institute’s roll of members in 1877.  
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Chapter Four 

 

Darwin, Darwinism, and the Darwinists 

 

One of the scientific concepts that most interested members, and certainly that which 

generated the most controversy, was evolution. Yet Darwin’s theory of evolution by 

natural selection was the subject of surprisingly infrequent scientific debate at the 

Victoria Institute and rarely was the mechanism itself challenged. In an organisation 

with pretensions to investigate the most pressing scientific questions of its age, biology 

was a relatively minor concern. Of course, professional biology was still in its infancy 

when the Victoria Institute was formed, and while several members were respected 

naturalists, very few had formal training in the newer discipline and were unable to 

engage with biological arguments on their own terms.1  Refutations of Darwinian 

natural selection tended instead to focus upon its philosophical implications, whether 

ethical, logical, or theological, or to draw on other fields such as physics and geology. 

More frequently still, Darwinism was treated as an ideology, although its tenets were 

often left vague, or invoked as a synecdoche for intellectual positions that troubled 

members of the Victoria Institute. No member, however, managed to do so as pithily 

as the Princeton theologian Charles Hodge, when he answered his own question, 

‘What is Darwinism?’ with the scathing rejoinder ‘It is atheism’. The majority, 

however, would certainly have agreed with Hodge’s sentiment.2  

 

If Darwinism had a meaning beyond the biological theory proposed in Origin 

of Species, and a Darwinist denoted something other than a person who accepted the 

validity of that biological theory, it is vital to consider what those meanings were. 

According to Ludwig Wittgenstein’s classic aphorism, ‘the meaning of a word is its 

use in the language’.3 This chapter investigates how the Victoria Institute used terms 

such as Darwin and Darwinism within their discourse community. Principally, the 
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3 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical investigations, ed. G. E. M. Anscombe, Rush Reed and G. H. 
von Wright (Oxford, 1986), p. 22. 
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function of such terms was as a pejorative. A particularly common method of attack 

was to categorise those with whom the speaker disagreed as Darwinists. Some of these 

were predictable opponents such as Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, or Haeckel; indeed, in 

one paper Joseph Hassell went on the offensive against ‘the Haeckels, the Spencers, 

and the Huxleys of the present day’, who were preaching ‘the new dogma of Evolution 

by natural selection’.4 Anti-Darwinism was thus a shibboleth by which conservative 

thinkers could identify themselves to each other in a broader intellectual environment 

increasingly unfriendly to their worldview. By contrast, to identify oneself during a 

paper as a Darwinian, or explicitly as a believer in evolution, was to invite, at the very 

least, scorn in the subsequent debate. Nineteenth-century conservatives defining 

themselves in opposition to a concept which served as a pars pro toto for wider trends 

is not without precedent; Shulamit Volkov has persuasively argued that anti-Semitism 

functioned as a ‘cultural code’ for social conservatives in nineteenth-century 

Germany, uniting them not in opposition to individual aspects of the Jewish faith, but 

against cultural trends, such as liberalism and capitalism, with Jews thus serving as ‘a 

short-hand substitute for an entire culture’. 5  James Moore has identified the 

bewildering array of -isms that arose in the mid-nineteenth century, from liberalism 

and vegetarianism to neo-Platonism, which served as cultural markers and a form of 

self-identification for their adherents, and places Darwinism among these. Moore 

notes 1865, the year of the Victoria Institute’s formation, as the year when Darwinists 

began to feel ‘under siege’, from conservative thinkers.6 In 1868, London newspapers 

noted that Darwinism had ‘become a byword, which had gone far to replace 

“materialism”, a term of virulent abuse’.7 By 1871, the year Darwin’s Descent of Man 

was published, the term Darwinism had come to represent an entire worldview, with 

troubling implications for public morality. Concerned that the term was now so loaded 

as to hinder the prospects of Victorian science, prominent Darwinists such as Huxley 

attempted a process of semantic control. Most effective was a paper by the American 

philosopher Chauncey Wright, which chided critics for conflating the purely scientific 

theory of natural selection with metaphysics. This reassertion of Darwinism as simply 

                                                
4 Joseph Hassell, ‘Evolution by natural selection tested’ in JTVI, xix (1885), p. 55. 
5 Shulamit Volkov, ‘Antisemitism as a cultural code: reflections on the history and historiography of 
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7 Ibid, p. 381. 
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a biological theory was, argues Moore, ‘an important forward step in the career of 

science and scientists in Victorian Britain’.8 In 1871, the first year covered by this 

section, the discourse community of Darwinists defined Darwinism only in biological 

terms.9 Yet at the Victoria Institute, the word continued to be used to mean much more. 

 

 

I. The spectre of evolution: a troubling biological theory and its implications 

 

The 1873 annual address given by Prebendary William Josiah Irons, one of the most 

forthright social conservatives at the Victoria Institute, is listed in subsequent indexes 

of papers as ‘The Darwinian Theory’. 10  The address began with a eulogy to the 

recently deceased James Reddie and continued with a lengthy rebuttal of advances in 

astronomy, of which Reddie would no doubt have approved. Irons did eventually 

attempt to deal with the scientific basis for evolution, although his arguments did not 

progress much further than pointing out that life could not simply spring from lifeless 

elements and asserting that observation of speciation would compel a scientifically 

minded observer to believe the same. After a lengthy diversion into philosophical 

ideas of creation and Scholastic metaphysics, Irons then presented to evolutionists the 

challenge offered by the Victoria Institute, and particularly its defence of 

Baconianism: ‘none of your mere theories for us; facts and hard logic, if you please; 

keep to it is, and a little less given to it may be, and you need not part company with 

us; we may be good friends even yet’. Lip service thus paid to the scientific method, 

Irons then moved onto his principal objection to evolution, morality, concluding that 

‘the theory which deduces man from the beast has in it a sensuality which cannot tend 

but [to] set him free from the highest morality and from the possibility of religion’.11  

 

Irons had been a Tractarian and had criticised the teleological reasoning of 

natural theology as a precursor to Deism. He thus represents a theological and 

philosophical tradition that was not shared by the majority of Victoria Institute 

                                                
8 Ibid., p. 405.  
9 Ibid., pp 364, 365, 380-1, 399, 402-8, 405. 
10 W. J. Irons, ‘The Darwinian theory’ in JTVI, vi (1873), pp 284-318. 
11 Ibid., pp 307, 311. 
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members, although it must be stressed that Irons was an avowed critic of Roman 

Catholicism, identifying it and atheism as twin threats.12 Nevertheless, Irons’s address 

is broadly representative of the Victoria Institute’s response to the spectre of evolution. 

Often, rather unsophisticated understandings or unrepresentative claims were 

presented, and rejected, either because of their moral implications or because they 

were held a priori to conflict with scripture; rarely were evolution or natural selection 

challenged as biological theories. An 1874 paper by Charles Robert Bree, for instance, 

investigated ‘Darwinism and Its Effects on Religious Thought’.13 Bree clarified that 

by Darwinism he not only meant ‘the hypotheses of its author, but the expansion that 

has been given to them by other writers’.14 Further underlining the idea of Darwinism 

as an ideology with articles of faith, Bree referred several times to ‘Darwin and his 

disciples’ and ‘Darwin and his followers’, before naming Haeckel and Tyndall.15 One 

of the articles of faith to which Darwinists were committed, was that animal life had 

evolved from vegetable matter. Again, however, the real objection was philosophical; 

if selection occurred by chance there could not be ‘a superintending Creator, for He 

trusts nothing to chance’. Attempting to reconcile random selection with Christian 

belief was impossible, Bree argued, since Darwinism could be ‘shown to destroy our 

teleological view of nature’. Emphasising that this was a conflict between 

supernaturalist and naturalist world-views, Bree also highlighted ‘the recent attempt 

by a strong disciple of the school to deprive mankind of the great and inestimable 

power of prayer’.16 Here, Bree was referring to Tyndall’s involvement in the prayer 

gauge debate, in which it was proposed that two comparable groups of patients, one 

which had been prayed for, and one which had received medical treatment, should 

have their mortality rates compared.17 

                                                
12 W. J. Irons, On the whole doctrine of final causes (London, 1836); John Robson, ‘The fiat and finger 
of God: the Bridgewater Treatises’ in Richard Helmstadter and Bernard Lightman (eds), Victorian faith 
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117; D. W. Bebbington, ‘Science and evangelical theology in Britain from Wesley to Orr’ in D. N. 
Livingstone, D. G. Hart and Mark Noll (eds), Evangelicals and science in historical perspective 
(Oxford, 1999), p. 125; Jonathan Topham, ‘Science, natural theology, and the practice of Christian 
piety in early-nineteenth-century religious magazines’, in Geoffrey Cantor and Sally Shuttleworth 
(eds), Science serialized: representations of the sciences in nineteenth century periodicals (Cambridge, 
MA, 2004), p. 62.  
13 C. R. Bree, ‘Darwinism and its effects on religious thought’ in JTVI, vii (1874), pp 253-85. 
14 Ibid., pp 253-4. 
15 Ibid., pp 253-4, 255-9, 260, 262, 264 
16 Ibid., pp 262, 264. 
17 R. B. Mullin, ‘Science, miracles, and the prayer-gauge debate’ in D.C. Lindberg and R. L. Numbers 
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Nevertheless, some papers did attempt to deal with natural selection as a 

biological mechanism. Hassell’s paper, for instance, challenged the concept of gradual 

changes accounting for speciation. Hassell examined the difference between the eggs 

of fish and birds, noting that the avian egg contained elements that did not exist in the 

piscine variety. Such elements, argued Hassell, could not have come to be as a 

modification of previous elements, since ‘there could not be a modification of that 

which did not exist’. Of course, Hassell’s objections were not entirely in good faith; 

he proposed to show that ‘the hypothesis of Evolution is not supported by any reliable 

evidence, and hence it is unscientific’. Yet the claims he advanced as representative 

of the evolutionary hypothesis, such as birds being descended from fish, were in a fact 

a pastiche of natural selection. The audience were presented with a false dilemma; 

once Hassell had demolished this carefully undermined position, the only alternative 

was to accept special creation. Hassell used flowering plants to make a similar 

argument. After describing the mechanics by which flowers attracted insects in order 

to pollinate, he argued that this was evidence of a plan. ‘Whence’, Hassell asked, ‘this 

plan? Did the plant invent it? If it did, it must have been gifted with intelligence … it 

must have had power to mould its parts accordingly’. Since there was no evidence ‘of 

inanimate matter arranging for itself means to ends’, evolution was a scientifically 

incredible hypothesis.18 

 

Hassell was not alone in this rhetorical strategy. A paper by J. W. Slater, for 

instance, took aim at ‘The Weak Sides of Natural Selection’ (1894) by asking 

rhetorical questions based on uncontroversial biological facts.19 For instance, Slater 

asked why vertebrates never had more than two pairs of limbs, or why organs which 

no longer had a purpose, such the appendix, were ‘still produced in generation after 

generation’. Evolution could only explain this by chance, whereas the doctrine of 

special creation ‘could solve all problems by an appeal to the sic volo, sic jubeo of the 

Creator’.20 Notwithstanding the explanatory power of such a strategy, Slater was being 
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somewhat disingenuous. In Origin of Species, a book which Slater quoted during his 

paper, Darwin had identified the similarity in appendages between vertebrate species, 

demonstrating how homologous appendages were evidence of a common ancestor, 

and thus of common descent and evolution.21 Indeed, on this point, Darwin had been 

supported by the distinguished Presbyterian anatomist Alexander Macalister, who 

argued that ‘the defenders of evolution have the best of the evidence on their side’.22  

  

Some members of the Victoria Institute, however, were able to grapple with 

natural selection as described by Darwin and drew surprising conclusions. George Cox 

Bompas delivered a paper ‘On Evolution and Design’ in 1896, in which he fairly 

recounted Darwin’s argument for speciation, noting that if a ‘humming-bird’s bill, or 

the insect’s proboscis grows longer, its better adaptation to the flowers in which it 

feeds may cause that form to prevail to the extinction of the shorter bill or proboscis’. 

Bompas then used this understanding of natural selection to argue that, since the 

environment was a passive part of the process, it could not cause the adaptation. The 

active part of the process must come from the reproduction of life, which was directed 

from elsewhere. The obvious conclusion, Bompas argued, was that ‘life and growth 

are endowments of a Creator… the structure of each animal has been modelled in its 

growth to its present form by the circumstances surrounding itself and its progenitors’. 

Bompas’s bold final conclusion was that ‘Evolution is Design’.23  

 

This was a remarkable paper to bring before the Victoria Institute, for it 

articulated clearly and unapologetically a form of theistic evolution, a position that 

usually invited disapprobation from the membership. Bompas was a noted solicitor 

from a well-regarded Baptist legal family; his father Charles Carpenter Bompas had 

been the inspiration for Dickens’s Serjeant Buzfuz, while his brother William 

Carpenter Bompas had joined the Church of England in order to become a missionary 

                                                
21 Charles Darwin, On the origin of species by means of natural selection (London, 1859), p. 437. 
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bishop in Canada.24 Another brother, the barrister H. M. Bompas, had been brought 

along, perhaps for moral support, and gave an address in the subsequent discussion 

defending the paper. This could partly explain the unusually mild reaction that 

Bompas received, although it seems that the paper was poorly attended. David 

Howard, chairing the meeting, and serial attendee Mr. Thrupp were the only regular 

voices recorded in the debate. Thrupp delivered a predictably long refutation of 

evolution, noting that it inevitably led to a denial of the supernatural, and that the more 

he ‘read books on evolution, the more’ he was ‘convinced that the whole thing’ was 

‘utterly unsound and has no foundation whatsoever’.25  

  

While reactions within the Victoria Institute to evolutionary theory were 

broadly hostile, they were not homogeneous. Indeed, this was also true of the wider 

scientific community where no clear consensus on evolution existed. The anatomist 

and paleontologist Richard Owen had identified homologous limbs as an example of 

God creating each according to a master plan and rubbished the idea that such an 

occurrence was a result of a random process.26  Meanwhile, Owen’s great rival, T. H. 

Huxley, saw in evolution an opportunity to press for the secularisation and the 

professionalisation of science.27 By the close of the century, it seemed as if Huxley’s 

wish had been fulfilled. When the American religious periodical Independent 

challenged its rival Observer to identify ‘three working naturalists of repute in the 

United States … that is not an evolutionist’, only two could be found. The Independent 

noted, however, that there was another in Canada, the Victoria Institute’s vice 

president, John William Dawson, whom Peter Bowler describes as ‘almost the only 

scientist of any reputation still opposing evolution’.28 
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And yet, while Huxley was one of Darwin’s staunchest defenders, he had 

harboured doubts about natural selection.29 Indeed, Darwin himself was troubled by 

some of his own conclusions, particularly the presence of gaps in the fossil record. 

With natural selection positing a gradual process over large stretches of time, the 

fossilised remains of intermediate species would have provided compelling evidence 

for his theory.30 The result of this uncertainty was that, at the close of the nineteenth 

century, a variety of competing hypotheses gained currency within the scientific 

community, preserving the facts of evolution but suggesting alternative mechanisms 

for its occurrence, a situation Huxley’s grandson Julian described in his survey of 

evolution as ‘the Eclipse of Darwinism’.31  One such hypothesis came from the Dutch 

botanist Hugo de Vries, who, having observed mutations while breeding evening 

primrose, suggested that speciation was a per saltum occurrence; the result of 

saltations, or sudden leaps, analogous to mutations, as opposed to the gradual process 

of natural selection.32 This also accounted for the lack of intermediate fossils, and 

required a much shorter time period than natural selection. A similar alternative came 

from neo-Lamarckism, which accepted evolution but suggested that the mechanism 

was the inheritance of characteristics acquired by adaptations to function during the 

parent’s life.33 However, the relative lack of attention paid by the Victoria Institute to 

the precise biological mechanism of evolution suggests that they were less interested 

in the specifics than the broader implication; challenges to specific evolutionary 

theories were well and good, but the larger target remained Darwinism and its 

disciples.  

 

II. The philosophical and moral case against evolution 

 

An indication that biological evolution was only one part of a wider tapestry of 

worrisome intellectual trends can be found in whom the Victoria Institute considered 

the disciples of Darwinism. While some scientists such as Tyndall and Huxley were 
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counted among that number, at least as much opprobrium was directed at figures such 

as John Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer, a reminder that many of the objections to 

Darwinism and evolution, broadly conceived, were philosophical. Reflecting the 

tendency of its membership to treat evolution as a synonym for Darwinism, and thus 

as representative of wider intellectual trends which concerned them, many papers 

focussed on the moral implications of evolution. In one particularly striking example, 

the Revd John Kirk, professor of theology for the Evangelical Union in Edinburgh, 

delivered an annual address in 1874 investigating what he believed made humans 

unique: their possession of a moral sense. 34  ‘The ‘doctrine of “evolution” so 

powerfully affects men’s faith in all that is distinctive in human nature’, argued Kirk, 

that such an investigation was essential. Kirk granted that humans shared many 

physical characteristics with animals, and thus were subject to certain mechanical 

laws; even in their ability to be motivated by concepts such as their ‘race, country, and 

even the universe at large’, they differed ‘only in degree, rather than kind’ from other 

animals. The focus on evolutionary biology and contemporary philosophy, Kirk 

believed, had clouded the pursuit of moral truth, for ‘moral constitution is not to be 

sought for in physiology, nor yet in our perception of utility’.35  

 

Kirk then presented a sophisticated argument against the possibility of an 

empirical understanding of morality. First, Kirk invoked the Irish philosopher Francis 

Hutcheson, whose concept of a moral sense was an important part of Scottish moral 

philosophy. The moral sense was an innate ability ‘which God had given to humanity 

in order to discern the difference between right and wrong’.36 However, it was a 

mistake, contended Kirk, to confuse the physical process that brought data to the sense 

organs, with the feeling that was generated in the mind. It may be possible to identify 

vibrations reaching the aural nerve as in some way responsible for sound, but the two 

were not identical. Beethoven, Kirk argued, ‘composed his finest music after he had 

become stone deaf. Harmonies that now charm the most critical listeners were created 

in his soul when he had no organ by which external song could reach it.’ Similarly, 

though it might be possible to observe aroma molecules responsible for the sweet 
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smell of a rose, this would give no indication of the qualia of that scent. The result was 

that ‘there is no meaning for the word sense, or sensation, discoverable till you are 

beyond the material, which is capable of vibration or other movement, into that which 

cannot vibrate or move, but can feel’. The moral sense was analogous to these other 

senses since ‘it is affected by ideas of right and wrong; so is the sense of hearing by 

harmony and discord’. The immateriality of the senses thus established, Kirk then 

dismissed them being simply patterns of thought, arguing that ‘sensation is not 

thought. Sensation is feeling, and feeling is not thought.’37 

 

There was, of course, a motive behind this careful and elaborate exploration of 

the moral sense. T. H. Huxley, in an article for Contemporary Review (1871), had 

rubbished the notion that thought and sensation were different.38 Having illustrated 

Huxley’s error, Kirk used the opportunity ‘to look in passing at one or two other 

specimens of Mr. Huxley’s philosophy. We do so, because of the vast influence of the 

man.’ However, Kirk confined himself to one observation, on Huxley’s idealist 

understanding of extension; this was merely a stepping-stone to attack Herbert 

Spencer’s assertion that memories of colour were of the same kind as directly 

physically perceiving them, but simply to a weaker degree. Claiming that ‘only 

helpless confusion of thought’ could lead to such beliefs, Kirk therefore argued that 

‘we must dismiss Mr. Spencer as well as Mr. Huxley’. Kirk’s rigorous elaboration of 

the moral sense had a philosophical point beyond merely dismissing other 

philosophers. It was important, he argued, to bear in mind that the moral sense was 

not the same as the conscience; rather, it was analogous to the other senses, since 

‘[o]ne man does not hear so well as another; so there is great diversity of moral 

susceptibility among men’. Nevertheless, the address was used to attack those whom 

Kirk considered to suffer from a moral deficiency. With Spencer and Huxley already 

dispatched, alongside the Scottish empiricist Alexander Bain, Kirk turned to John 

Tyndall. Homing in on Tyndall’s explanation of molecular structure coming as a result 

of forces inherent to molecules, Kirk claimed that the Irish physicist ‘affirms the idea 

of self-determining power as an attribute of a molecule!’ This may appear a somewhat 

pedantic reading of language that Tyndall had clearly intended metaphorically, yet it 
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contained, for Kirk, the essence of the immorality inherent in a materialist 

understanding of contemporary science. ‘Self determining power’, Kirk thundered, 

‘such as Herbert Spencer denies to mind, is here predicated of a material atom! By this 

doctrine the Author of Nature is excluded from Nature!’39  

 

Of course, no demolishing of Darwinian philosophy would be complete 

without illustrating the failures of Darwin himself. Darwin’s Descent of Man had made 

explicit that which was merely implied in the Origin of Species, drawing a direct 

lineage between humans and a primate ancestor, and suggesting that the roots of a 

human moral sense lay, as with lower animals, in social instincts. This, suggested Kirk, 

relied on ‘the too common notion of “instinct”’. Instinct was nothing more than a 

synonym for an intuition, or an innate idea, concepts that Kirk associated with the 

Scottish philosopher Dugald Stewart. Since ‘any truth whatever, when placed before 

the mind with sufficient evidence, is necessarily believed’, to privilege a particular 

idea as innate or intuitive over another was a mistake. Reducing the ability to discern 

truthfulness, or correctness, to a matter of instinct rather than of reason, opened the 

door to a mechanical, necessitarian conception of morality. ‘Reason’, Kirk argued, 

‘rebels at the idea of changes being both moral and necessary.’40 

  

Kirk’s paper was particularly notable for the relative sophistication of his 

philosophy. However, he was not the only adept philosopher to present before the 

Victoria Institute. Many other papers tread a similar path, beginning with an 

elucidation of certain philosophical principles before moving on to attack either the 

philosophy or philosophers of Darwinism. Charles Adolphus Row was perhaps the 

least subtle, modestly restricting his scope to ‘The Principles of Modern Pantheistic 

and Atheistic Philosophy as Expressed in the Last Work of Strauss, Mill, etc’.41 Row 

took issue with John Stuart Mill’s assertion in his Autobiography (1875) that a large 

number of intellectuals were ‘complete sceptics on religion’, suggesting that Mill’s 

‘peculiar idiosyncrasies of mind, which the Autobiography discloses, may have led 
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Mr. Mill somewhat to overestimate the sceptical tendencies of others’. Nevertheless, 

Row believed that a number of recent works were ‘sufficiently clear evidence that the 

principles of a pantheistic or atheistic philosophy are widely diffused among cultivated 

minds’. As Mill was the most prominent proponent of such principles, Row felt that 

he was the obvious person to explain the content of atheism. In his autobiography, 

Mill had described the atheism of his father, the philosopher James Mill, as in fact an 

epistemological agnosticism regarding origins; ‘concerning the origin of things 

nothing whatever can be known’. ‘Atheism’, Row thus argued, ‘as a philosophic 

theory, does not consist in the denial of the being of a God, but in the affirmation that 

there is no evidence of one.’ While, morally speaking, ‘the difference between these 

two positions is nil’, philosophically it was significant, ‘for it frees him who entertains 

it from the necessity of proving a negative’.42 

 

This first principle established, Row moved to highlight some other troubling 

aspects of Mill’s philosophy, in order that his wider principles might suffer by 

association. First, Row targeted the breadth of Mill’s strict empiricism, noting Mill’s 

somewhat bold claim that, rather than tautologies, mathematical equations were 

subject to empirical verification, ‘that in some distant region of the universe two and 

two may make five’.43 To underline what he considered Mill’s muddled thinking, Row 

gave an uncharacteristically succinct mathematical proof to the contrary, and argued 

that since this ‘must be valid, for all thought, all space, and all time, and to affirm the 

contrary is to assert the possibility of contradictions being true. It follows, therefore, 

that all our knowledge is not relative.’44 A crucial mistake of relativist philosophies 

thus lay in the conviction that knowledge could only be gained by experience, which 

was relative rather than universal. This led to faulty misapprehensions of causality, 

such as two events unfailingly following one another. As Row illustrated, ‘day and 

night stand to each other in the order of an invariable antecedent and consequent’, 

however, ‘the absurdity of affirming that one is the cause of the other is apparent’.45 

Since ‘a necessary law cannot be arrived at as a bare result of experience, or have any 

place in a phenomenal universe’, this created a problem whereby ‘whenever a 
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pantheistic or atheistic philosophy postulates the existence of a necessary law, without 

which it cannot advance a single step in creating the universe without a God, it is 

compelled to admit the existence of truths valid for all space and all time; and thus to 

subvert the foundation on which it rests’.46  

 

The English philosophy thus dispatched, Row turned to the German biblical 

critic David Strauss, whose work The Old Faith and the New (1872) had been so 

popular that it was ‘necessary to give it a special attention, for the purpose of exposing 

the unsound basis of its philosophy’. As evidence of the precarious foundation of 

Strauss’s work, Row outlined its conception of the universe as ‘a material Pantheism, 

which differs in nothing from Atheism except in an illicit use of the language of 

Theism’. Strauss had questioned the idea of a personal god, substituting instead ‘a 

self-developing power, utterly unconscious, which to man is incapable of being the 

object either of hope or trust’. The theological implications notwithstanding, Row 

argued that considering such a being as worthy of worship was unreasonable; that even 

‘the theories of Atheism are rational compared with a Pantheism, which offers such 

adulation to Cosmos which can neither see, hear, feel, nor think’.47  

 

Crucial for Row was not to demonstrate that much of contemporary philosophy 

was immoral, but to illustrate that many of its conclusions were without foundation. 

That such intelligent and widely read thinkers had made such serious errors of 

reasoning, Row was able to attribute either to muddled thinking, or to obfuscation; 

Strauss, he claimed, avoided precise questioning on his cosmogony ‘by concealing it 

behind a mass of scientific jargon’. This reflected a wider pattern in contemporary 

philosophy, which ‘hailed, as the rising of a new sun, the theory of natural selection 

as a means for constructing the worlds of life and organism, without the intervention 

of a Creator’.48 Darwin was, according to Row, ‘with them, the founder of the new 

age, in which the belief in the being of a God is destined to become an old wife’s 

fable’.49 Here Row came to the crux of the issue; contemporary philosophy had created 
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an explanatory gap by removing God from creation, and natural selection was 

introduced as a deus ex machina to solve the problem. Thus, Darwinism was, for Row, 

inextricably linked to materialism, pantheism, and atheism.  

  

Row’s paper generated several adulatory responses from the theological 

community. William Lee, professor of divinity at Trinity College, Dublin, sent a letter 

congratulating the Victoria Institute ‘on having the privilege of giving to the world so 

powerful an antidote to the unbelieving tendencies of Positivism and Pantheism’. 

James Bowling Mozley, Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford, highlighted again the 

link between philosophy and Darwin, noting that Row’s ‘discussion of the Darwin 

question seems to be especially able’. Row’s fellow prebendary of St Paul’s, Derwent 

Coleridge, likewise drew attention to ‘Row’s assault upon the Darwinian hypothesis 

[which was] very powerful’, while their colleague Thomas Griffith sent a detailed, 

postive response to Row’s paper spanning several pages. Of course, for some 

members, Row’s link between Darwin and philosophy was insufficiently critical. 

James Law Challis, a clergyman and professor of physics at Cambridge, broadly 

agreed with Row but also insisted ‘that so far from Darwinism being capable of giving 

support to Pantheistic and Atheist principles, it has no basis of its own to stand upon’.50  

 

Row was not the only member to engage critically with Mill. In 1876, W.J. 

Irons delivered a paper scathingly critical of Mill’s Three Essays on Religion. 51 

Although Irons presented a formidably well-structured review, his philosophy was less 

impressive than his organisation. An early indication of Irons’s approach can be 

observed in how he detailed the charges of atheism levelled at Mill when he stood for 

election in Westminster in 1865, which ‘some said unjustly’ presented a barrier to 

becoming ‘a legislator in a country still professedly Christian’. Irons evidently did not 

count himself among those who considered such a charge unjust, and criticised 

‘persons of Eminence in Church and State’ who supported Mill in his refusal to 

divulge his religious beliefs. The rest of the essay continued in much the same vein, 

with Irons making arch comments on Mill’s essay structure, a somewhat unkind move 
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since the unfinished essays had been edited and published posthumously. Irons also 

concentrated on appeals to the moral implication of Mill’s agnosticism rather than his 

argumentation; even the audience appear to have wearied of its length and tediousness, 

with the subsequent discussion not recounted and only the names of participants 

recorded.52    

  

In a rather less abrasive paper, the Revd Henry Wace, professor of 

ecclesiastical history at King’s College, London, and later president of the Victoria 

Institute, further underlined the link between evolution, contemporary philosophy, and 

immorality. 53  Wace identified Herbert Spencer as ‘the recognised exponent of a 

principle’ claiming ‘to be paramount in all domains of human thought and life’. 

Spencer had ‘projected a comprehensive system of philosophy… founded upon the 

hypothesis of Evolution’. Huxley, meanwhile, had asserted that ‘this hypothesis must 

be regarded as firmly established, and though this opinion is certainly not universal 

among men of science, there is no doubt that Evolution is the favourite scientific creed 

of the day’. Darwin was this creed’s ‘chief author, [and] Mr. Spencer may be said to 

be its chief prophet’.54 Spencer had ‘proclaimed it as the main key to the philosophical 

and social problems by which mankind had been perplexed … the substitute for the 

religious creed by which our life has hitherto been moulded’. Wace argued that while 

the mechanics of evolution might best be left to scientists, ‘[w]hen the Evolution 

philosophy leaves this region and enters a domain like that of Ethics’, not only were 

members of the Victoria Institute competent to discuss it, ‘it becomes a duty to attempt 

to do so’.55 The implications of evolutionary theory meant that ‘moral injunctions are 

losing the authority given by their supposed sacred origin’ and so for Spencer, ‘the 

secularization of morals is becoming imperative’.56 However, Wace took issue with 

Spencer’s moral principles. Spencer had drawn heavily on Aristotelian virtue ethics, 

which classed the moral quality of an action in terms of its moral intent, rather than its 

adherence to divinely ordained rules as in deontological ethics, or the outcome, as in 

consequentialist ethical systems such as utilitarianism. Yet under Wace’s reading, 
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Spencer had made a crucial mistake by classifying happiness as a virtue; Spencer had 

shown ‘a complete disregard of Aristotle’s conceptions on this point’, since Aristotle 

had described virtue ‘as conducive to happiness, not happiness as conducive to virtue’. 

In so doing, Spencer had in fact advocated utilitarian ethics, under which ‘conduct is 

good or bad according as it increase or diminishes the sum total of life’.57  

  

Herbert Spencer, and his philosophy, was clearly something of a bête noire for 

the Victoria Institute, as he was for conservative Christians more generally.58 The 

Revd W. D. Ground gave a paper in 1883 examining Spencer’s work that drew such 

wide acclaim and sparked such a lengthy debate that Ground was invited back to give 

another paper on Spencer at the next meeting.59 Ground credited Spencer with a great 

intellect and ‘high moral refinement’, yet his philosophy could ‘only be characterised 

as the entire negation of every moral element’. Spencer’s philosophy was morally and 

spiritually dangerous, contended Ground, because ‘morality, conscience, faith, prayer, 

are shown by it to be mere delusions, so far at least as their relations to God are 

concerned; the whole system is a vast spiritual desert’, with the result that ‘[h]undreds, 

perhaps thousands, have lost all faith in God, and been rendered desolate for life, since 

they became acquainted with its tenets’.60 However, Spencer was not working alone; 

‘whilst Mr. Spencer supplies the outworks and the fortification, that fortification is 

manned by a great body of scientific men’. The root of the problem was, of course, 

‘the doctrine of Evolution’, and Ground warned that ‘if the acceptance of the doctrine 

of Evolution logically compels the acceptance of Mr. Spencer’s philosophy then there 

is a bitter and awful conflict between Science and Theology looming before us’.61 

Ground proceeded to give a detailed critical account of Spencer’s theory of mind, 

although Tyndall and Huxley were unsurprisingly invoked as fellow prophets of 

materialism, and thus guilty by association of Spencer’s errors. What is most 

remarkable, however, is how little the remainder of the paper featured in the 

subsequent discussion. Despite stretching to sixteen pages, much of the debate focused 

on the broad implications highlighted by Ground at the beginning of his paper. John 
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Eliot Howard told the audience that he ‘would rather not have seen so very much 

admiration for Mr. Herbert Spencer’, while Lord O’Neill related ‘the one thing [he] 

rather regretted to learn… that the doctrine of evolution has become the accepted 

doctrine among scientific men all over the world’. Indeed, even the phrenologist 

Stackpool O’Dell, one of the few who attempted to discuss philosophy of mind, 

managed to link Spencer, through an epiphenomenalist theory of mind, to ‘Huxley, 

Darwin, and Tyndall’. 62  This, then, was much the pattern when philosophy even 

tangentially touched upon evolution and morality. The Victoria Institute contained 

some fine philosophical minds, who were more than competent to discuss complex 

concepts. Yet most often, these concepts were introduced and discussed in rather broad 

terms, and a familiar cast of characters were suggested to form the adherents, indeed 

the high priests, of Darwinism. This was a rather effective rhetorical manoeuvre, since 

it allowed the whole to be dispatched by dispatching one, as all were held to build their 

philosophical systems on the basis of evolution.  

 

III. Metaphysics and morality 

 

While the philosophical implications of evolutionary theory, and the potential growth 

of Darwinism as an ideology, gripped the imagination of the Victoria Institute, much 

attention was also paid to more precise philosophical issues. Unsurprisingly in an 

organisation obsessed with origins and existence, metaphysics, and in particular 

ontology, were discussed particularly often. A paper by James Law Challis, for 

instance, explored ‘The Metaphysics of Scripture’ (1878).63 Challis took issue with the 

sceptical empiricism of David Hume, which he thought ‘seems to have been 

propounded with the view of proving the impossibility of miracles’. Hume’s eminent 

position within anglophone philosophy meant that he had influenced ‘almost all 

modern physical and metaphysical productions and has even tainted the theological 

convictions of those who profess to believe the teachings of Scripture’. For Challis, 

Hume’s privileging of experiential data meant that a priori philosophical reasoning 

had fallen by the wayside, which was at odds with the philosophy of the physical 
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sciences as proposed by Newton. ‘The discovery and certifying of laws by experiment 

does not constitute the whole of physical science’, Challis argued; rather, it was ‘a 

necessary part of it, but subordinate to the theoretical part. Not till we have succeeded 

in accounting for laws with mathematical reasoning founded on intelligible and 

ultimate premises, can we be said to have reached physical science properly so called.’ 

Therefore, the results of empirical research could explain causality in the operation of 

physical laws, but they could give no indication of the origin of those laws. As Challis 

put it, ‘we may be able to understand the prescience and wisdom with which the 

Creator effects His purposes in nature by operating with instruments to which He has 

assigned certain cognizable qualities’. However, these laws were not ultimately 

material, since they had ‘no antecedent physical causation, but exist by immediate 

creation’.64  

 

This account of causation created a metaphysical space between the creation 

and the operation of physical laws, which Challis reconciled by filling it with 

‘intelligent spiritual beings of another order, by whose conscious and immediate 

agency, exerted in fulfilment of their Maker’s will, the pressure of the ether, and the 

law of variation in its pressure, are maintained’. Challis pointed to scriptural accounts 

of angels, ‘to whose agency they uniformly ascribe what we call Nature’s operations’ 

in order to support his suggestion. Indeed, an interestingly literal reading of Paul’s 

statement in Acts 17:28 that ‘in Him we live, and move’ allowed Challis to argue for 

angels acting as God’s instruments of causation, since ‘the power of angels is 

condition and derived, and what is done by angelic agency is done by God himself’.65 

This allowed an account of causation that was a development of the occasionalism of 

Nicolas Malebranche. It also allowed a metaphysical argument in support of miracles, 

such as in the feeding of the five thousand, which, since it involved ‘an operation 

which, as being creative, is incapable of being submitted to logical inquiry’. The result 

was that ‘in so far as the metaphysics of Scripture include the supernatural agency 

whereby miracles are wrought, they stand in no contradiction to the Newtonian 
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physical philosophy… rather, miracles may be regarded as the logical outcome of that 

philosophy’.66 

  

While Challis may have made the most innovative defence of miracles, he was 

not entirely alone. Two papers delivered in the first year of the Victoria Institute had 

concerned miracles.67 The metaphysics of miracles later featured in a paper by Joseph 

Parrish Thompson, a Congregational minister with a deep interest in the relationship 

between science and religion.68 Thompson bemoaned the contrasting fates of Hume, 

whose Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion was ‘still acknowledged as the 

standard treatise of philosophical scepticism’, and Paley, whose Natural Theology, 

‘regarded by theologians of his time as invincible’ was by then ‘as an authority… well-

nigh obsolete’. As Chapter Three has demonstrated, Paley remained authoritative at 

the Victoria Institute, and so Thompson was making a rather bold move when he 

suggested that Paley’s argument begged the question. ‘To apply the term design to 

every hint of adaptation in Nature’, Thompson claimed ‘in the sense of an intelligence 

shaping matter to an end, is to assume the existence of God in the very form of proving 

it’. In attributing every adaption to a divine architect whose overriding goodness was 

self-evident throughout creation, Paley had made another error; ‘in asserting that 

“teeth were made to eat, not to ache” he failed to dispose of the fact that they do 

ache’.69 However, despite some imprecise reasoning, Paley’s ‘fundamental argument 

for the Creator as evinced by the traces of design in Nature’ not only withstood recent 

scientific discoveries, ‘but is illustrated and confirmed by a far richer array of natural 

phenomena than Paley had ever imagined’. Indeed, attempts to discover and describe 

the operation of natural phenomena had produced, admitted Thompson, a rich array 

of explanatory theories. Yet there still remained an explanatory gap: motion ‘might 

account for all the phenomena of physics, with the exception of motion itself’, but it 

could not explain the origin of life. Similarly, while contemporary science could in 

theory ‘combine all the constituents and conditions of life’, it could not ‘produce 
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life’.70 Thompson then proceeded to refute Hume’s arguments, beginning with his 

empiricist claim that ideas could only arise from experience. Any human who owned 

a watch could perceive that a watch had a creator, yet most had no direct experience 

of a watch being fabricated; ‘this conviction could not be strengthened by his going to 

Geneva and seeing watches made by hand, or to Waltham and seeing them made by 

machine’. Hume’s epistemology thus dispatched, Thompson invoked Plato, Aristotle, 

and Cicero to provide classical refutations of materialism, particularly Epicureanism, 

and argue for a distinctly supernatural worldview. Thompson’s refutation of Hume 

was well received, though his rather mild criticism was understandably less 

appreciated. Charles Perry, the former bishop of Melbourne, reproached Thompson 

for claiming that Paley had committed a petitio principii, opining that ‘he rightly 

assumed it. Paley did not write for materialists’. William Josiah Irons meanwhile drew 

cheers of ‘Hear, hear’ when he claimed that Thompson had been ‘a little unfair to 

Paley’ who ‘was a great man, his work a great work’, although he did credit Thompson 

for his treatment of Hume, who had ‘happily been brought forward to receive a 

crushing rejoinder’.71 

 

The Revd Henry Watson of Christchurch, New Zealand, also sent a paper in 

1887 defending the miraculous, and expressing his objection to Hume’s arguments.72 

The Revd J. J. Lias, chancellor of Llandaff Cathedral, delivered a similar paper to 

effusive praise in 1897, based on a pamphlet he had published after sensing that ‘it 

had become necessary to restate the argument for miracles in a form not incompatible 

with the progress of science’.73  If such an argument could be made, argued Lias, ‘the 

whole attack from the scientific side is repulsed’. For Lias, evidence for the 

supernatural lay in the operation of free will. Explanations of human behaviour were 

‘facts of a mysterious and supernatural order… altogether outside the region of 

physical science’.74 Since humans clearly had free will, it thus followed that there 

existed a supernatural realm that evaded scientific explanation, and to this realm 

miracles belonged; ‘the miraculous, regarded as the interference of supernatural with 
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natural forces is not only not a deviation from the ordinary course of things’ but instead 

‘forms part of it’.75 Of course, this being the Victoria Institute, even this metaphysical 

speculation could be used to discuss evolution. Lias examined the process of 

speciation, and the similarities between related species, suggesting that new species 

appeared to be ‘a kind of grafting of new forms onto old stock’. With this in mind, 

Lias argued, ‘the scientific evidence points, it may be fairly contended, not in the 

direction of chance, but of the deliberate exercise of Will’.76 Stretching the metaphor, 

Lias then suggested that Christ was a ‘second Adam’ and that ‘[l]ike all other beings 

since life was first introduced upon the earth, He [was] grafted upon the former 

creation’. The subsequent regenerating power of the Incarnation meant that it was 

‘therefore eminently reasonable, eminently scientific even to contend that the 

supernatural forces demonstrably overruling the forces of the natural world received 

their highest embodiment in the supernatural life and work of Jesus Christ’.77  

 

 

*   *   *   * 

 

The metaphysics of miracles and natural theology were understandably popular, but 

the paper that perhaps best summed up the approach to Darwinism and evolution at 

the Victoria Institute was sent by Noah Porter, president of Yale, on ‘Physiological 

Metaphysics’ (1881).78 A clergyman who had undergone philosophical training in 

Germany, Porter was nevertheless a staunch advocate of ‘the inherited American 

traditions of Baconianism and Scottish Common Sense’, and of ‘a positively religious 

and Christian character’ to American universities.79 Porter began by arguing that any 

science ‘must have what we may call a metaphysics of its own’. A metaphysics of 

physiology was necessary ‘when evolution or development is taken out of its definite 

and legitimate applications within the domain of life, and extended to every 

description of beings and phenomena’. ‘Development and evolution’, Porter argued, 
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had ‘become terms convenient for the enchanter or juggler to conjure with in the 

haunted caves of metaphysical speculation’. Porter identified these conjurers as ‘Mill 

the father and Mill the son, Alexander Bain, John Tyndall, Thomas H. Huxley, Charles 

Darwin, Herbert Spencer, George H. Lewes, and John Fiske’. Also in his sights were 

‘the crowd of naturalists, both the solid and romantic, who, having accepted the 

evidence for evolution within certain limits, are ready to extend it indefinitely over all 

regions of knowledge’. After suggesting that it would be necessary to write a detailed 

criticism and historical review of the contribution made by each in order to assess it 

fairly, Porter contented himself with elucidating those contributions by which he felt 

most troubled, such as James Mill’s epistemology, which he described as ‘bald and 

yet half-baked sensationalism’.80  

 

However, the mechanics of Porter’s argumentation are less important than 

what his approach represents. When Porter discussed physiological metaphysics, he 

was using it as a synonym for Darwinism, and thus as a placeholder for intellectual 

trends with which he disagreed. This underlines the essentially reactive nature of the 

Victoria Institute. This was not a forum for novel philosophical investigations, but 

rather a place where philosophy could be used to attack other intellectual 

developments. Further, Porter’s ideal of a religious university placed him in opposition 

to his former student, Andrew Dickson White, who had popularised the conflict thesis. 

Porter too believed that an unavoidable conflict existed, although it was not between 

science and religion, but between materialism and Christianity. The ‘ill-disguised 

materialism of Huxley’ and ‘the evolutionism of Herbert Spencer, with its 

demonstrated impossibility of a positive theism’ could be accepted or rejected, but 

they could not be ignored. As George Marsden has argued, these represented ‘definite 

theological positions’. For Porter, and for the Victoria Institute, the question was 

whether the intellectual world would teach ‘theology according to Comte and Spencer, 

or theology according to Bacon and Christ’.81  
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The lack of engagement with the biological mechanism of natural selection, 

even where contemporary biology provided the opportunity to do so, demonstrates 

that it was not biology, but the philosophy of Darwinism and evolution that concerned 

the Victoria Institute. Darwin and evolution were of course important, and much time 

was spent discussing them, but this was almost always in terms of what they 

represented: a new intellectual elite to which the Victoria Institute no longer belonged, 

a series of deeply uncomfortable moral implications, and a challenge to a centuries old 

intellectual tradition that fused nationalism, virtue, logic, and religion, and 

underpinned a providential worldview.  
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Chapter Five 

 

Testimony from the rocks – Genesis, geology, and human antiquity 

 

Punch, on receipt of the circular announcing the Victoria Institute’s formation, had 

identified it ‘fairly, we trust, as an Anti-Geological Society’. 1  This emphasis on 

geology underlines the importance of broader intellectual trends to which the Victoria 

Institute stood opposed and for which Darwinism served as a convenient placeholder; 

research in geology, archaeology, and palaeontology was almost as widely discussed 

as biology, philosophy, and natural theology. Chapter Four demonstrated how thinkers 

in fields far removed from biology were frequently identified as Darwinists, a label 

that extended beyond even the hard sciences. Indeed, even liberalising theologians 

such as Bishop Colenso and the contributors to Essays and Reviews had been dubbed 

Darwinists at the Victoria Institute. Yet other developments in the years around the 

1859 publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species also troubled the Victoria Institute, 

reigniting a fierce debate about ‘Scriptural Geology’ that had erupted in the 1820s and 

1830s. 

 

 In 1858, the discovery of an untouched cave in Brixham Cavern, replete with 

implements and animal remains that strongly suggested humans and prehistoric 

mammals had coexisted, sparked an interest in caverns and flint instruments and 

provided compelling evidence for a much older earth than had previously been 

supposed. 2  The 1863 publication of Charles Lyell’s Geological Evidences of the 

Antiquity of Man made the case that humans shared in this antiquity, and emphasises 

further the multifaceted nature of the intellectual threats which the Victoria Institute 

was established to confront.3 Questions of human antiquity became pressing in the 

wake of these events, yet they had been intriguing religious thinkers for half a century 

by the time of the Victoria Institute’s formation. In 1814, leading Scottish divine 

Thomas Chalmers published his Evidence and Authority of the Christian Revelation, 
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in which he suggested that the account of creation described in Genesis incorporated 

a ‘gap’ between the creation of heaven and earth, and subsequent acts of creation. Into 

this gap could be placed prehistorical geological events, allowing Genesis to be 

reconciled with evidence from the natural world suggesting that some geological 

objects required much longer to have formed than humans were popularly supposed 

to have existed. Chalmers was responding to a debate about competing interpretations 

of that evidence from the natural world. On the one side was the catastrophic 

explanation, which posited that the earth’s surface had been shaped by a series of 

divine interventions, chief among them the flood described in the sixth book of 

Genesis. On the other was uniformitarianism, proposed by the Scottish geologist 

James Hutton (1726-97), which suggested that the observable geological processes 

working at that time had shaped the earth at a more or less uniform rate over a vast 

period of time. In 1821, Oxford geologist the Revd William Buckland had attempted 

to square the circle somewhat, adapting Chalmers’s gap theory to incorporate both the 

Genesis flood and the successive generations of extinct species discovered by 

palaeontologists such as Georges Cuvier. Buckland’s efforts, though notable enough 

for him to be invited to contribute to the Bridgewater Treatises, were not entirely 

successful, and in Principles of Geology (1830-33), his former student Lyell persuaded 

a new generation of naturalists, not least Charles Darwin, to accept a vision of 

geological time that expanded into millions, if not billions, of years. Buckland’s 

difficulty arose principally because he trod an uneasy middle ground in his efforts to 

accept both the literal truth of Genesis and the much longer chronology suggested by 

geological evidence, and indeed Buckland acknowledged in his treatise that the glacial 

explanation of the Swiss geologist Louis Agassiz better fitted the evidence. 4  

 

If Lyell represented the geological engagement with Buckland, the 

conservative response was typified by George Bugg’s Scriptural Geology (1826-7), 

one of a series of tracts which argued for a literal six-day period of creation and an age 

of the earth that could be reckoned in thousands of years. There were thus several 
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competing interpretations of Genesis and geology available to mid-nineteenth century 

thinkers. Lyell’s uniformitarianism held the most weight with the emerging class of 

professional naturalists, while scriptural geology and strict literalism were popular 

with many conservatives.5 Chalmers and Buckland demonstrate that these were not 

the only options available to those who wished to reconcile scripture and geology, yet 

they did so at the cost of challenging an orthodox, strictly literal interpretation of 

Genesis, and relied on human remains not being found among those of extinct 

creatures. The discoveries at Brixham, and similar finds in the Somme valley near 

Amiens, placed humans among extinct animals and threatened Buckland’s attempt at 

accommodation, as did Lyell’s observation of pre-human rocks containing fossils of 

still extant creatures. The controversy of a generation earlier was thus reignited at the 

same time as the other intellectual trends discussed in Chapters Three and Four began 

to perturb the Victoria Institute. At a society dedicated to the relationship between 

scripture and science, a renewed interest in Genesis and geology was sure to generate 

a significant amount of interest. Indeed, the Victoria Institute’s stated belief that the 

two fields could not, even in principle, contradict each other, alongside its 

commitment to a Baconian, strictly inductive philosophy of science, made it a 

particularly fertile ground for such debate. 

 

I. Assaulting the ‘citadel on the Somme’: flints or tools?  

 

Whatever its stated purposed, an organisation described as ‘an Anti-Geological 

Society’ could be expected to spend a large amount of its time debating, and indeed 

opposing, geological discoveries. In its early years, the Victoria Institute did just that, 

but over the course of this period, interest in geology, particularly its relationship to 

the antiquity of the earth, diminished until a flurry of papers in the 1890s signalled a 

revival of sorts, with several by Edward Hull, the recently retired director of the 

Geological Survey of Ireland. Geology thus re-established as a topic of interest, a 

number of papers on glaciers, the Ice Age, and their possible relationship to the 

Noachian deluge soon followed. 
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A few early papers did have a geological focus. Nicholas Whitley, a Cornish 

surveyor, meteorologist, and a member of local geological and literary societies, gave 

two papers in the 1873-4 session.6 The first was a survey of the Palaeolithic age, a 

term coined in 1865 by X Club member Sir John Lubbock to demarcate it from the 

later Neolithic period. Lubbock argued that humans had evolved an ability to 

appreciate culture, and that this gradual process required a degree of human antiquity 

commensurate with that suggested by evolutionary biology.7  The comparisons to 

evolutionary biology did not stop at evidence of antiquity; archaeology and 

anthropology were described in similar terms to other sciences opposed by the Victoria 

Institute. For instance, Whitley cautioned that, compared with geology, the ‘younger 

science of anthropology’, to which archaeology properly belongs, ‘in its youthful 

energy’ was ‘now rushing into the field with a courage, a power, and a recklessness 

of theory’. This had led to an ‘assumption of infallible truth and scornful rejection of 

all opposing evidence’, an untenable position since ‘Science cannot be built on 

dogmatic assertions’. Indeed, Whitley echoed the Victoria Institute’s mission 

statement when he promised that the concept of a Palaeolithic age could be ‘fully and 

impartially investigated’ from a geological perspective.8  

 

Whitley noted the dispersal of small pieces of flint along the coasts of Devon 

and Cornwall, which had been suggested as remnants of Palaeolithic weapon 

manufactories, particularly due to the resemblance of many to arrowheads. Whitley 

recounted that his own survey work of the region covered more than two-hundred 

square miles, and that flint fragments were brought to him by workers over its entire 

extent, with less than five per cent resembling arrowheads. A comparison with the 

finely worked flint arrowheads of the Neolithic period made clear that the latter were 
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unquestionably artificial, while the evidence that the earlier flint fragments were 

‘formed by natural causes appears abundant and conclusive’. Whitley used the wide 

dispersal of flint fragments to dismiss an argument by the Belgian archaeologist 

Edouard Dupont that fragments found in the Walloon grottes de Goyet arrived from 

the south of France as part of a prehistoric weapons trade; Charles Lyell’s suggestion 

that flint fragments found near Neuchâtel were of the same provenance was similarly 

disregarded.9 This left, as Whitley acknowledged, an unanswered question: if they 

were not manufactured, ‘how were the most perfect of flakes produced?’ Ironically, 

Whitley’s answer lay in geological forces. While he cautioned that the power of 

glaciers was limited in its extent to ‘finishing touches of the moulding and carving of 

our hills and valleys’, he placed ‘with confidence these geological facts against the 

assumption of the fashionable “flint-knife” theory of the day’.10 However, Whitley did 

not deny that natural flint fragments had been used as tools, and indeed turned to 

scripture, or as he put it, ‘ancient history’, for support, pointing out that Moses’s wife 

Zipporah had circumcised Gershom using a piece of sharp flint, and that the prophet 

Joshua had used flint tools for the same purpose.11  

 

Introducing a topic that would become something of an obsession for the 

Victoria Institute, Whitley then turned to the flint excavated from the Somme valley. 

These had been discovered originally by the French archaeologist Jacques Boucher de 

Perthes. The flints were then brought to the attention of British science by the geologist 

Joseph Prestwich and the tools expert John Evans and popularised by Lyell in The 

Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man.12 Whitley, somewhat immodestly, and 

ultimately inaccurately, claimed to have shown how suggestions that the excavated 

flint bodies were older than natural occurring deposits deeper in the Amiens gravel 

were ‘founded on imperfect observations and untenable’. Presaging a common theme 

in later papers, Whitley got considerable mileage out of military metaphors, claiming 

that his work meant that ‘this corps of the defending army’ had ‘been ordered to the 

rear’. While ‘the outworks’ were ‘slowly giving way … the citadel on the Somme 

                                                
9 Ibid., pp 7, 8. 
10 Ibid., p. 10. 
11 Ibid., p. 14; Exodus 4:24-6, Joshua 5:3. 
12 Brian Fagan and Nadia Durrani, A brief history of archaeology: classical times to the twenty-first 
century (London, 2016), pp 25-6. Lyell, Geological evidences of the antiquity of man, pp 93-6. 
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remains in full strength where the vigilant sentries keep watch and ward. With this 

fortress Palaeolithic man stands or falls.’ By destroying arguments against the 

artificial nature of the Somme flints, Whitley believed that it was possible to reject the 

concept of Palaeolithic humans in toto as an intellectual affectation, with the result 

that ‘this citadel on the Somme must be regarded as an imitation ruin, with which 

modern landowners decorate their parks, and is distinguished by the name of a 

“Folly”’.13 Whitley’s attack on the Somme flints was notable because it relied heavily 

on purely geological arguments about whether or not they were naturally occurring; 

Whitley used their position in the strata, their ubiquity, their regularity, and the fact 

that they were all of flint rather than other stones to make his case. When considered 

alongside the fact that no other human relics had been found alongside the flints, the 

result was an untenable hypothesis: in ‘the whole history of inductive science it would 

be difficult again to find a case in which so large a superstructure was attempted to be 

built on so slender a foundation’.14  

 

Whitley’s argument was itself fairly tenuous and relied on a rather selective 

interpretation of the evidence. The reason that Whitley maintained that no human 

remains had been found alongside the flint implements was because a human mandible 

had also been recovered from the gravel pits by Boucher de Perthes. This presented 

an obvious difficulty for Whitley’s argument, yet he dismissed it entirely, claiming 

that he ‘need not stay to expose this fraud: all the scientific evidence is against the 

antiquity of the bone; it has been abandoned as an unreliable relic by those who have 

examined the facts’.15 One of those who had examined the facts, however, was the 

zoologist William Benjamin Carpenter, whose authority Whitley invoked later in the 

same passage to argue that beadlike structures also found in the gravel pits were of 

natural origin, and thus not evidence of human jewellery. As it happened, Whitley was 

right when he argued that the beads were a natural occurrence; Carpenter had correctly 

identified that they were the fossilised remains of marine life. However, the inference 

was entirely wrong; the natural occurrence of these beads did not preclude their being 

used as jewellery, and indeed fossilised crinoid remains known as Saint Cuthbert’s 

                                                
13 Whitley, ‘The Palaeolithic age examined’, pp 14-5, 15 
14 Ibid., p. 21. 
15 Ibid., p. 22. 
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beads appear to have been worn as such in England, a theory widely circulated for 

centuries before the discoveries in the Somme valley.16  Whitley therefore used an 

appeal to natural processes in order to dismiss evidence of design, human origin, and 

thus antiquity, an interesting inversion of the arguments deployed in biology against 

evolution. More pertinently, however, Carpenter had visited Boucher de Perthes, and 

witnessed first-hand the jawbone, which he described in a paper presented before the 

Royal Society in 1863. Carpenter claimed that the ‘facts must be admitted, I think, to 

exclude any possibility of doubt as to the truly fossil character of this bone’, which 

‘could not have been produced by any artificial means at present known’.17 Whitley 

had likewise invoked the geologist Alfred Tylor to argue that the materials extracted 

from the gravel pits were forgeries, yet Tylor’s account to the Royal Anthropological 

Institute was not widely accepted, with most members expressing scepticism. 18 

Similarly, an account of the excavation in The Anthropological Review made clear the 

multiple witnesses to several bone fragments extracted from the gravel pits. 19 

Therefore, while Whitley attempted a geological argument against the evidence for 

human antiquity, he was able to do so only by ignoring the archaeological evidence; 

later papers would engage with this evidence, but with little more success.  

 

Whitley’s second paper, delivered in 1875, trod a similar path, challenging the 

idea that flint instruments found in Brixham cavern in Devon were artificial.20 The 

argument is similar to that of his first paper, insisting on a geological explanation for 

the finds, and that ‘the burden of proof rests on an antiquarian fancy’. However, the 

paper is notable for two reasons. First, Whitley used an argument of authority to attack 

a gentleman amateur, again inverting the trend observed when discussing biology.  

Drawing on his position as a civil engineer, Whitley described Boucher de Parthes as 

an ‘enthusiastic antiquary’, and ignoring the opinion of eminent geologists and 

archaeologists such as Prestwich and Evans. Second, this was Whitley’s second paper 

                                                
16 N. G. Lane and W. I. Ausich, ‘The legend of St Cuthbert's beads: a palaeontological and geological 
perspective’ in Folklore, cxii (2001), pp 65-73. 
17 W. B. Carpenter, ‘On the fossil human jawbone recently discovered in the gravel near Abbeville’ in 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, xii (1863), p. 528. 
18 Alfred Tylor, ‘On the discovery of supposed human remains in the tool-bearing drift of Moulin-
Quignon’ in Transactions of the Anthropological Society of London, i (1863), pp 166-8.  
19 ‘The Fossil Man of Abbeville Again’ in The Anthropological Review, ii (1864), pp 220-22. 
20 Nicholas Whitley, ‘The Brixham cavern and its testimony to the antiquity of man’ in JTVI, viii 
(1875), pp 211-30. 
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on the same subject in less than a year, repeating much the same arguments, and yet it 

generated an enthusiastic response in the subsequent discussion, even if it was limited 

to members making their own observations on flint fossils; clearly this was a topic that 

resonated with the membership.21 

  

In an 1880 paper, John Eliot Howard made similar observations about caverns 

in Devon, although he expanded the scope of his attack beyond Brixham to include 

the nearby Kent’s Cavern. The cavern was undergoing patient excavation by William 

Pengelly, a local amateur geologist and member of the committee appointed by the 

Royal Geological Society to supervise work at Brixham, where he had been joined by 

eminent figures such as Lyell, Prestwich, Hugh Falconer, and Richard Owen.22 Kent’s 

Cavern had been examined earlier, rather haphazardly, and Pengelly was keen to apply 

the rigorous methods he had developed on the Brixham excavation on this larger site. 

Over the course of twelve years he uncovered tens of thousands of bones, human 

remains, and tools, the oldest of which were more than 450,000 years old.23 Howard 

commended Pengelly for his ‘great diligence’ but disputed whether Pengelly’s 

findings raised further questions about human antiquity.24 This, according to Howard, 

was the wrong approach; it was more proper to consider the geological evidence in 

the rocks of the cavern itself. Pengelly had noted a certain rate of accumulation of 

material during the process of stalagmite formation and showed how it had been 

insufficient to fill in incisions, one eighth of an inch deep, made 250 years earlier.  

 

Having been shown around the caves by Pengelly, but not observing the 

stalagmite and incisions closely enough for his satisfaction, Howard nevertheless 

decided that ‘the incision is not nearly as deep, nor the incrustation so great’ as 

Pengelly had suggested. Indeed, Pengelly had complained that those who dismissed 

stalagmite formation as evidence often did so without providing a sound case; Howard 

                                                
21 Ibid., pp 216, 213, 226-30. 
22 J. E. Howard ‘The caves of South Devon and their teaching’ in JTVI, xiii (1880), pp 163-211; John 
Langdon, The science of human evolution: getting it right (Cham, 2016), pp 11-13; Fagan and Durani, 
A brief history of archaeology, p. 25; Joseph Prestwich, ‘Report on the exploration of Brixham cave,’ 
in Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, clxiii (1873), pp 471-572; A. B. van 
Riper, Men among the mammoths: Victorian science and the discovery of human prehistory (Chicago, 
1993), pp 82-3. 
23 Langdon, The science of human evolution, p. 13. 
24 Howard ‘The caves of South Devon and their teaching’, p. 165. 
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indicated that this was a ‘challenge I shall accept’.25 However, Howard then turned 

immediately to the work of William Boyd Dawkins, which demonstrated that a 

stalagmite in Ingleborough might date back only as far as the fourteenth century. The 

different rate of accumulation in these two stalagmites rendered them, in Howard’s 

estimation, useless as chronometers. This represented a challenge to Lyell’s 

interpretation of uniformitarianism, the geological theory that the same geological 

processes presently in operation had always existed. Carried to its logical extreme, this 

implied that the rate of change was also universal across time. Howard also challenged 

the explanation that the materials had been deposited by gradual geological processes, 

although he was surely being mischievous when he suggested that ‘nothing short of 

the waters of a deluge could effect this result’. 26  Less mischievous but no more 

convincing was Howard’s discussion of mammoth remains, and his argument that ‘the 

era of its co-existence with man was not so remote’. Here Howard drew support from 

an unexpected discipline, etymology, noting that the mammoth’s ‘very name leads us 

to this conclusion, as men do not generally occupy themselves with finding out names 

for things with which they are unacquainted’.27 The word was originally derived from 

Hebrew behemah, argued Howard, and was thus the chief beast created on the sixth 

day of creation, and the behemoth described in the Book of Job. This had implications 

for Howard’s cosmogony; humans and the mammoth were created on the sixth day 

and were ‘incompatible’ with the ‘ferocious saurians of the fifth day’. Howard noted 

that he had ‘the greatest objection to forcing a supposed agreement between Genesis 

and geology’. He nevertheless attempted just that, echoing his fellow vice-president 

John William Dawson by suggesting a day-age account of the Genesis narrative. ‘We 

may speak’, Howard argued, ‘of aeons or of Indian Kalpas, or, as it seems to me, with 

more advantage, in Scriptural phrase of days to indicate periods, whose duration 

passes our comprehension.’28  

 

                                                
25 Ibid., pp 166, 167. 
26 Ibid., p. 172. 
27 Ibid., p. 182. 
28 Ibid., p. 191. 
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II. Scriptural geology: glaciers in defence of Genesis  

 

Dawson had contributed several papers of his own, beginning in 1875 with an abridged 

version of his presidential address given to the Natural History Society of Montreal.29 

Much of the address visited familiar themes. Dawson criticised the tendency to discuss 

evolutionary theories ‘as if they were established principles, applicable without 

question to the explanation of observed facts’. Similarly, Dawson lamented how wider 

theories based on evolution ‘in themselves untrue to nature’ had found their way into 

popular scientific discourse ‘and even in text-books’. Dawson succinctly expressed 

some of the philosophical concerns of the Victoria Institute, warning that ‘young 

people are being trained to be evolutionists without being aware of it, and will come 

to regard nature wholly through this medium’. This would result in a natural history 

‘prostituted to the service of a shallow philosophy’. Indeed, Dawson neatly articulated 

the mid-Victorian link between Baconian philosophy and respectability when he 

expressed his fear  

 

that our old Baconian mode of viewing nature will be quite reversed, so that, 

instead of studying facts in order to arrive at general principles, we shall have 

returned to the mediaeval plan of setting up dogmas based on authority only, 

or on metaphysical considerations of the most flimsy character, and forcibly 

twisting nature into conformity with their requirements. 

 

The result was that ‘“advanced” views in science lend themselves to the destruction 

of science, and to a return to semi-barbarism’. Dawson explained that his opposition 

to evolution was based on his own study of geology, which he hoped would soon 

‘sweep away the fabric of evolution, and restore our English science to the domain of 

common sense and sound induction’.30  

  

                                                
29 J. W. Dawson, ‘The present state of inquiries as to the introduction of genera and species in geological 
time’ in JTVI, vii (1874), pp 388-90. 
30 Ibid., pp 388, 389. 
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Over the following decade and a half, few other papers dealt directly with 

geology, with only Samuel R. Pattison making a notable contribution in 1877. 31 

Pattison’s arguments were broadly similar to those of Whitley, Howard, and Dawson, 

but his paper is notable for making clear the threat presented by higher criticism, and 

its German origin. Pattison highlighted the statesman and writer Baron von Bunsen, 

who ‘was familiar with the loose guesses of comparative philology’ which had led 

Bunsen to believe humans were at least twenty thousand years old.32 Much of the rest 

of the paper was given to demonstrating that geological evidence did not exist to 

provide ‘proof, nor high probability’ of the theory that humans arrived in Europe 

‘longer ago than about six or seven thousand years’. Of course, for Pattison, another 

source of evidence was at least as important: ‘nor can we from Scripture’, he claimed, 

‘conclusively displace the assertion’ that the period in question was longer. 33 

Pattison’s argument echoed that of Howard, when he pointed to changes in river depth 

and soil erosion as being insufficient to support the explanations of other geologists, 

and of Whitley, when he invoked Alfred Tylor to suggest that materials were brought 

to riverbeds by massive rainfall rather than gradual geomorphic processes. Of course, 

Pattison’s arguments, particularly his inference that ‘there is no appreciable lowering 

of the valley going on now, and therefore this reasoning is obviously illusory’, relied 

on a consistent level of geological action; it was perfectly possible that the forces 

shaping river valleys had varied across time.34 Nevertheless, this presented Pattison 

with an ingenious knockdown argument: if he was challenged on this point, he could 

then argue that ‘all schemes of chronology are at best mere suggestions having more 

or less probability’. 35  ‘The Lyellian scheme’, argued Pattison, ‘is a fair working 

hypothesis; so is that of the Scripturist. Until either is absolutely verified, I may adopt 

one or the other without obloquy; neither can be imposed on me.’ Pattison thus felt 

entirely justified in adopting the latter. At the same time, he maintained that this was 

not only a justifiable choice, it was also the scientifically correct choice, since ‘on the 

testimony of geologists, it is the more probable’.36 

  

                                                
31 S. R. Pattison, ‘On the chronology of recent geology’ in JTVI, x (1877), pp 1-43. 
32 Ibid., p. 2. 
33 Ibid., p. 3. 
34 Ibid., p. 14. 
35 Ibid., p. 17. 
36 Ibid., p. 26. 
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Throughout the 1880s, interest waned in purely geological papers; a paper by 

the Scottish geologist Daniel Mackintosh, suggesting that the ice age had ceased more 

recently than commonly assumed, was one of very few, and it failed to generate much 

discussion.37 It was not until the arrival of Edward Hull that interest moved beyond 

palaeontological questions and back to pure geology. Hull had actually introduced 

himself to the Victoria Institute in 1888 with papers on his visit to the Levant, and in 

particular the ancient city of Petra.38 His following paper on ‘God in Nature’ was 

significant for its use of geological terms as a rhetorical device, where other members 

preferred to draw on other sciences.39 It was Hull’s paper on the geology of the Nile 

Valley, however, that was most noteworthy.40 Hull announced that he had been invited 

by Francis Petrie to provide a geological history of Egypt. This was an early indication 

of the fascination with the Orient, particularly the ancient near east, that would become 

a hallmark of the Victoria Institute over the following decades and that will be 

discussed in the following chapter. Much of the paper was given over to a detailed 

explanation of the various rock types in the Nile valley, and the varying height of the 

river’s waters, although his final section dealt with the implications of glacial 

movements for the local geography. The subsequent discussion was described as being 

‘of a general character’, yet ‘many expressed warm appreciation of the value of 

Professor Hull’s paper, and it was felt that it was so full of close research and so 

carefully arranged, that no room was afforded for criticism’.41  

  

Honorary secretary Francis Petrie, who took an active role in soliciting 

membership, papers, and inviting speakers, was obviously encouraged by this 

response. There were two outcomes. First, Hull was invited back to present several 

papers on broad geological themes. There was rarely a religious theme to these 

lectures. The only connection between Hull’s paper explaining the process by which 

oceans acquired salinity and Christianity was that he discussed the Dead Sea, and 

                                                
37 Daniel Mackintosh, ‘The recency of the close of the glacial epoch in England and Wales’ in JTVI, 
xix (1885), pp 73-90. 
38 Edward Hull, ‘Expedition to Arabia, Petra and Palestine’, in JTVI, xxi (1887) pp 11-23; idem. ‘Petra, 
The rock-hewn capital of Idumea’ in JTVI, xxi (1887) pp 139-55. 
39 Edward Hull, ‘God in nature: some theistic arguments drawn from natural phenomena’ in JTVI, xxiv 
(1892) pp 148-50. 
40 Edward Hull, ‘Sketch of the geological history of Egypt and the Nile Valley’ in JTVI, xxiv (1892), 
pp 307-34. 
41 Ibid., p. 334. 
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noted that the Book of Ecclesiastes also described the process.42 Indeed, John Tyndall, 

to whom Petrie had sent a copy, praised its ‘lucidity and scientific truth’. In the 

subsequent discussion, it was again remarked how little disagreement could be made 

with Hull’s argument, with Robinson Thornton, in the chair, opining that ‘you cannot 

expect anybody to criticise so convincing a paper’. Mr D. Biddle took this as 

something of a challenge, and wrote a stinging letter to Petrie, pronouncing Hull’s 

theory ‘untenable’. Biddle pointed to the Genesis creation, in which ‘the earth was 

fluid before the dry land appeared’, as evidence that the oceans were created first. It 

stood to reason, therefore, that ‘the original liquid forming the ocean was capable of 

holding (and in fact did hold) in solution all those salts which are found in the ocean 

of the present day’.43 Biddle’s objection notwithstanding, Hull’s geological papers 

were remarkably well received, despite rarely discussing any direct religious 

implications. Indeed, members were treated to a series of incredibly dry, although 

mercifully short, papers on oceanography which made no mention of scripture.44 Hull 

even gave two papers related to surveying work he had undertaken. The first was 

tangentially related to the interests of the Victoria Institute in that it dealt with Egypt 

and the Nile, but the second, a discussion of Britain’s coal reserves, was a less than 

obvious topic for an address to a society founded to explore the relationship between 

science and religion.45  

 

These papers indicate the trend suggested in Chapter Two of retired gentlemen 

talking about their interests, particularly observations from their work or travels. The 

Victoria Institute, as well as a forum for religiously-minded intellectuals to discuss 

matters related to their faith, also served a broader function akin to other groupings 

such as natural history societies, in which members, particularly the council, were able 

to indulge their interests. Indeed, Hull had thrown himself into the Victoria Institute’s 

                                                
42 Edward Hull, ‘How the waters of the ocean became salt’ in JTVI, xxvii (1895) pp 43-63. 
43 Ibid., pp 55, 58, 61 
44 Edward Hull, ‘Investigations regarding the submerged terraces and river valleys bordering the British 
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affairs with considerable enthusiasm, serving first as honorary treasurer, and then 

taking over Petrie’s duties as honorary secretary and editor of JTVI following the 

latter’s death in 1900. Yet other members were also able to share geological papers 

outside the usual scope of the Victoria Institute, perhaps due to Hull’s influence; James 

Logan Lobley on the seabed in the Bay of Biscay, and W. P. Jervis on the 

thalassography of the North Sea.46 

 

Hull’s geological paper also revived interest in pure geology, particularly the 

role of glaciers. The American geologist Warren Upham made several contributions. 

The first was a single page summary of a paper elsewhere delivered, while his second 

was a similar note on the rate of erosion at Niagara Falls, a bone of contention that 

frequently cropped up in discussion.47 Upham’s third paper, in 1897, made the case 

for a day-age understanding of the Genesis narrative, although it was intended as an 

exploration of the theories explaining the origin and duration of the ice age. Upham 

began by describing the scientific and technological achievements of the nineteenth 

century, and the discovery of ‘the gradual processes by which God has worked to 

create, and to bring into their present condition, the stars, the sun, and the earth’. While 

Upham cautioned that ‘it was not His purpose in the Bible to reveal and teach science’, 

biblical accounts of creation, correctly understood, accorded with geology. Upham 

was enthusiastic about the role that geology played in understanding creation, 

claiming that it had ‘produced a vastly enlarged understanding of the six days, and the 

work therein done, which in this most ancient record represent the very long eras of 

the earth’s development’. He also marked himself out as rather progressive when he 

noted that the creation process had been ‘succeeded by God’s crowning work, man 

and woman’.48 The day-earth understanding that Upham proposed appears to have 

been entirely uncontroversial and was not remarked upon in the subsequent 

discussion. Upham’s next paper was a similar account of the ice age, and in particular 

how geologists had divided its chronology.49 This covered much of the same ground, 

                                                
46W.P. Jervis, ‘Thalassographical and thalassological notes on the North Sea’ in JTVI, xxxii (1900), pp 
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48 Warren Upham, ‘Causes of the Ice Age’ in JTVI, xxix (1897), pp 201, 202. 
49 Warren Upham, ‘The divisions of the ice age’ in JTVI, xxxiii (1901), pp 393-419. 
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although in greater depth, remarkable only for Upham’s assertion that Alfred Tylor’s 

works on the Somme valley had ‘hitherto received less attention than they deserve, 

probably because they differ from the earlier published views of Prestwich, Lyell, 

Lubbock, Evans, and others’.50  

 

Glaciers and the ice age remained the most pressing geological issue at the 

Victoria Institute for the remainder of the 1890s, even if they were only tangentially 

related to religious topics. Hull, of course, contributed a paper, in 1898, although it 

was strictly geological and did not investigate any religious implications.51 James 

Geikie, professor of geology at the University of Edinburgh, also sent a paper, which 

was devoid of religious content, although it did accord with Lord Kelvin’s theory of a 

solid earth.52 Only a paper by the Revd George Ferris Whidborne tackled the religious 

implications of geology.53 In 1901, Whidborne took aim at evolution, claiming that 

‘[i]n the present state of scientific thought it may be deemed heretical to raise any 

demur to Evolution’. To criticise evolution was ‘almost like rebellion against the 

scientific dogmatism of the twentieth century’, though Whidborne was ‘content to be 

ranked as unscientific’.54 In an early example of the distinction between micro- and 

macro-evolution, Whdiborne admitted that there were several limited cases in which 

evolution could be assumed to apply, but rejected its wider application, arguing that 

‘the climbing of a molehill does not guarantee the ascent of Mont Blanc’. The 

difference between the two meant that it was difficult to know to what evolution 

referred, and raised the threat that using evolution ‘as a term for a principle de minimis 

unconsciously entails its acceptance as the assertion of a fact de maximis’.55 Whitborne 

proposed instead to use partial evolution to refer to the former, and extreme evolution 

to refer to the latter. Extreme evolution was ‘not a question affecting religious faith’, 

since it was ‘utterly impossible’ that any such process existed without direction, and 

thus ‘it almost more forcibly predicates Theism, than does any other method’ of 

explaining nature. Whidborne argued that the geological record did not support 

                                                
50 Ibid., p. 404. 
51 Edward Hull, ‘Another cause of the glacial epoch” in JTVI, xxxi (1899), pp 141-68. 
52 James Geikie ‘The glacial period and the earth movement hypothesis’ in JTVI, xxvi (1894), pp 221-
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54 Ibid., p. 167. 
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evidence of speciation, and that any such discovery in fact made necessary a longer 

timeframe in order for evolution to have occurred.56  

 

Despite claiming a geological perspective, much of Whidborne’s paper was in 

fact philosophical, questioning concepts such as the primordial protoplasm, and noting 

that even where it could be demonstrated, evolution gave ‘only an explanation of the 

method of advance; it no more explains the cause of the power to advance, than if the 

whole advance had been effected by a single instantaneous operation’. 57  For 

Whidborne, then, the geological record was useful in that it did not provide evidence 

of speciation. Undeterred by the fact that evidence of absence was not absence of 

evidence, he was able to turn any potential findings into a further hurdle for the 

evolutionist to clear, and to then demand that they accept that the only power available 

to effect evolution would, in any case, be derived from God. This important 

philosophical point was recognised in the subsequent discussion by the chairman, 

Walter Aubrey Kidd, a doctor who in his published work refused to accept evolution 

until it could account for minute zoological details such as the direction of mammalian 

hair.58 Kidd commended Whidborne for reminding the audience of the impossibility 

of a reliable inference using limited or non-existent evidence. Several other members 

thanked Whidborne for providing more reliable evidence that natural selection was 

untenable. Meanwhile, Edward Hull, although expressing what would become an 

habitual reluctance to become involved in the discussion while acting as secretary, 

nevertheless overcame his reservations and used the opportunity to propose his theory 

that the arrival of new species came as the result of divine intervention, and an act of 

fresh creation. The ‘Creator was pleased to intervene, at special periods of the world’s 

history, in order to introduce fresh types of life more and more representative of the 

fauna and flora of the present day’.59 Thus, by a rather circuitous route, geology had 

been employed to challenge evolution, and the Victoria Institute had become, by the 

first decade of the twentieth century, and contrary to the expectations of Punch, a 

geological society.   

                                                
56 Ibid., pp 168-9, 174.  
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III. Human antiquity – the Somme and Brixham revisited 

 

It was not merely the rocks themselves that interested the members of the Victoria 

Institute. What those rocks contained was also crucially important, as was the question 

of whether they were artefacts, or merely stones.  Whether or not certain rocks 

qualified as human tools had been a hotly contested subject for geologists, yet even 

with definite artefacts the implications remained in dispute, and flint implements such 

as those recovered from the valley of the Somme continued to feature heavily.60 While 

geological evidence had elsewhere been used to cast doubt on the legitimacy of those 

implements, James C. Southall contributed a paper in 1880 that reversed the process.61 

Accepting that archaeologists had recovered some definite artefacts, Southall 

proposed that these be used to date more precisely the end of the glacial epoch, with 

implications for human antiquity. Southall rejected evidence of human activity before 

the quaternary period which, in his understanding, had ended with the retreat of the 

glaciers. Indeed, Southall argued that ‘the careful geologist does not recognize any 

traces of the existence of man prior to the close the quaternary period’, with humans 

appearing only after ‘the glacial epoch died away’. This being the case, it would be 

possible to date the close of that epoch by calculating when tools first appeared. 

Drawing on archaeological estimates of tools recovered from the Swiss lakes, Southall 

calculated that the appearance of humans had occurred approximately four thousand 

years previously.62  

 

In a paper delivered posthumously, the Congregational minister Joseph Parrish 

Thompson similarly accepted that at least some implements were genuinely worked 

tools. 63  Thompson was a prolific writer on science and faith, producing several 

pamphlets and a book based on sermons to his congregation that sounded a hopeful 
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note about harmonisation. 64  The human capability to fashion tools presented 

Thompson with an opportunity. If tools were considered as works of human labour, it 

stood to reason that they were uniquely human, and that animals did not craft tools. 

This then marked an important ‘differentia of man as a species’; humans differed in 

kind, not merely degree, from other animals. Further, this emphasised teleology in the 

natural world; ‘wherever adaptation is found, the convection of the human mind is 

immediate, universal, and absolutely, that there was enough of foresight and skill to 

produce that adaptation’. Thompson allowed that nature could provide certain raw 

materials, but the adaptation of those materials to a specific purpose could come only 

as a result of a directed intelligence; it might furnish ‘the stone and the iron; but nature 

does not make the hammer, the knife, the axe, the spear’. Similarly, a chimpanzee 

might  use ‘a stone to crack a nut; but takes it up a stone, and lays it down again a 

stone; he never shapes it to a hammer, fits it with a handle, to be reserved for this 

special use’.65 With one example, Thompson was thus able to challenge the kinship of 

humans and apes suggested by evolutionary biology, and to use ancient human tools 

to argue for design in the universe. 

  

A well-received paper by the Revd John Magens Mello on the manufacture of 

flint tools at Spiennes in Wallonia demonstrates that by 1884, and despite the best 

efforts of members such as Nicholas Whitley, flint implements were broadly accepted 

within the Victoria Institute as genuine historical artefacts.66 That is not to say that 

Whitley ever entirely relented his conviction that the vast majority of recovered flints 

were naturally occurring fragments. As late as 1882 he was still refusing to describe 

the Somme flints as tools or implements, except inside scare quotes.67 Nevertheless, 

the idea that humans had worked flint tools, and that those excavated from gravel pits 

and recovered from caves were genuine, regardless of their antiquity, generated less 

and less controversy.   Less controversial still was Mello’s suggestion in a later paper 

that the earliest historical documentation of metallurgy came in Genesis, through a 
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descendant of Cain, and in any case ‘long before the dispersion of the sons of Noah’. 

From this, Mello inferred that the gradual spread of metal tools throughout Europe 

was a result of migration, that ‘the Semites, the Aryans, and, according to some 

authorities, also the Hamites, learnt the art of metallurgy before their migrations, and 

carried with them a knowledge of the smelting and working of metals into the various 

countries where they settled’.68  

 

 While metalworking was an incontrovertibly human endeavour, and the 

artificial provenance of the Somme and Brixham flints gradually gained acceptance, 

the human origin of other artefacts remained controversial. Thomas McKenny 

Hughes, professor of geology at Cambridge, was the most strident critic of such 

claims. In an indication both of Petrie’s active role in soliciting papers and steering 

the course of the Victoria Institute’s most heavily debated topics, Hughes had been 

approached in 1880 to contribute his thoughts on human antiquity.69 After offering his 

sceptical view of the human origin of the majority of Somme flints, Hughes turned to 

bone jewellery. Having examined such artefacts as shark teeth bored with holes and 

boar tusks, Hughes suggested that these only had the appearance of human work, and 

that burrowing animals could surely have caused them. Similarly, bones that appeared 

to have been fashioned for human use ‘as batons, swords, or clubs’ could just as easily 

be explained by natural breakage; ‘many common natural accidents’ could ‘scratch 

and cut and break, that it requires far more accumulative evidence of design … than 

any I have seen before we could assume man’s agency’.70  The irony of such an 

argument in an organisation that otherwise saw teleology everywhere in nature and 

was sceptical of natural forces as a convincing explanation appeared lost on the 

audience. Woven baskets were treated with no less cynicism. Hughes insisted that it 

was entirely possible for sticks naturally to become broken against the grain, giving a 

false appearance of regularity. He blamed the desire to make a novel discovery for the 

profusion of supposed human artefacts, claiming that earth scientists were motivated 

by ‘the legitimate ambition to be first to make a great discovery’.71 While he was 
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forced to concede that some flint tools were definitely manufactured, Hughes 

nevertheless insisted that it was impossible to date them accurately. He also rejected 

uniformitarianism, noting that in the case of caves ‘we cannot get much evidence of 

the lapse of time … circumstances that affect the mode and rate of their formation… 

are far too variable, and dependent on too many local causes to found on them a date’.72  

 

In the subsequent discussion, the audience was politely appreciative of Hughes 

when it came to his archaeological and palaeontological insights, although it is clear 

that they did not entirely follow his geomorphological arguments. In particular, the 

process of denudation was considered remarkably controversial. John Eliot Howard’s 

insistence that rivers such as the Thames could only fill, not empty, their valleys was 

punctuated on several occasions by enthusiastic cries of ‘Hear, hear’, as was J.  

Thornhill Harrison’s assertion that ‘the valleys of these rivers were formed by other 

processes of nature than the erosive action of the water falling with the river basins 

and flowing down their channels’.73 Hughes’s acceptance that some flint tools were of 

human origin was also one concession too far for T. K. Callard, who produced his own 

set of flints from the Brandon gravel pits, and challenged Hughes to identify those 

which were natural and which artificial.74 Several members felt aggrieved that, while 

Hughes had challenged uniformitarianism, he had failed to press the case for 

catastrophic geology. T. Jones pointed to a recent earthquake in Wales as evidence, 

while Harrison recorded his dissent with Hughes ‘when he says that the peculiarities 

of the Glacial and recent period cannot be explained by the occurrence of cataclysms’. 

Similarly, Samuel R. Pattison was warmly applauded by the audience when he chided 

Hughes for having ‘not considered those violent actions of nature … in the case of the 

sudden changes that have taken place with equal suddenness, also with very great 

force, by reason of severe and exceptional floods’.75  

 

The provenance of flint tools was clearly a subject on which many members 

were willing to be persuaded, yet accepting the gradual process of denudation 
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generated almost as much controversy as supporting evolution. Nevertheless, Hughes 

was not deterred from contributing further papers, and subsequent efforts throughout 

the 1880s on geomorphism and caves proved less contentious.76 It was a short paper 

on human tools, however, that generated the most interest. 77  Hughes began by 

reasserting his earlier argument that the appearance of design was not evidence of 

handiwork and proposed ‘to criticise the evidence to be derived from scorings at 

regular intervals, and cross-cuts, and such-like markings’. 78  By way of evidence, 

Hughes produced a dinosaur bone with regular markings on it, and suggested that 

animal bites were the cause, making the reasonable observation that teeth occurred at 

regular intervals. In response, Admiral J. H. Selwyn recounted his naval experience 

and the ability of shark teeth to bite through bone, and suggested that a large crocodile 

or dinosaur would be equally capable. Professor T. Rupert Jones and Arthur Smith 

Woodward were similarly enthusiastic about the possibility of bite marks accounting 

for bone markings. Clearly, the exciting combination of dinosaurs and a challenge to 

human antiquity was irresistible to many members.79 

 

 The geological action of animals was also a key feature in an exquisitely titled 

paper by Edward Charlesworth, ‘On the Enigmatic Flint Bodies Bearing the Name 

Paramoudra, and Which are only Known in the Chalk of Norfolk and Antrim’.80 

Charlesworth discussed the paramoudra, round flint bodies with a hollow centre. 

Similar to Saint Cuthbert’s beads, this hollow was the result of extinct marine life.  

Charlesworth used paramoudra as more evidence that an appearance of design or 

handiwork might actually be a result of natural causes, another interesting inversion 

of the Victoria Institute’s otherwise teleological worldview. The Victoria Institute’s 

doubts about certain flint objects occasionally turned out to be well-founded. A paper 

by the Revd Robert Ashington Bullen restated Whitley and Howard’s arguments about 

naturally occurring flint flakes following the discovery of fragments that became 
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known as eoliths.81 Bullen suggested that the eoliths recovered in East Anglia and 

Belgium were of the same nature as those of the Somme valley, and, since the eoliths 

were clearly natural in origin, it was reasonable to assume that the Somme flints were 

likewise natural. Here, Bullen was partially correct. Eoliths were, after a decade of 

controversy, eventually identified to occur naturally.82 However, early protests about 

the origins of flint tools in the Somme valley and Brixham cavern were misplaced; 

that they were artificial in nature was a tolerated, if not widely endorsed, view by the 

end of the nineteenth century among the members. Nevertheless, while those early 

concerns were not vindicated, the eolith controversy demonstrated that there remained 

disagreement within the scientific community about evidence from rocks, and the 

Victoria Institute was one forum in which those debates were fought, even if it was 

filtered through a rather dogmatic view of human antiquity.  

  

The spread of the Victoria Institute beyond the British Isles brought not only 

fresh perspectives, but new geographical areas of inquiry. A paper by James C. 

Southall and an accompanying missive from John William Dawson on ‘Pliocene Man 

in America’ (1882) brought arguments about human antiquity to bear on evidence 

from the Americas.83 Southall made a series of rather bold claims, such as that ‘few 

now attach any importance to the evidences for the antiquity of the race derived by the 

late Sir C. Lyell, Sir J. Lubbock, and others’, and that it had ‘been abundantly shown 

that the division by the archaeologists of the human period (apart from the palaeolithic 

epoch) into the three ages of stone, bronze, and iron, has little value’. By way of 

evidence, Southall pointed out that stone implements had been used in the towns of 

classical Greece, and it would not be unexpected ‘if the use of stone survived in Britain 

and Denmark down to, and after, the Christian era’.84 With doubt cast on the antiquity 

of European humans, Southall argued that ‘[t]he latest claim for the great antiquity of 

man has proceeded from America, and this is extraordinary, and is supported by names 

of such high authority in the scientific world, that its seems to deserve a serious 
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notice’.85 These authorities included the palaeontologist Othniel C. Marsh and the 

Harvard geologist Josiah Whitney, who had argued for the existence of pre-

palaeolithic humans in North America. As Southall summarised it, ‘[m]an existed in 

America in Tertiary period, and, what is yet more startling, it is not the savage of the 

palaeolithic epoch of Europe, but it is the man of Neolithic period – the respectable 

barbarian of the Lake-Dwellings’.86 However, Southall considered the evidence for 

this claim defective. Most artefacts were, he claimed, found in areas of ground near 

gold deposits. Since currency was a relatively recent invention, it was reasonable to 

assume that these artefacts had been left behind by later gold-hunters, and ‘to refuse 

to believe that gold was coined into money before the Glacial Epoch’.87 In any case, 

human remains of such antiquity would in fact present a problem for ‘the doctrine of 

Evolution’. Human skulls which were similar or identical to contemporary examples 

required an explanation for ‘the absence of all progress or change’. Similarly, ‘the 

margin of time [required] for man’s development from the generalised lemurs of the 

Eocene’, was a situation ‘fatal to the Evolution theory’.88 Dawson’s correspondence 

mostly concurred with Southall, agreeing that human remains in Europe and America 

alike were ‘historically post-diluvian, and geologically recent’. Dawson also agreed 

that evidence ‘from the Pliocene age of human remains found in the gold gravels of 

California [he had] never held to be valid, and have regretted that able geologists 

should have committed themselves to so startling and otherwise improbable a 

conclusion on grounds apparently so insufficient’.89  

 

*   *   *   * 

 

When Punch labelled the Victoria Institute ‘an Anti-Geological Society’, it reflected 

the fact that geology was considered to be the most pressing scientific threat to 

traditional Christian cosmogonies. While the wider relationship between science and 

religion came to dominate much of the Victoria Institute’s output, and was most often 

couched in terms of Darwinism, its membership retained a strong interest in what 
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geological evidence could tell them about the age of the earth, of humans, and their 

relationship to how these were described in Scripture. The flints of Brixham cavern 

and the Somme valley formed part of a vigorous debate over what constituted 

scientific evidence, and from where intellectual authority was derived. This debate 

extended far beyond the confines of the Victoria Institute, but there it was debated 

with particular enthusiasm. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine another setting in which 

geology was so adeptly turned to argue against evolution, nor where papers on 

Brixham and submerged river valleys sat as comfortably alongside those aiming to 

prove the Noachian deluge and disprove Darwin.  
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Chapter Six 

 

Confronting the higher critics – scriptural geography and biblical archaeology 

 

The previous three chapters explored the process by which members of the Victoria 

Institute attempted to come to terms with the intellectual developments of the 

nineteenth century, particularly the perceived threat to their faith from science, broadly 

conceived, and philosophy. On such topics, the Victoria Institute assumed an 

essentially defensive posture; the rapidly professionalising world of the academy 

meant that relatively few members were equipped to deal with these new fields on 

their own terms. However, there were some areas in which members of the Victoria 

Institute could boast genuine expertise and were able to chart a more positive course 

between intellectual life and their faith. Such fields included archaeology, historical 

languages, the related fields of Egyptology and Assyriology, and comparative religion. 

While this represented a positive reaction to intellectual developments, it also reveals 

another important threat to which the Victoria Institute felt compelled to respond: 

challenges to the reliability of the Bible as a historical document, particularly that 

presented by biblical higher criticism. The available expertise in these emerging fields 

provided an opportunity for the Victoria Institute to go on the offensive against higher 

criticism. It also highlighted a possible avenue for gentlemen with time and means to 

indulge their intellectual curiosity through research, with professionalisation having 

narrowed their options within the realm of the natural sciences. Further, it once again 

emphasises the philosophical commitments underpinning the worldview of many 

members. Baconianism, with its reliance on induction and distrust of hypotheses, 

instead preferred empirical evidence, which was, as Common Sense philosophy 

argued, apprehensible to all. This placed them in opposition not only to figures in the 

natural sciences, but also to higher criticism. This was a method of textual criticism 

which had been applied to the Bible in Germany but was more widely known in the 
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United Kingdom through Essays and Reviews and the works of Bishop Colenso, and 

which had cast doubt on the literal truth of biblical narratives.1 

 

The Victoria Institute’s interest in the history of foreign cultures was not 

limited to archaeology, nor was archaeology used solely to repudiate evidence of 

human antiquity, and thus to counter Darwinism. Indeed, archaeology was 

increasingly viewed as a worthwhile topic of interest in its own right. Further, it 

allowed members of the Victoria Institute to make a more positive case than the 

essentially defensive action being fought against evolution, geology, and human 

antiquity. Biblical archaeology, the excavation of those regions of the ancient near east 

described in the Bible, presented an opportunity to demonstrate the historical character 

of scripture, in a more concrete form than that presented by philosophical, 

philological, or theological debates, and to lend weight to the argument that the 

contents of scripture were infallibly true. A particularly common theme was an attempt 

to provide archaeological evidence of the Exodus from Egypt, and Britain’s 

involvement in Egypt following the Anglo-Egyptian war in 1882 put many members 

in a position to visit on either military or surveying business.2 The establishment of a 

triennial prize named in honour of council member and philanthropist Robert Halliday 

Gunning, first awarded in 1906, was intended to reward the author of an essay 

reconciling science and religion. Yet rather than the natural sciences, the most highly 

acclaimed Gunning Prize essays were those which dealt with the archaeology and 

history of the ancient near east; a reminder that at the Victoria Institute ‘science’ meant 

a particular methodology, not a discipline. 

 

 However, the Victoria Institute was not the only organisation interested in 

biblical archaeology. The Palestine Exploration Fund had been established in 1865, 

and ‘doubled up as a research body and learned society, a tool for extending British 

imperial influence, and as a cover for obtaining strategic information to support British 
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military interests’.3 Shaftesbury, of course, was a member, as was Francis Petrie’s 

nephew, William Matthew Flinders Petrie, and Claude Reignier Conder. The Egypt 

Exploration Fund was the corresponding body for Egyptian archaeology, established 

after Britain assumed control of Egypt in 1882, and boasted many of the same 

members as the Victoria Institute, including Flinders Petrie.4 The Society of Biblical 

Archaeology, founded in 1870 by Samuel Birch, was a similar organisation dedicated 

to the excavation of sites of biblical importance.5 The Society of Biblical Archaeology 

and the Victoria Institute had a considerable overlap in membership, which was not 

limited to those active in archaeology. The Earls Harrowby and Halsbury, the Revd 

Frederick Charles Cook, and the Revd Archibald Henry Sayce all served on the 

councils of both organisations.6  William St Chad Boscawan, Theophilus Pinches, 

Hormuzd Rassam, and Gaston Maspero were among some of the members who 

presented papers at both societies.  

  

This chapter investigates some of the papers presented at the Victoria Institute 

between 1873 and 1913 which present a more positive relationship between faith and 

science than in the previous chapters, yet which were also a response to biblical 

criticism. It examines biblical archaeology; in the debonair Egyptologist Flinders 

Petrie the Victoria Institute boasted the most renowned British archaeologist, 

alongside several other prominent figures such as Hormuzd Rassam, the dashing 

Assyrian archaeologist-turned diplomat and Anglican convert who had discovered the 

epic of Gilgamesh, and Gaston Maspero, the celebrated French Egyptologist who had 

twice been director of the Egyptian museum at Cairo.7 It investigates efforts to survey 

biblical locales, and to provide empirical support for the historical accuracy of the 

Bible. It turns to other near eastern cultures, linking the archaeology and language of 

non-Abrahamic cultures mentioned in the Bible, such as Egypt and Babylon. Here too, 

the Victoria Institute counted genuine experts among its ranks, such as Theophilus 

Goldridge Pinches, professor of Assyriology and curator at the British Museum. 
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Another member, the Revd Archibald Henry Sayce, was professor of Assyriology at 

Oxford, and the author of Higher Criticism and the Monuments (1894). In that work, 

Sayce made explicit the link between archaeological investigation of the Egypt and 

the Levant and higher criticism, a discipline which he described as ‘unscientific’ and 

having ignored ‘a most important source of evidence, that of archaeology’.8  

 

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the increasing importance of the 

ancient near east as an untapped reservoir of empirical evidence that could be 

investigated using a Baconian scientific methodology and used to counter the more 

speculative efforts of the higher critics. The Holy Land ‘was to be ransacked for 

“evidence” of the accuracy of the Bible, not simply revered as the site of the Holy 

Places’. 9  E. J. Aiken, in his survey of scriptural geography, identifies three key 

approaches that developed over the course of the nineteenth century. The earliest, the 

didactic approach, aimed ‘to acquaint the reading population with the geographical 

context of the Bible’s stories’, often written second-hand by compiling earlier 

accounts. The second, the polemical approach, arose in the wake of Darwin and higher 

criticism, demonstrating ‘the fear with which science and the new theology were 

regarded by many conservative biblical literalists, and the need to reiterate the special 

status of Scripture’. Many of the polemical scriptural geographies identified higher 

criticism ‘as their raison d’être, and the evidence from archaeology was particularly 

used to combat it’. To defend ‘Scripture’s monopoly on truth’, intrepid explorers 

departed for the intellectual battleground of the Holy Land, where they employed an 

inductive methodology to produce ‘a firm empirical base’ of first-hand accounts which 

contributed ‘a scientific element of fieldwork to the scholarly examination of the 

Biblical texts’. The third, contextual approach, came later and showed some 

appreciation for the methodology, if not the conclusions, of the higher critics. Using 

Aiken’s terminology, most contributors at the Victoria Institute were utilising the 

polemical approach, even after it had been surpassed by the contextual approach. 
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Indeed, Aiken identifies 1880 as the point where the contextual approach began to 

dominate, yet polemical papers were enthusiastically received at the Victoria Institute 

well into the twentieth century.10  

 

Egypt offered a similarly vast repository of empirical evidence, and, as David 

Gange argues, ‘since Near Eastern archaeology remained fundamentally entwined 

with attitudes to the Bible in this period’, investigating the excavation of Egypt ‘has 

the potential to demonstrate the incredible diversity and ubiquity of late Victorian 

responses to the many challenges faced by traditional religion’. Gange’s significant 

contribution is to identify that ‘rather than being racists obsessed with proving white 

superiority and discrediting historical African achievements, or scientists chasing 

down scientific truth’, the late nineteenth-century British Egyptologists were ‘first and 

foremost Christians attempting to tie archaeological records into Old Testament 

history’.11 Work by Egyptologists such as Flinders Petrie ‘had at their heart a desire to 

disprove the assertions made by biblical critics and geological or evolutionary 

scientists that Old Testament chronologies did not contain historically feasible events’. 

The liberal Anglican cleric Frederic William Farrar had argued in 1864 that ‘Science 

can be refuted by Science only’ 12 . Thus, as with Palestine, Egypt offered an 

opportunity for true science to combat these troubling developments, and on 

‘historical and ethical grounds, enunciating the threat that Darwin’s “pseudo-science” 

posed to Christian morality. 13  

 

I. Surveying the Holy Lands 

 

One of the earliest papers dealing with archaeology in the ancient near east came in 

1873. This was a brief note by Flinders Petrie, then only nineteen years old, on the 

Mesha Stele, or Moabite Stone. The stele told the story of the Moabite king Mesha 

and provided evidence for several episodes recounted in the Old Testament, 
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particularly in the Pentateuch and the second book of Kings.14 In the same session, the 

Revd Bourchier Wrey Savile, a premillennialist and critic of Anglo-Israelism, made 

clear the motivations behind biblical archaeology. 15  Bishop Colenso, in his The 

Pentateuch and Book of Joshua, Critically Examined, had argued that the Exodus 

narrative was ‘monstrous and absurd’. Savile, who believed that the history of Israel 

had been strongly supported by excavations of the pyramids, proposed ‘to turn to such 

an unexceptionable source of authority in order to show the harmony between the 

two’. ‘Egyptology’, he claimed, ‘is valuable for chronology as well as history … the 

chronology of the Bible as computed from the Hebrew, may be proved to be in 

complete harmony with that which may be deduced from the monuments and papyri 

of Egypt’.16  

 

However, Savile first turned his attention to other biblical critics. Peter von 

Bohlen had argued that the scriptural narrative was, at best, inaccurate since it 

mentioned a gift of sheep and asses to Abraham from the Pharaoh, when neither were 

raised in Egypt at the time. Savile countered that an inscription on a livestock 

manager’s tomb mentioned flocks of both animals. The story of Joseph was even better 

supported, Savile claimed, pointing to third- and eighth- century BCE writings as such 

compelling evidence ‘that the assertion of Joseph being Viceroy of Egypt under 

Pharaoh Apophis is as much a historical fact as that Sejanus was prime minister to 

Tiberius in ancient [Rome], or William Pitt to George III in modern times’. Savile was 

able to support his theory with a wide array of inscriptions on tombs and ruins, even 

if their application was occasionally rather tenuous. His assertion that references to 

captive labour could refer only to the Israelites, for instance, was supported by no more 

evidence than that the images in the inscriptions bore ‘the unmistakable features of the 

Hebrew race … so as to leave no doubt but that the picture represents a striking 

commentary on the oppression of the children of Israel’. While Savile’s enthusiastic 

argument was greeted sympathetically, Jonathan Holt Titcomb fairly represented the 

opinion of the audience when he said that he ‘regard[ed] it as the work of an enthusiast 
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to one idea rather than that of a patient and large minded investigator into a sphere 

which is almost boundless in its capacity for illustration’.17 

  

It was several years before any other archaeological papers were presented, 

although the next, from Josias Leslie Porter in 1879, was rather better received.18 

Porter had visited the Levant as part of the Irish Presbyterian Church’s Jewish Mission, 

producing a well-regarded travelogue which included colourful episodes such as his 

being kidnapped in the Syrian desert at the hands of the El-Misrâb tribe.19 As a gifted 

raconteur, Porter was able to bring to life his travels in the near east, deftly littering 

his narrative with scriptural references and etymological observations alongside his 

evocative descriptions of the local geography. Porter guided his audience around an 

array of biblical sites, from the rock at the source of the Jordan river where Jesus 

renamed Simon Peter, with ‘those well-known words which have given rise to so much 

controversy’, to the site near Capernaum where the multitudes were fed.20 Porter also 

highlighted several objects of archaeological interest, including an inscription of an 

Assyrian priest that he discovered and donated to the British Museum.21  

 

The paper received a rapturous response. John Eliot Howard, chairing the 

meeting, praised the ‘learned traveller’, and noted that the audience were ‘under 

special obligations to those who recall to us facts connected with those varied scenes 

and countries which the sacred Scriptures take us over in their course’. Emphasising 

the importance of the literal truth of scriptural accounts, Howard praised how Porter 

had brought to light ‘many facts which corroborate the exceeding literality of the 

Scriptures, a circumstance which is not only important as regards the view we take of 

the Scriptures themselves as inspired works, but in my opinion, it has a very strong 

bearing against those who would make out that the book of Genesis and the earlier 

books of the Old Testament are forgeries of a date as late the Babylonian Captivity’. 

David Howard praised the manner in which Porter had deftly demonstrated that ‘the 
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(1879), pp 372-93. 
19 Aiken, Scriptural geography, pp 89-94. 
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notices of this Valley, as given in the Old Testament [were] so scientifically accurate’. 

Howard stressed that ‘the Old Testament was not intended to teach science’; 

nevertheless, it was ‘a remarkable proof of the truthfulness of the eyewitnesses, that 

these little points of detail which are so compatible with scientific truth, are those 

which it is absolutely impossible that a forger should have put in’.22 For Howard then, 

the idea that the Old Testament could have anything but divinely inspired authorship 

was ridiculous when presented with its depictions of Levantine geography, or at least 

as they were recounted by Porter. 

  

Recollections of travels to the near east were common, and almost always well-

received; the area held a particular fascination for members of the Victoria Institute, 

reflecting the fact that travels to the Holy Land were a popular literary genre in 

Victorian Britain.23 Accounts of the locales in which biblical events had occurred were 

considered as much a legitimate topic for the Victoria Institute as the deepest questions 

of science and religion. Indeed, this demonstrates that a distinction between the natural 

sciences and other pursuits such as archaeology did not exist for the Victoria Institute. 

Rather, all endeavours prosecuted using an inductive methodology qualified as a 

science and were considered worthy of interest. In a well-attended annual address in 

1884, for instance, Trelawney Saunders gave an account of the surveying mission of 

West Palestine undertaken by the Royal Engineers and the Palestine Exploration Fund, 

including the later Victoria Institute member Lieutenant Claude Reignier Conder.24 

Saunders used a large scale map from the survey to illustrate the location of several 

biblical sites, such as the tomb of Rachel, and to challenge the demarcation of Galilee 

proposed by the American Congregationalist Selah Merrill.25 The meeting was all the 

more notable for the unusual presence in the chair of Shaftesbury, a member of both 

the Victoria Institute and the Palestine Exploration Fund, and featured effusive praise, 

congratulation, and an unusually reflective mood in the subsequent discussion. Rear-

Admiral H. D. Grant used the opportunity to remind the members of his ‘dear friend 

Mr. Reddie’, and how pleased the latter would have been to hear such a paper, which 
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perfectly fulfilled the motto he had chosen for the Victoria Institute: ad majorem Dei 

gloriam. Acton Smee Ayrton, a Liberal politician, took the opportunity to praise his 

political rival Shaftesbury, who ‘whenever there was a movement of great social 

importance for the moral welfare of the country…. has been found ready to lend his 

assistance in the promotion of that object’. 26  The Revd S. A. Crowther further 

emphasised the self-image of the Victoria Institute as a gentlemanly, philanthropic 

organisation by noting that ‘whenever I have read the reports of benevolent and 

philanthropic societies, I have scarcely ever missed the name of the Earl of 

Shaftesbury as President’. Shaftesbury played down his own role, and suggested that 

his age implied that he would not remain president for long. He praised the paper 

presented on that ‘very remarkable night’, when it was ‘shown how ably and how 

safely we can discuss those matters which specially engage the attention of this 

Institute’. Shaftesbury also expressed his satisfaction that the Victoria Institute was 

carrying out its purpose, of ‘insuring that religion should have the same fair play that 

is accorded to science’ and praised the ‘able and enlightened men who controverted 

the objections put forward by certain scientists’. 27  The Victoria Institute had, 

Shaftesbury argued, ‘proved… that true religion is true philosophy, and on the other 

hand, that true philosophy is also true religion. It has shown that these two things are 

combined and inseparable.’ Shaftesbury reserved special praise for the type of paper 

presented by Saunders, commending ‘the change it exhibits in the mode of thought 

adopted for the present day as compared with what we were formerly accustomed to’, 

when ‘every day is bringing forward new facts in support of the authenticity of the 

Bible narrative’.28 

 

Of course, the most striking and widely-regarded exponent of archaeological 

work in the ancient near east was Flinders Petrie. His early paper on the Mesha stele 

had displayed a precocious talent, and when he returned to the Victoria Institute thirty 

years later, it was to deliver an acclaimed annual address, illustrated by lantern slides, 

on his excavations in Egypt.29 While the bulk the address was taken up by details of 

Petrie’s archaeological work and explanations of the slides, he used his introduction 
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to draw attention to the limits of deductive reasoning and materialism. Petrie 

highlighted that contemporary scholars were distrustful of speculation, noting that 

they had learned ‘by bitter experience the fallacies and hopelessness of trusting to 

systems of theory however beautiful’. While ‘a deduction… may seem certain enough 

for the known facts’ it may also ‘be modified or even reversed by unknown fact not 

yet even imagined’. Similarly, ‘new materials and new views which seem to have led 

us completely away from the old ground, only bring us back to a different side of the 

past battlefield’. Petrie clearly believed that the intellectual developments of the 

nineteenth century had made no substantial challenges to Christian theology that it had 

not undergone before. ‘Free will and fatalism’, he claimed, ‘are likely to be just as 

severely felt, as harshly dominant in debate, when reached by aggressive materialism 

in the twentieth century as when fought over by aggressive Calvinism in the 

sixteenth.’30 

 

II. Criticising the critics 

 

At an earlier annual address, Edward Hull had introduced himself to the Victoria 

Institute by recounting his experiences of travel in Egypt and the Levant. Most of these 

were, as detailed in the previous chapter, fairly unremarkable descriptions of the local 

geology, notable only for taking place in the same location as biblical events. 

However, two papers stand out as being more representative of the Victoria Institute’s 

purpose.31 In the first, delivered in 1896, Hull took aim at ‘the criticism regarding the 

authenticity and authority of Holy Scripture… often euphemistically called “the 

higher criticism”, which had ‘sometimes been carried beyond all reasonable bounds’. 

However, Hull felt that the tide had turned; ‘within the last few years there have been 

many discoveries, especially amongst the ruins of Palestine and adjoining countries, 

which have tended to corroborate in a remarkable degree the accounts of events 

recorded in the Bible’. 32  In a striking departure from his usual dry, descriptive 

approach, Hull emphasised the theological importance of the scriptural narratives, 
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arguing that ‘these events are essentially connected with the assertion of the 

miraculous interposition of Almighty power, without which they become illusory and 

incredible’. The mission of the Victoria Institute was to ensure ‘that those who deny 

the possibility of such interposition should be confronted with evidence going to show 

that the narratives are trustworthy, and stand on evidence which would be considered 

ample in the case of any other document’. The alternative to an inerrant reading was 

that they ‘be relegated to the category of mythical narratives such as the Odyssey of 

Homer or the Aeneid of Virgil’. Hull’s approach was to examine the geography of the 

Sinai Peninsula, and to show ‘that such research has resulted in the identification of 

the localities and sites of the events recorded’, providing compelling evidence that ‘the 

events themselves actually occurred and that the narrative is authentic’. 33  Hull’s 

second standout paper came in 1899, as an answer to the question ‘Where is Mount 

Sinai?’ Hull again departed from his usual detached tone to affirm his acceptance of 

‘the account of the Israelitish Exodus as given in the Books of Exodus and 

Deuteronomy as a narrative of facts’. However, Hull expressed the degree of latitude 

he was prepared to accord the scriptures, noting that ‘due allowance [was] of course 

made for minor errors of transcription’. Indeed, Hull pronounced himself ‘not in the 

least concerned regarding the authorship’ and considered whether the scriptural 

account of the Exodus ‘was written entirely by Moses’ or was a later composite, 

irrelevant; the important concern was that he ‘regard[ed] the events recorded, the 

words spoken, and the miraculous interposition of Jehovah as having been faithfully 

handed down to us’.34  

 

Hull was not the only member to believe that demonstrating the Exodus would 

provide compelling evidence of scriptural truth. Hull was in the chair for a meeting at 

which Major-General Alexander Bruce Tulloch presented his thoughts on the Red Sea 

crossing, and was also present for an annual address written, although not presented, 

by the Swiss archaeologist Henri Edouard Naville.35 Naville maintained that there was 

general agreement about the historicity of the Exodus, ‘which [was] not denied by 
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authors of well known rationalistic tendencies’.36 Naville supposed that during the 

Exodus, the Red Sea had extended further to the north, to the bitter lakes, a view that 

was supported by both Hull and his fellow geologist John William Dawson, although 

they disagreed with Naville that it had extended as far as Lake Timsah. Naville used 

recently discovered papyri to identify the locations of two camps used by the Israelites 

during the flight from Egypt and suggested a location for the then-unidentified city of 

Ramesses, on which the Israelites were forced to labour and from which they fled. 

Naville also described the action of wind on the shallow water of Egypt’s brackish salt 

lakes, arguing ‘that it should affect shallow water in a flat county is easily intelligible’, 

and noted that similar meteorological effects had historically been observed on his 

native Lake Geneva.37  

 

While Naville aimed to perform a rigorous study of biblical events, he did not 

make explicit any theological reasons for so doing. The wider religious implications 

of the Exodus were expressed more fully by Tulloch, who had been deployed to Egypt 

in 1882 to conduct a military survey of the Suez Canal. On a stretch of the canal near 

Port Said, the winds became so strong that Tulloch was forced to stop working; when 

he resumed, he noticed that a nearby brackish lake ‘had totally disappeared, the effect 

of the high wind on the shallow water having actually driven it away beyond the 

horizon’. Locals ‘were walking about on the mud where the day before the fishing-

boats, now aground, had been floating’.38 This experience convinced Tulloch that the 

Red Sea had once been wider and shallower, extending northwards to the salt lakes, 

similar to Naville’s view, and that an easterly wind had blown off enough water to 

make the Red Sea fordable at its northern extremity. Tulloch used the Exodus narrative 

and his knowledge of the local geography to retrace the steps of the Israelites, 

accounting for the size of the party, their accompanying animals, and the maximum 

distance that could be covered in a single day’s march in order to triangulate more 

precisely the crossing. Tulloch also gave a military assessment of the strategy 

employed by the Egyptians in shadowing and attempting to interdict the Israelites, 

concluding that ‘from an ordinary military examination of the actual district, and then 
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considering what its state was in ancient times, it will be seen that the simple Bible 

narrative is evidently a very graphic and correct account of what really took place’.39 

The paper was a resounding success, although Hull expressed his hope that Tulloch 

‘does not in any way intend to do away with the miraculous element in the history of 

the passage of the Red Sea’. 40  Tulloch’s closing statement gives an idea of the 

seriousness and earnestness with which the Victoria Institute’s well-educated 

Christian gentlemen approached their faith. He was aghast that ‘very eminent 

theologians and Bible critics have been content with the Sunday School picture idea 

of a crowd of Israelites running through a narrow opening with upright walls of water 

40 or 50 feet high’. Thanks to the efforts of the Victoria Institute, ‘for the future it is 

to be hoped they will know better’.41 

 

The relationship between archaeology and biblical historical truth was most 

clearly emphasised in a 1912 paper by the Revd John Tuckwell. It had ‘often been 

affirmed as an apology for certain modern views of Scripture’ Tuckwell claimed, ‘that, 

at the Reformation, men discovered that the Church’s claim to infallibility was invalid’ 

and so ‘invented the theory of an infallible Book’. Tuckwell disputed such an 

understanding, arguing instead that Greek and vernacular texts of the New Testament 

had inspired Luther and other reformers, rather than being a post hoc solution to the 

problem. Higher criticism had resulted in ‘the excessive application of subjective tests 

in judgement of the of the value and trustworthiness of the records’ and ‘the 

substitution of hypothetical evolutionary processes for inspiration and revelation’. The 

result was ‘the too hasty rejection of the historicity and truthfulness’ of scripture, and 

‘the general discredit cast upon the supernatural element in the whole volume and the 

subsequent weakening of its Divine authority’.42  

 

However, thanks to the efforts of archaeologists, Tuckwell argued, the tide was 

beginning to turn. Figures such as the Dutch biblical scholar B. D. Eerdmans, formerly 

an advocate of higher criticism, had reconsidered their position in light of new 
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evidence discovered by archaeologists. Discoveries of Babylonian tablets recording 

similar events to those in Genesis were, claimed Tuckwell, evidence that the latter 

were true, contrary to claims by literary scholars that the two shared the same 

provenance. The idea that captive Israelites had learned of the Babylonian myths and 

incorporated them into their own cosmogony Tuckwell considered an outrageous 

suggestion: ‘We are to suppose’, he scoffed, ‘that the Hebrew religion and nation 

existed for a thousand years before it possessed any adequate cosmology!’43 Similarly, 

recent excavations had shown the truth of much supposed myth, such as Troy and the 

Minoan civilisation; further, they had also demonstrated the likelihood of the story of 

the Tower of Babel, and Joseph’s time in Egypt. The crucial point, Tuckwell argued, 

was that ‘the Old Testament, like the New, professes to be an historical record’.44 

Again, Tuckwell clearly considered evolutionary theories part of a defective 

intellectual apparatus; by applying evidence derived from archaeology, he claimed, it 

was possible to correct ‘the results arrive at by a misapplication of evolutionary 

theories to the Biblical records’. On the question of the historical truth of the Biblical 

accounts, archaeology’s answer ‘so far as its testimony goes, is most emphatically 

“Yes”’. The ‘evolutionary hypothesis’, by contrast could say only ‘“No, it is 

impossible.”’ 45 

 

III. The Gunning Prize 

 

The Victoria Institute’s belief in the use of biblical archaeology as a positive method 

of engagement with higher criticism was further demonstrated by the theme chosen 

for its first essay prize. 1900 saw the death of the longstanding Victoria Institute 

council member Robert Halliday Gunning, a wealthy Scottish philanthropist who had 

amassed a considerable fortune during the heyday of the Brazilian Empire.46 The 

circumstances behind his wealth are somewhat mysterious, although it is clear that he 

had an excellent relationship with Brazilian emperor, Pedro II, who awarded Gunning 

an honour. Pedro successfully petitioned Queen Victoria for Gunning’s award to be 
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recognised in his homeland and Gunning was subsequently entitled to be styled ‘His 

Excellency’. Gunning had endowed several bursaries and prize funds to celebrate 

Victoria’s jubilee in 1887, and a lecture series at the University of Edinburgh, his alma 

mater, in 1889, ‘to promote the study of Natural Science among candidates for the 

ministry, and to bring out among ministers the fruits of study in Science, Philosophy, 

Language, Antiquity and Sociology’. Gunning also set up a bond to provide for an 

essay prize at the Victoria Institute, which was instituted after his death. The 

endowment had specified that the prize was to be awarded ‘in recognition of services 

rendered to the object of’ the Victoria Institute, ‘viz: - the reconciliation of science 

with religion’.47 However, emphasising again that the Victoria Institute considered 

archaeology as much a scientific discipline as physics or biology, the inaugural 

Gunning Prize was awarded in 1906 to the Revd John Urquhart, a conservative 

minister in the Free Church of Scotland, for an essay ‘On the bearing of recent oriental 

discoveries of Old Testament history’, a title proposed by the organisation’s council.48 

Indeed, the impact of archaeological evidence on the historicity of the Old Testament 

obviously caught the imagination of the membership; another essay submitted for the 

Gunning Prize so impressed the judges that it was presented at a session later that year, 

and a third was presented in the subsequent year.49   

 

 Urquhart’s winning entry neatly summarised the direction in which the 

Victoria Institute had begun to turn. There had been, he argued, ‘a scholarly, persistent, 

and professedly Christian attack upon the historical character of the Old Testament’.50 

This was particularly troublesome, since respected theologians who espoused higher 

criticism, such as William Robertson Smith, could not easily be dismissed as 

Darwinians.51 However, there had also been ‘splendidly equipped, and marvellously 

successful, activity displayed in the exploration of Eastern lands’. These had ‘been the 
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outstanding features of the latter half of the past century and of the beginning of the 

present’, and although of independent origins, ‘no two movements have ever had a 

closer connection’.52 Urquhart proceeded through a series of historical claims made in 

the Old Testament, and which had been supposed false by higher critics, and provided 

evidence from recent excavations in support of their veracity. Assyrian cuneiform 

inscriptions, for instance, lent credence to accounts in the books of Chronicles about 

Uzziah, an ancient king of Judah; in such manner, a historical claim, ‘which was part 

of the supposed exaggerations of the chronicler, now takes its place as sober history’.53 

The historical character of the book of Daniel had also come under criticism; the use 

of Greek names among the Babylonians suggested that it had been written after the 

capture of Babylon by Alexander the Great, two centuries later than the events related 

in Daniel. Urquhart drew on work by Flinders Petrie, who had excavated the remains 

of Greek armies in ancient Egypt, and demonstrated that trade routes existed between 

Judah, Egypt, and the Hellenic world. Petrie was not the only Victoria Institute 

member cited; the works of Theophilus G. Pinches, Archibald Sayce, William St Chad 

Boscawen, and Claude Reignier Conder were all used to provide archaeological 

evidence of biblical historicity.54 The presence of so many prominent members in 

Urquhart’s paper was unlikely to have harmed his chances of winning the Gunning 

Prize, but it should not obscure the fact that the Victoria Institute was a forum for the 

luminaries of archaeology, Assyriology, and Egyptology to discuss authoritatively the 

religious implications of their work. For an organisation formed in the wake of 

Colenso and Essays and Reviews, this was especially important, as it meant that the 

Victoria Institute was at the forefront of efforts to prove empirically the historical 

reliability of the Bible rather than simply being forced to defend it. 

  

 The second placed paper in that year’s Gunning Prize was from the Revd 

Andrew Craig Robinson, and sufficiently impressed the panel of judges that Robinson 

was awarded an honorarium of five guineas and an invitation to present at the Victoria 

Institute. As had Urquhart, Robinson took aim at the higher critics, and used recent 

discoveries to argue for the historicity of Abraham, whom critics held to be ‘an 
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imaginative fiction of later times, an edifying story composed to reflect back and 

embody in the concrete person of an individual the religious ideas of a later age’.55 

Robinson also argued that archaeological evidence had been more effective than 

geology in providing supporting the Noachian deluge, by uncovering inscriptions of 

the epic of Gilgamesh, which included a Mesopotamian flood narrative. Robinson was 

particularly keen to challenge the documentary hypothesis, popularised first in 

German by Julius Wellhausen and introduced to English by Samuel Rolles Driver.56 

Wellhausen had synthesised nearly a century of German biblical scholarship, 

concluding that the Pentateuch had four separate documentary sources, authored at 

different times and dates before being amalgamated. He suggested that the book of 

Chronicles was similarly compiled, with the result that the reader ‘might as well try to 

hear the grass growing as attempt to derive from such a source as this a historical 

knowledge of the conditions of ancient Israel’. 57  Driver, having assessed the 

documentary hypothesis, had given it his cautious endorsement. There was one 

suggestion that Robinson found particularly objectionable: Wellhausen and Driver had 

suggested that the Mosaic Israelites had no advanced literary culture. Emphasising the 

inductionist’s inherent distrust of speculation, Robinson laid bare the problem with 

this approach. First, he made an appeal to common sense. ‘Did the leaders of the 

Israelites’, he asked, ‘when they crossed the Red Sea instantly forget all the culture 

and learning of the land of Egypt which they had just left, so that neither Moses nor 

any other among them rose to any literary effort beyond the most primitive and 

rude?’58 He then highlighted the outcome of a speculative approach, noting that ‘if it 

be accepted as true that such literary barrenness existed at that time’ it allowed critics 

to ‘inscribe whatever theories their imagination may lead them to conceive, unchecked 

by the wholesome restraint which the admission of the existence of contemporary 

documents would impose upon them’. Even ‘the most far-fetched speculations’, 

Robinson suggested, ‘are emboldened to put forward a claim to recognition’.59 Here 

again, the link between speculation and unwholesomeness serves as a reminder of the 
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link between Baconianism, Common Sense, and morality, and demonstrates that a 

point of philosophical principle was at stake.  

 

Robinson, Tuckwell, and Urquhart had argued the case for the historicity of 

the Old Testament, but the New Testament required a similar treatment, and it found 

one in the 1912 Gunning Prize winning essay.60 ‘If the foundations be destroyed’, 

asked the Revd Parke Flournoy, invoking Psalm 11:3, ‘what can the righteous do?’ 

Flournoy claimed that expeditions across the near east had unearthed more than three 

thousand Greek manuscripts of the New Testament, with the result that ‘no other book 

is attested so fully from such sources’.61 The assertion by the Tübingen higher critics 

that the fourth gospel could not have been written by the apostle John and was instead 

a composite, had suffered ‘something like the Titanic’s distressful fate… in its rapid 

course through the cold waters of scepticism’, thanks to the discovery of the 

Diatessaron, a harmonised account of the four gospels by the second century Syrian 

theologian Tatian.62 The incorporation of all four canonical gospels in the Diatessaron, 

the absence of material from the apocryphal gospels, and its provenance from the 

generation immediately following the last disciples, convinced Flournoy that ‘the Four 

Gospels’ were ‘universally recognized as the sacred records of the life and teachings 

of our Lord… and that no other so-called Gospels were thus recognized and generally 

used’.63 This was a particularly important piece of evidence against the higher critical 

theories of the Tübingen school. Its figurehead Ferdinand Christian Baur had 

suggested that second-century Christianity was a Hegelian synthesis of competing 

Christian cultures; the Diatessaron, Flournoy contended, allowed a direct lineage to 

be to drawn between the apostles and the canonical gospels. Certainly, he argued, 

‘there was no process of Gospel evolution at that period at least; the Gospels were then 

a finished product’.64  
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IV. Dispelling ‘an arbitrary and wholly preposterous conception’ 

 

The amount of time spent discussing the implications of archaeology demonstrates 

that the historical reliability of the Bible was obviously a crucial concern for members 

of the Victoria Institute. This reflected a wider trend within conservative theology, 

where belief in miracles and doctrines such as eternal punishment and the Incarnation 

of Christ, had caused vigorous debate. It is no great surprise, then, that Britain’s 

foremost conservative theologian of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 

James Orr, sent a paper to the Victoria Institute.65 Orr was a professor of systematic 

theology in Scotland’s United Free Church, having established his reputation in the 

1890s with a series of lecture tours in the United Kingdom and North America, in 

which he had popularised the concept of a Christian worldview, and defended 

orthodox theology against liberalising tendencies, particularly those influenced by the 

German higher critics and liberal theologians such as Albrecht Ritschl. 66 Orr chose a 

rather specific topic to defend: the historical accuracy of scriptural accounts of the 

tabernacle, and his approach was to defend those accounts using the evidence provided 

by the texts themselves. This highlights again an assumption underpinning many 

orthodox approaches to exegesis: the scriptures must be self-evidently true and 

apprehenisble by all, and therefore, while empirical evidence might very well exist in 

the ruins of the ancient near east, a careful and correct reading of scripture would 

support the same conclusion. Orr believed that claims made by the higher critics about 

the historicity of the tabernacle were representative of problems with their approach 

as a whole. Working from the assumption that the tabernacle was only correctly 

described in one of the posited documentary sources from which the Pentateuch was 

derived, the critics had suggested that earlier accounts of it were back-projected, and 

thus unreliable. This, Orr contended, was ‘the view of the Mosaic tabernacle 

introduced by Graf, Kuenen, and Wellhausen, and now found in almost every critical 

text-book and Biblical Encyclopædia that is published’. However, while he granted 

that there were obvious differences in writing style between sections of the Pentateuch, 

Orr held that the precise dating of one of those sources, together with arguments for 

                                                
65 James Orr, ‘The historicity of the Mosaic tabernacle’ in JTVI, xliv (1912), pp 103-28. 
66 D. W. Bebbington, ‘Orr, James (1844–1913)’, ODNB; G. G. Scorgie, A call for continuity: the 
theological contribution of James Orr (2nd ed., Vancouver, 2004), pp 58-9. 
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historicity based thereupon, was ‘an arbitrary and wholly preposterous conception, for 

which no sound reasons have been adduced, and which ere long is bound to be 

abandoned by thoughtful minds’. Driver was also mistaken in denying the historicity 

of the tabernacle, Orr argued, having made an admission in his work on the book of 

Exodus that the author of the hypothetical P document had described Israelite rituals 

from ‘archaic ceremonial usage; and the same, mutatis mutandis, may have been the 

case with his picture of the tabernacle’.67  

 

Orr’s paper was well-received, although the subsequent discussion reveals 

some important points about the philosophical approach of many Victoria Institute 

members. William Woods Smyth praised Orr as ‘a high, if not our highest living 

authority’, although he was less appreciative of Orr’s sophisticated treatment of the 

documentary hypothesis, suggesting that he would have preferred to have seen this 

‘fallacious argument’ and ‘farrago’ rejected outright. Indeed, Smyth argued that the 

documentary hypothesis provided as much evidence ‘to believe that the writings of 

Burns show the existence of four or five men of that name’ as they did to separate 

authorship of the Pentateuch. Orr was not present at the meeting to defend himself. 

Nevertheless, Martin Luther Rouse told those assembled that he knew Orr ‘as in no 

sense a Higher Critic, but as a defender of the Pentateuch as a firsthand and faithful 

record of events’ who in a leading Canadian newspaper had been ‘termed “a great war 

horse” of orthodoxy’. The former Metropolitan Police assistant commissioner Sir 

Robert Anderson reiterated the epistemological objections to higher criticism from the 

view of a former barrister and detective, noting that such questions were ‘to be decided 

by evidence; and questions of the kind should be left to men who have practical 

experience in dealing with evidence - a category which does not include the Critics’. 

68 Edward Hull reinforced the empirical basis of this epistemology, reminding the 

audience that he had ‘followed the line of march of the Exodus step by step through 

the wilderness of Sinai and Arabia Petræa, and I can confirm the absolute integrity 

and accuracy of the sacred writers; never was a description of a great migration so 

definite, clear, and evidently true.’ Further underlining the importance of experiential 

                                                
67 Orr, ‘The historicity of the Mosaic tabernacle’, pp 104, 105, 113, 115; S. R. Driver, The book of 
Exodus (Cambridge, 1911), p. 431. 
68 Orr, ‘The historicity of the Mosaic tabernacle’, pp 115, 116, 117, 120. 
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data, Hull opined that he could not ‘separate the story of the Tabernacle from its 

historical setting, and that I have been able to confirm by personal experience.’69  

 

*   *   *   * 

 

Experiential data was a crucial component of the Baconian system, and thus first-hand, 

eyewitness accounts of travel were considered authoritative within the Victoria 

Institute and by those who held fast to the inductive scientific methodology. The 

natural sciences, through the processes of professionalisation and disciplinarity, had 

largely outgrown any dependence on induction throughout the course of the nineteenth 

century, depending on hypotheses and speculation, in a manner antithetical to the 

Baconian terms in which the Victoria Institute understood scientific methodology. As 

the preceding chapters have demonstrated, this left little room for the well-educated 

gentleman amateur. Those men of time and means who wished to pursue intellectual 

fieldwork had to turn instead to different avenues that had not yet undergone that 

process, and which they could continue to consider scientific. In the ruins of the 

ancient near east, many of them found an opportunity to carry on to dig interesting 

objects out of the ground, although here, rather than flints and bones, they could 

uncover tablets and steles. Accounts of travels to the Holy Land joined cavern 

explorations and flood geology in the Victoria Institute’s oeuvre. This serves as a 

reminder of the Victoria Institute’s statement of purpose, and its philosophical 

commitments. The intellectual heritage of Bacon, induction, and Scottish Common 

Sense envisaged a world, indeed a universe, where God’s design was obvious to those 

who cared look for it, replete with evidence of providence, plainly apprehendable to 

all, without resort to hypotheses, speculation, or metaphysics. Any sober investigation 

of the available facts would lead inevitably to the same conclusion. The search for 

truth in the natural world, as detailed in the previous chapters, is one obvious example 

of these commitments being applied. Yet the study of human artefacts, of writing, 

language, and history, explored in this chapter, show how these commitments applied 

universally. Further, it serves as a reminder that, rather than individual points of 

principle, an entire intellectual heritage, a mode of thinking and understanding the 

                                                
69 Ibid., p. 121. 
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world, was at stake. Indeed, as Edward Said has noted, when describing the British 

elite’s interest in Egypt in 1910, ‘[t]wo great themes dominate … knowledge and 

power, the Baconian themes’.70 

                                                
70 Edward Said, Orientalism (London, 2003), p. 32. 
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Chapter Seven 

 

Conflict, decline, and fundamentalism, 1914-32 

 

The tenure of Sir George Gabriel Stokes as president of the Victoria Institute between 

1885 and 1903 had seen the organisation at its zenith. Under Stokes, the Victoria 

Institute represented a respectable, conservative religious organisation with a wide 

membership and serious scientific credentials. With Stokes’s death in 1903, the 

Victoria Institute lost the ‘gatekeeper and arbiter of the Victorian scientific 

establishment’, and no comparably eminent scientist could be found to replace him. 

Without an esteemed scientific figure to lead them, the Victoria Institute instead 

looked for social prestige: the firmly establishment figure of the Lord Chancellor, Earl 

Halsbury, was eventually offered, and accepted, its presidency.1 Divested of such a 

conscientious and active leader, the Victoria Institute might have been expected to 

struggle, yet, as the preceding section has demonstrated, the momentum acquired 

during Stokes’s presidency prevented any serious decline in the early years of the 

twentieth century. However, a range of factors, principally related to the First World 

War, soon presented serious obstacles to the Institute’s continued success. Rising costs 

and falling membership threatened to make the society’s operation unsustainable, even 

as it celebrated its golden anniversary in 1916. Although the end of the war offered a 

brief respite, the rot had by then firmly set in, and the Victoria Institute entered a period 

of irreversible decline. This chapter investigates this period of decline and considers 

the effects of the First World War, particularly the Victoria Institute’s reflections on 

the philosophical causes of the war, and its legacy. It explains the structural reasons 

behind the Victoria Institute’s decline and examines how it moved from an 

organisation obsessed with science, broadly conceived, to one more interested 

specifically in the Bible, and in the relationship between religion and broader society. 

 

                                                
1  Alastair Wood, ‘Fifty-eight years of friendship: Kelvin and Stokes’ in Raymond Flood, Mark 
McCartney, and Andrew Whitaker (eds), Kelvin: life, labours and legacy (Oxford, 2008), p. 85; G. R. 
Rubin, ‘Giffard, Hardinge Stanley, first earl of Halsbury (1823–1921)’, ODNB. 
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I. Overview 

 

The day-to-day operation of the Victoria Institute had always relied heavily on the 

efforts of its council, particularly the treasurer, responsible for membership fees and 

other financial matters, and the honorary secretary, whose considerable administrative 

responsibilities included editing the Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria 

Institute and arranging papers to be presented at each meeting. During his presidency, 

Stokes had shouldered some of this burden, and took it upon himself to solicit 

membership and cajole friends and colleagues such as Lord Kelvin into presenting 

papers. Captain Francis W. H. Petrie had been similarly indefatigable as honorary 

secretary, seeking out interested parties and sending copies of JTVI around the world; 

their efforts were rewarded with an impressively wide membership. The lengthy 

stewardship of two such diligent administrators had brought a degree of consistency 

to the Victoria Institute that would be unmatched in later years. Although he was 

enthusiastic, Petrie’s successor Edward Hull treated his role more as the administrator 

of a social club than of a vigorous scientific society, often failing to take verbatim 

notes at meetings. After Hull’s elevation to the vice-presidency and a place on the 

Victoria Institute’s council in 1907, his replacement H. Charlewood Turner could only 

be persuaded to take the role on a short-term basis, and his successor, Frederic Bishop, 

died shortly after succeeding Turner in the post. Recognising the need for a more 

professional and longer-term secretarial appointment, a special meeting was called in 

March 1912, at which the honorary designation was dropped in order to emphasis its 

responsibility. 2  The post was eventually filled by the astronomer Edward Walter 

Maunder, who held it until 1918, when he retired on grounds of ill-health. Thereafter, 

it was occupied briefly by Ebenezer James Sewell, a retired magistrate from the Indian 

Civil Service, who was also a member of the British Astronomical Association, an 

organisation that Maunder had founded.3  

 

                                                
2 Special General Meeting, 10 Mar. 1912 (John Rylands Library, Victoria Institute Archive, GB 133 
TVI/1/1) 
3 M. T. Brück, ‘Maunder, Edward Walter (1851–1928)’, ODNB; The India list and India Office list for 
1905 (London, 1905), p. 610; Journal of the British Astronomical Association x (1900), p. 308. 
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Following Sewell, Alfred Taylor Schofield, a Harley Street neurologist, served 

as secretary between 1919 and 1921. Alongside his medical practice, Schofield was a 

prolific writer on esoteric topics, having authored an early science fiction novel, 

Another World (1888), which imagined God inhabiting a four-dimensional 

hyperspace. He also produced a work on Spiritism (1920), and another on eschatology 

for the Prophecy Investigation Society (1918), which predicted the imminent return of 

Christ.4 Lieutenant-Colonel Francis Arthur Molony, a retired Royal Engineer who had 

served in the Anglo-Boer War, was next to take up the post, from 1922 to 1924.5 

Molony’s appointment as secretary coincided with that of a new president. After 

Halsbury’s death in December 1921, he was replaced by the Dean of Canterbury, the 

Revd Henry Wace. Renowned both for his administrative ability and evangelical zeal, 

Wace had frequently served on the committee of Anglican, evangelical, and 

missionary organisations. An ‘ecclesiastical statesman of some weight’, and a broadly 

conservative biblical scholar, Wace was an obvious choice to lead the Victoria 

Institute. Indeed, Wace was one of the Victoria Institute’s longest-serving members, 

having joined in 1876, and he had presented seven papers. Unfortunately, his tenure 

as president was rather briefer, and Wace died as a result of injuries sustained during 

a car accident in January 1924.6 The succession of the presidency from Shaftesbury, 

to Stokes, Halsbury, and then Wace reflects the character of the Victoria Institute 

during each president’s tenure. An evangelical, solidly middle-class, philanthropic 

organisation under Shaftesbury, it developed into a respectable scientific forum under 

Stokes, then became rudderless under Halsbury, who served as little more than a 

figurehead. Wace, although a scholar of some repute, was a conservative evangelical 

with no background in the natural sciences, and this reflected the composition of the 

membership, which had ceased to contain any clerical scientists, and few natural 

scientists, as shown in Chapter Two. 

                                                
4 A. T. Schofield, Another world, or, the fourth dimension (London, 1888); idem., Modern Spiritism, 
its science and religion (Philadelphia, 1920); idem., The Lord’s return: its near approach (London, 
1918); Edward Shorter, From paralysis to fatigue: a history of psychosomatic illness in the modern era 
(New York, 1993), p. 256; Paul Nahin, Holy sci-fi! Where science and religion intersect (New York, 
2014), p. 54. 
5 Louis Creswick, South Africa and the Transvaal War (6 vols, Edinburgh, 1900), ii, ix; Nicolas Murray, 
The rocky road to the Great War: the evolution of trench warfare to 1914 (Washington, D.C., 2013), 
p. 110. 
6 Stephen Gregory, ‘Wace, Henry (1836–1924)’, ODNB; Keith Robbins, England, Ireland, Scotland, 
Wales: the Christian church 1900-2000 (Oxford, 2008), p. 99; D. W. Bebbington, Evangelicalism in 
modern Britain: a history from the 1730s to the 1980s (London, 1989), p. 189. 
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With Molony also relinquishing his position as secretary in 1924, Wace’s 

death created a vacuum in the Victoria Institute’s leadership. In the absence of an 

outstanding candidate, the presidency would remain vacant for several years, but the 

role of secretary was quickly filled by Dr James William Thirtle. Thirtle was active in 

Baptist circles, sponsoring missionary endeavours, serving as a deacon at his local 

church on Major Road, Stratford, and was involved in the formation of the Baptist 

Bible Union before tiring of its militancy. A member of the Royal Asiatic Society, 

Thirtle had published several books on the Old Testament, particularly the Psalms, 

and edited a popular weekly, The Christian, until his death in 1934.7 Thirtle was an 

enthusiastic secretary, holding the role for a decade, and effectively running the 

Victoria Institute in the absence of a president. A longstanding member of the council, 

having been appointed not long after joining the Victoria Institute in 1908, Thirtle had 

acted as an interim editor of JTVI in 1917, and regularly chaired meetings, even after 

the eventual appointment of John Ambrose Fleming in 1927. Indeed, between 1927 

and 1932, Thirtle presided over every council meeting save one.8 What is particularly 

interesting, however, is that such a heavily involved secretary, who had elsewhere 

published material that would certainly not have been out of place at the Victoria 

Institute, never presented a paper there, despite commenting frequently in the post-

lecture discussions.  

 

Fleming, by contrast, was an infrequent attendee but a regular contributor. A 

renowned electrical engineer, best known as the inventor of the thermionic valve, 

Fleming had been born into a Congregational family; indeed, his father was a 

Congregational minister, but in later life had joined the evangelical wing of the Church 

of England. Upon his retirement from University College London, in 1926 where he 

had been careful to keep separate his scientific work and his faith, Fleming devoted 

                                                
7 James Thirtle, The titles of the Psalms: their nature and meaning explained (London, 1904); idem., 
Old Testament problems: critical studies in the Psalms and Isaiah (London, 1916); D. W. Bebbington, 
‘Baptists and fundamentalism’ in D. W. Bebbington and David Ceri Jones (eds), Evangelicalism and 
fundamentalism in the United Kingdom during the twentieth century (Oxford, 2013), pp 96-7; 
Missionary Herald of the Baptist Missionary Society, 1 Jan. 1900. 
8 Minutes of the Council of the Victoria Institute (John Rylands Library, Victoria Institute Archive, GB 
133 TVI/1/2). 
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himself to apologetics, with the Victoria Institute providing an obvious forum.9 The 

council wrote to Fleming, asking him to put his name forward for the vacant 

presidency. In his reply, Fleming expressed his honour at the invitation, and accepted, 

providing his deafness would not disqualify him. Fleming also informed the council 

that he had ‘most closely at heart the objects which the Victoria Institute was founded 

to promote’. Indeed, Fleming had known Stokes at Cambridge, where he had studied 

under James Clerk Maxwell, and counted Lord Kelvin among his friends. All three 

men, wrote Fleming, ‘united with their very highest scientific attainments a firm belief 

in the Christian Revelation’. 10  Although he did not take an active role in the 

administration of the Victoria Institute, with Thirtle continuing to oversee operations, 

Fleming gave an annual address throughout his presidency from 1927 to 1942.  

 

However, while Fleming was a religiously conservative figure with 

impeccable scientific credentials, and thus an obvious successor to Stokes, both 

science and society had moved on since the Victoria Institute’s heyday in the late 

nineteenth century. As a consequence, Fleming oversaw the Victoria Institute during 

a period of marked decline, and, while he remained a committed member, he felt that 

a new body was necessary in order to propagate his resolutely anti-Darwinian views. 

Accordingly, in 1932 Fleming joined forces with Bernard Acworth, a recently retired 

submariner who had served with distinction in the First World War, and Douglas 

Dewar, a barrister and amateur ornithologist who had taken early retirement from the 

Indian Civil Service, to form the Evolution Protest Movement. This new organisation 

existed only in correspondence until 1935, but its formation signalled the end of the 

Victoria Institute’s lengthy reign as the world’s foremost anti-evolutionary 

organisation.11 The organisation originally established to confront Darwinism was no 

longer, in the opinion of its titular head, up to the task. This was in part due to the 

structural problems, such as its increasingly elderly membership and chronic lack of 

                                                
9  J. T. MacGregor-Morris, ‘Fleming, Sir (John) Ambrose (1849–1945)’, rev. Graeme J. N. 
Gooday, ODNB; R. L. Numbers, The creationists: from scientific creationism to intelligent design (2nd 
ed., Cambridge, MA, 2006), pp 164-5; Peter Bowler, Reconciling science and religion: the debate in 
early-twentieth-century Britain (London, 2001), pp 37, 125-7. 
10 Letter from John Ambrose Fleming, 17 Jan. 1927 (John Rylands Library, Victoria Institute Archive, 
GB 133 TVI/1/2). 
11 Numbers, The creationists, pp 165-6,170-2; Bowler, Reconciling science and religion, pp 127, 291-
4; Joachim Allgaier, ‘United Kingdom’ in Stefaan Blancke, Hans Henrik Hjermitslev, and Peter 
Kjærgaard (eds), Creationism in Europe (Baltimore, 2014), pp 53-4. 
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funds, which were exacerbated by the First World War and its aftereffects. Yet they 

also reflected that the Victoria Institute, for all its early bluster, was a rather genteel, 

conservative body that was now out of step with both the scientific mainstream and 

the increasingly radical fundamentalist movement, which had, particularly in North 

America, coalesced around anti-evolutionism.   

 

 

II. The First World War 

 

The outbreak of war in 1914 unleashed dramatic upheaval across Europe. The 

churches, and organised Christianity more broadly, were deeply affected. In Britain, 

the war signalled an end to the sense of Victorian optimism and progress that had 

marked the long nineteenth century. 12  The Victoria Institute, a bastion of the 

Establishment and respectable, socially-conscious conservative Protestantism, was 

not spared. The war came at a particularly unfortunate time, for after a decade of rather 

gradual decline, by 1914 the Victoria Institute’s fortunes had begun to improve. 

Although the number of subscribing members, at 619, was much lower than its peak 

in the 1880s, only a handful of members left each year, mostly to death and retirement, 

and new members continued to join, although most often as associates. Several papers 

in the preceding session had generated considerable interest, and the Victoria 

Institute’s meeting room at its premises on Adelphi Terrace had been noticeably 

overcrowded. In the 1913-1914 session, six regular meetings were held on nearby John 

Adam Street at the Society of Arts, a larger venue which the Victoria Institute had 

often used when attendance was expected to be especially high, such as its annual 

general meeting. With the Victoria Institute still renting office and lecture space at its 

premises, this presented a rather inefficient use of its finances, and a fund was set up 

to compensate for the additional costs, which had raised £92, 8s, 3d by the end of 

1914. However, while this was sufficient to meet the extra expenditure incurred on 

room hire, many members indicated that the war had made their financial situation 

                                                
12 Robbins, The Christian church, p. 151; Bowler, Reconciling science and religion, pp 201-2,334; 
Frank Prochaska, Christianity and social service in modern Britain (Oxford, 2006), p. 57; Tim Grass, 
‘How fundamentalist were British Brethren during the 1920s?’ in D. W. Bebbington and David Ceri 
Jones (eds) Evangelicalism and fundamentalism in the United Kingdom during the twentieth century 
(Oxford, 2013), p. 117. 
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perilous, and the council decided to terminate their lease a year early, and to relocate 

their offices. The recently completed Methodist Central Hall in Westminster was 

chosen as the Victoria Institute’s new base of operations. Office space, although 

smaller than that available at Adelphi Terrace, was much less expensive, and the 

ability to hire differently sized conference venues on an ad hoc basis reduced 

significantly the overhead cost of maintaining its own rooms. Halsbury, at ninety-one, 

no doubt spoke for many of the Victoria Institute’s increasingly elderly members when 

he congratulated the council that their choice of accommodation no longer required 

the ascent of two flights of stairs.13  

 

 The move to new and more comfortable premises was successful in the short 

term. It alleviated some of the strain placed upon the Victoria Institute’s finances by 

the war, and 1915 saw large attendances at every meeting and an extra meeting held. 

Indeed, the discussions following these lectures were so extensive that the forty-

seventh volume of JTVI was, at 387 pages, the longest since 1901. However, this 

success was short-lived. The war had dramatically increased the costs of printing and 

binding, which, alongside a paper shortage, ensured that the subsequent volume of 

JTVI contained 229 pages, at that time the shortest edition published. Condensed 

summaries of discussion were included rather than verbatim reporting, and the 

Victoria Institute’s by-laws and constitution were omitted. Volume forty-nine was 

slightly longer, although to conserve paper it omitted the usual list of members, and 

paper shortages meant that it was published only in December rather than autumn, 

while the fiftieth volume contained a scant 208 pages. The number of meetings also 

decreased during the course of the war from the usual twelve, to eleven in the 1915-

1916 and 1916-1917 sessions, ten in 1917-1918, and nine in 1918-1919. Although the 

council maintained a positive outlook in its annual reports, attendance at meetings, 

including council meetings, also noticeably declined during the war, owing to the 

threat of air raids, wartime duties, and the difficulty of travel.14  

 

                                                
13 Minute book of general and ordinary meetings (John Rylands Library, Victoria Institute Archive, GB 
133 TVI/1/1); JTVI, xlvi (1914), pp 1-7; JTVI, xlvii (1915), pp 1-8, 11. 
14 JTVI, xlviii (1916), pp v, 1; JTVI, l (1918), pp v, 1.  
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 Alongside declining attendance, the Victoria Institute’s membership was 

dramatically affected during the war. An organisation mostly comprised of middle-

aged men was unlikely to lose any of its members to combat, and indeed even its 

military members were mostly retired or had duties in London. The only member lost 

as a direct result of the war was the Revd James Hope Moulton, who in 1915 had 

presented a paper on Zoroastrianism. Travelling back to Britain from India, Moulton’s 

ship had been sunk by a German submarine, and he died of exposure after escaping in 

a lifeboat.15 Nevertheless, the Victoria Institute was a much smaller organisation at the 

close of 1918 than it had been in 1914, dropping by thirty per cent from 619 to 432 

members. Such a reduction in subscribing members caused a drop in subscriptions, 

from £514, 14s in 1914, to £434, 14s in 1918. However, the economy exercised by the 

council during the war, and large donations from a few members, meant that the 

Victoria Institute’s cash balance survived unscathed, and improved from £62, 13s, 10d 

in 1914 to £75, 17s, 11d in 1918, even if wartime inflation meant that the latter was 

worth less in real terms than the former. Despite the Victoria Institute’s best efforts, 

then, it emerged from the First World War severely weakened.16 

 

  It also emerged a constitutionally different organisation. The Victoria 

Institute’s objects, barely modified for more than half a century, were amended during 

the 1917-8 session. Reflecting a tightening of focus and ambition, the seven original 

objects drawn up by James Reddie in 1865 were reduced to three (Chapter One). Its 

first object was now simply to ‘investigate, in reverent spirit, important questions of 

Philosophy and Science, especially those bearing upon Holy Scripture’. The second 

object directed the Victoria Institute to provide lectures from scholars, in order to bring 

members ‘into direct touch with the latest advances’. Finally, reflecting that the 

Victoria Institute was a bastion of natural theology, it was ‘to combat the unbelief now 

prevalent’ by demonstrating ‘the Divine care for man’ evident in study of ‘Science, 

History, and Religion’.17 

 

                                                
15 J. H. Moulton, ‘The Zoroastrian conception of a future life’ in JTVI xlvii (1915), pp 233-53; JTVI, 
xlix (1917), p. vi. 
16 JTVI, xlvii (1915), pp 5, 8; JTVI, li (1919), pp 4, 7. 
17 JTVI, l (1918), p. 209. 
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Despite the challenges and upheaval of the war years, there was some cause 

for celebration. On 24 May 1916, the Victoria Institute celebrated the fiftieth 

anniversary of its first meeting. The occasion was marked by a thanksgiving service 

at Caxton Hall in Westminster, the first religious service that the Victoria Institute had 

conducted. The change of location from Central Hall, which held regular Methodist 

public worship, could be partly explained by the nature of the service. Despite the 

diverse range of denominations represented within the Victoria Institute, this was a 

distinctly Anglican ceremony. Conducted by the Ven. Archdeacon Beresford Potter 

and the Revd John Tuckwell, the general confession was said by the entire 

congregation, kneeling, followed by the Lord’s Prayer and the Gloria Patri. Hymns 

such as John Henry Newman’s ‘Lead, Kindly Light’, William Cowper’s ‘God Moves 

in a Mysterious Way’, and Oliver Wendell Holmes’s ‘Lord of All Being, Throned 

Afar’ featured alongside prayers of thanksgiving, and Bible readings. Emphasising the 

link between the British state and the Church of England, the service closed with the 

prayer of Saint Chrysostom and the national anthem. A special thanksgiving meeting 

of the Victoria Institute was held immediately afterwards, which reflected on its work 

during the previous half century.18    

 

III. Reflecting on the meaning and purpose of the war, 1914-18 

 

In addition to structural issues, the war also had an impact on the material presented 

at the regular meetings. This was most keenly felt in a series of papers that reflected 

the Victoria Institute’s engagement with the moral conditions of war and empire. First, 

Walter Maunder’s annual address at the end of 1914, barely five months into the war, 

discussed ‘The Principles of World Empire’.19 This was not the first time that empire 

had been discussed at the Victoria Institute, as Sir Charles Bruce had delivered an 

address in 1911 on ‘The True Temper of Empire’.20 Bruce, a former governor both of 

the Windward Islands and Mauritius, had written extensively on his experiences of 

colonial administration, and had become a staunch advocate for what he viewed as the 

                                                
18 Special meeting 24 May 1916 (John Rylands Library, Victoria Institute Archive, GB 133 TVI/1/1), 
Order of service, Thanksgiving Service, 24 May 1916 (John Rylands Library, Victoria Institute 
Archive, GB 133 TVI/1/1); JTVI xlix (1917), p. 2. 
19 E. W. Maunder, ‘The principles of world empire’ in JTVI, xlvii (1915), pp 11-35. 
20 Charles Bruce, ‘The true temper of empire’ in JTVI, xliv (1912), pp 281-316. 
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civilising effect of effective colonial governance, particularly education, stability, and 

the rule of law.21 However, his address to the Victoria Institute had been a heavily 

condensed version of his forthcoming book, The True Temper of Empire (1912).22 

Nevertheless, Bruce clearly knew that the Victoria Institute would be a receptive 

audience for this work. The title was from Francis Bacon’s essay Of Empire, and Bruce 

had wasted no time in referencing the Victoria Institute’s philosophical idol. 23 

Maunder took his cue from Bruce, and reminded his audience of the link to Bacon, 

before insisting that the war had made the discussion of empire more pressing, since 

it was ‘a struggle for World-Empire’. Nevertheless, Maunder considered the war ‘a 

struggle of principles, not of armies’, that would ‘be decided by principles, not 

artillery’.24 For one example of those principles Maunder was able to draw from a 

favourite topic of the Victoria Institute, the civilisations of the ancient near east. 

Maunder claimed that Sargon II, king of Assyria in the eight century BC, had 

subjugated surrounding civilisations under the pretence of securing peace, eventually 

turning Assyria into ‘an armed camp’, the nation indistinguishable from its army. If 

the similarity to Prussia was not clear enough for his audience, Maunder remarked that 

chronicles of the Assyrian conquest ‘might almost pass for a description of devastated 

Belgium in the autumn of the year of grace 1914’.25 However, the violent methods by 

which the Assyrians had subdued surrounding territories had caused those territories 

to ally against them. Sargon’s dynasty fell, to be replaced by the Babylonians under 

Nebuchadnezzar, which was replaced in turn by the Persians under Cyrus. The 

Persians eventually fell to Alexander the Great; such was the eventual fate, Maunder 

argued, ‘of any attempt to found world-empire by the power of the sword’.26 To drive 

home further the moral case for the war, Maunder examined several small states which 

had defied aggressors and made significant contributions to civilisation, such as 

Florence, Geneva, and, especially, Athens. Indeed, Maunder claimed, ‘the empires of 

Assyria, Babylon, Media, Persia, Macedon’ had not ‘contributed too much to 

intellectual progress as this one little Greek state, not so large as the county of Surrey’. 
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Such states disproved the assertions of Heinrich von Treitschke, whom Maunder 

dubbed ‘the historian-prophet of Germany’, that the great achievements of civilisation 

were the sole preserve of large empires.27  

 

Of course, the assertion that large empires were inherently violent and immoral 

was problematic, given that Britain had the world’s largest. Any moral equivalency 

drawn with the German empire would undermine Britain’s claim to moral superiority, 

and so Maunder was keen to emphasise British exceptionalism. It was a ‘slander, so 

often repeated, even by Englishmen, that the British Empire’ had ‘been built up by 

robbery’. In fact, Canada, Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand had ‘been built 

by British effort and British brains’. While Maunder conceded that Quebec had been 

‘won by the sword’, this had been the result of an attack by the French, and it had not 

‘been taken from its inhabitants’. The French had been allowed to retain their lands, 

language, and religion; the result was that the Quebecois were ‘most desirous to show 

their loyalty to the British Crown’.28 Britain had been the most successful builder of 

empires, although France, China, Russia, the United States, and the Netherlands had 

enjoyed considerable success. All these except the last were, or would later become, 

embroiled in the war as Britain’s allies, and clearly Maunder saw in them a morality 

that was absent in Germany. Indeed, he claimed that they had emerged organically, 

largely in response to ‘the first command of all:- “Be fruitful and multiply and 

replenish the earth and subdue it”’.29 Despite ‘their drawbacks’, Maunder argued, it 

was clear that these ‘Empire-States have on the whole been beneficial to their 

population.’ If his insinuations had been unclear, Maunder then made them explicit. 

‘Germany, or rather Prussia’ had constantly used peace to prepare for war, then 

subdued unwitting neighbours. The German empire aimed to establish a hegemony, 

having plotted to do so since the Franco-Prussian War, ‘by the crushing of France, the 

defeat of Russia, and the conquest of England, to establish itself as master of Europe’.30 

Indeed, argued Maunder, if not for Belgium resisting Germany as Athens had resisted 

Persia, this might already have been the case. Great empires needed higher ideals than 

mere conquest, Maunder claimed. Rome, for instance, had exercised ‘wise toleration’ 
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for the customs and ideals of neighbouring nations, a toleration ‘which the Germans 

of to-day would consider treason… and a slur upon its military supremacy’.31 Even 

higher ideals than toleration, Maunder claimed, were sovereignty and liberty. 

‘Liberty’, he argued, ‘has Divine sanction, for man is made in the image of God, and 

ought to show the image of Divine Freedom’. Further, both the ‘Sovereignty of God 

and the freedom of man received their supreme expression in Christ’, and so the 

British Empire was distinct from other empires due to its moral superiority and the 

Christian foundations on which it was built. ‘No nation’, claimed Maunder, ‘has 

surpassed the British in valour and military skill, yet however we obtained dominion 

over India, it is not by the power of the sword that we retain it to-day; it is by the power 

of service.’32  

 

However far from the truth this romanticised version of Britain’s colonial 

administration might have been, it underlined Maunder’s thesis: Britain’s empire, built 

on Christian principles of sovereignty and liberty, was different from the German in 

kind rather than in degree. The discussion that followed Maunder’s paper was not 

recorded in its entirety, although it was clearly well received, and both Lieutenant-

Colonel George Mackinlay and Henry Langhorne Orchard approved of the 

comparison between the Roman and British empires. The latter emphasised that the 

‘Roman Empire had been the best of the ancient world… and the British was the best 

Empire of the modern world’.33 Indeed, Maunder’s explication of the moral case for 

war reflected a wider consensus, especially during the early years of war. As Keith 

Robbins notes, Arthur Winnington-Ingram, the bishop of London, had repeatedly 

argued that ‘national freedom, national honour and national faith formed an 

inseparable trinity’. The archbishop of York, Cosmo Gordon Lang, ‘threw himself into 

the recruiting campaign’, while the archbishop of Canterbury, Randall Davidson, was 

convinced that the church must stand ‘shoulder to shoulder’ with the state. 34 

Maunder’s paper, and its positive reception, reflected a belief that the Christian ideals 

according to which Britons operated ‘had been an element in their global “success” – 

a position which in 1914 might be explained by referring to ‘manifest destiny or ‘the 
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design of Providence’”.35 Indeed, Maunder appears to have expressed perfectly the 

mood described by Robbins, that the British Empire was ‘no doubt flawed in detail, 

but capable of being an example to the world at large’.36 Such lectures expressed a 

particular strain of Christian idealism which ‘came close to believing that the British 

Empire was the nearest realization of the Kingdom of God. It was a unique agency for 

the moral improvement of the world’s inhabitants’, utilising the British ‘special genius 

for governing’ based on Christian ideals.37 The German Empire had, by contrast, built 

itself merely on the desire for conquest; its moral flaw was not merely its imperialism, 

but that it harboured the wrong sort of imperialism. 

 

Maunder’s paper was the first to contemplate the war and apportion blame to 

German, or Prussian, imperialism, but it was not the last. The following year, the Revd 

David Samuel Margoliouth, Laudian professor of Arabic at Oxford, considered ‘The 

Influence of German Philosophy in Bringing About the Great War’.38 Margoliouth 

began by outlining how Treitschke, ‘the prophet of Prussian imperialism’, was 

considered by an educated British audience as part of the philosophical heritage that 

underpinned German militarism and imperialism. Treitschke was placed alongside the 

solider and military writer Friedrich von Bernhardi, ‘the apostle of German 

militarism’, and Nietzsche, ‘the inventor of the Superman, the champion of 

unrestrained passion’, in a triumvirate of immoral philosophy that exemplified ‘the 

general depravity of the German character’, and was broadly responsible, in the 

popular mind, for the outbreak of war. Despite its global reach, the Victoria Institute 

was still first and foremost a British organisation; Margoliouth reminded his audience 

that the organisation, ‘as the Philosophical Society of Great Britain’, had a role to play 

in the war by examining philosophical claims related to its outbreak.39 Margoliouth 

considered two works on German philosophy by British writers. John Henry 

Muirhead, professor of philosophy at the University of Birmingham, had examined 

German Philosophy in Relation to the War, while Thomas Smith, who had taught 
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English at Erlangen, had written a particularly acerbic work on The Soul of Germany.40 

Smith had, according to Margoliouth, painted an account of the German soul ‘in the 

blackest colours’. Nevertheless, both Smith and Muirhead had absolved Bernhardi of 

much blame, suggesting that he was not read widely enough outside the Prussian 

military caste to be influential. Treitschke, however, was widely read, with his works 

used as standard texts in German schools. Indeed, Treitschke’s vision of a German 

Empire was based not on equality, even within constituent states, but rather on 

Prussian supremacy. According to Margoliouth, Treitschke’s position as a professor 

in the German university system meant that he had acted as a representative of the 

Prussian political class. Treitschke’s influential role in educating the Prussian 

intellectual elite had, Margoliouth argued, allowed him to act as ‘the apostle of 

German unity under Prussian hegemony and Hohenzollern autocracy’.41  

 

Yet Margoliouth in fact presented a more balanced account of Treitschke’s 

work, which had been, he claimed, unfairly misrepresented by British writers such as 

Smith. Margoliouth contextualised Treitschke’s work, which praised ‘Hohenzollern 

absolutism, and ridicules the limited monarchy of Britain’ by pointing out that a 

British writer would simply take the opposite view. Reminding his audience of the 

danger of casting an entire nation as philosophically depraved, Margoliouth argued 

that while Treitschke held a negative view of British maritime law, ‘he ascribes this 

to no inborn wickedness on the part of the British; the Germans, he admits, would in 

the like circumstances have adopted a similar line’.42 Yet Margoliouth did not wish to 

cast Treitschke in a positive light, for he criticised Treitschke’s militarism, even if he 

felt that it was rather less enthusiastic than had been portrayed. Rather, he intended to 

show that the wartime atmosphere had obscured the truth of philosophical positions, 

distorting them, and then ascribing them to a defective morality that championed the 

wrong sort of imperial endeavour. Similarly, the apportioning of blame to the works 

of Nietzsche was problematic, since ‘his works have probably had as many admirers 

in England as in Germany’.43 Further, it was difficult to find evidence in Nietzsche’s 
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writings of German nationalism or imperialism. Indeed, the real moral problem with 

Nietzsche, according to Margoliouth, was his opposition to Christianity and what the 

German philosopher termed its ‘slave-morality’. Of course, this being the Victoria 

Institute, there was a familiar name at the root of any immorality, that of Charles 

Darwin. Darwin and another bête noire of the Victoria Institute, Herbert Spencer, had, 

according to Margoliouth, exercised a marked influence on Nietzsche. Margoliouth 

concluded by insisting that, while the triumvirate of Bernhardi, Treitschke, and 

Nietzsche had been ‘playing with fire’ in their works, they could not be held entirely 

responsible for the outbreak of war.44 The roots were in fact much deeper, an inevitable 

consequence of a society that lacked a sturdy moral framework to keep its intellectual 

elite in check. Nor were the most problematic ideas exclusively German; while the 

German intellectual environment had allowed these to thrive, their origin was much 

closer to home. This was not a theory unique to the Victoria Institute; the Presbyterian 

divine David Cairns had identified Bernhardi’s concept of biological necessity, a 

militaristic interpretation of social Darwinism, as ‘the false gospel of the Antichrist’.45 

 

With such views seemingly commonplace, it is unsurprising that 

Margoliouth’s balanced appraisal of the influence of German philosophy did not meet 

with unanimous approval. Henry Langhorne Orchard, somewhat missing the point, 

insisted that the ‘chief cause’ of the war was ‘the false teaching of Nietzsche acting 

upon the love of dominance fostered by the Crown Prince and the German Military 

Party’. Indeed, tracing its intellectual heritage to another favourite target of the 

Victoria Institute, Langhorne Orchard insisted that this ‘teaching had its way prepared 

by the so-called “Higher Criticism,” which undermined in the belief of many people 

the spiritual and moral authority of the Bible’.46 Alfred Taylor Schofield and the Revd 

Graham Barton both insisted that the influence of Nietzsche had led to a moral failure 

in German culture, while Archdeacon Beresford Potter and M. L. Rouse identified 

materialism and a ‘great spread of rationalism and indifference to religion’ as the root 

cause of the war. For the Victoria Institute, then, ideas were, as the Revd Martin 

Anstey remarked, ‘the precursors of history’. Germany, which had harboured 
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materialist, rationalist, and Darwinist ideas, had become immoral by allowing these to 

propagate without challenge. Organisations such as the Victoria Institute thus served 

a vital role as a bulwark against the unchecked spread of such ideas. Nevertheless, as 

the efforts of Margoliouth demonstrate, while the Victoria Institute was patriotic, and 

keen to hear the moral case for the war, it could not be relied upon to produce anti-

German propaganda.47  

 

Despite the best efforts of Margoliouth, the perception lingered that the 

German national character exemplified those things against which the Victoria 

Institute had set itself. In 1918, John James Lias gave a paper simply entitled 

‘Germanism’, in which he elucidated the negative tenets of that national character48. 

In a lengthy introduction, Lias lamented the manner in which Germany had ‘elbowed 

herself’ to a leading position in the fields of music and literature, supplanting Britain 

and Italy despite having no comparable talent to Dante or Shakespeare.49 He then 

turned to German philosophy, a field in which that nation had ‘been very seriously 

over-rated’. Metaphysics and speculation, common in German philosophy, were not, 

Lias reminded his audience, truly scientific. Emphasising the Victoria Institute’s 

attachment to empiricism, Lias argued that only ‘those forms of research which can 

be tested by observation and experience – or experiments – deserve the name of 

“science”’, since it was prosecuted according to the methodology established by 

Bacon, who had ‘laid the foundations of physical – indeed of all – science’. 50 The 

outcome of German metaphysics had been the reduction of Christian theology, with 

its rich heritage, to crude philosophical concepts, ‘the Absolute’, and ‘the 

Unknowable’, which had been appropriated by agnostics such as Spencer.51  This 

tolerance of speculation had allowed the higher critics to go unchallenged, resulting 

in the ‘entire disappearance from Germany, not only of belief in revealed religion, but 

of the most elementary morality of Western nations’.52 Henry Langhorne Orchard, 

chairing the meeting, summed up the general consensus of the Victoria Institute 

membership when he thanked Lias for his ‘masterly demolition’ of Spencer. 
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Langhorne Orchard also praised Lias for ‘his splendid criticism of the dominant school 

of the Germanizing Higher Critics’ who, by ‘undermining the faith of many in the 

authority of the Bible’ had ‘prepared the way for Nietzschism, which undermined the 

authority of Conscience, so leading to the atrocities and horrors of War’.53  

 

Lias was not alone in arguing that German artistic and intellectual merits were 

overstated. Archibald Henry Sayce, an honorary correspondent to the Victoria 

Institute, and professor of Assyriology at Oxford, had written a letter to The Times in 

1914 decrying what he described as ‘Teutonic pretensions’. In his letter, Sayce 

dismissed the idea that anglophone culture owed an ‘intellectual debt to Germany’, 

and questioned ‘what Germany has really done for culture and scientific progress’. 

Sayce begrudgingly admitted that Kant and Hegel were both German philosophers of 

some renown but qualified this with the rather bold claims that Kant ‘was more than 

half Scottish in origin’, and that Hegel would have been less successful had the 

German language been ‘more cultivated’. German culture was, according to Sayce, 

what it had always been; the same barbarians who ‘raided our ancestors and destroyed 

the civilization of the Roman Empire’. If the reader needed any proof, they had only 

to compare ‘German savagery in the present war and the chivalry of the civilized 

Japanese in their war with Russia’.54 Clearly, Lias had not been swimming against the 

tide. Indeed, Sayce was one of 117 academics who signed a ‘Reply to the German 

Professors by British Scholars’, a response to German academics who had issued the 

‘Manifesto of the Ninety-Three’, which had disclaimed German responsibility for the 

outbreak of war and defended militarism. The reply, which had been organised by the 

British propaganda department, reaffirmed British commitment to the war effort, and 

the signatories indicated their belief that Germany was morally culpable for the 

outbreak of hostilities. 55  Those signatories included several Victoria Institute 

members; besides Sayce, his fellow honorary correspondent Flinders Petrie and David 

Margoliouth both put their names to the manifesto, as did the society’s later president 

John Ambrose Fleming. This exchange of declarations formed part of a wider pattern 
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in which both belligerents attempted to lend cultural, moral, and philosophical 

legitimacy to their part in the war through the weight of expert opinion. An earlier 

appeal from German theologians to ‘Protestant Christians Abroad’, for instance, had 

been denounced by their British colleagues, including James Hope Moulton, as a 

cynical ploy to avoid losing colonies in Africa. The Victoria Institute, then, was 

another arena in which arguments about the legitimacy of the war could be 

articulated.56 

 

As conflict wore on, concern rose across Britain about its moral implications. 

Brutal conflict between ostensibly Christian states had begun to exercise a deleterious 

effect on notions of Christian brotherhood, peace, and progress, while alarm about 

public conduct, particularly drunkenness, was commonplace among British churches. 

In an attempt to allay some of these concerns, the Church of England in the autumn of 

1916 launched its National Mission of Repentance and Hope, which aimed to bring 

the nation ‘back to God’.57 The Victoria Institute was one venue at which the mission 

was promoted, with Bishop James Edward Cowell Welldon, the dean of Manchester, 

giving an annual address explaining its purpose.58 The war had, Welldon argued, 

placed for the first time large numbers of working-class British men in contact with 

foreign cultures. Some of these cultures might even seem superior to the nominally 

Christian society that they had left, exhibiting moral virtues such as abstinence from 

alcohol, which was almost universally observed, ‘among orthodox Mohammedans’.59 

Similarly, the stark contrast between the conduct of secular France and Christian 

Germany, or between the latter and the Ottoman Empire, which had ‘fought with 

cleaner hands than Christian Germany’, threatened to undermine any argument of 

Christian moral superiority.60 The war, ‘in its origin and character, may be regarded as 

a defeat of organized Christianity’, which made it necessary for Christianity to 

reorganise with efforts such as the national mission.61 However, what is particularly 

notable about Welldon’s address is that he used it to argue for what that national 
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mission should entail. Welldon wished to see the Church of England ‘as a leaven 

permeating the whole national and, in the end, the whole international, life of 

Christendom’.62  Anglican clerics had been for too long ‘much like good average 

Christian laymen’.63 The war, and the national mission, offered an opportunity to hold 

its clergy to a higher standard, as was expected by other denominations. The Roman 

Catholic Church, for instance, insisted on celibacy among its priesthood, while the 

Nonconformist denominations expected, if not demanded, that their ministers be 

teetotal. The Victoria Institute thus served, in at least one case, as a forum to examine 

the role of the established church and its officers in English life. Indeed, with a 

significant proportion of its members being Anglican clerics, and the wider 

membership both broadly supportive of Welldon’s position, and being in a position, 

whether through ecclesiastical, social, or political influence, to effect it, the Victoria 

Institute was a receptive audience for such a call to arms. Welldon was acutely aware 

of his audience, noting that he had risked some controversial statements that would 

otherwise not have been made, safe in the knowledge that there would be no debate 

after the address. Wace, chairing the meeting, noted that in other circumstances he 

‘might have ventured to break more than one lance’ with Welldon. Nevertheless, 

Welldon’s address was otherwise warmly and cordially received, even if the Revd 

John Tuckwell was at pains to remind the meeting that the Victoria Institute was 

officially nondenominational.64  

 

Welldon was not the only cleric to use the Victoria Institute as a sympathetic 

sounding board. In autumn 1917, Sir James Crichton-Browne, treasurer of the Royal 

Institution, had contacted the Victoria Institute’s council to ask if they might provide 

a London audience for Canon James Hannay, a renowned author and Church of Ireland 

cleric, to lecture on the religious views of British servicemen.65 The council felt that 

while this topic fell outside its usual, scientific, purview, it was ‘of such importance 

as to render it our duty as a professedly Christian body to arrange, if it were possible, 

to give the opportunity desired’. Accordingly, Hannay gave two short lectures at the 

beginning of 1918 on his experiences as a chaplain and on moral conditions of the 
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military. These described similar conditions of drunkenness, promiscuity, and a lack 

of interest in Christianity to those which had animated the National Mission of 

Repentance and Hope. A visitor, Captain Macnaughton, drew on his experience of 

three years in the army, and echoed Welldon’s view that the Catholic and 

Nonconformist churches had been more successful in their pastoral mission. The 

Church of England, by contrast, was ‘in the eyes of the ordinary “Tommy,” a worldly 

Church’, and the solution was for it to echo these other denominations in its spiritual 

zeal.66  

 

Beyond topics directly related to the war, papers presented at the Victoria 

Institute tended to reflect the interests of individual members. Most covered familiar 

ground, such as biblical criticism, the geography of the near east, and archaeology, 

and were not markedly different from those described in Section Two. For instance, 

Sir Charles Watson, treasurer of the Palestine Exploration Fund, delivered an address 

on the historical and contemporary geographies of Jerusalem.67  Archibald Robert 

Stirling Kennedy enraptured his audience the following year with a painstaking 

description of the ‘Weights and Measures of the Hebrews’, while Margoliouth gave a 

well-received paper that same year on the poet Homer.68 However, the most significant 

observation to be made about papers presented during the course of the First World 

War is that only three were on the relationship between science and religion, the topic 

that had inspired the Victoria Institute’s foundation. In the first, the Revd Edmund 

McClure, literary secretary to the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 

examined the relationship between modernism and traditional Christianity. 69  The 

specific modernism with which McClure was concerned was that identified, and 

condemned, by Pius X in his 1907 encyclical Pascendi dominici gregis. Pius had taken 

issue with modernising trends within Catholicism that wanted to liberalise the 

church’s theology. 70  McClure pointed out that these liberalising trends invoked 

Darwinian language, although he pinpointed their origin in pre-Darwinian works by 

John Henry Newman. However, modernism was not confined to Catholicism. Within 
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the Church of England, figures such as Canon Burnett Hillman Streeter had led calls 

to realign Christian theology with ‘science, philosophy, and scholarship’.71 Modernist 

theology, McClure contended, was thus part of modernising trends that had been 

accelerated by Darwinism, and which had led people to expect progress and evolution 

in all domains of life.72  

 

Although McClure had invoked the spectres of Darwinism and Spencer, these 

did not elicit the same animated response that they would have in preceding decades. 

Modernising trends were considered threatening collectively, but specific figures did 

not attract the same ire. Of course, as the response to papers such as Lias’s 

demonstrate, the Victoria Institute did continue to consider specific individuals to be 

broadly representative of intellectual trends. Bernhardi, Treitschke, and Nietzsche had 

replaced Darwin, Tyndall, and Spencer, even if some papers attempted to argue that 

all were part of the same intellectual heritage. The obvious explanation is that the 

unprecedented brutality of the First World War had caused many people to conceive 

of it as an existential struggle, more immediate and more pressing than the conflict 

which had animated the formation of the Victoria Institute. The philosophies of 

Bernhardi, Treitschke, and Nietzsche functioned as synechdoches for the worldview 

of the German empire, just as Darwin and Spencer had for late nineteenth-century 

intellectual trends. This also underlines the seriousness with which the Victoria 

Institute had treated those intellectual trends, for it took a world war to surpass them 

as an existential threat. 

 

 Darwin and evolution were also considered more directly. Ernest MacBride, 

the Belfast-born professor of zoology at Imperial College, and Britain’s last 

Lamarckian of note, delivered a paper on ‘The Present Position of the Theory of 

Organic Evolution’.73 MacBride’s paper was notable not only for being one of very 

few to discuss the biological mechanism of evolution, but for MacBride’s 

idiosyncratic view of heredity. Lamarckian evolution proposed that organisms 
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developed advantageous adaptions as a result of environmental exposure. To maintain 

these adaptations, they must continue to use them, though they could also be passed 

on to their offspring. Darwin hypothesized that one explanation for heredity lay in the 

accumulation of gemmules, small pieces of heritable information which were shed by 

organs, before travelling to the genitalia and being passed on to offspring. MacBride 

suggested that differences in use of organs would cause those organs to shed different 

gemmules. This would affect the information accumulated, and thus alter the inherited 

characteristics, providing an explanation for Lamarckian evolution that accorded with 

Darwin’s theory. After explaining to his audience the principles of Mendelian 

inheritance, MacBride argued that domestic animals tended to differ from wild species 

due to their lack of a particular characteristic. One such characteristic was colour; 

domestic mice could be black or white, while these colours did not occur in the wild 

mouse, whose colouration was agouti, essentially a combination of colours. Since the 

need for this colouration did not exist in captivity, MacBride suggested, it was not 

utilised, and consequently was not inherited.74  

 

This was a rare example of the biological mechanism of evolution being 

considered, and one which did not attempt to cast either Darwin or his theory in a 

negative light. It provoked a predictably lengthy response, although Arthur Sutton, 

chairing the meeting, cautioned the audience that MacBride had not ‘come to argue in 

favour of any theory of Evolution, but to put before us the opinion held by the scientific 

world to-day of Darwin’s theory of Organic Evolution’. While Sutton recognised that 

some might consider such an approach ‘a sign of our decadence and falling away’ 

from the Victoria Institute’s rigid position on evolution, it was in fact an indication of 

changing times.75 Mark Noll has argued that in ‘1901 an author could treat the question 

of whether the human body descended from animal ancestors as an open question to 

be adjudicated by research’; twenty years later this had become an increasingly 

untenable position.76 The lack of papers on evolution presented at the Victoria Institute 

during the war years supports Noll’s position; it was clearly difficult to find 
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respectable scientists willing to debate evolution, and where they did, it was from 

idiosyncratic positions such as MacBride’s rather than outright refutation. 

Nevertheless, while the Victoria Institute could not boast of anti-Darwinian biologists 

within its ranks, and few members were qualified to refute Darwinian evolution in 

lectures, it was not short of members willing to challenge that theory in debates. The 

former Metropolitan Police assistant commissioner, Sir Robert Anderson, insisted that 

‘Darwinian Evolution is a mere theory, and a theory, moreover, which is not only 

unproved, but obviously incapable of proof.’ Indeed, argued Anderson, ‘scientists of 

a certain type use the hypothesis of Evolution simply as a cloak for their atheism’.77 

However, Anderson was the most bellicose participant in the subsequent discussion. 

While several members expressed their misgivings about evolution, and one even 

managed to link it to ‘the nonsense which has misled the German people, and brought 

about the present débacle’, the debate was better tempered than in previous instances 

where evolution had been discussed, and the dominant themes were polite 

disagreement and inquiry.78 Nevertheless, MacBride hastened to defend biology. If he 

‘had shared the atheistical view’ attributed to his colleagues, MacBride ‘should not 

have taken the trouble to address’ the meeting. He implored the meeting not to place 

science and religion in opposition and expressed his hope ‘that this Society will try 

and re-think the questions of religion and express them in modern terms, and they will 

gain a much wider circle of hearers’.79  

 

Despite a softening of approach, the Victoria Institute did continue to harbour 

serious misgivings about the theoretical nature of contemporary science. In 1917, 

Henry Wace presented a survey of the engagement between science and religion over 

the preceding half century.80 In his paper, Wace espoused many of the epistemological 

concerns that had been expressed at the Victoria Institute at the beginning of those 

fifty years. Wace’s paper demonstrated that, while the manner in which this 

relationship was debated might have changed, within the Victoria Institute the 

philosophical principles that animated that debate had not. ‘Observations which are of 
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a purely inductive and probable character, such as the doctrine of Evolution’, Wace 

argued, applying W. C. D. Whetham’s definition of the laws of nature, ‘may 

appropriately be described as “shorthand statements of the organized information at 

present at our disposal”’. It would be well, Wace continued, ‘if their provisional 

character in this respect were more clearly borne in mind’. These hypothetical laws 

Wace contrasted with the ‘irrefragable laws’ of Newtonian physics, which were based 

‘not merely on certain observations… but mathematical propositions established by 

Newton which are rigidly demonstrable’.81 In fact, Wace noted, recent discoveries in 

physics suggested that it was not necessary ‘for theologians to throw aside parts of 

their creed irreconcilable with modern science, for there is every sign that science is 

steadily approximating to the principles which are at the foundation of the Christian 

Creed’.82 Wace also applied this epistemology to biblical criticism, suggesting that 

many of the theories of biblical authorship were based on blind supposition. Similarly, 

he argued that there was ‘no sufficient reason on purely scientific ground for denying 

any of the miraculous facts on which the Christian Creed rests’.83  

 

Wace’s audience expressed their support for these philosophical positions. 

Lieutenant-Colonel George Mackinlay, in the chair, claimed that the events of the war 

had led most people to ‘quietly put aside destructive criticism, most of which came 

from Germany’. Lest the moral case against criticism be insufficient, Mackinlay 

reminded the meeting that critics were also unscientific. ‘The man of science ‘is 

careful about coming to conclusion from mere negative evidence. Not so, however, 

some biblical students.’ Henry Langhorne Orchard made much the same point, 

asserting that ‘Science means knowledge; it does not mean guesswork.’ Edward Hull 

also assented, and emphasised the degree to which he felt Wace’s philosophical 

position was representative of the Victoria Institute. Wace’s paper, insisted Hull, had 

established ‘the right of the Victoria Institute to its second name, “Philosophical 

Society of Great Britain”. I venture to say that a more philosophical paper has never 

been produced before any audience at present in existence’. Walter Maunder 

congratulated Wace on his paper and demonstrated his awareness of the changing 
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relationship between science and religion in the popular imagination. Maunder 

suggested that ‘the controversy between Religion and Science – if we may use that 

hackneyed and misleading phrase – is likely to wear a different aspect in the near 

future from that which it presented fifty years ago’. Christianity’s previous foe, he 

argued, had been ‘blank materialism claiming to be scientific’. Soon, however, 

Maunder predicted ‘a different foe, one more subtle and difficult to defeat … a 

modified Pantheism’.84 

 

IV. Post-war malaise 

 

The First World War shook Western civilisation to its foundations and the aftershocks 

continued to reverberate throughout society long after the armistice concluded 

hostilities in November 1918. Demobilisation, strained economic conditions, and 

labour disputes sat alongside ‘alarm over rapidly deteriorating moral standards’, and 

a perception that the world had been irreversibly altered. The result on both sides of 

the Atlantic was a sense of impending cultural crisis.85 The Victoria Institute was not 

blind to this state of affairs and in 1919 the council ‘agreed that we shall never return 

to the conditions of life existing before the war’.86 Although some practical difficulties 

caused by the war, such as difficulty of travel, were alleviated by the return of peace, 

others persisted. Paper continued to be both scarce and expensive, a situation 

exacerbated by runaway inflation. While the Victoria Institute was soon able to return 

to its pre-war lecture schedule, these failed to generate a return to pre-war membership 

levels. The number of paying members had dropped from 619 at the outbreak of war 

to 432 at its close. By 1921, this had increased, but only to 453, and even by 1925 the 

Victoria Institute could rely on subscriptions from only 514 members. Despite this 

modest increase in members, the council, in a fit of optimism, introduced a new essay 

prize with a cash reward, in honour of the recently deceased Henry Langhorne 

Orchard. Nevertheless, with costs continuing to outstrip income, and subscriptions 
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being paid increasingly in arrears, the rather predictable outcome was that the Victoria 

Institute’s operation began to look financially unfeasible.87  

 

 The 1920s failed to see much improvement in the Victoria Institute’s financial 

situation, and by 1927, it was in dire straits. Financial statements were given at every 

council meeting, and rising printing costs forced the council to keep a separate printing 

fund for tracts and seek donations from members. As in previous instances, this 

produced a generous but unsustainable influx of funds; indeed, it was so successful 

that one member, who had contributed £77, 5d, allowed these to be placed in the 

Victoria Institute’s general funds.88  Ambrose Fleming, shortly after accepting the 

Victoria Institute’s presidency, wrote to the council about its perilous finances. 

Suggesting that an increase in membership was the most reliable method to improve 

the society’s financial standing, Fleming had circulated membership forms to friends 

and acquaintances. However, the financial difficulties that the Victoria Institute faced 

were so severe, that Fleming suggested yet another special fund in order to extinguish 

its debts of almost £280, to which he would personally contribute £50.89 The hoped-

for increase in membership did not materialise, and the council noted its alarm at the 

paucity of attendance in May 1927.90  

 

The Victoria Institute limped on until 1931, when finances again threatened its 

viability. A special general meeting ‘To consider the financial position of the Institute’ 

was called, the seriousness of which is indicated by Fleming travelling up to London 

from Devon specifically to attend. Fleming had a number of practical suggestions, 

such as reducing the length of papers and subsequent discussions, which the council 

had used with various degrees of success during the war. However, the council was 

clear that a significant change in the Victoria Institute’s administration was necessary 

if it wished to continue operating. Edwards, the treasurer, resigned, to be replaced by 

Robert Duncan, and a special financial subcommittee was formed in an attempt to 
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return the Victoria Institute to solid financial foundations. 91  The subcommittee’s 

proposed solution was to reallocate money invested in the Gunning Prize fund to the 

Victoria Institute’s general funds. Robert Halliday Gunning had invested £500 in 1892 

in order to fund a triennial prize (see Chapter Six), and the return on investment had 

been significant enough to generate a considerable surplus. However, the bond also 

carried specific instructions that ‘the said sum of five hundred pounds shall always be 

kept distinct from and in no way immixed with the general funds of said Society’.92 A 

lengthy charm offensive was undertaken on W. C. Edwards, the executor of Gunning’s 

estate. Despite his solicitors opining that there was ‘an obligation upon the trustees to 

devote the proceeds of this fund as the testator intended in giving prizes and not for 

the purposes of increasing the subscription list of the Institute’, £100 was eventually 

transferred to the Victoria Institute’s funds, ensuring its survival.93 

 

If evidence was needed that social conditions were unlikely to return to their 

pre-war state, it could be found shortly after the war concluded. The Victoria 

Institute’s council had been impressed by the contribution of women during the war 

and was ‘determined to enlist their aid for the Victoria Institute more fully in the times 

before us’.94 The result was that the educator Constance Maynard, head of Westfield 

College, was invited to give a lecture. While two papers had been presented by women 

at the Victoria Institute in 1912 and 1915, these were by the wives of members, and 

so this was the first time that the council had solicited papers from a woman whom it 

considered an outside expert.95 Maynard’s paper offered a historical survey of the 

relationship between women and Christianity, and an explication of where she felt 

women were best placed to be productive members of society. While Maynard had 

availed herself of a university education, she did not harbour particularly progressive 

views of female capability. All the inventions that made twentieth-century life so 
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impressive, Maynard argued, had been made by men, ‘unaided and alone… woman 

has given no help at all. She seems to have no power of invention’. Maynard saw this 

not merely as a result of different interests on the part of women. Women had not 

invented weapons of war, but nor had they invented ‘the weaving loom or the sewing 

machine, which touch her own life so closely’. It was, for Maynard, an indication that 

women instead belonged ‘in the world of the heart and the soul… in protection, 

patience, hope and love’. The role of women in society was to give birth to, and 

nurture, men; they were ‘the Mothers of the Nation, and through the Grace of our Lord 

Jesus Christ that is the highest vocation of which it is possible to conceive’. Alfred 

Taylor Schofield, chairing the meeting, took the unusual step of expressing his delight 

at Maynard’s paper, which ‘marks a high standard of thought and feeling’. Although 

he did not agree with Maynard that women were incapable of invention, Schofield felt 

‘that the best cooks, musicians, and dressmakers are men certainly strengthens Miss 

Maynard’s position, and is most remarkable’. George Mackinlay expressed the 

council’s thanks to Maynard for presenting a paper at time ‘when the claims of 

womanhood are beginning to be appreciated’.96  

 

Maynard’s lecture did not begin a torrent of papers presented by women, 

although a handful were delivered over the following decade. The Victoria Institute 

was clearly interested in the role of women, and so a paper on ‘The Psychology of the 

Female Mind’ was presented in 1920 by Schofield, in which he called for an expanded 

role for women in society. Most interesting, however, was the choice of chair for the 

meeting, Constance Maynard. 97  Similary, when a paper on ‘Motherhood’ was 

presented in 1921, although it was presented by the male gynaecologist Armand 

Routh, the session was chaired by a female gynaecologist, Mary Scharlieb.98 It was 

1922 before another paper was delivered by a woman, and that woman was again 

Maynard. This paper was more in keeping with the Victoria Institute’s broader 

interests, elucidating three approaches that Maynard held to threaten the correct 

interpretation of the Bible, ‘Literary and Historical Criticism’, ‘Scientific Criticism’, 

and, ‘hardest of all’, ‘Ethical Criticism’.99 A paper by Miss A. M. Hodgkin the same 
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year was similarly relevant to the Victoria Institute’s interests, drawing on 

archaeological evidence to support the Bible.100 A paper by Dorothy Wrinch in 1925 

on ‘Seismic Phenomena’ was a rare return to the physical sciences, while the final 

paper presented by a woman during the period covered by this chapter was by Annie 

Maunder, investigating explanations for the moving shadow on the sundial of Ahaz 

described in 2 Kings 20.101 

 

 These papers illustrate an important point about the Victoria Institute in the 

wake of the First World War. What had begun as an organisation obsessed with 

Darwinism had gradually ceased to host papers refuting Darwinian evolution. Of 

course, as the preceding section has demonstrated, the Victoria Institute’s opposition 

to Darwin formed part of its opposition to broader intellectual trends. Biological 

evolution was just one, particularly prominent, example of those trends, and reflected 

its espousal of a strictly Baconian definition of science, prosecuted according to a 

specific epistemology. Nevertheless, the decrease in papers on the broad relationship 

between the natural sciences and religion, and indeed on evolution more specifically, 

is remarkable. By the 1920s, very few members were qualified to discuss 

contemporary biology, and the increase in theological papers reflects those topics that 

the clerical and military membership felt it could authoritatively debate. Indeed, when 

the natural sciences were discussed, they were often based on biblical study and 

personal experience, such as Lieutenant Commander Victor Trumper’s paper on 

‘Modern Science in the Book of Job’ (1926). In this paper, Trumper took passages 

from Job, and compared them with his personal experiences of the geography of the 

near east, and his observations on contemporary science.102  

 

Yet evolution remained a contentious topic for some, including the Canadian 

antievolutionist George McCready Price. A member of the Seventh Day Adventist 

Church, a denomination upholding creationism, Price taught at its London college 

between 1924 and 1928. He wasted no time in joining the Victoria Institute and 
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regularly attended meetings. Price delivered two papers, the first presenting his vision 

of flood geology, and the second arguing strongly against evolution.103 The latter paper 

won the inaugural Langhorne Orchard prize, although when it was reproduced in 

JTVI, Thirtle appended a note cautioning against ‘a new crusade against Evolution’.104 

Price’s first paper was even less enthusiastically received. In the subsequent 

discussion, almost every participant criticised the paper for its amateurishness. Indeed, 

the Revd John Tuckwell expressed the mood of the meeting when he noted that what 

Price was ‘aiming at in this paper it is difficult to see’. Price was, Tuckwell suggested, 

‘the proverbial bull in the china shop’.105 Little wonder, then, that Price felt that the 

Victoria Institute was in ‘a rut’.106 

 

 

V. Fundamentalism? 

 

The reaction to Price at the Victoria Institute is suggestive. In the same year that Price 

won the Langhorne Orchard prize, ferment over evolution was brewing across the 

Atlantic. The ‘monkey trial’ in Dayton, Tennessee, saw John Thomas Scopes 

prosecuted for teaching evolution at the town’s high school. Although much 

mythology has surrounded the trial, what is clear it that it represented a struggle to 

reassert cultural authority by the conservative Protestant movement that became 

known as fundamentalism. While the Scopes verdict was inconclusive, in the court of 

popular opinion, fundamentalism had decisively lost. At an organisation which had 

expended so much effort on opposing Darwinian evolution, the lukewarm response to 

Price stands in contrast to ‘the amount of press coverage and ballyhoo’ afforded to the 

Scopes trial in the United States, which was ‘comparable to Lindbergh’s transatlantic 

flight’.107 Indeed, the nearest event to the Scopes trial in Britain came when Price 
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allowed himself to be talked into a public debate against the ex-Franciscan and 

rationalist philosopher Joseph McCabe. At this debate, the Canadian was heckled so 

loudly and so frequently that he was unable to complete his rebuttal to McCabe’s 

arguments.108 Price had obviously hoped that the Victoria Institute, long the world’s 

leading antievolutionist organisation, would provide a receptive audience for his 

beliefs. Yet it was keen to disclaim many of Price’s ideas, and his association with the 

Scopes trial almost certainly played a part in this lack of enthusiasm. William Jennings 

Bryan, acting for the prosecution, had been asked under cross-examination to name 

any scientists of repute who shared his antievolutionist views, and in response he 

named Price. Defence lawyer Clarence Darrow, who had been hoping for just such an 

eventuality, gleefully seized on this, insisting that every American scientist knew Price 

to be ‘a mountebank and a pretender and not a geologist at all’. George Marsden, in 

his treatment of the Scopes Trial, described Price as ‘thoroughly amateur’.109 The 

British science periodical Nature had covered the trial in detail, and produced a 

supplement ‘which reflected on the spectacle of a whole society apparently turning its 

back on science’. The tone of this supplement, argues Peter Bowler, reflected ‘the 

assumption that such madness could never occur in the more mature climate prevailing 

on the other side of the Atlantic’, an opinion further reinforced in a 1926 article which 

praised ‘the calmer approach taken by British churchmen’. 110  The thoroughly 

respectable Victoria Institute clearly recoiled at the prospect of being subjected to the 

same degree of ridicule as Price, Bryan, and American fundamentalists more 

generally. Yet, despite their contrasting approaches, the Victoria Institute, and indeed 

British evangelicals, shared much intellectual heritage with the American 

fundamentalists, most notably Scottish philosophy, Baconianism, and conservative, 

evangelical, theology. In his study of American fundamentalism, Marsden outlines the 

intellectual architecture of the movement: ‘steadfastly committed to the principles of 

the seventeenth-century philosopher Francis Bacon… wedded to a “common sense” 

philosophy that affirmed the ability to apprehend the facts clearly, whether the facts 

of nature or the even more certain facts of Scripture’. Marsden might well have been 

describing the Victoria Institute when he argued that ‘Bacon’s name inspired in 
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Americans an almost reverential respect for the certainty of the knowledge achieved 

by careful and objective observation of the facts known to common sense.’111  

 

 Marsden argues that American fundamentalism as a movement gained social 

prominence in the years after the First World War, and particularly during the 1920s, 

but that the concerns that animated fundamentalists had been percolating since the 

second half of the nineteenth century.112 Yet fundamentalism failed to achieve the 

same social prominence in Great Britain as in America, and while the 1920s saw some 

conflict between modernist and conservative groups, it was not to the extent witnessed 

across the Atlantic. However, the majority of those key American fundamentalist 

concerns from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were also on display 

in papers presented at the Victoria Institute, with the only striking difference being the 

relative lack of attention paid to eschatology in London. In two cultures which shared 

much religious and intellectual heritage, it is of course unsurprising that such overlaps 

should occur. The origins of the fundamentalist movement are most commonly 

identified with the multi-volume series, The Fundamentals: A Testimony to the Truth, 

published between 1910 and 1915. 113  As Geoffrey Treloar notes, ‘the work is 

commonly and understandably thought of as American. It was conceived in America, 

brought to fruition under American direction, funded by American money, and the 

authorship was predominantly American’. Nevertheless, several British authors were 

involved; indeed, several members of, and contributors to, the Victoria Institute, 

British or otherwise, contributed articles. ‘If The Fundamentals did mark the 

beginning of fundamentalism’, Treloar points out, ‘British writers were involved … if 

we are looking for British evangelicals who might be regarded as fundamentalists (or 

at least as part of the prehistory of fundamentalism), we might expect to find them’ 

there. Seventeen out of the sixty-two authors were British, with James Orr contributing 

the first article and several more. Handley Carr Glyn Moule, the bishop of Durham, 

was an early contributor to, and longstanding member of, the Victoria Institute, and 

had an article reprinted in The Fundamentals. Sir Robert Anderson meanwhile 

contributed two, and Gunning Prize runner-up Andrew Craig Robinson contributed 
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another paper. Other contributors to The Fundamentals were members of the Victoria 

Institute: William Henry Griffith Thomas and the prominent Keswick organiser 

Hanmer Webb-Peploe rounded out the British contingent. The Victoria Institute also 

attracted transatlantic contributors, with American pastors Melvin Grove Kyle and 

Henry Clay Trumbull both members. Of course, as Treloar points out, it is difficult to 

identify definitively these contributors as fundamentalists, since many had died before 

the movement coalesced. Nevertheless, his assessment is that Orr and Moule were 

unlikely to have become so, while Anderson almost certainly would, Webb-Peploe 

had sympathy for the movement, and Griffith Thomas unquestionably became a 

fundamentalist.114  

 

 Debate continues over what does and what does not constitute a 

fundamentalist. George Marsden’s quip that a fundamentalist is ‘an evangelical who 

is angry about something’, for instance, is pithy if not always entirely helpful.115 The 

Victoria Institute was certainly not short of angry evangelicals. However, Marsden 

does more precisely locate the source of that anger in a reaction to modernism and 

cultural displacement; modernising trends, whether theological, intellectual, or social, 

were indeed a constant bugbear at the Victoria Institute. Further, as David Bebbington 

and David Ceri Jones explain, several characteristics can be fairly attributed to 

fundamentalism in the United Kingdom. British fundamentalists ‘were stoutly 

opposed to the enterprise of the higher criticism’, believing the Bible ‘conveys truths 

not only in religion but also in science and history’. There was a noticeable hostility 

to modernism; similarly, a ‘broader anti-intellectualism… was also sometimes 

detectable’. A militant social dimension is also identified; fundamentalists organised 

in response to a conviction ‘that the truth was being betrayed’ and employed military 

imagery. By these criteria, the Victoria Institute certainly appears to share some of the 

key characteristics of a fundamentalist organisation. However, there are some other 

criteria which less obviously apply to the Victoria Institute. Most important was 

premillennialism, ‘the expectation of the imminent second coming of Jesus Christ’.116 
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While some post-lecture discussions did briefly touch on eschatology, this was not a 

common theme. Indeed, the Victoria Institute’s manifesto, Scientia Scientiarum, made 

explicit that it was not a forum for purely theological discussion, and so it is difficult 

to gauge the eschatological commitments of the organisation beyond the individual 

views expressed by members. Nevertheless, many members and contributors were 

clearly not premillennialists, including those who contributed to The Fundamentals.117 

Bebbington and Ceri Jones also identify ‘a tendency toward separatism’ as part of the 

social dimension of fundamentalism. 118 This tendency is most evident in the latter 

twentieth century, and particularly refers to denominational separatism. Nevertheless, 

the Victoria Institute was very clearly an Establishment body; for all James Reddie’s 

conviction that he was a scientific heretic, his organisation made frequent and obvious 

attempts to ally itself to the monarchy, upper classes, and the state church.  

 

When fundamentalism is framed as a response to theological and intellectual 

trends, such as the reaction to Darwinian evolution or higher criticism, this often 

obscures its social dimension. Conservative British evangelicals and American 

fundamentalists shared much of the same intellectual and theological commitments. 

Yet it was the manner in which those commitments were articulated that provides the 

key to distinguishing the two groups. American fundamentalism arose as a response 

to social factors, as a manifestation of a worldview that was at odds with the society 

in which fundamentalists found themselves. In a different social context, conservative 

British evangelicals could not be expected to exhibit the same reaction as American 

fundamentalists. Therefore, while the Victoria Institute appears to fit several criteria 

of a British fundamentalist organisation, and most especially those relating to the 

movement’s prehistory, it is important to consider that the movement never gained the 

same currency in Britain as it did in America. While the Victoria Institute served as a 

forum where the ideas and concerns that agitated the later fundamentalist movement 

found early expression, it embodied neither the militancy nor fervour that was seen in 

the United States. Bowler describes Nature’s assessment that an event such as the 

Scopes trial was impossible in moderate, mature, Britain as ‘self-congratulatory’; it 
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was, nevertheless, surely accurate.119 Yet Bebbington cautions against the assumption 

‘that Britain escaped a fundamentalist controversy’, noting that ‘Evangelicalism in 

Britain as well as in America suffered from fiercely contested debates in the 1920s’, 

even if they were ‘storms in a teacup when compared with the blizzards of invective’ 

seen in the United States. While ‘the balance of contentious issues was rather 

different’, the points of controversy were the same; the ‘rift in the Evangelical ranks’ 

was a result of different approaches ‘to the same cultural mood’. However, Bebbington 

also makes clear that ‘organised Fundamentalism in Britain was a weak force’. A 

crucial reason he provides for ‘the different trajectories’ of the movement on either 

side of the Atlantic was one that resonates with the experiences of the Victoria 

Institute. ‘In Britain’, Bebbington explains, ‘the extremists were starved of funds’. 

Another important explanation lies in the different social circumstances between the 

two nations. While fundamentalism was theologically conservative, the most 

prevalent theologies in the United Kingdom were moderate, a result of ‘the integration 

of Evangelical religion with society that was the legacy of the nineteenth century’. The 

ironic outcome was that fundamentalism was struggling against the tide of mainstream 

opinion rather than attempting to hold it back; ‘the liberals were traditionalists and the 

conservatives were radicals’. British moderates were able to exert ‘a restraining 

influence’ using ‘arguments of institutional loyalty and Protestant defence’, while 

esoteric conspiracy theories about the subversion of civilisation through teaching 

evolution ‘were effectively marginalised’.120 

 

 Marsden’s analysis of American fundamentalism, meanwhile, suggests that 

although it was primarily a religious movement, it had inescapable cultural and social 

dimensions. The ‘peculiarities of the American environment’ meant that 

circumstances favoured the growth of fundamentalism. Most importantly, it was a 

young republic, ‘a very large and new country still being settled at the same time that 

major internal cultural changes were taking place’. This vast, growing nation was 

ethnically and denominationally diverse, with institutions such as universities 

belonging to separate denominations. When these diverse groups came into contact, 

an opportunity arose for fundamentalism to grow. In contrast to Britain, American 

                                                
119 Bowler, Reconciling science and religion, p. 124. 
120 Bebbington, Evangelicalism in modern Britain, pp 182, 183, 227, 224, 224-5, 225, 227. 
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fundamentalism did not exist on the radical fringe. Rather, it appealed to working-

class traditionalists, ‘whose aspirations and ideals were essentially middle-class 

Victorian’. These traditionalists experienced a crisis of identity after the First World 

War, as an increasingly pluralistic America threatened the cultural authority of their 

values. Indeed, Marsden suggests that the fundamentalist leadership, drawn largely 

from the Anglo-Saxon working class, underwent an analogue of the immigrant 

experience, becoming a seemingly alien community in the country in which they had 

been born. The result was a militant conservatism rather than radicalism.121 Britain, by 

contrast, had a centuries-long tradition of church and state, and a relatively 

homogeneous culture. The hallmarks of its political system were accommodation and 

an assiduous avoidance of political or religious upheaval. The Victoria Institute, 

despite its pretensions toward multidenominatialism, was an overwhelmingly 

Anglican group, in approach even more than in the size of its membership. Further, it 

was a distinctly Establishment body, and never likely to provide a fertile ground for 

socially revolutionary ideas.  

 

 

*   *   *   * 

 

While the Victoria Institute managed to limp on through the 1920s, its membership 

continued to dwindle, and its finances were stretched to breaking point, despite 

pillaging its prize funds and a series of special fundraising initiatives. By any standard, 

this was an organisation in rather serious decline. After accepting the Victoria 

Institute’s presidency in 1927, Ambrose Fleming quickly realised that this was not an 

organisation capable of attacking evolutionary theories with the vigour that he had 

hoped. Although members of his new Evolution Protest Movement contributed to the 

Victoria Institute, papers presented turned increasingly toward the theological, while 

the hard sciences received infrequent attention. This transition reflected the 

increasingly specialised realm of the natural sciences, now populated almost entirely 

by professionals with extensive training in specific disciplines. The well-educated 

gentleman amateur could no longer rely on the Victoria Institute as a forum at which 

                                                
121 Marsden, Fundamentalism and American culture, pp 201, 202, 204, 205 
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they could discuss matters of science and scripture with leading scientists; indeed, 

with few exceptions the membership were not capable of engaging meaningfully in 

ongoing debates. Yet, in contrast to the stubbornly anti-intellectual fundamentalism of 

1920s America, the Victoria Institute managed to survive, if not thrive, as a location 

where members could continue to discuss the interaction of their faith and wider 

intellectual interests in a restrained, sympathetic environment. The Victoria Institute, 

therefore, serves as useful case study of how different groups, with broadly similar 

intellectual heritages, concerns, and theological commitments, manifest those ideas in 

different social and political spaces, and helps to explain why fundamentalism failed 

to gain the currency in the United Kingdom that it enjoyed in the United States. 
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Conclusion 

 

The Victoria Institute was formed as a reaction to a particular set of challenges, to 

fulfil a specific purpose. The organisation established by the group of middle-class, 

evangelical philanthropists to defend scripture from ‘science, falsely so called’, and 

led by the self-proclaimed scientific heretic James Reddie, nearly collapsed under the 

weight of its own ambition and Reddie’s intransigence. What began as an attempt to 

offer an organised response to scientific, philosophical, and cultural trends was almost 

commandeered into becoming part of an eccentric civil servant’s ongoing war against 

Victorian Britain’s nascent professional scientific elite and threatened to descend into 

a mess of pseudoscientific and esoteric interests.  Yet the fact that the Victoria Institute 

survived and flourished demonstrates that it filled a role beyond that which was 

originally conceived. It offered a haven, a respectable safe space where educated 

gentlemen who found themselves out of place, and increasingly unwelcome, in the 

rapidly professionalising, secularising scientific community, could meet and pursue 

their intellectual interests. Further, under the leadership of figures such as George 

Gabriel Stokes, it offered a reputable, scientifically credible forum in which Christian 

intellectuals could discuss the relationship between science and their faith. While the 

Victoria Institute declined after the turn of the century, and particularly after the First 

World War, it still provided an environment in which intellectual developments 

supporting conservative interpretations of scripture could be explored. Similarly, it 

continued to exist as one of the last bastions of Baconianism, inductivism, and 

Common Sense philosophy in British intellectual life.  

 

 The Victoria Institute serves as a vital case study in the relationship between 

science and religion in the years between Origin of Species and the Scopes ‘monkey 

trial’. First, it fills a clear gap in the literature. Ron Numbers’s The Creationists 

mentions the Victoria Institute, but focuses heavily on its period of decline in the 

1920s and 1930s, and spends little time discussing its formative and most successful 

periods.1 Similarly, Livingstone, Hart, and Noll note in Evangelicals and Science in 

                                                
1 R. L. Numbers, The creationists: from scientific creationism to intelligent design (2nd ed., Cambridge, 
MA, 2006) 
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Historical Perspective that the engagement of evangelicals with science at the Victoria 

Institute was a gap in their study.2 This thesis has filled that gap. Further, it allows a 

more refined understanding of that relationship in a very different context from the 

United States. The conflict thesis and secularisation narrative both portray the 

emergence of Darwinian evolutionary theory as a decisive blow in a struggle between 

science and religion, and the cultural supremacy of scientific naturalism in 

contemporary Western society as an inevitable result of science’s victory in this 

particular war of ideas. Yet the evidence to support this assertion is underwhelming. 

While the conclusions that contemporary Western society has become secular, and 

that scientific naturalism is its predominant worldview, are well-supported, commonly 

suggested explanations for how this came to be are rather more tenuous. Rather than 

a victor’s history, this study has presented the perspective of some of those who are 

commonly held to have lost that struggle. Yet it has also demonstrated that for these 

belligerents the conflict was not between science and their religion. Rather, the 

contested issue was the definition of science. James Reddie made clear in his call to 

arms that the Victoria Institute was opposed to ‘science, falsely so called’, and that 

true science would always accord with scripture. It was therefore impossible for 

science, correctly understood, to conflict with scripture. If the Victoria Institute’s 

intellectual commitments were recognised as scientific, it would ensure that they were 

accorded the prestige associated with science in Victorian Britain. Conversely, if 

opposing arguments were not scientific and were merely pseudoscientific, they would 

not enjoy that prestige.  

 

The idea that science and religion were not in opposition immediately attracted 

significant interest, including from natural scientists who were committed Christians. 

These scientists, such as the chemists George Warington and John Hall Gladstone and 

the naturalist George Henslow, were enthusiastic advocates for the accommodation of 

scientific advances such as evolution with their faith.  However, this particular 

approach was greeted with considerably less enthusiasm, and even outright hostility, 

by leading members of the Victoria Institute. This hostility arose for two reasons. First, 

there was a philosophical principle at stake. Science was not a discipline; it was a 

                                                
2 D. N. Livingstone, D. G. Hart, and Mark Noll (eds) Evangelicals and science in historical perspective 
(Oxford, 1999) p. 4. 
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methodology, with a distinct intellectual heritage in Victorian Britain, and its roots in 

the work of Francis Bacon. To be truly scientific, a theory had to have been acquired 

by following that methodology, using its empirical and inductive principles.  Darwin’s 

theory of evolution by natural selection was founded on hypothetico-deductive rather 

than inductive methodology, and so its status as legitimate scientific knowledge was 

dubious. Accepting natural selection, then, would be to accept an unscientific theory 

as factual. Further, the strength of the Baconian tradition in British culture was 

credited with her industrial and commercial pre-eminence and associated with 

patriotism and moral virtue. Theories that departed from the Baconian methodology 

were therefore potentially immoral, perfidious, and unpatriotic.  

 

 If its departure from Baconianism was insufficiently suspicious, the ready 

adoption of evolutionary theory by figures such as John Tyndall, T. H. Huxley, and 

Herbert Spencer was further confirmation that it was part of a wider, more troubling 

trend. These three were members of the X Club, a social network dedicated to 

professionalising and secularising Victorian Britain’s scientific community. Tyndall 

led calls for scientific inquiry to progress without religious interference, while Huxley 

became known as ‘Darwin’s bulldog’ for his vociferous defence of evolutionary 

theories. Spencer, meanwhile, was held as the embodiment of materialist and atheist 

philosophies. Since the three advocates were seen by the Victoria Institute as part of 

one larger movement, they were labelled Darwinists; Darwinism thus served as a pars 

pro toto for their wider philosophical commitments. Opposition to Darwinism was 

therefore a convenient shorthand, which signalled opposition to those wider 

intellectual trends, rather than merely opposing the biological mechanism of natural 

selection. 

 

 Darwinism was also used to represent another intellectual trend to which the 

Victoria Institute was opposed, for both its reliance upon hypotheses and its moral 

implications – biblical higher criticism. This method of textual analysis cast doubt on 

the historical accuracy of the Bible and the possibility of miracles, and in Great Britain 

was popularised by the work of liberal Anglicans such as John Colenso and the 

contributors to Essays and Reviews as well as so-called ‘believing critics’ associated 

with the Free Church of Scotland, such as William Robertson Smith. The almost 
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simultaneous publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species in November 1859 and Essays 

and Reviews in March 1860 was taken by conservative Christians such as the Victoria 

Institute as a sign that the two were part of a larger, worrying trend. For much of the 

Victorian intelligentsia, biblical criticism was at least as important as any scientific 

theory in prompting a crisis of faith. For many conservative Protestants, however, as 

exemplified by the Victoria Institute, the two coincided in a rather concerning way. 

Not only did both have implications for literal interpretations of scripture, they 

departed from a centuries-long intellectual tradition, and the social position of their 

advocates threatened to lead society toward immorality, materialism, and impiety. It 

is little surprise, then, that Colenso and the authors of Essays and Reviews were 

labelled Darwinists by the Victoria Institute.  

 

 It is obvious that the Victoria Institute’s reticence to accept natural selection 

was founded on a point of philosophical principle. However, as a result of the 

intermingling of biological theory with broader intellectual trends, they were 

unwilling to capitulate to any of those trends. If all were held to be part of a larger 

movement, to admit that Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection could be 

true would be to lend credibility to Darwinians such as Spencer and Colenso. 

Intriguingly, while evolution was broadly accepted by biologists in the latter years of 

the nineteenth century, its precise mechanism was not. Natural selection had to 

compete with other evolutionary theories such as mutationism and neo-Lamarckism, 

yet these merited little mention at the Victoria Institute. The membership of the 

Victoria Institute was in any case ill-equipped to deal with biological arguments, and 

instead tackled the broader trends, which they felt covered more comfortable ground. 

This serves as a potent reminder that there was more at stake than a scientific theory; 

this was a battle over worldviews, not merely biology. 

  

While the early leadership of the Victoria Institute might have been rather 

recalcitrant in their reaction to suggestions that scripture might be reconciled with 

evolution, under the guidance of Stokes there emerged a less bellicose vision of how 

science and faith could interact. Moving the emphasis from evolution to other 

scientific theories, such as optics, Stokes was able to articulate the traditional 

harmonisation of science and religion – natural theology – using his expertise to weave 
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the latest advances with an argument that was centuries old. William Paley had 

published Natural Theology, the most widely read example of that tradition, in 1802, 

and most students, including Darwin and Stokes, became familiar with it during their 

university education. The sense of randomness inherent in evolutionary theories 

appeared to undermine a teleological understanding of the natural world as formulated 

by Paley, yet scientists such as Stokes were able to use the Victoria Institute and 

lectures series such as the Gifford Lectures, to demonstrate how science could instead 

provide evidence of design in nature. For many educated Britons, then, harmonious 

natural theology continued to be a viable philosophical position. 

 

 In the 1860s evidence from geology was considered to present the most potent 

scientific threat to literal interpretations of scripture, as Punch suggested when it 

identified the nascent Victoria Institute as ‘an anti-Geological Society’. However, its 

approach to geology was rather less straightforward than might have been imagined. 

First, the Victoria Institute spent less time discussing geology than other natural 

sciences, biblical criticism, or philosophy, which demonstrates geology’s place in their 

hierarchy of concern. Second, when geology was discussed, often it was discussed as 

a form of natural selection. Appeals to authority were common; respected geologists 

were invoked to provide scientific credibility to claims that there was a paucity of 

evidence for evolution, particularly human evolution, in the fossil record. The demand 

for observable evidence of evolution in the natural world - and the claim that that its 

absence was proof that evolution was false - emphasises again how deeply ingrained 

was the empiricist, Baconian tradition. Third, the Victoria Institute invited papers on 

creation, with some of the best received those which advocated a day-age 

interpretation of the Genesis creation account. Approaches to Genesis and the age of 

the earth were heterogeneous, although the positive reception of traditional old earth 

creationism demonstrates that this was not an early young earth creationist movement. 

Finally, geology was put to work even more directly, as the Victoria Institute became 

obsessed with the search for tangible, empirical evidence of biblical events, such the 

Noachian flood or the Exodus. With this evidence, it hoped to demonstrate that the 

higher critics were wrong in their facts as a result of their flawed methodology.  
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 When debate did move beyond the natural sciences, as it did with archaeology 

and Oriental studies, the Victoria Institute hosted some of the leading lights in the 

field, such as Flinders Petrie and A. H. Sayce. Again, the authority of expert opinion 

was invoked regularly, and particularly the authority of residence, of those who had 

physically travelled to the ancient near east and experienced it first-hand. The 

enthusiasm with which papers on these topics was received was partially a result of 

the Victoria Institute boasting genuine expertise among its ranks, and of it being, 

therefore, an active participant in an emerging field. However, the enthusiasm was 

also a result of the implications of archaeological and philological research. As they 

had hoped with geology, although here with rather more success, members of the 

Victoria Institute could point to recent discoveries as concrete, historical evidence for 

at least some scriptural accounts. Although archaeology was a discipline far removed 

from the natural sciences, for the Victoria Institute it was entirely scientific. Science 

denoted a methodology, not a discipline, in which empirical data was carefully 

collected and weighed. God had given humans the tools to apprehend the universe, 

which was littered with proof of design. True science, then, would gather that evidence 

and inevitably reinforce religious belief. Despite its early truculence, at the Victoria 

Institute the default state between science, correctly understood, and faith was one of 

harmony and accommodation. 

 

 The concept of accommodation is an important theme. The Victoria Institute 

was at its most successful as a broad church. Demographic analysis has shown that it 

was a middle-class, overwhelmingly male, Anglocentric society. This gentlemanly 

grouping emerged from a tightly-knit circle of London evangelicals, yet blossomed to 

include members from across the British Isles, the Empire, and the world, where 

Church of England clerics, leading physicists, and dashing archaeologists sat 

comfortably alongside each other. In this forum, the relationship between faith and 

thought could be explored in a comfortable, supportive setting. An organisation 

originally called to battle performed most effectively when it was smoothing the edges 

of conflict, not entrenching it, and when it was providing a safe space to discuss 

matters of faith and thought rather than hounding out those who sought 

accommodation with science. This mannerly approach survived the tumult of the First 

World War, even if the Victoria Institute itself had been dealt a mortal blow. This 
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sense of restraint largely explains why the Victoria Institute was not a hotbed of 

fundamentalism in the 1920s, especially when compared to the American 

fundamentalists with whom the Victoria Institute shared so many intellectual and 

theological commitments. Within such an essentially conservative body, populated by 

evangelicals with a long tradition of accommodation and gradual change, calls for 

social revolution were always likely to fall on deaf ears, despite its early belligerency. 

 

 Ideas are important, but abstract concepts can only affect the physical world 

through the actions of people. How those ideas are manifested varies according to the 

social, political, and geographical spaces inhabited by those who hold them. The 

Victoria Institute thus serves as a case study of how similar intellectual commitments 

lead to significantly different outcomes in different settings. It also highlights the 

importance of how concepts are defined. Science, for instance, means something 

different in contemporary discourse to what it meant in the discourse of its mid-

nineteenth-century practitioners, and something different again from what it meant at 

the Victoria Institute. Likewise, Darwinism or evolution had contested meanings, 

often very different from modern-day usage. Contemporary categories such as science 

and evolution do not map neatly onto how those terms were used in the past. It is 

anachronistic to view the mid-nineteenth-century debates about evolution through the 

prism of the modern evolutionary synthesis, just as it is to view it as a conflict between 

science and religion. As study of the Victoria Institute shows, the debate was as much 

about what science meant and where the boundaries of human knowledge could be 

drawn, as it was about drawing a line between the natural sciences and religious faith.  
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Appendix A 

 
Datasets of Victoria Institute members 

 
1866 

Full name Joined Age Location Origin Occupation Education Denomination 

Anthony Ashley-
Cooper, Earl 
Shaftesbury 

1866 62 London London Politician Oxford Anglican 

Philip Henry 
Gosse 1866 56 Devon Dorset Naturalist  Brethren 

Revd Walter 
Mitchell 1866  London  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Capt Edmund 
Gardiner 

Fishbourne 
1866 55 London Ireland Military  Anglican 

James Reddie 1866 46 London Scotland Civil service  Anglican 

Edward J 
Morshead 1866 27 London Somerset Civil service   

John Derby 
Allcroft 1866 44 London Worcester Politician  Anglican 

William Anderson 1866  Dorset  Military   

Thomas R 
Andrews 1866  London    Anglican 

Richard Edward 
Arden 1866 62 Middlesex London Barrister Clifton's Inn Anglican 

Revd Joseph North 
Green Armytage 1866  Bristol  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Arthur 1866 47 London Ireland Clergy Horton College Wesleyan 

Revd John 
Astbury Aston 1866 39 London  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Auriol 1866 61 London  Clergy  Anglican 

Thomas Ball 1866  Notts     

Revd J Hamilton 
Ballard 1866  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Matthias 
Barker 1866 43 London  Clergy  Anglican 

William 
Barrington 1866 41 Ireland Ireland Civil Engineer   

Charles Barter 1866 45 South Africa  Politician Oxford Anglican 

Revd William 
Hiley Bathurst 1866 70 Gloucs Bristol Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Robert Baxter 1866 63 London Leics Solicitor  Anglican 

Amos Beardsley 1866 44 Cumbria Lancs Surgeon Guys Hospital  

Henry Beckett 1866  Staffs  Mining 
Engineer   

John F Bennett 1866  London     

Admiral Charles 
Ramsay 

Drinkwater 
Bethune 

1866 64 London Middlesex Military   

Revd Sir Thomas 
Eardley 

Blomefield 
1866  Yorks Norfolk Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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Revd William 
Binnington Boyce 1866 62 Brighton Yorks Clergy  Wesleyan 

Charles Lloyd 
Braithwaite 1866 55 Cumbria Cumbria Industry  Quaker 

Isaac Braithwaite 1866 56 London Cumbria   Quaker 

Oswald Walters 
Brierly 1866 59 London Cheshire Artist   

Revd James 
Brodie 1866 66 Scotland  Clergy  Anglican 

Robert Brown 1866 52 Lincs  Solicitor   

Thomas 
Buckmaster 1866 65 London London Merchant   

William Henry 
Budgett 1866 39 Bristol Bristol Merchant  Wesleyan 

Percy William 
Bunting 1866 30 London Manchester Barrister Cambridge Wesleyan 

Capt Boughey 
Burgess 1866 43 London Middlesex Military  Anglican 

Charles Mountford 
Burnett 1866  Hants Scotland Doctor Aberdeen Anglican 

Montagu Burnett 1866 24 Hants Hants  Cambridge Anglican 

John Burrows 1866  London     

Charles E K Butler 1866 32 London Middlesex Solicitor   

Henry Butler 1866  London  Civil service   

Oliver Byrne 1866 56 London Ireland Civil Engineer   

Benjamin Bond 
Cabbell 1866 85 London London Politician Oxford Anglican 

Revd Charles 
Campe 1866  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Canham 1866  Suffolk  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

James Carlisle 1866 56 Ireland Ireland Merchant  Methodist 

Henry Howard 
Molyneux Herbert, 
Earl of Carnarvon 

1866 35 London London Politician Oxford Anglican 

S Carryer 1866  Staffs     

Revd William 
Weldon 

Champneys 
1866 62 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Edward Chance 1866 41 Worcs  Industry  Anglican 

T B Chester 1866  London  Solicitor   

John Chubb 1866 50 London Hants Industry  Anglican 

Thomas Clegg 1866  Manchester    Anglican 

Henry Coane 1866 53 Ireland Ireland Barrister  Anglican 

John Colebrook 1866 51   Surgeon   

Revd William 
Conway 1866 51 London Kent Clergy  Anglican 

John Corderoy 1866  London    Baptist 

Revd William 
Reyner Cosens 1866 36 London Somerset Clergy Oxford, 

Cambridge Anglican 

Robert Fitzgerald 
Crawford 1866  London  Military   

Revd William 
Richard Cripps 1866  Nottingham  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd T B Croome 1866  Bristol Gloucs Clergy  Anglican 

Joseph David 
Beers Curtis 1866  Paris United States Merchant  Episcopalian 
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Revd James Davis 1866  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Weston 
Brocklesby Davis 1866 39 Torquay Somerset Clergy  Anglican 

Revd M Davison 1866  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Charles Deacon 1866  London  Merchant   

Revd Abraham De 
La Mere 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Duke 1866 42 Wiltshire Wiltshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

James Duncan 1866  London  Merchant   

William Aver 
Duncan 1866  London  Merchant   

Daniel David 
Dymes 1866 42 London Middlesex Merchant, 

Insurance   

William Henry 
Elliott 1866 55 Surrey India Civil service Imperial Service 

College Anglican 

William Robert 
Ellis 1866 59 London Yorks Barrister Cambridge Anglican 

Revd W W 
English 1866  Devon  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Charles 
James Phipps Eyre 1866 53 London Essex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Thomas 
Samuel Fleming 1866 39 Notts London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Thomas Foljambe 1866 56 Yorks Yorks Barrister Cambridge  

Robert Nicholas 
Fowler 1866 38 London London Banker, 

Politician London Anglican, raised 
Quaker 

James Alexander 
Fraser 1866  Kent  Doctor   

Alexander Gailey 1866 44 London London Merchant  Presbyterian, 
Independent 

Revd Edward 
Garbett 1866 49 London Heref Clergy Oxford Anglican 

William James 
Garnett 1866 48 Lancs Manchester Politician, 

merchant Oxford  

Sydney Gedge 1866 37 Surrey Norfolk Solicitor, 
politician 

Oxford, 
Cambridge Anglican 

Revd John Philip 
Gell 1866 50 London Derbyshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Hall 
Gladstone 1866 39 London London Chemist London Congregationali

st 

Revd Sir George 
Lewel Glyn 1866 62 Surrey Surrey Clergy  Anglican 

Bruce Goldie 1866  London     

Malcolm 
Goldsmith 1866 48 London Devon Civil service  Anglican 

Capt Henry 
Duncan Grant 1866 34 London  Military   

Thomas Gray 1866 34 London  Civil service   

John Griffith 1866 70 London  Architect   

Lieutenant-
General J G 

Griffith 
1866  France  Military   

William Cust 
Gwynn 1866  Wales Wales Surgeon   

Samuel Osborne 
Habershon 1866 41 London Yorks Doctor London Brethren 

J Hall 1866  London  Merchant   
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Read-Admiral 
Edward Pellew 

Halstead 
1866 59 London Devon Military  Anglican 

Samuel Hanson 1866  London London Merchant  Anglican 

Robert Hardwicke 1866 44 London Lincs Publisher   

Revd Henry Hare 1866  London Ireland Clergy  Anglican 

James Peddie 
Harper 1866 36 Berkshire Scotland Doctor Edinburgh Church of 

Scotland 

Gibbs Crawfurd 
Harrison 1866 50 London London Civil service  Anglican 

Edward Haughton 1866  Worcs Dublin Doctor Edingburgh, 
Trinity  

Henry G Heald 1866  London     

Elkanah Healey 1866 50 Liverpool Lancs Industry   

Edward Herford 1866 51 Manchester  Coroner  Anglican 

Revd Joseph S 
Hilliard 1866 39 London   Oxford Anglican 

Walter M 
Hitchcock 1866 34 London  Merchant   

Jesse Hobson 1866  London     

John Holms 1866 36 London Scotland Merchant, 
politician  

Anglican, raised 
Church of 
Scotland 

William Holms 1866 39 Glasgow Scotland Merchant, 
politician  Church of 

Scotland 

Revd Elijah Hoole 1866 68 London Manchester Clergy  Wesleyan 

Elijah Hoole 1866 29 London London Architect  Wesleyan 

Evan Hopkins 1866  London Devon Civil Engineer  Anglican 

Capt William 
Horton 1866  London  Military   

Joseph Ince 1866 40 London London Pharmacist London  

William H Ince 1866  London     

William Josiah 
Irons 1866 54 London Notts Clergy  Anglican 

David Ivall 1866 36 London London Industry  Anglican 

Revd John James 1866  Berkshire  Clergy   

D J Jenkins 1866  London     

Charles Frederick 
Jepps 1866  London     

Revd Frederick 
James Jobson 1866 54 London Yorks Clergy  Wesleyan 

D W Johnston 1866  Belfast Ireland   Methodist 

Revd Charles 
Kemble 1866  Somerset  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd John Kirk 1866  Edinburgh  Clergy  Evangelical 
Union 

Edward Knocker 1866 62 Kent Kent Solicitor  Anglican 

John Alexander 
Latham 1866  London  Industry   

Major-General A 
S Lawrence 1866  London  Military   

Revd William 
Leask 1866 54 London Scotland Clergy  Congregationali

st 

Joseph Lewis 1866  Hants  Military   

George Lidgett 1866  London  Insurance London Wesleyan 

John J Lidgett 1866  London  Merchant, 
politician London Wesleyan 
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Benjamin Lloyd 1866  London  Merchant   

George Lowe 1866 78 London Derbyshire Civil Engineer   

Revd Richard 
Thomas Lowe 1866 64 Lincs Derbyshire Clergy, 

naturalist Cambridge Anglican 

George Maberly 1866  London     

Duncan Macaulay 1866  London     

William 
Macdonald 1866 79 Scotland Scotland Doctor Edinburgh  

Revd John 
Mannerrs 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William R 
Tilson-Marsh 1866 50 London Oxfordshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Charles 
Dallas Marston 1866 42 Manchester Jamaica Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Alexander 
McArthur 1866 52 London Ireland Merchant, 

politician  Wesleyan 

William McArthur 1866 57 London Ireland Merchant, 
politician  Wesleyan 

Dominick 
McCausland 1866 60 Dublin Ireland Barrister Trinity Anglican 

Revd John B 
McClellan 1866  Cambridge  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Patrick Mcfarlane 1866  Scotland  Merchant   

Revd Peter 
Goldsmith Medd 1866 37 Oxford Yorks Clergy London, Oxford  

Frederick Merriott 1866  London     

Lieutenant-
Colonel H M 

Mockton 
1866  Dorset  Military   

George Pigot 
Moodie 1866 37 South Africa South Africa Civil service   

Revd Henry 
Moule 1866 65 Dorset Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Napier 1866  Glasgow Scotland Industry  Church of 
Scotland 

Robert Napier 1866 75 Glasgow Scotland Engineer  Church of 
Scotland 

Alfred Vincent 
Newton 1866 46 London London Civil service   

Revd William 
Niven 1866  London  Clergy  Anglican 

William Miller 
Ord 1866 32 London London Doctor London  

Revd J B Owen 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Graf Oswald 
Christopher 
Papengouth 

1866  London Netherlands, 
Russia Military  Baptist 

H T Parker 1866  London     

John Patton 1866  London     

William Payne 1866  London     

Rev Edmund W 
Pears 1866 59 Dorset Somerset Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Henry Peek 1866 41 London Devon Merchant   

William 
Pennefather 1866 50 London Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Edward Burton 
Penny 1866  Devon  Clergy  Anglican 

Samuel Petrie 1866  London     
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Walter Powell 1866  London  Merchant   

Henry F A Pratt 1866  Hereford  Doctor   

Frederick Prideaux 1866 49 London Dorset Barrister  Anglican, raised 
Quaker 

Thomas Prothero 1866  London  Barrister   

Arthur Rainey 1866 55 Devon East Indies    

Charles Ratcliff 1866  Birmingham  Engineer   

Revd James 
Harrison Rigg 1866 45 Kent Newcastle Clergy  Wesleyan 

Peter Robertson 1866  London  Civil service   

John Hill Robey 1866  Staffs     

John Henry Sadler 1866  Brighton     

Frederick James 
Sargood 1866 61 London London Merchant  Congregationali

st 

George J Scales 1866  London  Merchant   

Revd John Scott 1866 74 London  Clergy  Wesleyan 

Daniel Burton 
Scott 1866 41 South Africa Norfolk Politician   

Capt Jasper H 
Selwyn 1866  Notts  Military   

Revd S Sendall 1866  Yorks  Clergy  Anglican 

George Seymour 1866  London     

E. R. Shaw 1866  London  Education  Methodist 

John Shaw 1866  Lincs  Doctor   

Revd William 
Shaw 1866 68 London Scotland Clergy  Methodist 

John Shields 1866  Durham    Anglican 

Hugh Adams 
Silver 1866 41 Essex  Industry   

Stephen Silver 1866  London  Industry   

Protheroe Smith 1866 57 London Devon Gynaecologist St Barts, 
Abderdeen Anglican 

W. Castle Smith 1866  London Sussex Solicitor   

John Stalkartt 1866  Kent    Anglican 

John Archibald 
Shaw Stewart 1866 36 London Scotland  Oxford Anglican 

William Stewart 1866  London Canada    

John James Joseph 
Sudlow 1866  London  Solicitor   

Dr Peter Cormac 
Sutherland 1866 44 South Africa Scotland 

Doctor, civil 
servant, 

naturalist 
Edinburgh  

William Cave 
Thomas 1866 46 London London Artist   

Revd Robinson 
Thornton 1866 42 Surrey London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Dr James Townley 1866  London   Edinburgh  

Revd Henry Baker 
Tristram 1866 44 Durham Northumb Clergy, 

naturalist Oxford Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Twells 1866 43 London Birmingham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd John Twells 1866 61 Notts Birmingham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Philip Twells 1866 58 Middlesex London Barrister Oxford Anglican 

John de Poix Tyrel 1866  Worcs    Anglican 

Revd Benjamin 
Vallack 1866  Devon  Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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John Vanner 1866  London  Merchant   

James Engelbert 
Vanner 1866  London  Merchant   

William Vanner 1866  London  Merchant   

JJ Vickers 1866  London     

Samuel Danks 
Waddy 1866  London Northumb Barrister, 

politician  Wesleyan 

Revd Samuel 
Dousland Waddy 1866  London  Clergy  Wesleyan 

Thomas Walker 1866  London  Solicitor   

John W Walton 1866  London     

W Dyer Ware 1866  Hereford  Scoolmaster  Anglican 

George Warington 1866 26 London  Chemist Cambridge Anglican 

William Nowell 
West 1866  London  Banker   

J H Wheatley 1866  Ireland     

Revd J L Whitley 1866  Manchester  Clergy   

Edward Whitwell 1866  Cumbria Cumbria    

Revd T W 
Wilkinson 1866  London  Clergy Durham Anglican 

Revd John 
Williams 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

George Williams 1866  London  Merchant   

Revd D F Wilson 1866  London  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Thomas Vernon 
Wollaston 1866 44 Devon Lincs Naturalist Cambridge Anglican 

Alfred J 
Woodhouse 1866  London  Dentist   

Francis Beresford 
Wright 1866 60 Nottingham Derbyshire Industry Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Wright 1866  Derbyshire  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

J. Hornsby Wright 1866  London     

Charles William 
Henry Wyman 1866  London  Printer   

Alexander Yorke 1866  London  Merchant   

John Yorke 1866  London  Merchant   

John Radford 
Young 1866 67 London London Mathematicia

n   

Revd Charles 
Young 1866  Brighton  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Stephen 
Adam 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Joseph H 
Barker 1866  Hereford  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Bartlett 1866  Brighton     

Rev W A Bathurst 1866  Bristol Gloucs Clergy  Anglican 

Charles Bathurtst 1866  Gloucs Gloucs   Anglican 

Revd Joseph 
Baylee 1866  Cheshire Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Daniel Benham 1866  London     

Lieutenant A K 
Bickworth 1866  Dorset  Military   

Miss Broke 1866  Bath     

Peter Carthew 1866 58 London London    

Revd John Cather 1866 52 Ireland Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 
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Thomas Colan 1866  India  Surgeon   

Revd Ernest 
Cowan 1866  Bath  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Curteis 1866  Kent     

D R Davies 1866  Wales     

Revd Charles 
Deane 1866  Suffolk  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

W Delpratt 1866  London  Surgeon   

Thomas Ensor 1866  Somerset  Merchant   

John Fairfax 1866 62 Australia Warks Publisher  Congregationali
st 

John F Fortescue 1866  London     

C T Gabriel 1866  London     

Capt G G Gardiner 1866  London  Military   

William Hamilton 1866  Edinburgh Ireland Surgeon   

Mrs Harward 1866  Worcs     

Revd James 
Holmes 1866  Devon  Clergy  Anglican 

Thornton Hunt 1866  London     

Miss Johnston 1866  Belfast Ireland   Methodist 

John Kelly 1866 75 Dublin Ireland Geologist   

Charles Lingen 1866 55 Hereford Heref Surgeon London  

H. Walker Lucas 1866  London     

Sir Francis Lysett 1866 63 London Worcs Merchant  Methodist 

Edward Oakley 
Newman 1866 36 London London Clerk   

W. A. Nunes 1866  London  Civil service   

Emma Noel 
O'Brien 1866 78 Northants Northants   Anglican 

Revd George 
Ranking 1866  Kent  Clergy  Anglican 

Thomas G. Salt 1866  London  Chemist   

Revd S Skrine 1866  Kent  Clergy   

Samuel Thornton 1866 31 Birmingham London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Leonard Abingdon 
Vessey 1866  Staffs     

Revd William 
Webster 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Daniel 
August Beaufort 1866 52 London  Clergy  Anglican 

R R Cheyne 1866  London  Chemist   

1885 

Anthony Ashley-
Cooper, Earl 
Shaftesbury 

1866 81 London London Politician Oxford Anglican 

Philip Henry 
Gosse 1866 75 Devon Dorset Naturalist  Brethren 

Edward J 
Morshead 1866 46 New 

Zealand Somerset Civil service   

Revd William 
Arthur 1866 66 London Ireland Clergy Horton College Wesleyan 

Charles Barter 1866 64 South Africa  Politician Oxford Anglican 

Robert Baxter 1866 82 London Leics Solicitor  Anglican 

Revd William 
Binnington Boyce 1866 81 Sydney Yorks Clergy  Wesleyan 
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Charles Lloyd 
Braithwaite 1866 55 Cumbria Cumbria Industry  Quaker 

Isaac Braithwaite 1866 56 London Cumbria ?  Quaker 

William Henry 
Budgett 1866 58 Bristol Bristol Merchant  Wesleyan 

Capt Boughey 
Burgess 1866 62 London Middlesex Military  Anglican 

Henry Butler 1866  London  Civil service   

Robert Fitzgerald 
Copland-Crawford 1866  London  Military   

Revd Edward 
Duke 1866 61 Wiltshire Wiltshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

James Duncan 1866  London  Merchant   

William Aver 
Duncan 1866  London  Merchant   

Thomas Foljambe 1866 75 Yorks Yorks Barrister Cambridge  

Sir Robert 
Nicholas Fowler 1866 57 London London Banker, 

Politician London Anglican, raised 
Quaker 

Sydney Gedge 1866 56 Cambridge Norfolk 
Solicitor, 
politician, 
education 

Oxford, 
Cambridge Anglican 

Rear Admiral 
Henry Duncan 

Grant 
1866 34 London  Military   

Admiral Henry 
Duncan Grant 1866 53 London  Military   

John Griffith 1866 70 London  Architect   

J Hall 1866  London  Merchant   

Gibbs Crawford 
Harrison 1866 50 London London Civil service  Anglican 

Elkanah Healey 1866 69 Liverpool Lancs Industry   

Joseph Ince 1866 59 London London Pharmacist London  

Revd John James 1866  Gloucs  Clergy  Anglican 

Charles Frederick 
Jepps 1866  London     

Major-General A 
S Lawrence 1866  London  Military   

George Lidgett 1866  London  Insurance London Wesleyan 

Alexander 
McArthur 1866 71 London Ireland Merchant, 

politician  Wesleyan 

William McArthur 1866 76 London Ireland Merchant, 
politician  Wesleyan 

Lieutenant-
Colonel H M 

Mockton 
1866  Dorset  Military   

John Napier 1866  Glasgow Scotland Industry  Church of 
Scotland 

Alfred Vincent 
Newton 1866 65 London London Civil service   

Revd William 
Niven 1866  London  Clergy  Anglican 

William Payne 1866  London     

Sir Henry William 
Peek 1866 60 London Devon Merchant, 

politician   

Arthur Rainey 1866 55 Devon East Indies    

Revd James 
Harrison Rigg 1866 64 London Newcastle Clergy  Wesleyan 

Peter Robertson 1866  London  Civil service   
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George J Scales 1866  London  Merchant   

Vice-Admiral 
Jasper H Selwyn 1866  Notts  Military   

E. R. Shaw 1866  London  Education  Methodist 

John Shields 1866  Durham    Anglican 

Protheroe Smith 1866 76 London Devon Surgeon St Barts, 
Abderdeen Anglican 

W. Castle Smith 1866  London Sussex Solicitor   

John Stalkartt 1866  India    Anglican 

Dr Peter Cormac 
Sutherland 1866 63 South Africa Scotland 

Doctor, civil 
servant, 

naturalist 
Edinburgh  

Revd Robinson 
Thornton 1866 61 Surrey London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Henry Baker 
Tristram 1866 44 Durham Northumb Clergy, 

naturalist Oxford Anglican 

James Engelbert 
Vanner 1866  London  Merchant   

William Vanner 1866  London  Merchant   

Samuel Danks 
Waddy 1866  London Northumb Barrister, 

politician  Wesleyan 

W Dyer Ware 1866  Hereford  Scoolmaster  Anglican 

William Nowell 
West 1866  London  Banker   

Edward Whitwell 1866  Cumbria Cumbria    

George Williams 1866  London  Merchant   

Alfred J 
Woodhouse 1866  London  Dentist   

Alfred J 
Woodhouse 1866  London  Dentist   

Francis Beresford 
Wright 1866 79 Warks Derbyshire Industry Cambridge Anglican 

J. Hornsby Wright 1866  London     

Revd Charles 
Young 1866  Somerset  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Stephen 
Adam 1866  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Broke 1866  Bath     

Mrs Curteis 1866  Kent     

Revd Charles 
Deane 1866  Suffolk  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

W Delpratt 1866  London  Surgeon   

H. Walker Lucas 1866  London     

Revd Daniel 
August Beaufort 1866 71 London  Clergy  Anglican 

R R Cheyne 1866  London  Chemist   

Sir Henry Barkly 1879 81 London London Politician  Anglican 

Sir James Risdon 
Bennett  76 London Hants Doctor Edinburgh Congregationali

st 

Sir Joseph Fayrer  61 London Devon Doctor Rome Anglican 

William Forsyth  74 London Scotland Barrister, 
politician Cambridge Anglican 

Sir John William 
Dawson  65 Montreal Canada Naturalist Edinburgh Presbyterian 

Louis Pasteur  63 Paris France Chemist, 
biologist 

Ecole Normale 
Superieur Catholic 
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Henri Edouard 
Naville  41 Geneva Switzerland 

Archaeologist, 
literary 
scholar 

Geneva, 
London, Paris, 

Bonn 
 

Sir George Gabriel 
Stokes  66 Cambridge Ireland Mathematicia

n, physicist Cambridge Anglican 

Gaston Camille 
Charles Maspero  39 Cairo France Egyptologist Ecole Normale 

Superieur Jewish 

Hormuzd Rassam  59 Brighton Assyria Archaeologist  
Anglican, raised 

Assyrian 
Chaldean 

J Allen        

Captain Francis W 
H Petrie 1866 54 London South Africa Millitary  Anglican 

Revd Charles 
Adolphus Row 1867 69 London Cornwall Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Henry Cadman 
Jones 1868 77 London Lancs Barrister Cambridge Anglican 

Revd George 
Warburton 

Weldon 
1871 60 London Ireland Clergy Trinity, 

Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Joseph 
Angus 1874 69 London Northumb Clergy Edinburgh Baptist 

James Bateman 1873 74 Sussex Lancs Landowner, 
horticulturist Oxford Anglican 

David Howard 1873 46 London London Chemist Royal College of 
Chemistry Quaker 

Henry Alleyne 
Nicholson  41 Aberdeen Cumbria Paleontologist Göttingen, 

Edinburgh Anglican 

Francis Bisset 
Hawkins 1874 89 Brighton London Doctor Oxford Anglican 

John Frederick La 
Trobe-Bateman 1880 75 London Yorks Civil engineer  Moravian 

Bishop William 
Walsham How 1875 62 London Shropshire Clergy Oxford, Durham Anglican 

Revd Francis 
William Tremlett 1871 64 London Canada Clergy  Anglican 

Charles Alexander 
Gordon 1882 61 London  Surgeon   

Robert Halliday 
Gunning 1871 67 London, 

Brazil Edinburgh Surgeon Edinburgh Free Chruch 

Revd Henry Wace 1876 49 London London Clergy London, Oxford Anglican 

Revd J J Lias 1875  Cambridge  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

General G S 
Hallowes     Military   

Revd A I McCaul 1873  London  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Dr James 
Aberigh Mackay 1880  Paris Scotland Clergy  Anglican 

Colonel William 
Molesworth Cole 

Acton 
1878 58 Devon  Military   

William George 
Ainslie 1883 53 London India Industry   

Revd William Hay 
Aitken 1876 44 Bedford Liverpool Clergy Oxford Anglican 

William Shepher 
Allen 1869 54 Staffs Manchester Politician Oxford Methodist 

Revd W H Apsden 1884  South Africa  Clergy   

Rev William 
Robson 

Arrowsmith 
1874  London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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Miss M Ashley 1874  Bath     

Henry John 
Atkinson 1871 57 London  Politician   

Revd Joseph 
Watson Ayre 1882 58 London Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Acton Smee 
Ayrton 1874 69 London London Politician   

E Bailey 1883  London     

Samuel Thornton 1866 50 Ballarat London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

E Bannister 1883  London     

F J Barber 1883  Sheffield     

Joseph Gurney 
Barclay 1878 69 London  Astronomer   

John L Barker 1869  Cheshire     

James Barton 1881 59 Ireland Dublin Civil engineer Trinity Anglican, raised 
presbyterian 

Samuel Green 
Wheeler Benjamin 1885 48 Tehran United States Civil service   

Francis Augustus 
Bevan 1873 45 London London Banker  Anglican 

Robert Cooper Lee 
Bevan 1873 76 London London Banker Oxford Anglican 

William Bickford-
Smith 1879 58 Cornwall Cornwall Industry, 

politician  Methodist 

Lewis Biden 1872  Hants     

Frederic Sillery 
Bishop 1879 37 Swansea Staffs Industry Oxford, 

Cambridge  

Revd William 
Russell Blackett 1874  Nottingham  Clergy  Anglican 

Lady Alicia 
Blackwood 1866 67 Notts    Anglican 

Horace Smith 
Bosanquet 1881  London     

Nathaniel Bridges 1877 65 London Surrey  Cambridge  

John Edward 
Briscoe 1876  Staffs  Merchant   

Revd Richard 
England Brooke 1875 64 Bath Norfolk Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

W F Browell 1867  Kent  Magistrate   

Arthur Brown 1873  Kent     

George 
Washington Brush 1880 43 New York United States Military, 

dentist, doctor   

Revd Samuel 
Harris Buchanan 1884 47 United 

States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

James Budgett 1869 62 London Bristol Merchant  Wesleyan 

E Burton 1877  Australia  Civil service   

Sir William 
Westbrook Burton 1877 91 London Northants Judge  Anglican 

Revd William 
Cadman 1871 70 London Lancs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Carus 1873 64 Dorset Liverpool Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Job Caudwell 1881  London     

Revd S 
Charlesworth 1880  Ipswich  Clergy  Anglican 

Bishop Samuel 
Cheetham 1878  Isle of 

Wight Rutland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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Henry John Chitty 
Harper 1883 81 New 

Zealand Hants Clergy Oxford Anglican 

E Clarke 1875  Cheshire     

Revd Richard 
Collins 1883 67 Yorks Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd F S Cook 1875  London  Clergy   

Sir Algernon 
Charles Plumptre 

Coote 
1871 38 London London Landowner Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Crosbie 1876  London     

Hiram Cosedge 1881 46 London London Barrister   

Revd J J Coxhead 1872  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Robert Crewdson 1878  Cumbria  Industry   

John Lang Currie 1885 67 Australia Scotland Agriculture  Presbyterian 

Revd George 
Currey 1872 69 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

William Walter 
Legge, 5th Earl of 

Dartmouth 
1871 64 London  Politician   

Thomas Bellamy 
Dale 1879  Warwick London Industry  Anglican 

Revd Emile C 
d'Auquier 1885  Kent France Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Robert 
Powell Davies 1875 39 Gloucs Gloucs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd T Davies 1884  London  Clergy   

William Day 1871  London     

H C Dent 1875  London  Civil Engineer   

William 
Wentworth 

Fitzwilliam Dick 
1871 80 London Ireland Politician   

John Dingley 1877 56 Cornwall Cornwall Banker  Wesleyan 

James Main Dixon 1884 29 Tokyo Scotland Academic St Andrews Methodist 

William Plunkett, 
Baron Plunkett 1878 57 Dublin Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Samuel Nevill, 
Bishop of Dunedin 1882 48 New 

Zealand Notts Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Herbert Edgell 
Hunt 1885 38 London London Civil engineer London  

Owen Edwards 1872  London  Landowner   

Trevor Caswell 
Edwards 1884  Yorks Yorks Solicitor  Anglican 

Alston Ellis 1882 37 United 
States United States Education 

Miami 
University, 
Oxford OH 

 

Revd C Elliott 1881  Canada  Clergy  Presbyterian 

R J Elwell 1881  Birmingham    Anglican 

J F France 1881  London  Surgeon   

William Ewart 1885 68 Belfast Ireland Industry, 
politician 

Belfast 
Academy Anglican 

S W Francis 1885  United 
States  Doctor   

James Reading 
Fairfax 1878 51 Sydney Warks Publisher  Congregationali

st 

Miss F H Freeman 1876  London     

Bishop Samuel 
Fallows 1885 50 Chicago Manchester Clergy U Wisconsin 

Methodist, 
Reformed 
Episcopal 
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Major Thomas 
Arthur Freeman 1878 45 London London Military Oxford Anglican 

Revd R W Forrest 1876  London  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd William 
Brown Galloway 1874 74 London Scotland Clergy Glasgow Anglican 

E Wood Forster 1883  Durham  Surgeon   

B. Copson Garratt 1882  London  Medical 
electrician   

Revd James 
Shepherd Forsyth 1885  London Scotland Clergy Aberdeen Church of 

Scotland 

D C Fox 1877  Somerset     

Revd Henry Elliott 
Fox 1875 43 Durham India Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Antony Gibbs 1878 44 Somerset London  Oxford Anglican 

J G Gibbs 1875  London  Military, 
surgeon   

Edmund Probyn 
Godson 1875 36 London London Barrister Cambridge  

Revd Field 
Flowers Goe 1877 53 London Lincs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

James Newton 
Goren 1870 66 London London Barrister Cambridge Anglican 

Thomas Gorringe 1882 74 Australia Sussex   Congregationali
st 

Revd F W Gotch 1875  Bristol  Clergy  Baptist 

Revd Prof G S 
Gould 1885  London  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd J Gould 1876 36 Derbyshire Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Allan 
Beecher Webb 1882 46 South Africa India Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Charles Gray 1881 45 New 
Zealand 

Cambridgeshi
re 

Shipping, 
Agriculture   

Colonel J T Griffin 1879  London  Military, 
clergy  Baptist 

Sir Edmund 
Beckett (post 

Baron Grimthorpe) 
1884 69 London London Barrister, 

architect Cambridge Anglican 

Henry Brougham 
Guppy 1881 31 Cornwall Cornwall 

Surgeon, 
geologist, 
botanist 

Edinburgh  

Revd Charles 
Gutch 1874 63 London Leics Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Matthew Henry 
Habershon 1875 61 London Yorks Author  Independent 

J Hague 1883  Canada  Clergy  Anglican 

Rev W J Hall 1880  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd A J 
Hammond 1882  London  Clergy  

Anglican, 
formerly 

Methodist 

Lt-Gen John 
Colpoys Haughton 1884 68 Berkshire Dublin Military   

John Thornhill 
Harrison 1877 70 London Durham Civil engineer Edinburgh  

John Merrick 
Head 1882  Surrey Dorset Solicitor   

Revd James 
Augustus Hessey 1873 71 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Robert 
Falkner Hessey 1883 58 Hants London Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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Charles Albert 
Hingston 1879 42 Dorset Dorset Doctor Edinburgh Anglican 

Robert Hills 1883  Sydney     

Archibald 
Alexander Hodge 1879 62 United 

States United States Clergy Princeton Presbyterian 

Bishop Alfred 
Willis 1879 49 Hawaii Lincs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

John Horne 1883 50 Mauritius Scotland Botanist   

James 
Houldsworth 1871 60 Scotland Manchester 

Politician, 
landowner, 

industry 
 Anglican 

Frederick Howard 1873 57 Bedford Bedford Industry   

R Luke Howard 1873  Notts London   Quaker 

Theodore Howard 1873  Kent London   Quaker 

William Dillworth 
Howard 1873 57 London London Photographer, 

industry  Quaker 

Revd John George 
Hawes 1876 64 Somerset Suffolk Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Colonel Theodore 
Hyatt 1884 55 United 

States United States Education Princeton Presbyterian 

F J Hughes 1884  Isle of 
Wight     

Revd Edward 
Cumming Ince 1873 60 Notts Lincs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Prof William 
Ince 1880 60 Oxford London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

C Irvine 1884  London     

Revd Albert 
August Isaacs 1873 57 Leics  Clergy, 

historian Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Ebenezer 
Evans Jenkins 1869 65 London Devon Clergy  Wesleyan 

Revd A Jones 1884  London  Clergy   

D Davis Joseph 1877  Wales     

Bishop Henry 
Calloway 1880 68 South Africa Hants Clergy  

Anglican, 
formerly 
Quaker 

Revd J Kay 1883  Edinburgh    United 
presbyterian 

Revd Alfred H 
Kellogg 1885 55 London United States Clergy Princeton Presbyterian 

Revd James Butler 
Knill Kelly 1879 56 Lancs Manchester Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Kemble 1866  Wiltshire    Anglican 

John Pratt 
Kempthorne 1881 36 New 

Zealand New Zealand Clergy  Anglican 

Revd H Kennedy 1881  Australia  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

Revd Robert 
Winter Kennion 1878 70 Norwich Yorks Clergy, 

barrister Cambridge Anglican 

William Klein 1872 53 London Surrey Astronomer   

Revd J H Mason 
Knox 1885  United 

States United States Clergy, 
education  Presbyterian 

Revd T Ladds 1881 89 Huntingdon
shire 

Huntingdonsh
ire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Charles Joseph 
Lambert 1881 59 London, at 

sea Chile Industry   

J Langton 1874  London     

Revd William M 
Lawrence 1883  Chicago United States Clergy  Baptist 
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John Walter Lea 1873 57 London Worcs Assyriologist Oxford Anglican 

G J Lee 1886  South Africa  Meteorologist   

General Sir John 
Henry Lefroy 1884 67 London Hants Military   

Revd Thomas 
William Lemon 1884 39 Plymouth Somerset Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Thomas Lomas 1867  Derbyshire  Civil service   

Revd George 
Claude Lorimer 1881 57 Chicago Scotland Clergy Georgetown 

College Baptist 

Hussey Burgh 
Macartney 1885 86 Melbourne Dublin Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Bishop Frederick 
Gell 1878  India Derbyshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Hugh Poyntz 
Malet 1882  London Wiltshire Doctor Edinburgh  

Revd James 
McCann 1867    Clergy   

Reverend Canon 
Joseph F 

McCormick 
1878 51 Ireland Liverpool 

Clergy, 
former 

cricketer 
Cambridge Anglican 

J E McDonald 1880       

Ven Robert 
McDonald 1879 57 Canada Canada Clergy  Anglican 

Revd C J Marshall 1885  Notts  Clergy   

John T Matthews 1872  London     

William Mewburn 1868 68 Oxfordshire Yorks Industry  Wesleyan 

William Mewburn 
Junior 1872       

Robert Moon 1875 51 London Liverpool Barrister Cambridge Anglican 

Joseph Moore 1875  Kent     

Richard Cope 
Morgan 1877 58 London Wales Publisher  Congregationali

st 

Samuel Morley 1867 76 London London Industry, 
politician  Congregationali

st 

Josiah Mullens 1881 59 Sydney London Stockbroker  Congregationali
st 

Charles Augustus 
Murray 1886 79 France Scotland Author, 

diplomat Oxford  

James S Napier 1880  Glasgow     

Horatio Nelson, 
Earl Nelson 1878 62 Wiltshire  Politician Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Arthur 
Burn Suter 1874 55 New 

Zealand London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

F Newth 1881  London     

Revd Horace 
Newton 1881 47 Yorks Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Stafford C 
Northcote 1886  London     

Edward Smith 
Nunn 1877  Bristol  Education Trinity  

W Ogle 1872  Derbyshire  Doctor   

Mark Oldroyd 
Junior 1872 42 Yorks Yorks Industry, 

politician 
New College 

London 
Congregationali

st 

Robert Tucker 
Pain 1885 45 Devon  Artist   

Revd Francis 
Landey Patton 1881 42 United 

States Bermuda Clergy, 
education Princeton Presbyterian 
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Revd Francis 
Paynter 1885 49 Surrey Surrey Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Samuel 
Paynter 1877 84 London Surrey Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

William Pearce 1877 32 London London 
Industry, 
chemist, 
politician 

Royal College of 
Chemistry  

W Peek 1880  London     

George Hawkins 
Pember 1885 48 Devon Heref Author, 

theologian Cambridge Brethren 

Revd T Abbot 
Peters 1873  Lancs  Clergy   

Revd R Phayre 1871  Norfolk  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

John Samuel 
Phené 1872 61 London  Architect, 

archaeologist 
Cambridge, 

Durham Huguenot 

Rear Admiral 
Henry Bouchier 

Phillimore 
1885 51 Somerset  Military   

Revd William Burt 
Pope 1878 63 Manchester Canada Clergy  Wesleyan 

Elizabeth Isis 
Pogson 1882 33 India Oxford Meteorologist   

Charles Bland 
Radcliffe 1873 63 London Lincs Doctor   

Revd JS Ramsay 1884  New York  Clergy  Presbyterian 

Peter Redpath 1880 64 London Canada Merchant  Presbyterian 

Archibald Reith 1877 48 Aberdeen Scotland Doctor Aberdeen United 
presbyterian 

Revd Joseph 
William Reynolds 1882  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Lieutenant-
Colonel G Rhodes 1878  Yorks  Military   

Revd William 
Nottidge Ripley 1873 61 Norwich London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Cecil 
Rivington 1884  India  Clergy  Anglican 

J A Rossiter 1880  Ceylon  Agriculture   

Revd George 
Stringer Rowe 1872 55 Oxford Kent Clergy  Wesleyan 

H M Rowe 1872  London     

John Ruscoe 1884  Lancs  Engineer, 
industry   

Charles Cecil John 
Manners, Duke of 

Rutland 
1868 70 Leics Leics Politician Cambridge Anglican 

Henry Dudley 
Ryder (post Lord 

Harrowby) 
1881 49 London London Banker Oxford Anglican 

James Salisbury 1880 62 New York United States Doctor Albany Medical 
College  

Hugh James 
Sanderson 1881  London  Doctor St Andrews  

Herbert Clifford 
Saunders 1884 50 London London Barrister Oxford  

Frederic Schreiner 1875 44 Sussex South Africa Education London Wesleyan 

John Henry 
Francis Kinnaird 

Scott 
1882 26 Scotland Scotland    

Alex Scott-
Blacklaw 1882  Brazil  Banker   
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Revd G Sexton 1873  London  Clergy, 
botanist   

Revd Henry 
Winter Sheppard 1871 76 Hants Gloucs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd C E Sherard 1885  Essex     

James Sime 1876  Edinburgh Scotland Clergy, 
education Edinburgh Free Church 

C Smith 1877  Lancs  Civil engineer   

Donald Alexander 
Smith, post Baron 

Strathcona and 
Mount Royal 

1885 65 Canada Scotland 
Merchant, 
industry, 
politician 

  

Revd Robert 
Payne Smith 1869 67 Kent Gloucs Clergy, 

theologian Oxford Anglican 

Samuel Smith 1873 49 Liverpool Scotland Politician Edinburgh Anglican 

Samuel Smith 1879  Bristol Lancs Surgeon Edinburgh  

Revd William 
Saumarez Smith 1870 49 Cheshire Jersey Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Charles Sparrow 1883  Shropshire  Education Trinity, Oxford Anglican 

G A Spottiswoode 1884  London  Publisher   

J Stevenson 1882  Egypt  Surgeon Glasgow  

D Vincent Steuart 1876  Manchester  Industry   

Revd Alex Stewart 1875 50 Aberdeen Scotland Doctor, clergy Glasgow, 
Aberdeen 

Congregationali
st 

Revd Frederick 
Alexander 

Stewart-Savile 
1871 65 Kent Devon Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Stokes 1879  India Worcs Education Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Pelham Stokes 1880 33 Dorset Sussex Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd R Taylor 1881  Sydney  Clergy   

Revd Andrew 
Thomson 1876 71 Edinburgh Scotland Clergy Glasgow United 

presbyterian 

Revd Arthur 
Thursby-Pelham 1882  Shropshire  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop Jonathan 
Holt Titcomb 1867 66 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

A P Townend 1872  Kent     

Thomas Townend 
Junior 1872  Kent     

Henry Alfred 
Trulock-Hankin 1884 29 London London Barrister, 

architect Cambrirdge Anglican 

Revd Henry Clay 
Trumbull 1881 55 Philadelphia United States Clergy  Congregationali

st 

Lieutenant 
William Henry 

Turton 
1883 29 St Helena India Military, 

author 
Royal Military 

Academy  

Revd William 
Tyson 1883  Belize  Clergy  Wesleyan 

Joseph Francis 
Usher 1885 53 Australia Ireland Doctor, 

pharmacist 
Trinity, New 

York Roman Catholic 

Ven Thomas 
Edward 

Usherwood 
1880 44 South Africa Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Vanner 1867  Oxfordshire  Merchant   

Revd David James 
Vaughan 1880 60 Leics Leics Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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H Veasey 1875  Bedfordshir
e  Surgeon   

P B Walker 1884  Sydney  Communicati
ons   

Revd Francis 
August Walker 1885 44 London Middlesex Clergy, 

botanist Oxford Anglican 

William Melmoth 
Walters 1873 50 London London Solicitor   

Revd Henry 
George Watkins 1880 36 Notts Heref Clergy Oxford Anglican 

A Duff Watson 1878  London     

W Livingstone 
Watson 1877  London     

Revd Edward 
Wells 1881 31  Berkshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

F A White 1881  London     

Revd John 
Bradford Whiting 1881 57 Kent India Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Charles Smith 
Wilkinson 1883 42 Sydney Northants Geologist   

Revd Frederic 
Edward Wigram 1878 52 London Essex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

T B Woodward 1877  Gloucs     

Revd James Avery 
Worden 1882  United 

States United States Clergy Princeton Presbyterian 

F Wright 1873  London     

Alexander Wylie 1884 47 Scotland Scotland Politician, 
industry   

E F Wyman 1866  London     

A G Yeates 1871  London     

Cleveland Abbe 1881 47 Washington 
DC United States Meteorologist Harvard Episcopalian 

Bishop Charles 
John Abraham 1872 71 Staffs Hants Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd James 
Adams 1878  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

H E A Allan 1884  Sydney    Anglican 

Revd Bevill Allen 1880 35 London London Clergy  Congregationali
st 

Revd Samuel Scott 
Allnutt 1886 34 India Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

James Anderson 1883  Mauritius     

James Maitland 
Anderson 1883 33 Scotland Scotland Education  Free Church 

Revd Mervyn 
Archdall 1883 37 Sydney Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Marsham 
Argles 1873 71 Lincs Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Samuel 
Crawford Armour 1884  Liverpool  Education   

A Campbell 
Armstrong 1884  New York  Publisher   

A J Arnold 1879  London     

Bishop William 
Garden Cowie 1878 54 New 

Zealand Scotland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

J Avery 1880  United 
States  Education   

Major General H 
Aylmer 1886  Cornwall  Military   
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Revd Samuel 
Colcord Bartlett 1884 68 United 

States United States Education Dartmouth Congregationali
st 

Revd William 
Collins Badger 1876 69 Birmingham Birmingham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Hammond 
Roberson Bailey 1872 35 Essex Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd J Bailey 1883  Sheffield  Clergy  Methodist 

Revd W Baker 1871 64 Yorks Derbyshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd F Ballard 1882  Liverpool  Clergy London Wesleyan 

J D Banyard 1885  London     

C A Barclay 1885  Kent     

Revd John 
Wareing Bardsley 1874  Liverpool Yorks Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Francis 
Henry Baring 1882 35 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Lady Katherine 
Raymond Barker 1882  Gloucs     

Francis Lindsay 
Barker 1882  Sydney     

Henry Barker 1879  Yorks     

Thomas 
Barkworth 1884  Essex  Agriculture   

Revd W C Barlow 1885  London  Clergy   

Revd E J Barrett 1875  South Africa    Wesleyan 

Bishop Samuel 
Edward Marsden 1883 53 Australia Australia Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

D N Beach 1884  United 
States  Clergy  Congregationali

st 

Ven Peter Teulon 
Beamish 1884 61 Australia Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Miss Beales 1883  London     

Revd Walter 
Stanley Beam 1882 27 New 

Zealand London Clergy Christ College Anglican 

Bishop John 
Watrous Beckwith 1884 54 United 

States United States Clergy Trinity CT Episcopalian 

Charles Evans 
Beemy 1883 32 Birmingham London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

F Beer 1875       

Revd Canon 
Charles Dent Bell 1877 66 Gloucs Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Prof R J Bell 1879  Kent     

Revd F A S 
Bellamy 1873  Devon  Clergy  Anglican 

A E Bennett 1884       

Miss E Berkley 1884  Sussex     

Revd Digby Marsh 
Berry 1878 36 Melbourne Wiltshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

H M Best 1876  London     

Revd Edward 
Bickersteff 1872 71 Staffs London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd F A Billing 1874  London  Clergy   

C H Binsteed 1885  London     

Revd Herbert 
Alfred Birks 1883 29 Essex Notts Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd A Russell 
Blackett 1882  Australia  Clergy Sydney Anglican 

Revd G Blencowe 1880  South Africa  Clergy  Wesleyan 
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Revd George 
Beatson Blenkin 1872 62 Lincs Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd T Bliss 1877  Surrey  Clergy  Anglicn 

Mrs S F Bobbett 1878  Somerset     

R Stewart 
Boddington 1875  London     

Revd Robert 
Crofts Bolster 1874  Ireland  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Trevor 
Bomford 1879 36 India Gloucs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

W G A Bonwill 1883  Philadelphia  Dentist   

W D Bosanquet 1882  Ceylon  Agriculture, 
merchant   

Revd S T Bosward 1885  Bedfordshir
e  Clergy  Wesleyan 

Revd Stephen 
Bowers 1885  United 

States  Publisher, 
naturalist  

Methodist, 
Reformed 
Episcopal 

Revd Charles 
Bradshaw Bowles 1885 37 Kent Surrey Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Francis 
Bertie Boyce 1883 41 Sydney Devon Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Macnevin 
Bradshaw 1878 60 Dublin Belfast Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Marius Adrianus 
Brandts Buijs 1885 45 Netherlands Netherlands Musician  Dutch 

Reformed 

Revd Henry Brass 1879 53 Surrey Somerset Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Captain John 
Bridge 1873  Lancs  Military   

T Brindley 1883  Sydney     

Captain John 
Edward Broadbent 1882 40 India Yorks Military Royal Military 

Academy  

R H Bromby 1882  Melbourne   Melbourne Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Brook 1876 54 London Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd John Henry 
Broome 1871 84 Norfolk Norfolk Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Professor Joseph 
Brough 1885 33 Wales Staffs Education Cambridge Wesleyan 

G Brown 1873  Essex  Doctor   

Isaac Brown 1880 82 Cumbria Notts Education  Quaker 

Charles Caesar 
Bryant 1881  Cheshire     

Llyod Bryce 1881  New York     

Revd Ralph 
Neville 

Buckmaster 
1874 67 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

M H Bulteel 1880  Plymouth  Surgeon   

Revd Enoch Fitch 
Burr 1883 67 United 

States United States Clergy, 
astronomer Yale Congregationali

st 

S C Butler 1885  United 
States     

Librarian, 
Theological 

College calcutta 
1881  India  Education   

Revd W S 
Caldecott 1880  South Africa  Clergy  Wesleyan 

Revd J C Caldwell 1885  United 
States  Clergy  Presbyterian 
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Bishop William 
Ridley 1882 49 Canada Devon Clergy  Anglican 

T K Callard 1876  London     

Revd Morgan 
Callaway 1883 54 United 

States United States Education  Methodist 

Captain E K 
Calver 1883  Durham  Military   

Allan Campbell 1885 49 Australia Scotland Doctor, 
politician Edinburgh Methodist 

Revd Warren Akin 
Candler 1883 28 United 

States United States Clergy  Methodist 

Revd A Canney 1877  London  Clergy   

Revd M F Carey 1885  United 
States  Clergy Trinity Episcopalian 

Revd J H Carlile 1885  London  Clergy  Baptist 

Revd Henry 
Carrow 1885 72 Somerset Gloucs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Carruthers 1873  Hants     

Revd Anthony 
Ramsden Cavalier 1879  Liverpool  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd James Law 
Challis 1877 52 Buckingham

shire 
Cambridgeshi

re Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Frederick 
Skene Courtenay 

Chalmers 
1879 81 Kent Canada Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Major General 
Joshua 

Chamblerlain 
1884 57 United 

States United States 
Education, 
military, 
politician 

Bowdoin  

Revd Francis 
Chambers 1882 29 Sussex Kent Clergy Oxford Anglican 

A M Chance 1879  Birmingham     

George Chance 1882 76 London Birmingham Barrister Cambridge  

Thomas Tighe 
Chapman 1883 39 Dublin Ireland Landowner  Anglican 

Edward Arthur 
Chichester 1884 36 Surrey Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

E W Childs 1881  Philadelphia     

T North Christie 1880  Ceylon     

Revd Henry Clark 1885  Birmingham  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Thomas H 
Clark 1875    Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd A T Clark 1885  United 
States  Clergy  Congregationali

st 

Professor Edward 
Waller Claypole 1884 50 United 

States Heref Naturalist London Baptist 

Revd James Cohen 1879 69 Middlesex Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

R A Coker 1881  Nigeria  Musician  Anglican 

W M Collet 1880  London     

J Colley 1881  Australia     

J M Collingham 1873  Lincoln     

Professor Orello 
Cone 1884 50 United 

States United States Clergy, 
theologian  Universalist 

Revd Frederick 
Charles Cook 1878 75 London Berkshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Joseph Cook 1878 47 Boston United States Clergy Harvard Congregationali
st 

Rev Robert 
Cooper 1879 72 Lincs Gloucs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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Revd Harry 
McDougall 
Courtney 

1880 32 Straits 
Settlements Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Sir James Porter 
Corry 1877  Belfast Belfast Politician, 

industry RBAI Presbyterian 

Bishop Henry 
Cotterill 1872 73 Edinburgh Suffolk Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd H Cotton 1882  South Africa     

Revd William 
Macquarie Cowper 1883 75 Sydney Sydney Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Prof W A 
Crawford 1885  United 

States     

Edward Crewdson 1874  Cumbria     

Revd George 
Crewdson 1877 45 Cumbria Cumbria Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Herbert Crichton-
Stuart 1881 58 London London Barrister Cambridge Anglican 

J S Crisp 1877  London     

Revd S Crockett 1885  United 
States  Clergy  Episcopalian 

Lt-Gen J  Crofton 1877  London  Military   

Davis G Croghan 1878 53 South Africa Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd George Cron 1886 52 Belfast Scotland Clergy  Evangelical 
union 

Revd William 
Dixon Blachford 

Curry 
1885 25 Newcastle Dorset Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Frederick 
Hill Currie 1874 52 Essex Norfolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

F Curtiss 1885  Sydney     

Ephraim Cutter 1879 53 New York United States Doctor Harvard, 
Pennsylvania 

Congregationali
st 

Revd G W Dalton 1878  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Professor James 
Dwight Dana 1885 72 United 

States United States Geologist Yale Presbyterian 

H Darling 1885  United 
States  Education  Presbyterian 

Revd Canon 
William Daunt 1884  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Tannatt William 
Edgworth David 1883 27 Sydney Wales Geologist Oxford Anglican 

Revd H S Davies 1882  New 
Zealand     

John Davies 1882  South Africa     

Rev Prof J M 
Davis 1885  United 

States  Clergy, 
education   

Revd John 
Dawson 1876 59 Devon Durham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Dawson 1876 49 London Norfolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Alfred 
Glennie Day 1880 30 Kent  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Henry de la 
Cour de Brisay 1875 53 Oxford Oxford Clergy Oxford Anglican 

De St Almas, H E 
G 1882  India  Education   

Revd Charles 
Force Deems 1878 65 New York United States Clergy Dickson College Methodist 

W S Dent 1885  London     
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Bishop William 
Alexander 1869 61 Ireland Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 

August Dewhurst 1880  Australia  Geologist   

Charles Dibdin 1869  London     

Lewis Tonna 1873 33 London London Barrister, 
judge Cambridge 

Anglican, father 
had been a 
prominent 
Wesleyan 

Robert William 
Dibdin 1869  London     

Revd Marcus 
Dimond Dimond-

Churchward 
1874 51 Devon Devon Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Stewart 
Dismorr 1876  Kent  Merchant   

Miss Annie Dixon 1876  London  Artist   

Major General 
Richard Stewart 

Dobbs 
1883 77 Ireland Ireland Military  Anglican 

Revd Marcus 
Dods 1881 51 Glasgow Northumb Clergy, 

theologian Edinburgh Free Church 

Revd J Donaldson 1885  London  Clergy   

Revd R Douglas 1878  Staffs  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Henry Hare 
Dugmore 1870 75 South Africa Birmingham Clergy  Wesleyan 

Revd W 
Dunkerley 1885  Liverpool  Clergy   

Revd T Dunn 1885  London  Clergy   

Revd G B Durrant 1882  India  Clergy   

Revd Francis Peter 
du Sautoy 1880 57 Surrey Hants Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd P Z Easton 1885  Persia United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Revd Canon John 
Richard Turner 

Eaton 
1876 50 Worcs London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Miss Ellen 
Hawkins Ebbs 1883  London     

Revd Joseph 
Haythorne Edgar 1872 51 London Somerset Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd Myron Eells 1882 42 United 
States United States Clergy Pacific Congregationali

st 

Revd Francis 
Rowling Elder 1885 53 Australia Australia Clergy Sydney Anglican 

Revd J P Ellwood 1885  India  Clergy   

Revd F Elmer 1873  Cheshire  Clergy  Anglican 

J Elmer 1884  London     

A H Elwin 1885  Sydney  Civil engineer   

Revd Arthur Elwin 1885 40 China Kent Clergy   

Revd Canon John 
Empson 1880 55 Canada Ireland Clergy Trinity, McGill Anglican 

Revd Charles 
Robert Lloyd 

Engstrom 
1877 43 London Surrey Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Hay Sweet 
Escott 1880 69 Somerset Somerset Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd Richard 
Roberts Eva 1885 38 Australia Cornwall Clergy London Anglican 

Mrs Evans 1886  London     
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William Quartus 
Ewart 1875 41 Belfast Belfast Industry, 

politician Trinity Presbyterian 

Revd John 
Rashdall Eyre 1885 40 Liverpool London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

C S Farthing 1885  Warks     

Revd Edward 
William Fenwick 1874 59 Bristol Worcs 

Clergy, 
former 
military 

Cambridge Anglican 

D W Ferguson 1885  Ceylon     

Revd Arthur 
Thomas Field 1876 49 Derbyshire Staffs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Lt Gen J Field 1881  London  Military   

Revd Charles 
William Alexander 

Feilding 
1885 52 Shropshire London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

E G Figg 1885  Australia  Doctor   

Revd Philip Valpy 
Mourant 1879 60 Somerset Jersey Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd A R M 
Finlayson 1885  Liverpool     

Samuel Finley 1869  Canada     

Revd J Finnemore 1879  Manchester     

Robert Isaac 
Finnemore 1883 43 South Africa Surrey Barrister, civil 

servant  Anglican 

Revd Thomas 
Flavell 1878  New 

Zealand  Clergy  Anglican 

Rev R H Fleming 1885  United 
States  Clergy  Presbyterian 

Sir Sandford 
Fleming 1881 57 Canada Scotland Engineer, 

education  Presbyterian 

Rev W R Fletcher 1885  Australia  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

Earl Flint 1885  Nicaragua     

Revd George 
Laure Fogo 1873  Scotland Scotland Clergy Glasgow Church of 

Scotland 

Revd John 
Fordyce 1881  Belfast Scotland Clergy Edinburgh Congregationali

st 

Joseph Fortescue 1879 52 Canada London Merchant   

Revd T F 
Fotheringham 1883  Canada  Clergy  Presbyterian 

W Fowler 1884  London     

Charles Dillworth 
Fox 1882  New 

Zealand     

Revd George 
Townshend Fox 1872 59 Durham Durham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Jason Nelson 
Fradenburgh 1882  United 

States  Clergy  Methodist 
episcopal 

Miss E France 1884  Berkshire     

Miss M France 1884  London     

Revd Thomas 
Edmund Franklyn 1871 55 Leics Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Fraser 1884  Australia     

Bishop John 
Medley 1878 81 Canada London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

W F Fremersdorff 1884  United 
States     

Prof S M D Fry 1884  United 
States  Education  Methodist 
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William Galloway 1885 45 Cardiff Scotland Civil engineer Giessen, 
Frieburg  

Mrs Ernest 
Gardiner 1873  Ireland     

Revd Prof Frederic 
Gardiner 1885  United 

States  Clergy, 
theologian  Episcopalian 

Landon Cabell 
Garland 1883 75 United 

States United States Education Hampden-
Sydney Methodist 

J P A Garvin 1883  Australia  Surveyor   

Charles James 
Garrard 1883 72 Isle of 

Wight  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Richard 
Gascoyne 1880 81 Somerset Kent Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

E R Gayer 1875  London  Barrister   

Mrs Thomas 
Geldart 1872  Manchester     

Miss A Giberne 1882  Sussex     

Revd Edgar 
Charles Sumner 

Gibson 
1885 37 Somerset Hants Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

W G P Gilbert 1885  Hants     

T S Gill 1879  London     

Revd Robert 
Baker Girdleston 1877 48 Oxford Staffs Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Commander 
Charles Edward 

Gissing 
1884 40 Mombasa  Military   

Raymond H 
Godfrey 1881       

J P Goldsmith 1883  Plymouth     

Revd Malcolm 
George Goldsmith 1882 36 India London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Gordon of 
Fyvie 1878  Scotland     

S Gordon 1884  Dublin  Doctor Trinity  

Revd Frederick 
Foster Gough 1885 60 Staffs Staffs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Mesac 
Thomas 1882 69 Australia Wales Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Meyrick 

Goulbourn 
1872 67 Norwich London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

R Govett 1880  Norwich     

Lady Graham 1882  Essex     

J H S Graham 1872  London  Education   

Revd Arthur Gray 1879 62 Heref Durham Clergy Oxford Anglican 

C E Green 1885  United 
States     

Joseph E Green 1877  London     

Captain W L  
Greenstreet 1877  India  Military   

Revd Algernon 
Grenfell 1872 49 London Warks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd HG Grey 1881  Northants  Clergy   

Theophilus Gribi 1884  United 
States     

W Griffith 1881  London  Barrister   

Revd W D Ground 1879  Northumb     
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Major Gardiner 
Frederick Guyon 1884 39 London London Military   

Revd James T 
Gwyther 1880  Torquay  Clergy  Congregational 

Revd Hugh Hanna 1880 64 Belfast Ireland Clergy  Presbyterian 

Edward William 
Harcourt 1884 60 Oxforshire Oxfordshire Politican, 

naturalist Oxford Anglican 

Revd Evelyn 
Hardolph 

Harcourt-Vernon 
1877 64 London  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd P 
Hargreaves 1875  South Africa  Clergy  Wesleyan 

T Hargeaves 1882  Lancs     

Revd Henry 
William Harper 1878 52 New 

Zealand  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Walter 
Harper 1882 37 New 

Zealand New Zealand Clergy Oxford Anglican 

G Harries 1871  Wales     

George B 
Harriman 1879  Boston  Dentist  Baptist 

Ven. William 
Chambers Harris 1883 55 New 

Zealand Wales Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Miss Grace 
Harrison 1884  Northumb     

Revd E J Hartrich 1874  Ireland  Clergy Trinity  

Revd John 
Harvard 1869  Manchester     

J Hassell 1882  London     

R Haughton 1881  York     

W Hays 1880  Australia  Finance   

G Heap 1879  London  Education   

Revd Charles 
Hebert 1881 77 Cumbria Devon Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Griffin 
Hellier 1874  South Africa     

G James 
Henderson 1884  London Scotland Publisher  Presbyterian 

Revd E R Hendrix 1883  United 
States  Clergy  Presbyterian 

Revd J 
Hetherington 1874  Yorks  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Charles Abel 
Heurtley 1872 79 Oxford Durham Clergy, 

theologian Oxford Anglican 

Captain G F 
Hewson 1877  Hants  Military   

Revd William 
Edward Heygate 1882 68 Isle of 

Wight London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Hicks 1883  Sheffield  Clergy  Anglican 

E A Hildreth 1872 60 United 
States  Doctor   

Revd Canon 
Edward Hoare 1882 73 Kent London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Lt-Col Sir James 
Macnaghten 

McGarel-Hogg 
(post Baron 

Magheramorne) 

1874 62 London India Military, 
politciian Oxford Anglican 

G L Houstoun 1883  Scotland  Landowner   
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R Hughes 1879  Brighton  Doctor   

Richard Deeton 
Hughes 1881  London  Solicitor   

Mrs M Huish 1879  Isle of 
Wight     

Harry Hutton 1883  South Africa  Civil service   

Colonel Henry 
Hume 1881  London  Military   

Revd Canon J 
Hurst 1885  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Rev Henry 
Hutchings 1872  Ireland  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Lt-Gen Charles 
Hutchinson 1875 59 India Kent Military   

Maj-Gen George 
Hutchinson 1875 56 London  Military  Anglican 

E Irby 1882  Sydney     

Revd E D Irvine 1883  United 
States     

James Iverach 1885 46 Aberdeen Scotland Theologian Edinburgh Free Church 

Lt A J Iverson 1885  Philadelphia  Military   

G Watson James 1883  United 
States     

E James 1883  London     

John Jardine 1871 41 London Scotland 
Politician, 
judge, civil 

servant 
Cambridge  

W Jardine 1881  Ceylon  Agriculture   

Revd Edward 
Bickersteth 1885 35 Japan Norfolk Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Jay 1883 68 New York New York Solicitor Columbia Congregationali
st 

Revd James 
Jefferis 1885 52 Sydney Bristol Clergy London Congregationali

st 

Revd ET Jeffers 1885  United 
States United States Clergy, 

theologian Princeton Presbyterian 

Revd Jason 
Jenkyns 1885  Cardiff  Clergy  Congregationali

st 

Revd William 
Jessop 1873  Leeds  Clergy  Methodist 

F G Jewell 1877  London     

James Johnstone 1876  Edinburgh     

H Alison 
Johnstone 1880  Lancs     

J B Johnstone 1883  Sydney     

Colonel Charles 
Colcock Jones 

Junior 
1883 54 United 

States United States Politician Princeton, 
Harvard Presbyterian 

R Hesketh Jones 1882  London     

H S H Jones 1873  Notts  Civil servant   

Revd Lloyd 
Timothy Jones 1886  Northants  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Featherstone 
Kellett 1877  Yorks  Clergy  Wesleyan 

Ven William 
Frederic John 

Kaye 
1879 63 Lincoln Cambridge Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Alfred Keene 1879  Kent     
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Revd Samuel 
Henry Kellogg 1885  United 

States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Sir John Henry 
Kennaway 1875  Devon  Politician   

Revd John H 
Kennedy 1875  Scotland Scotland Clergy Aberdeen Free Church 

J E Kimball 1884  United 
States  Education   

Revd William 
Frederick Kimm 1883 66 Norfolk Cambridgeshi

re Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Albert Freeman 
Africanus Kind 1883 44 United 

States Oxfordshire Politician Pennsylvania  

Ven Robert 
Lethbridge King 1883  Sydney Cornwall Clergy, 

educatio Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Canon 
Hutton Smith King 1883  Sydney  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd E W S 
Kingdom 1876  Norfolk  Clergy  Anglican 

S Kinns 1880  London  Education   

Revd G H 
Kirwood 1879  Heref  Clergy   

J Kitchen 1882  London     

Revd Charles 
Frederick Knight 1880 29 Sheffield  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd A Knox 1877  Cheshire  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Wladislaw 
Somerville Lach-

Szyrma 
1884 44 Cornwall Devon Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Charles Lacy 1879 86 London Notts Clergy Oxford Anglican 

C J Lacy 1884  London     

Bishop Thomas 
Valpy French 1884 60 India Staffs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd L A Lambert 1885  United 
States  Clergy   

J G Langham 1879  Sussex  Solicitor   

Miss Cecilia 
Langham 1883  Sussex     

John Mercer 
Langston 1878  Haiti United States 

Solicitor, 
politician, 
diplomat 

Oberlin Presbyterian 

Revd G Lansing 1885  Egypt United States    

Donald Larnach 1882  London     

Revd John G 
Lansing 1885  United 

States  Clergy, 
education  Presbyterian 

Revd Charles 
D'Auguilar 
Lawrence 

1873 36 London Liverpool Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Miss N F Layard 1882  Wiltshire     

T J Leeming 1881  Canada     

Revd Canon 
William Lefroy 1885 49 Liverpool Dublin Clergy Trinity Anglican 

W Lester 1885  Wales     

William Hagy 
Levering 1885 59 United 

States Philadelphia    

Revd J R Lewin 1880  India     

Revd J S Lewis 1873  Wales  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd L O Lewis 1877  Cumbria  Clergy  Anglican 
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Revd Augustine 
Ley 1882 43 Heref Heref Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd William 
Clement Ley 1881 44 Leics Bristol Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Henry Parry 
Liddon 1871 55 Oxford Hants Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd H Linton 1876  Cheshire  Clergy  Anglican 

Mrs E Lloyd 1885  Brighton     

Revd Robert 
Lloyd 1871 66 Worcs Cheshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Walter Lock 1883 39 Oxford Dorset Clergy, 
education Oxford Anglican 

Revd J G Locke 1878  Wiltshire  Clergy   

Revd G H 
Lockhart-Ross 1884  Suffolk     

Revd John 
Longley 1875 40 Birmingham  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

A Lombard 1885  Geneva  Banker   

Revd Herbert 
London 1884 31 Yorks Liverpool Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Nathaniel Thomas 
Lupton 1883 55 United 

States United States Chemist Heidelberg Methodist 

Revd L D Lyon-
Bennett 1885  Cheshire  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd James 
Macgregor 1886 56 New 

Zealand Scotland Clergy New College, 
Edinburgh 

Presbyterian 
(ordained in 
Free Church) 

A Main 1884  Canada     

J R McClurg 1885  United 
States  Doctor   

J A McDonald 1876  London     

J S McIntyre 1885  Australia     

Bishop William 
Carpenter Bompas 1880 51 Canada London Clergy  Anglican, raised 

Baptist 

Revd J W McKay 1875  Belfast Belfast Clergy, 
education  Methodist 

Revd T A McKee 1876  Dublin  Clergy, 
education  Methodist 

S Mckenzie 1880  Australia     

D Mackintosh 1882  Cheshire     

J W McLane 1883  New York  Doctor   

Rev W W McLane 1884  United 
States  Clergy  Congregationali

st 

D McLaren 1885  London     

J P MacLean 1883  Canada     

Revd Matthew 
MacLean 1881  Canada  Clergy   

Revd George 
Frederick Maclear 1878 52 Canterbury Bedford Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

C McMillan 1876  Rome  Doctor   

Revd John 
McNeice 1883  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd A C 
Macpherson 1881  Somerset  Clergy, 

military London  

Revd J McWilliam 1877  New 
Zealand  Clergy   

Revd Hugh Fuller 
Maitland 1881 31 Berkshire Berkshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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H C Malden 1882  Brighton     

Revd Edward 
Male 1880 68 Oxford Birmingham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd T E Marsh 1877  South Africa     

Revd Professor 
Samuel A Martin 1882  United 

States  Clergy, 
education   

Revd Frederick 
Vaughn Mather 1885 61 Bristol Lancs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

R M Masters 1875  South Africa     

Henry Charles 
Malden 1878 56 Brighton Isle of Wight Education Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Peter 
Sorrenson Royston 1881 55 Mauritius London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Sir W Maxwell 1876       

Bishop James 
Moorhouse 1872 59 Manchester Sheffield Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Thomas 
Plumptre Methuen 1879  Somerset  Clergy  Anglican 

Sir Frederick 
George Milner 1884 36 London Yorks Politician Oxford Anglican 

Revd John Milner 1866 63 Durham Cumbria Clergy, 
military Oxford Anglican 

H Minchin 1878  Dublin  Surgeon   

H S Mitchell 1871  London     

Revd S Mitchell 1883  Devon  Clergy  Anglican 

Bishop John 
Mitchinson 1878 52 Leics Durham Clergy Oxford Anglican 

C E Moilliet 1876  Worcs     

E W Molesworth 1882  Sydney     

J D Moody 1885  United 
States  Anthropologis

t   

G A Moore 1885  San 
Francisco     

Bishop John 
Horden 1883 57 Canada Exeter Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Samuel 
Morley 1879 44 India  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

H Morris 1875  India  Civil service   

Revd James 
Morris 1878  South Africa  Clergy   

Revd J Morris 1875  Yorks     

Captain G Morton 1885  United 
States  Military   

Revd P W Moses 1885  Australia  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

J R Mosse 1880  London  Civil engineer   

Revd Arthur 
Evans Moule 1882 49 China Dorset Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Handley 
Carr Glyn Moule 1885 44 Cambridge Dorset Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Baron Sir 
Ferdinand Jacob 

Heinrich von 
Müller 

1880 60 Australia Germany Doctor, 
botanist Kiel  

Revd R H Muir 1881  Edinburgh  Clergy   

Revd Charles 
Oliver Mules 1879 48 New 

Zealand Somerset Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Mullings 1878  Gloucs     
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Robert Wallace 
Murray 1885 49 Belfast United States Merchant, 

military  Presbyterian 

Miss S Neale 1875  Brighton     

Revd F 
Greenwood Neild 1882  Australia  Clergy   

John Henry 
Nelson 1871 29 London   Cambridge  

A Neve 1885  India  Surgeon   

Revd W Nicholson 1885  Russia  Clergy   

Revd R Noake 1882  Australia  Clergy Sydney  

Bishop Charles 
Perry Scott 1880 38 China Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Hibbert 
Binney 1885 66 Canada Canada Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Percy 
Fairfax Nursey 1880 45 London Norfolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd R C Oake 1879  Shropshire     

Revd W Oates 1881  South Africa  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

Stackpool Edward 
O'Dell 1880  London  Phrenologist   

G H O'Donel 1886  India  Education   

Revd Algernon 
Langston Oldham 1877 37 Shropshire Brighton Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Prof Howard 
Osgood 1886 54 United 

States United States Clergy, 
theologian Harvard Baptist 

Revd W H Painter 1880  Cheshire     

C Palmer 1883  Canada  Barrister   

Revd C Ray 
Palmer 1883  United 

States  Clergy Yale Episcopalian 

J Foster Palmer 1880  London  Surgeon   

J Linton Palmer 1877  Liverpool  Surgeon, 
military   

Revd T Paterson 1883  Scotland  Clergy  Free Church 

S R Pattison 1882  London     

J A Payne 1885  Lagos     

Revd Alfred 
Peache 1885 76 London Gloucs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Daniel Pearson 1879 63 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd A G 
Pemberton 1877  London  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd T H Penrith 1885  Lancs  Clergy   

Bishop Henry 
Hutton Parry 1882 59 Australia West Indies Clergy Oxford, Durham Anglican 

W H Peters 1882  Devon     

Revd GW 
Petherwick 1877  Manchester  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd R Phair 1880  Canada  Clergy   

JC Pinkerton 1879       

F H Piper 1884  London  Solicitor   

Revd W A Pippet 1881  Manchester  Clergy   

Revd W H Platt 1884  United 
States  Clergy, 

theologian  Episcopalian 

Revd David 
Playfair 1881  Edinburgh Scotland Clergy Cambridge  

Revd C T Porter 1885  Lancs  Clergy  Anglican 
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Revd Josias 
Ledley Porter 1883 62 Belfast Ireland Clergy, 

education Glasgow Presbyterian 

G E Post 1885  Beirut  Doctor   

John Postlethwaite 1882  Cumbria  Geologist   

Revd Thomas 
Powell 1875 76 London Berkshire Clergy, 

naturalist 
Hackney 
College Anglican 

Revd James 
Weston Pratt 1881 46 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Henry 
Brougham 
Bousfield 

1878 53 South Africa London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd E Price 1882  London  Clergy, 
education   

E D Price 1882  London     

Revd John Joseph 
Priestley 1880  India Leics Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Cook Pritchard 1881 52 Australia Shropshire Clergy  Primitive 

Methodist 

Revd Charles 
Pritchard 1883 77 Oxford Shropshire 

Clergy, 
astronomer, 
ecucation 

Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Francis 
Bartlett Proctor 1885  London  Clergy, 

education   

Bishop Charles 
Todd Quintard 1878 61 United 

States United States Doctor, clergy  Episcopalian 

George Race 1869  Durham     

E S Radcliff 1881  Australia  Clergy, 
military Trinity Anglican 

Benjamin Ralph 1875 36 Cornwall Ireland Education Trinity Methodist 

Revd John Rate 1875 67 London Northumb Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs H Reid 1885  United 
States     

Revd Arthur 
Medland Rendell 1876 43 Leics Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

W Renner 1883  Sierra Leone  Doctor Brussels  

Revd Henry 
Robert Reynolds 1875 60 Notts Hants Clergy, 

education 
London, 

Edinburgh 
Congregationali

st 

Revd J Reynolds 1880  South Africa     

Revd D Rhodes 1877  Lancs  Clergy, 
education   

T H Richardson 1875  Yorks  Administratio
n   

T L Richardson 1881  Australia     

Revd F Rigby 1876  India  Clergy   

Revd J F Riggs 1885  United 
States  Clergy   

Revd Thomas 
Robinson 1881  Northumb  Clergy  Presbyterian 

Revd James 
Maxwell Rodgers 1875 58 Ireland Ireland Clergy  Presbyterian 

Revd Canon 
Saltren Rogers 1885 62 Cornwall Cornwall Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Christopher 
Rolleston 1883 68 Sydney Notts Civil service   

Revd H Ross 1873  Lancs  Clergy   

Revd William 
Walter Rowley 1873  Somerset     

Bishop Vincent 
William Ryan 1873 69 Durham Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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Revd Robert 
Salthouse 1885  Liverpool  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd J A Sampson 1881  Guiana  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

H Sandford 1881  London     

Bishop Edward 
Sargent 1880 71 India Paris Clergy 

London 
Theological 
Seminary 

Anglican 

Revd Ernest 
Bickersteth Savage 1882 36 Isle of Man Warks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd G Scratton 1879  Lincs  Clergy   

Revd R Rush 
Scrope 1883  United 

States  Clergy   

Revd E Seeley 1876  Lancs  Clergy   

Revd R H Seeley 1880    Clergy   

Revd E Seller 1877  Yorks  Clergy   

Miss E Sewell 1880  Isle of 
Wight     

Robert Sewell 1881  London  Civil service   

Revd John Sharp 1875 48 Kent Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Canon 
William Hay 

Sharp 
1883 45 Sydney Yorks Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

J Brown Shearer 1874  South Africa     

Mrs F Wolfskill 
Shepherd 1882  Los Angeles     

R C Shettle 1880  Berkshire  Doctor   

Revd J Shipham 1885  Lancs  Clergy   

Revd Francis 
Archibold Patulo 

Shirreff 
1883 37 India India Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd G Shirt 1880  India  Clergy, 
education   

Lt H N Shore 1882  Bedfordshir
e  Military   

A Simcox 1874  Birmingham     

Revd Henry 
Kingdom Simcox 1882 45 Wiltshire Staffs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Canon James 
Simpson 1872  Cumbria  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Robert 
James Simpson 1872 59 London Wales Clergy Oxford Anglican 

A Sinclair 1884  London     

Revd William 
Macdonald 
Sinclaire 

1876 35 London Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

E Skinner 1880  Sheffield  Surgeon   

J A Skinner 1880  Sussex     

Revd J W Sloan 1881  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Alder Smith 1884  London  Doctor London  

Lt-Col E D Smith 1873  London  Military   

Revd T Smith 1884  Warks  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Urban Smith 1880 79 Sheffield Sheffield Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Joseph Smith 1884 56 London Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop Rowley 
Hill 1878 49 Isle of Man Ireland Clergy  Anglican 
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G Spear 1876       

Revd M T Spencer 1881  Kent  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd F E Spencer 1885  Australia  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd J Spooner 1883  Sydney  Clergy  Anglican 

J Spriggs 1885  Leics     

W E Stanford 1876  South Africa  Civil service   

E J Statham 1879  Australia  Civil engineer   

W Stephenson 1875  Yorks     

Revd R 
Stephenson 1885  Lancs  Clergy  Anglican 

Alex Stewart 1879  Australia     

Mark J Stewart 1872  Scotland  Barrister Oxford  

Revd Arthur Stock 1878 62 New 
Zealand London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Henry Browall 

Stocker 
1876 77 Hants     

Revd LH Streane 1883  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Herbert 
Charles Strickland 1885 24 London  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Stuart Dixon 
Stubbs 1881 52 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

J S Sutcliffe 1871  Lancs     

Revd JR 
Sutherland 1885  United 

States  Clergy, 
education   

Revd Charles 
Anthony Swainson 1874 65 Cambridge Liverpool Clergy, 

theologian Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Alfred 
Barry 1885 59 Sydney London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd R Tapson 1873  Somerset  Clergy   

Charles James 
Tapping 1881 40 Constantino

ple London Judge, civil 
service Cambridge Anglican 

General Sir 
Alexander Taylor 1875 59 Berkshire Dublin Military   

Revd Hugh 
Walker Taylor 1882  Australia  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd T Taylor 1881  South Africa  Clergy   

Revd P Tearle 1879  South Africa  Clergy   

Captain Richard 
Carnac Temple 1884  India India Military Cambridge Anglican 

General Russell 
Thayer 1883  United 

States Philadelphia Military, civil 
engineer 

West Point, 
Pennsylvania Episcopalian 

Revd T B Thayer 1884  Boston     

Allen Clapp 
Thomas 1883 39 Cambridge  Education, 

historian  Quaker 

Revd Henry 
Dealtry Thomas 1878 38 Worcs India Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd A A 
Thompson 1882  Constantino

ple  Clergy   

Alex Tod 1885  Scotland     

Revd Henry 
George Tomkins 1873 58 Somerset Leics Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Smith Tomkins 1873 55 Somerset Berkshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

J Cassidy Travers 1884  London     

Revd T B Tress 1883  Sydney     
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Bishop Charles 
Brodrick Bernard 1883  Ireland Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd William Hill 
Tucker 1875 83 Essex London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Robert O Turnbull 1869  Manchester     

Revd G Turner 1885  Cheshire  Clergy Glasgow  

Bishop Daniel 
Sylvester Tuttle 1882 48 United 

States United States Clergy Columbia Episcopalian 

Revd F B Tyrer 1885  Liverpool  Clergy   

Revd L C Uhl 1883  India  Clergy   

Revd James 
Harley Usill 1883 55 Sussex  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

F W Upham 1884  New York  Solicitor   

F W Uther 1885  Sydney     

H S Vail 1884  Chicago  Civil servant   

Henry Thornton 
Vanner 1869 48 London  Industry   

T Watson Vessey 1881  Bristol     

E G Vickery 1881  Australia  Civil servant   

Samuel Vincent 1872  Surrey     

Revd Thomas 
Vincent 1886 50 Canada Canada Clergy  Anglican 

Revd JT Waddy 1873  Manchester     

Revd Charles 
Henry Waller 1882 44 London Staffs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd James 
Conway Walter 1879 54 Lincs Lincs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd WD Walters 1875  London  Clergy   

Jules Walther 1885  Switzerland  Clergy   

C Howard 
Wansbrough 1882  Australia  Surveyor   

Revd E Warbeck 1885  Staffs  Clergy   

F A Waring 1881  Ceylon  Civil engineer   

Revd EJ Warner 1875  South Africa     

Miss E Warrington 1882  Worcs     

Revd Frederick 
Watkins 1874 77 Yorks Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Crocker Marriott 

Watson 
1881 32 New 

Zealand Australia Clergy  Anglican 

Sir John Don 
Wauchope 1879 69 Scotland Scotland 

Miitary, 
education, 

civil service 
Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Hanmer 
William Webb-

Peploe 
1879 48 London Heref Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Ransom 
Welsch 1883  New York  Clergy, 

education  Presbyterian 

Revd William de 
Lancy West 1879 62 Surrey Surrey Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Richard Francis 
Weymouth 1881 63 London  Education, 

theologian London Baptist 

P A White 1884  London     

Revd C Osborne 
White 1875  South Africa     

Revd H M White 1885  United 
States  Clergy   
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Revd James White 1882 46 London Ireland Clergy, 
education Trinity, Oxford Anglican 

Revd William 
Farren White 1883 53 Gloucs London Clergy, 

naturalist Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Benjamin 
Whitelock 1871 67 Kent Surrey Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Henry Gothwicke 
Whiting 1878  London     

Nicholas Whitley 1874  Cornwall  Civil engineer   

Revd Joseph 
Whiteley 1885  Yorks  Clergy, 

education 
Queens College 

Birmingham  

Revd Samuel 
James Whitmee 1870 47 Dublin Bedfordshire Clergy  Congregationali

st 

Richard John 
Wicksteed 1884 43 Ottowa Canda Solicitor, civil 

servant McGill  

J Wigan 1875  London     

Loftus Tottenham 
Wigram 1877 82 London London Politician, 

barrister Cambridge Anglican 

General Sir 
Richard 

Wilbraham 
1878 74 London Cheshire Military   

Revd C L 
Williams 1884  Staffs  Clergy, 

surgeon  Anglican 

H S Williams 1881  Wales     

Revd William 
Leonard Williams 1876 56 New 

Zealand New Zealand Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Prof Henry Shaler 
Williams 1883 38 United 

States United States Geologist Yale Presbyterian 

H Whiteside 
Williams 1885  Wales     

Revd J T Willis 1878  Leics  Cergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd William 
Necomb Willis 1882  New 

Zealand  Clergy  Anglican 

Clement H 
Wilmont 1881  Brazil     

John Bracebridge 
Wilson 1883 57 Australia Norfolk Education Cambridge Anglican 

Revd WC 
Winslow 1885  Boston  Clergy   

Charles 
Winterbottom 1872  London  Surgeon   

G Wise 1881  London     

Rev A Wood 1877  Cheshire  Clergy   

R Wood 1874  Lancs     

Revd Prof James 
Woodrow 1874 57 United 

States Cumbria Clergy, 
theologian Heidelberg Presbyterian 

Revd H 
Woodward 1883  Liverpool  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd William 
Woolls 1881 71 Sydney Hants Clergy, 

naturalist Göttingen  

Bishop Henry 
Philpott 1885 78 Worcs Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Robert 
Workman 1885 50 Belfast Belfast Clergy Queens Presbyterian 

T Worthington 1877  Liverpool   Trinity  

Revd Buchan 
Warren Wright 1873 75 Notts Jamaica Clergy, doctor Edinburgh, 

Cambridge Anglican 

E A Wynne 1880  Australia     
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Revd Dr J H 
Wythe 1883  United 

States United States Clergy, 
education  Methodist 

Lorenzo Gordin 
Yates 1885 48 United 

States Kent Paleontologist   

Revd B Young 1883  Birmingham  Clergy, 
education Oxford Anglican 

Charles Edward 
Baring Young 1876 35 London London Education, 

politician Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Young 1881 85 Somerset London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Frederick 
Young 1881 43 Brazil Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Matthew 
Wilson Young 1885 63 Lincoln Durham Musician  Anglican 

1906 

Hardinge Stanley 
Giffard, Earl of 

Halsbury 
1888 83 London London Lord 

chancellor Oxford Anglican 

Sir Thomas Fowell 
Buxton 1896 69 London London Politician Cambridge Anglican 

Wilfred Hudleston 
Hudleston 1891  London Cumbria Geologist Cambridge  

Alexander 
McArthur 1866 92 London Ireland Merchant, 

politician  Wesleyan 

David Howard 1873 67 London London Chemist Royal College of 
Chemistry Quaker 

Donald Alexander 
Smith, Baron 

Strathcona and 
Mount Royal 

1885 86 Canada Scotland 
Merchant, 
industry, 
politician 

  

Lt Gen Sir Henry 
LeGuay Geary 1892 64   Military, 

government   

William Thomson, 
Baron Kelvin 1884 82 Glasgow Belfast Physicist Cambridge Church of 

Scotland 

Alexander 
Emanuel Agassiz 1888 81 United 

States Switzerland Naturalist Harvard Presbyterian 

Gaston Camille 
Charles Maspero 1883 39 Cairo France Egyptologist Ecole Normale 

Superieur Jewish 

Henri Edouard 
Naville 1883 41 Geneva Switzerland 

Archaeologist, 
literary 
scholar 

Geneva, 
London, Paris, 

Bonn 
 

Revd Prof 
Archibald Henry 

Sayce 
1889 61 Oxford Bristol Assyriologist Oxford Anglican 

Prof Warren 
Upham 1904 56 United 

States United States Geologist Dartmouth  

Fridtjof Nansen 1904 45 London Norway Explorer, 
politician 

Kongelige 
Frederiks 

Universitet 
 

J Allen        

Lt-Col George 
Mackinlay 1897    Military   

Edward Stanley 
Mould Perowne 1894  London  Clerk   

Edward Hull 1888  London Ireland Geologist Trinity Anglican 

Revd James 
Harrison Rigg 1866 85 Kent Newcastle Clergy  Wesleyan 

Revd Francis 
William Tremlett 1871 84 London Canada Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Henry Wace 1876 49 London London Clergy London, Oxford Anglican 
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Revd John James 
Lias 1875  Cambridge  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Captain Ettrick 
William Creak 1887 71 London London Military Glasgow  

Theophilus 
Goldridge Pinches 1889 50 London London Assyriologist   

Revd Robert 
Baker Girdleston 1877 69 Oxford Staffs Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd William 
Macdonald 
Sinclaire 

1876 56 London Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Commander G P 
Heath 1893    Military   

Revd George 
Ferris Whidborne 1888 61 Somerset Devon Clergy, 

paleontologist Cambridge Anglican 

Walter Aubrey 
Kidd 1895 54 London London Doctor London  

Martin Luther 
Rouse 1899  Toronto  Barrister Toronto  

Revd Robert 
Ashington-Bullen 1894 56  Bermuda Clergy, 

naturalist London Anglican 

Revd John 
Tuckwell 1894    Clergy   

Major Kingsley O 
Foster 1902  Surrey  Military   

General John 
Gustavus Halliday 1899 84 London London Military   

Colonel Thomas 
Holbein Hendley 1903 59   Military, 

doctor St Bartholemews  

Arthur Sutton 1903       

Revd Henry Elliott 
Fox 1875 64 Durham India Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Henry Langhorne 
Orchard  63  Cornwall Education Oxford, 

Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop James 
Edward Cowell 

Welldon 
1893 52 London Kent Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Sydney T Klein 1900       

Revd William Hay 
Aitken 1876 65 Bedford Liverpool Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Colonel M A 
Alves 1895    Military   

Henry M Ami 1901 48 Canada Canada Geologist McGill  

Richard Bangay 1905  Dorset  Doctor   

Revd Francis 
Henry Baring 1882 56 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

John L Barker 1869  Cheshire     

James Barton 1881 80 Ireland Dublin Civil engineer Trinity Anglican, raised 
presbyterian 

Colonel Alexander 
Bell 1901    Military   

Bermunda Library, 
Trustees of 1903  Bermuda Bermuda Library   

Johann Heinrich, 
Graf von 

Bernstorff 
1889 44 London London Diplomat  Lutheran 

Francis Augustus 
Bevan 1873 66 London London Banker  Anglican 

D Biddle 1887       
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Frederic Sillery 
Bishop 1879 58 Swansea Staffs Industry Oxford, 

Cambridge  

Lady Alicia 
Blackwood 1866 88 Notts    Anglican 

Edward Brettell-
Vaughan 1905       

Revd Joshua 
Ingham Brooke 1890 70 Yorks Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Claud 
Brown 1884 56 London Australia Clergy Oxford Anglican, raised 

presbyterian 

John Browne 1889       

Revd Arthur Carr 1891 58 Berkshire Durham Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Job Caudwell 1881  London     

Edward Chapman 1894 66 Oxford Cheshire Botanist Oxford Anglican 

George John 
Chapman 1894       

H J Chinnery 1896       

Major Frederick 
John Choles 1900 59 South Africa Staffs Military   

George Benson 
Clough 1904 51 London Yorks Barrister, 

politician   

Napoleon Thomas 
Cogswell 1888  Kent     

Brenton H Collins 1890 77 Kent Canada    

S Joshua Cooper 1889       

Sir Algernon 
Charles Plumptre 

Coote 
1871 59 London London Landowner Cambridge Anglican 

H C Corke 1887    Dentist   

John Cory 1891 78 Cardiff Devon Industry  Methodist 

Revd J J Coxhead 1872  London  Clergy  Anglican 

Francis 
Cunningham 1897    Solicitor   

Revd D C 
Davidson 1905    Clergy   

William Day 1871  London     

John Francis 
William Deacon 1903 47 London Kent Banker Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop George 
Alexander 
Chadwick 

1888 66 Ireland Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd David Stuart 
Dodge 1889 70 New York New York Clergy Yale Presbyterian 

Mrs Caroline 
Stovin 1903       

Henry John 
Reynolds-Morton, 

Earl of Ducie 
1903 79 Gloucs  Politician   

Samuel Nevill, 
Bishop of Dunedin 1882 69 New 

Zealand Notts Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Trevor Caswell 
Edwards 1884  Yorks Yorks Solicitor  Anglican 

Alston Ellis 1882 58 United 
States United States Education 

Miami 
University, 
Oxford OH 

 

Mrs du Sautoy 1880  Surrey Hants Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

James Reading 
Fairfax 1878 51 Sydney Warks Publisher  Congregationali

st 
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Revd William 
Dalrymple 
Fanshawe 

1901 50 London Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Alexander Finn 1904  Chicago  Diplomat   

Robert Isaac 
Finnemore 1883 64 South Africa Surrey Barrister, civil 

servant  Anglican 

Robert Bruce 
Foote 1902 72 India  Geologist   

Miss F H Freeman 1876  London     

R H Fremlin 1892       

R J Fremlin 1889       

William Galloway 1885 66 Cardiff Scotland Civil engineer Giessen, 
Frieburg  

Antony Gibbs 1878 65 Somerset London  Oxford Anglican 

J G Gibbs 1875  London  Military, 
surgeon   

Bishop Alan 
George Sumner 

Gibson 
1890 50 South Africa Hants Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Edmund Probyn 
Godson 1875 57 London London Barrister Cambridge  

Revd J Gould 1876 57 Derbyshire Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd David Gregg 1896 60 United 
States United States Clergy New York Presbyterian 

Ernest William 
Beckett, Lord 
Grimthorpe 

1891 50 London London Banker, 
politician Cambridge  

Edgar Erat 
Harrison 1901   Cornwall Publisher   

John Merrick 
Head 1882  Surrey Dorset Solicitor   

Revd Henry 
Griffin Hellier 1890 52  Bristol Clergy Oxford Anglican 

W Arnold 
Hepburn 1901  London  Clerk   

Joshua Retinski 
Hershensohnn 1906 72 South Africa  Publisher   

Charles Albert 
Hingston 1879 63 Dorset Dorset Doctor Edinburgh Anglican 

F A Holman 1893       

George Norgate 
Hooper 1895  London London Industry   

R Luke Howard 1873  Notts London   Quaker 

Theodore Howard 1873  Kent London   Quaker 

William Dillworth 
Howard 1873 57 London London Photographer, 

industry  Quaker 

Edmund Charles 
Pendleton Hull 1901 66 London  Ship broker  Anglican 

Revd Canon 
Christopher Blick 

Hutchinson 
1888 78 Kent Birmingham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Joseph Ince 1866 80 London London Pharmacist London  

Revd Prof William 
Ince 1880 60 Oxford London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Thomas William 
Jex-Blake 1891 74 Somerset  Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

John Pratt 
Kempthorne 1881 57 New 

Zealand New Zealand Clergy  Anglican 
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Miss Louisa 
Elizabeth Kinnaird 1893 58 London  Philanthropist   

Revd T Ladds 1881 89 Huntingdon
shire 

Huntingdonsh
ire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Henry 
Lansdell 1891 65 London Kent Clergy, 

explorer 
London College 

of Divinity Anglican 

Miss M A 
Laurence 1898       

George Lidgett 1866  London  Insurance London Wesleyan 

Revd Samuel C 
Logan 1896  Chicago    Presbyterian 

Miss E Loveday 1887       

Ronald Macgregor 1904    Civil servant   

Revd James 
Marchant 1904 39 London London Clergy  Presbyterian 

Revd C J Marshall 1885  Notts  Clergy   

Ernest R Matthews 1901    Geologist   

John T Matthews 1872  London     

William McArthur 1866 76 London Ireland Merchant, 
politician  Wesleyan 

Revd James 
Benjamin 

McCullagh 
1896 52 Canada  Clergy  Anglican 

Edmund 
Alexander Molony 1898 40 India Bedfordshire Civil servant Cambridge Anglican 

Richard Cope 
Morgan 1877 58 London Wales Publisher  Congregationali

st 

Revd Alfred 
Garnett Mortimer 1905 58 Philadelphia  Clergy  Episcopalian 

Christopher Mudd 1900       

Josiah Mullens 1881 80 Sydney London Stockbroker  Congregationali
st 

James S Napier 1880  Glasgow     

Horatio Nelson, 
Earl Nelson 1878 83 Wiltshire  Politician Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Horace 
Newton 1881 68 Yorks Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Ole Theodor Olsen 1902 68 Lincs Norway Nautical 
engineer   

Robert Tucker 
Pain 1885 66 Devon  Artist   

Revd Francis 
Landey Patton 1881 63 United 

States Bermuda Clergy, 
education Princeton Presbyterian 

Revd Francis 
Paynter 1885 49 Surrey Surrey Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Dixon Halse Petter 1896 43 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Samuel 
Phené 1872 82 London  Architect, 

archaeologist 
Cambridge, 

Durham Huguenot 

Elizabeth Isis 
Pogson 1882 54 India Oxford Meteorologist   

Sir Francis Sharp 
Powell 1888 79 London Lancs Politician Cambridge  

John Dynely 
Prince 1906 38 New York New York Linguist Columbia, Johns 

Hopkins  

Revd Lonsdale 
Ragg 1896 40 Venice Shropshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Miss F M Reade 1893       
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Revd Cecil 
Rivington 1884  India  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Joseph 
Edmund Rogers 1891 50 Shropshire Worcs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Heynol 
Gough Rosedale 1900 43 Wales Staffs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd George 
Stringer Rowe 1872 76 Oxford Kent Clergy  Wesleyan 

George J Scales 1866  London  Merchant   

Revd William 
Percy Schuster 1903 56  Manchester Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Alex Scott-
Blacklaw 1882  Brazil  Banker   

Frederick Sessions 1891 70 Gloucs  Merchant  Quaker 

Ebenezer James 
Sewell 1904  Buckingham

shire Liverpool Civil servant, 
astronomer London  

Henry Minchin 
Simons 1887       

Sir Alexander 
Russell Simpson 1889 71 Edinburgh Scotland Doctor Edinburgh United Free 

Church 

Francis G Smart 1893    Industry Cambridge  

Gerard Smith 1883       

Horace Smith 
Bosanquet 1881  London     

Revd Alex Stewart 1875 71 Aberdeen Scotland Doctor, clergy Glasgow, 
Aberdeen 

Congregationali
st 

Revd Frederick 
Alexander 

Stewart-Savile 
1871 86 Kent Devon Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Pakenham 
Stilwell 1892 74 London London Banker   

George Saville 
Streatfield 1903 67  Brighton Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop William 
Saumarez Smith 1870 70 Sydney Jersey Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd R Taylor 1881  Sydney  Clergy   

James Dyer 
Tremlett 1899 70 London Devon Barrister Cambridge Anglican 

Joseph Herbert 
Tritton 1889 62 London London Banker  Quaker 

Revd John Savile 
Tucker 1901   Gloucs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Lieutenant-
Colonel William 

Henry Turton 
1883 50 St Helena India Military, 

author 
Royal Military 

Academy  

Revd John 
Urquhart 1889  New 

Zealand Scotland Clergy  Free Church 

Ven Thomas 
Edward 

Usherwood 
1880 65 South Africa Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

H Veasey 1875  Bedfordshir
e  Surgeon   

William Melmoth 
Walters 1873 71 London London Solicitor   

A Duff Watson 1878  London     

Miss Alice 
Whidborne 1903       

Revd John 
Bradford Whiting 1881 57 Kent India Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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Miss R M 
Whitwell 1866  Cumbria     

Revd Edmund 
Francis Edward 

Wigram 
1899 42 India Hants Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Colonel Robert 
Williams 1894 57 Dorset Dorset Military, 

politician   

Bishop Alfred 
Willis 1879 70 Hawaii Lincs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Bernard 
Robert Wilson 1887 49 Australia London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Alfred J 
Woodhouse 1866  London  Dentist   

Francis Beresford 
Wright 1866 100 Nottingham Derbyshire Industry Cambridge Anglican 

Charles Edward 
Baring Young 1876 56 London London Education, 

politician Cambridge Anglican 

Revd James 
Adams 1878  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd R Adams 1894  Ireland  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd WW Adams 1894    Clergy   

Sir Robert 
Anderson 1896 64 London Dublin Policeman Trinity Presbyterian, 

Brethren 

Revd Walter 
Andrews 1888 54 Durham Notts Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Mervyn 
Archdall 1883 58 Sydney Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

William 
Alexander, 

Archbishop of 
Armagh 

1869 82 Ireland Ireland Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd D A 
Arnstrom 1904  Sweden    Lutheran 

E M Arrowsmith 1887       

Robert Ashby 1887       

Revd Charles 
Godfrey Ashwin 1888 74 Somerset Staffs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Atkinson 1891 87 Cambridge Leeds Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop William 
Awdry 1898 64 Tokyo Wiltshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd TS Bacon 1892    Clergy   

Revd William 
Collins Badger 1876 90 Birmingham Birmingham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd F Ballard 1882  Liverpool  Clergy London Wesleyan 

Revd Clement 
Henry Barlow 1893 50 India London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Robinson Barton 1886  Dublin  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd George 
Aaron Barton 1902 47 Canada United States Clergy, 

education Harvard Quaker 

Bishop Charles 
Edward Camidge 1888 68 Australia Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Canon 
Digby Marsh 

Berry 
1887 57 Oxford Wiltshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Thomas 
Stirling Berry 1893 52 Dublin Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 
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Ven Henry 
Edward James 

Bevan 
1894 52 London Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Hiram H Bice 1894  New York  Education   

Melville Madison 
Bigelow 1890 60 United 

States United States Education Harvard  

Revd F A Billing 1874  London  Clergy   

Arthur Bird 1888       

Revd Arthur 
Ismary Birkett 1904 43  Somerset Clergy   

Revd E Blakeslee 1905  Boston  Clergy   

Miss Grace 
Blandy 1905       

W Bodkin 1873    Doctor   

Miss Elsie Bolton 1900       

Revd Laurence 
George Bomford 1890 59 Notts Cambridge Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Trevor 
Bomford 1879 57 India Gloucs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Eva J Boord 1902       

E Bourdillon 1887    Civil engineer   

Revd Shadrach 
Laycock Bowman 1887 77 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Rutgers Methodist 

episcopal 

Revd T Hunter 
Boyd 1891    Clergy   

Revd David Breed 1895  United 
States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Revd F W Breed 1895    Clergy Durham Anglican 

Colonel Francis 
Charles 

Bridgeman 
1887 60 London London Military, 

politician   

Captain John 
Edward Broadbent 1882 61 India Yorks Military Royal Military 

Academy  

J Walter Brown 1900       

Joseph Davies 
Bryan 1893 42 Egypt Wales Merchant Aberystwyth  

M H Bulteel 1880  Plymouth  Surgeon   

Revd Enoch Fitch 
Burr 1883 67 United 

States United States Clergy, 
astronomer Yale Congregationali

st 

E Burton 1877  Australia  Civil service   

Ven Henry Dison 
Buswell 1893 67 Seychelles Cambridge Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Canon 
George Holden 

Butt 
1892 74 Notts London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd John Cain 1889       

Bishop William 
Ridley 1882 70 Canada Devon Clergy  Anglican 

A Carroll 1894       

Eber Caudwell 1890    Surgeon   

Paul Caudwell 1890    Solicitor   

Revd Albert St 
John Chambre 1894 72 United 

States London Clergy Dean Universalist 

Revd F W 
Chatterton 1889  New 

Zealand  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Alfred King 
Cherrill 1891 67 Cornwall London Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 
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Edward Arthur 
Chichester 1884 36 Surrey Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Edward Clapton 1888  London  Doctor   

Revd Charles 
William Arden 

Clarke 
1893 45 India Yorks Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Revd J C Clyde 1888    Clergy   

Revd Camden 
Coburn 1891  United 

States  Clergy, 
archaeologist  United 

Methodist 

Revd John Cockin 1893  Cornwall    Methodist 

Adjutant General 
George M Cole 1888 53 United 

States Hants    

Sidney Collett 1906  London  Writer   

Dr Frank L Collie 1897  South Africa  Doctor   

Revd J Collins 1898    Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Harry Collison 1905    Barrister Oxford  

W E S Holland 1900  India  Librarian   

Revd James 
Whitworth 

Consterdine 
1898 80 Lancs Lancs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Charles John 
Bowen Cooke 1906 47 London Cambridgeshi

re Engineer   

Stanley Victor 
Coote 1885 44 London Hants Barrister Oxford Anglican 

Josiah Owen 
Corrie 1905 68 London Surrey Barrister Oxford  

William Leonard 
Courtney 1888 56 Oxford India Education Oxford Anglican 

Revd Prof W A 
Crawford 1885  United 

States     

Revd Canon 
George Crewdson 1877 66 Cumbria Cumbria Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John G Cribb 1899       

Lt-Gen J  Crofton 1877  London  Military   

Revd Howard 
Augustus Crosbie 1890 62 Wales Liverpool Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

W D Cruddas 1890       

George W Cuming 1892       

Bishop William 
Howbart Hare 1886 68 United 

States United States Clergy  Episcopalian 

William Darley-
Hartley 1894 52 South Africa Yorks Doctor Durham  

Revd John 
Lindsey Darling 1895  Ireland  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd Canon 
William Daunt 1884  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Prof WW 
Davies 1894  United 

States United States Clergy  Methodist 

Revd William 
Dawson 1876 70 London Norfolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Alfred 
Glennie Day 1880 51 Kent  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Brook 
Deedes 1888  India  Clergy  Anglican 

Conte Francis 
Arthur Perruca 
della Rocchetta 

1894  Glasgow Italy Military  Roman Catholic 
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Revd Prof John De 
Witt 1890  United 

States United States Clergy  
Reformed 
Church in 
America 

Charles Dibdin 1869  London     

Revd All Dickins 1898    Clergy   

Revd Marcus 
Dimond Dimond-

Churchward 
1874 72 Devon Devon Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Morgan Dix 1894 79 New York United States Clergy, 
theologian Columbia Episcopalian 

Bishop Thomas 
James Welland 1896 76 Ireland Dublin Clergy Trinity Anglican 

William Drake 
Drake-Brockman 1897  India  Engineer   

Henry Lyle 
Mulholland, Baron 

Dunleath 
1888 52 London Ireland Politician  Anglican 

Bishop Handley 
Carr Glyn Moule 1885 65 Durham Dorset Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs E M 
Tomlinon 1894       

Edmund Eaton 1906    Civil engineer   

Miss Ellen 
Hawkins Ebbs 1883  London     

Mrs Ernest 
Gardiner 1873  Ireland     

W Durston 
Edwards 1887    Civil engineer   

Revd Arthur Elwin 1885 61 China Kent Clergy   

Revd William 
Edward Emett 1902 59 London London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Hay Sweet 
Escott 1880 90 Somerset Somerset Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Mrs Evans 1886  London     

Bishop Henry 
Evington 1896 58 Japan  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd James 
Eckersley 1891       

H A Fairbain 1899       

Mrs F Wolfskill 
Shepherd 1882  Los Angeles     

J Leiland Feilden 1892       

J M Fells 1905       

Revd Charles 
James Ferguson-

Davie 
1903 34 India Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Thomas Field 1876 49 Derbyshire Staffs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

J Field-King 1896    Doctor   

Samuel Finley 1869  Canada     

Revd J Finnemore 1879  Manchester     

Rev R H Fleming 1885  United 
States  Clergy  Presbyterian 

Sir Sandford 
Fleming 1881 57 Canada Scotland Engineer, 

education  Presbyterian 

Charles A Flint 1900       

Bishop Edmund 
Gardner Weed 1889 69 United 

States United States Clergy  Episcopalian 
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Revd Parke 
Poindexter 
Flournoy 

1897  United 
States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Miss E J Forster 1894       

Charles Dillworth 
Fox 1882  New 

Zealand     

Revd Jason Nelson 
Fradenburgh 1882  United 

States  Clergy  Methodist 
episcopal 

Revd Charles 
Vincent Fraser 1904       

Edward P Frost 1904    Engineer   

E J Gardiner 1900       

Mrs J M A 
Drummond 1899       

Thomas Garnett 1897       

Sydney Gedge 1866 77 Surrey Norfolk Solicitor, 
politician 

Oxford, 
Cambridge Anglican 

Major J Aubrey 
Gibbon 1899    Military   

Revd Edgar 
Charles Sumner 

Gibson 
1885 57 Somerset Hants Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd Robert 
Baker Girdleston 1877 69 Oxford Staffs Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Bishop Field 
Flowers Goe 1877 74 Australia Lincs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Richard E W 
Goodridge 1903       

Revd Prof G S 
Gould 1885  London  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Charles Gray 1881 66 New 
Zealand 

Cambridgeshi
re 

Shipping, 
Agriculture   

Revd Henry James 
Spence Gray 1891 76 India Suffolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Robert Gray 1903    Surgeon   

R Phillips Greg 1893       

Col W L  
Greenstreet 1877  India  Military   

Mrs Kemble 1866  Wiltshire    Anglican 

Revd Ivo Francis 
Henry Carr Gregg 1902   Warks Clergy, 

astronomer   

Revd George 
Grenfell 1887 57 Congo Cornwall Clergy  Baptist 

Revd HG Grey 1881  Northants Clergy   

Revd Harvey 
DeWitt Griswold 1901 46 New York New York Clergy 

Union 
Theological 

College 
Presbyterian 

George A Gutch 1897    Civil engineer   

A S Haile 1899       

Hugh Fergie Hall 1892  Cheshire Liverpool Geologist   

Ronald Hamlyn-
Harris 1903 32 Australia Sussex Naturalist Tübingen  

Septimus James 
Hanna 1896  United 

States United States Judge  Christian 
Science 

David Harlowe 1899       

Frederick William 
Harmer 1901  Norfolk Norfolk Industry   

Revd Henry 
William Harper 1878 73 New 

Zealand  Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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Revd H A S 
Hartley 1899  Colombia  Doctor, clergy   

Revd Edwin 
Harwood 1894 77 United 

States  Clergy  Episcopalian 

James Heaton 1904       

Revd Edward P 
Herbert 1889    Clergy   

David Basil 
Hewitt 1896  Cheshire Ireland Surgeon Queens Dublin Anglican 

Revd Edward 
Hicks 1883  Sheffield  Clergy  Anglican 

T W E Higgens 1891  India  Civil engineer   

Alfred Herbert 
Hildesley 1892 49 India London Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Albert 
Hodges 1901       

Revd William 
Hodgson 1897    Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Oswald 
James Hogarth 1902    Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop George 
Albert Ormsby 1895 63 Honduras Dublin Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Charles H Hooper 1890       

FD Hopkins 1904  United 
States     

William J Horner 1906       

G L Houstoun 1883  Scotland  Landowner   

Sir Frederick 
Howard 1902 79 Bedfordshir

e Bedfordshire Industrialist  Wesleyan 

Joseph Howard 1888 72 London London Politician London Quaker 

Charles Murchison 
Hull 1903  South Africa  Civil service   

Edward Gordon 
Hull 1900  Ireland Ireland Doctor Trinity  

J T Hutchinson 1889    Doctor   

Henry Hutton 1897       

Revd James 
Hervey Hyslop 1890 52 New York United States Education, 

psychologist Johns Hopkins Presbyterian 

Revd Alexander 
Irving 1904       

Colonel Sir 
Samuel Swinton 

Jacob 
1902 65 India  Military, 

architect   

Revd Caesar 
Augustus Rodney 

Janvier 
1898 45 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Princeton Presbyterian 

Revd ET Jeffers 1885  United 
States United States Clergy, 

theologian Princeton Presbyterian 

Jenkins J Heald 1904       

Athur Jessop 1902       

F G Jewell 1877  London     

J R Jewett 1894    Education   

C R Johnson 1891       

Miss J A 
Johnstone 1896       

Rvd G Juhlin 1903  Sweden    Lutheran 
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Ven William 
Frederic John 

Kaye 
1879 84 Lincoln Cambridge Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Mrs M 
Farquharson 1899       

James Kennedy 1892    Civil servant   

Robert Kerr 1898       

J E Kimball 1884  United 
States  Education   

Revd William 
Frederick Kimm 1883 87 Norfolk Cambridgeshi

re Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Albert Freeman 
Africanus Kind 1883 65 United 

States Oxfordshire Politician Pennsylvania  

Revd R C 
Kirkpatrick 1887   Ireland Clergy Oxford, Trinity Anglican 

Revd Charles 
Frederick Knight 1880 50 Sheffield  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Wladislaw 
Somerville Lach-

Szyrma 
1884 65 Cornwall Devon Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Joseph 
Lampe 1905    Clergy   

J G Langham 1879  Sussex  Solicitor   

Revd Charles 
D'Auguilar 
Lawrence 

1873 57 London Liverpool Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Samuel A 
Lawrence 1903       

Alfred Lea 1903       

W A Lea 1893       

J Bridges Lee 1906       

Revd Harrington 
Clare Lees 1905 36 London Lancs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop George 
Lefroy 1901 52 India Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Canon 
William Lefroy 1885 49 Liverpool Dublin Clergy Trinity Anglican 

William Hagy 
Levering 1885 59 United 

States Philadelphia    

Revd J S Lewis 1873  Wales  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Edward Cox 
Linton 1897  Kent Cheshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

James Logan 
Lobley 1900 73 London  Geologist   

Revd Walter Lock 1883 60 Oxford Dorset Clergy, 
education Oxford Anglican 

James Douglas 
Logan 1892  South Africa Scotland    

Frederick 
Waldemar 
Lönnbeck 

1901  Sweden     

Revd James 
William Lowber 1887 59 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education 

Syracuse, 
Wooster 

Disciples of 
Christ 

Revd S T Lowrie 1888       

Revd A C 
Macpherson 1881  Somerset  Clergy, 

military London  

Revd J McWilliam 1877  New 
Zealand  Clergy   

Revd Hugh Fuller 
Maitland 1881 52 Berkshire Berkshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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George A 
Manwaring 1902   Cheshire Civil engineer   

Bishop Samuel 
Edward Marsden 1883 53 Australia Australia Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

A E Martineau 1893  India  Civil servant   

Ernest William 
Gurney 

Masterman 
1892 39 Jerusalem Sussex Doctor Edinburgh Anglican 

Revd W D Maxon 1897       

Lady Maxwell of 
Calderwood 1888  Canada     

Revd Charles 
Marsh Mead 1894 70   Clergy, 

theologian   

Bishop Cecil 
Wilson 1895 46 Melanesia London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd John Magens 
Mello 1892 70 London London Geologist Oxford Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Mercer 1903 40 London Liverpool Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Thomas 
Plumptre Methuen 1879  Somerset  Clergy  Anglican 

Alfred Taggart 
Millroy 1905  United 

States  Chemist   

J R Van Millingen 1889    Ethnographer   

Revd John Milner 1866 84 Durham Cumbria Clergy, 
military Oxford Anglican 

Bishop John 
Mitchinson 1903 73 Oxford Durham Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd JS Moffatt 1899    Clergy   

Major Francis 
Arthur Molony 1892    Military   

G F Monckton 1899       

Warren King 
Moorehead 1894 40 United 

States Italy Archaeologist  Presbyterian 

Revd Samuel 
Morley 1879 65 India  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Evans Moule 1882 49 China Dorset Clergy  Anglican 

Revd J Moulson 1892  India  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

John Mullings 1878  Gloucs     

George William 
Munt 1893       

John Henry 
Nelson 1871 50 London   Cambridge  

A Neve 1885  India  Surgeon   

Faris Nimr 1888 50 Egypt Lebanon Publisher Syrian Protestant 
College 

Protestant, 
raised Orthodox 

H C Nisbet 1888       

Inspector General 
Sir Henry 

Frederick Norbury 
1887 67  Dorset Surgeon   

Revd Percy 
Fairfax Nursey 1880 66 London Norfolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd R C Oake 1879  Shropshire     

Revd A Oates 1886  South Africa  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

Stackpool Edward 
O'Dell 1880  London  Phrenologist   

Charles Odling 1902       
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Revd T Oliver 1894  Dublin Ireland Clergy, 
education Trinity Anglican 

Major Walter 
Hood Orr 1899  India  Doctor, 

military   

Revd Richard 
Charles Oulton 1891 66 Ireland Ireland Clergy  Anglican 

Robert Treat Paine 1902       

Revd Alvin 
Pierson Parker 1898 56 Shanghai United States Clergy, 

education  Methodist 
episcopal 

William Peyton 
Partridge 1905  India  Doctor   

Revd T Paterson 1883  Scotland  Clergy  Free Church 

George Herbert 
Payne 1903       

J A Payne 1885  Lagos     

Arthur Samuel 
Peake 1894  Manchester Staffs Biblical critic Oxford Primitive 

methodist 

Revd E J Penford 1887    Clergy   

Revd Charles 
Cousens Petch 1903  India  Clergy   

Revd John 
Thompson Phipps 1906  Kent  Clergy   

Revd Sidney Pike 1894 67 London Berkshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Woodford 
Pilkington 1905 77 London Trinidad Civil engineer  Church of 

Christ 

F H Piper 1884  London  Solicitor   

Revd W A Pippet 1881  Manchester  Clergy   

Revd Samuel G 
Plantz 1896 47 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Lawrence Methodist 

Revd J Porte 1890    Clergy   

John Postlethwaite 1882  Cumbria  Geologist   

Revd Beresford 
Potter 1889 53 Cyprus Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd James 
Weston Pratt 1881 67 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd John Joseph 
Priestley 1880  India Leics Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Mary A Faber 1902       

Henry Proctor 1903       

Revd John Rate 1875 88 London Northumb Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Edward J Reddie 1891       

Frederick Richard 
Cowper Reed 1894 37 Cambridge London Geologist Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Arthur 
Medland Rendell 1876 64 Leics Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Dugald Revie 1899  India Scotland Clergy Glasgow Free Church 

Revd D Rhodes 1877  Lancs  Clergy, 
education   

Revd William 
Talbot Rice 1903 45 Oxford  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd J F Riggs 1885  United 
States  Clergy   

Alexander Wallace 
Rimington 1899    Artist   

Revd Andrew 
Craig Robinson 1899  Ireland Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Maj Gen C G 
Robinson 1895    Military   
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Captain Joseph 
Roche 1905    Military   

Revd George 
Rogerson 1894       

Revd G H 
Lockhart-Ross 1884  Suffolk  Clergy   

Revd G H Rouse 1891    Clergy   

Bishop Peter 
Sorrenson Royston 1881 76 Mauritius London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Hugh S K ryan 1903     Cambridge  

George Stanley St 
Amant 1897  Paris   Paris  

Stuart Grace 1883  Scotland Scotland Librarian St Andrews  

St Johns New 
Brunswick Library 1891  Canada Canada Librarian   

H Sandford 1881  London     

Bishop Jervois 
Newnham 1895 54 Canada Canada Clergy McGill Anglican 

Alfred Taylor 
Schofield 1891    Doctor   

Revd E Seeley 1876  Lancs  Clergy   

Revd John Sharp 1875 69 Kent Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

William Edward 
Thompson Sharpe 1902 72 London  Politician   

Mrs Mary Baker 
Eddy 1889 85 Boston United States   Christian 

Science 

Revd Clement 
Sherard 1901 50 Sussex Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Capt H N Shore 1882  Bedfordshir
e  Military   

Bishop George 
Frederick Hose 1892 68 Singapore Cambridge Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Sir Charles 
Abercrombie 

Smith 
1892 72 South Africa Scotland Politician, 

scientist Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Ella Smith-
Bosanquet 1901  London     

Maj-Gen E 
Davidson Smith 1873  London  Military   

Colonel George 
Hugh Smith 1896    Military   

Sir George Smith 1893       

Heywood Smith 1906    Doctor   

Herbert J Smith 1897       

S Ashley Smith 1891    Doctor   

William Woods 
Smyth 1902       

Joseph Winthrop 
Spencer 1903 55 Washington 

DC Canada Geologist McGill, 
Göttingen Episcopalian 

E J Statham 1879  Australia  Civil engineer   

Alex Stewart 1879  Australia     

Mark John 
McTaggart 

Stewart 
1872 72 Scotland  Barrister, 

Politician Oxford  

Anson Phelps 
Stokes 1890 68 New York New York Merchant  Presbyterian 

James Stokes 1894  New York     
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Revd William 
Fenwick Stokes 1887 47 Northants Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Pringle of 
Torwoodle 1888       

John Alexander 
Strong 1902       

Revd Rupert 
Stanley Kitteridge 

Strong 
1903 27 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

S Sundholm 1888  Finland     

M J Sutton 1895       

George Swinburne 1903 45 Australia Northumb Engineer, 
politician  Methodist 

Bamlet Neptune 
Switzer 1899 43   Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Revd R Tapson 1873  Somerset  Clergy   

James Edward 
Talmage 1899 44 United 

States Berkshire Chemist, 
geologist Wesleyan Mormon 

Revd Hugh 
Walker Taylor 1882       

Revd Stephen 
Taylor 1891 37 Australia Australia Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd William 
Marshall Teape 1893 44 Durham Edinburgh Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Lt-Col Sir Richard 
Carnac Temple 1884 56 Switzerland India Military, civil 

servant Cambridge  

Revd William 
Henry Griffith 

Thomas 
1905 45 Oxford Shropshire Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Revd Fayette 
Thompson 1899    Clergy   

Henry C Thomson 1906    Clergy   

Bishop Samuel 
Thornton 1866 71 Birmingham London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

James Martin 
Tilby 1903       

Miss Caroline 
Tindall 1906       

Revd Peter Tinsley 1894    Clergy   

Revd W Smith 
Tomkins 1873    Clergy   

Mrs Thomas Greer 1897       

C G Trumbull 1902  Philadelphia     

Revd Frederick 
Storrs Turner 1903  London     

Bishop Daniel 
Sylvester Tuttle 1882 69 United 

States United States Clergy Columbia Episcopalian 

John Hill Twigg 1902    Civil service   

E Tydeman 1898  India     

Richard Denny 
Urlin 1903 76 London London Barrister London Hugenot 

Colonel Godlieb 
James van 
Someren 

1906 64 London  Military   

Bishop William 
Leonard Williams 1876 77 New 

Zealand New Zealand Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Charles 
Cameron Waller 1893  Canada London Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 
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Revd E H M 
Waller 1900    Clergy   

Revd Henry Major 
Walter 1892 56  Berkshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

H B Ward 1894       

Sir Thomas 
Wardle 1904 75 Staffs Cheshire Industry   

F A Waring 1881  Ceylon  Civil engineer   

Miss E Warrington 1882  Worcs     

Sir Samuel James 
Way 1895 70 Australia Portsmouth Judge, 

barrister  Bible Christian 
Church 

George M Weaver 1895       

Bishop Allan 
Beecher Webb 1882 67 South Africa India Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Hanmer 
William Webb-

Peploe 
1879 69 London Heref Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Edward John 
Weightman 1898       

Miss Ialace 
Weightman 1898       

Bishop Frederic 
Wallis 1887 52 New 

Zealand Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd James White 1882 46 London Ireland Clergy, 
education Trinity, Oxford Anglican 

Revd George 
Whitehead 1894    Clergy London  

Revd Samuel 
James Whitmee 1870 68 Dublin Bedfordshire Clergy  Congregationali

st 

H S Williams 1881  Wales     

Revd J T Willis 1878  Leics  Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Harold Temple 
Wills 1896       

Revd WC 
Winslow 1885  Boston  Clergy   

Revd George 
Smith Winter 1889    Clergy   

Revd L F Wolf 1887  India  Clergy, 
education   

Revd Arthur 
Thorold Wood 1899    Clergy   

Peter F Wood 1893    Geologist   

Revd Canon A 
Maitland Wood 1877  Cheshire  Clergy   

R Wood 1874  Lancs     

Walter James 
Wood 1899       

Revd Charles 
Hampden Basil 

Woodd 
1892 37 Japan London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Thomas Woods 1903       

Revd H 
Woodward 1883  Liverpool  Clergy  Anglican 

T Worthington 1877  Liverpool   Trinity  

David Percy 
Wright 1895       

Revd Ernest 
Alexanderson 

Wright 
1903    Clergy   
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Revd Charles 
Young 1866  Somerset  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Jeremiah 
Zimmerman 1894 58 United 

States United States Clergy   

J W Symonds 1899       

Revd J G Tasker 1905    Clergy, 
education   

Sir Robert Stawell 
Ball 1902 66 Cambridge Dublin Astronomer Cambridge  

Col Claude 
Reigner Conder 1899 58 Dorset Gloucs  London  

James Murdoch 
Geikie 1890 67 Edinburgh Edinburgh Geologist Edinburgh  

Henry Brougham 
Guppy 1881 73 Cornwall Cornwall 

Surgeon, 
geologist, 
botanist 

Edinburgh  

Sir Henry Hoyle 
Howorth 1903 64 Manchester Portugal Barrister, 

Politician   

Thomas McKenny 
Hughes 1888 74 Cambridge Wales Geologist Cambridge  

Bishop John 
Mitchinson 1878 73 Leics Durham Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Sir Wiliam 
Matthew Flinders 

Petrie 
1903 53 London London Archaeologist  Raised brethren 

Sir William Turner 1899 74 Edinburgh Lancs Anatomist London  

Maj-Gen Sir 
Charles William 

Wilson 
1902 69  Liverpool Military   

Dr Henry 
Woodward 1905  London  Doctor   

Momulu 
Massaquoi 1895 37 Liberia Liberia Politician 

Central 
Tennessee 

College 
Episcopalian 

Cleveland Abbe 1881 68 Washington 
DC United States Meteorologist Harvard Episcopalian 

George Mercer 
Dawson 1894 51 Canada Canada Chemist, 

geographer McGill Presbyterian 

Hermann Volrath 
Hilprecht 1895 47 United 

States Germany Assyriologist Leipzig, 
Princeton Lutheran 

Fritz Hommel 1893 52 Munich Germany Linguist Leipzig  

Count Riamo 
d'Hulst 1889  Egypt  Egyptologist   

Brig-Gen Sir 
Frederick John 
Dealtry Lugard 

1895 48 Nigeria India Military, 
government Sandhurst  

Revd George 
Macloskie 1896 72 United 

States Ireland Naturalist Queens Presbyterian 

Armand Sabatier 1895 72 France France Naturalist   

Professor Stosch 1898  Berlin     

Revd Theodore 
Zahn 1898  Germany Germany Theologian Berlin, Erlangen German 

protestant 

Bishop Charles 
John Abraham 1872  Staffs Hants Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Edward 
Sullivan 1889  Canada Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Bishop William 
Garden Cowie 1878  New 

Zealand Scotland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop John 
Watrous Beckwith 1884  United 

States United States Clergy Trinity CT Episcopalian 
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Bishop George 
Rodney Eden 1890  Kent Durham Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop John 
Medley 1878 81 Canada London Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop James 
Theodore 

Augustus Holly 
1878 77 Haiti United States Clergy  Episcopalian 

Bishop Eduard 
Herzog 1884 65 Switzerland Switzerland Clergy Freiburg Old Catholic 

Bishop Thomas 
Augustus Jagger 1878 67 United 

States United States Clergy  Episcopalian 

Bishop Alfred 
Clifford 1892 57 India  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Louis 
George Mylne 1886  Wiltshire  Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop Charles 
Perry Scott 1888 59 China Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Thomas 
Nettleship Staley 1878  Staffs Yorks Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop John Gott 1886 75 Cornwall Yorks Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Bishop Thomas 
Hubbard Vail 1880  United 

States United States Clergy  Episcopalian 

Bishop John Shaw 
Burdon 1878 80 Hong Kong Glasgow Clergy London Anglican 

1926 

Revd Henry Elliott 
Fox 1875 84 Durham India Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Lt-Col George 
Mackinlay 1897    Military   

Alfred Taylor 
Schofield 1891    Doctor   

Henri Edouard 
Naville 1883 82 Geneva Switzerland 

Archaeologist, 
literary 
scholar 

Geneva, 
London, Paris, 

Bonn 
 

Alfred William 
Oke 1908 67 Hants Hants Solicitor Cambridge Anglican 

Sir George 
Anthony King 1911  London  Judiciary   

Martin Hubert 
Foquett Sutton 1914 41 Berkshire  Botanist Oxford  

Theophilus 
Goldridge Pinches 1889 70 London London Assyriologist   

Bishop James 
Edward Cowell 

Welldon 
1893 72 London Kent Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Sydney Turner 
Klein 1900 73 London Surrey Astronomer   

James William 
Thirtle 1908 72 London London Theologian  Christadelphian 

H Lance-Gray 1910       

John Clarke Dick 1914    Education   

William Hoste 1918 66 London London Writer Cambridge Brethren, raised 
Anglican 

Alfred Henry 
Burton 1918  London London Doctor Aberdeen  

Lt-Col Francis 
Arthur Molony 1892    Military   

Lt-Col Hope 
Biddulph 1920 60   Military  Anglican 
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David Anderson-
Berry 1919 64 London Scotland Doctor Edinburgh Brethren 

Maj Henry 
Pelham-Burn 1911 44 Edinburgh  Military   

Lt-Col Arthur 
Hamilton Dundas 

Riach 
1921    Military   

Wilson Edwards 
Leslie 1911       

Avary William 
Holmes Forbes 1922 73  Dublin Theologian Trinity  

Arthur Rendle 
Short 1920 46 Bristol Bristol Surgeon Bristol, London Brethren 

Joseph John 
Acworth 1914 73 London London Chemist Erlangen  

William Powell 
Annear 1920   Wales Solicitor   

Arthur Thomas 
Babbs 1921       

John L Barker 1869  Cheshire     

Colonel Alexander 
Bell 1901    Military   

Colonel Harry 
Biddulp 1922 54 London  Military   

Colonel John 
Edward Broadbent 1882 61 India Yorks Military Royal Military 

Academy  

Mrs Richard M 
Brocklebank 1912       

Revd Henry 
Bromley 1925  United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Asbury Wesleyan 

Revd John 
Collingwood 

Gainsford Bruce 
1907 49 Surrey Kent Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Robert Caldwell 1924       

Lt-Col Charles 
Stewart Campbell 1912 51 London London Military Cambridge  

Gerald William 
James Cole 1925       

Revd John 
Jefferies Bartlett 

Coles 
1911 77  Somerset Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Sidney Collett 1906  London  Writer   

Sir James Herbert 
Cory 1920 69 London Wales Politician   

Mrs C E 
Cumming-Brown 1923       

Major Lewis 
Merson Davies 1925 43 Edinburgh India Military   

William Bell 
Dawson 1924 72 Canada Canada Engineer McGill Presbyterian 

Revd David Stuart 
Dodge 1889 90 New York New York Clergy Yale Presbyterian 

Trevor Tweedale 
Edwards 1922   Yorks    

William Charles 
Edwards 1924       

Thomas Fitzgerald 1914       

Miss F H Freeman 1876  London     

Walter Hugh 
Frizell 1921  London Ireland Banker   
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Arthur S Gerrard 1922       

Thomas Atkinson 
Gillespie 1918 61 London Scotland Accountant   

Benjamin I 
Greenwood 1923       

Revd David Gregg 1896 80 United 
States United States Clergy New York Presbyterian 

Edgar Erat 
Harrison 1901   Cornwall Publisher   

George Andrew 
Heath 1923 45 Kent  Engineer   

George Wilson 
Heath 1926 77 Kent  Engineer   

Charles 
Hildebrand 1924       

Mrs Herman 
Hilprecht (Sally 

Crozier) 
1926  London     

Robert Percy 
Hodder-Williams 1923 46 London  Publisher   

J Norman Holmes 1915       

Revd Joseph 
Russell Howden 1921 54 Kent London Clerk  Anglican 

Miss G Barbara 
Hoyland 1922       

Thomas Briggs 
Hunter 1921 53 London  Civil engineer   

Miss Ethel 
Denison James 1914       

Elizabeth Isis Kent 1882 74 India Oxford Meteorologist   

Leonard W Kern 1923       

Miss M A 
Laurence 1898       

Miss Hamilton 
Law 1923       

Victor George 
Levett 1923  London  Solicitor   

Francis T Lewis 1916       

Miss Longdon 1908       

Ernest Luff-Smith 1920  London  Solicitor   

Ernest Arthur 
McGill 1921 28  Leeds Civil engineer   

Revd C J Marshall 1885  Notts  Clergy   

Sir Charles 
Marston 1918 59 Staffs Staffs Industry  Anglican 

Edward Walter 
Maunder 1908 74 London London Astronomer London Wesleyan 

Miss Constance 
Louisa Maynard 1919 77 London London Education Girton, 

Cambridge Salvation Army 

Colin McLarty 1909  United 
States United States Pharmacist   

George B Michell 1922  Peru  Diplomat   

Edmund 
Alexander Molony 1898 40 India Bedfordshire Civil servant Cambridge Anglican 

Edward Robert 
Pacy Moon 1919 68 London London Barrister, 

politician Oxford Anglican 

Miss C Nelson-
Smith 1921       
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Revd Canon 
Henry Edward 

Nolloth 
1924 80 Yorks Kent Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Thomas Edward 
Nuttall 1926    Doctor   

Revd Francis 
Landey Patton 1881 83 United 

States Bermuda Clergy, 
education Princeton Presbyterian 

Captain H L 
Penfold 1926    Military Cambridge  

William Percival-
Prescott 1924  Cambridge  Clergy  Seventh day 

Adventist 

Revd William 
Dixon Halse Petter 1896 63 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Bertram 
Philipps 1913       

Charles Philipps 1911       

W H Pibel 1921       

Mrs A E Piesse 1916       

Revd Frederick 
William Pitt 1925 67 London Bristol Clergy   

Revd James M 
Pollock 1922    Clergy Durham Anglican 

George McCready 
Price 1922 56 London Canada Education Pacific Union Seventh day 

Adventist 

Theodore Roberts 1918       

Revd Sabeti 
Benjamin Rohold 1926  Canada Palestine Clergy  Presbyterian, 

raised Jewish 

Alexander Ross 1920       

William Roger 
Rowlatt-Jones 1923       

Percy Otto Ruoff 1925       

Alex Scott-
Blacklaw 1882  Brazil  Banker   

Colonel W 
Sidebottom 1906       

Captain Arthur 
Francis Smith 1923 36 London London Military Sandhurst  

H M Smith 1920       

Kenneth Samuel 
Maurice Smith 1920 26  London Surgeon   

Revd Roland 
Aubrey Smith 1922    Clergy   

John Marshall 
Spink 1919  London  Gold and 

silversmith   

Revd Frederick 
Dighton Stammers 1922 66 Kent London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Leonard Sutton 1906       

Revd Sidney 
Swann 1925 64 Sussex Derbyshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Lt-Cmdr Victor 
Leopold Trumper 1923   Buckinghams

hire Military   

Maj Henry 
Charlewood 

Turner 
1925 46 London London Military Cambridge  

Lieutenant-
Colonel William 

Henry Turton 
1883 70 London India Military, 

author 
Royal Military 

Academy  

Henry Owen 
Weller 1920    Civil engineer   
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David A F 
Wetherfield 1914       

Revd Elwood 
Morris Wherry 1924 83 United 

States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Miss Alice 
Whidborne 1903       

Revd Edmund 
Francis Edward 

Wigram 
1899 62 India Hants Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Samuel 
Hinds Wilkinson 1910    Clergy   

Colonel Sir Robert 
Williams 1894 77 Dorset Dorset Military, 

politician   

Louis Edmund 
Wood 1921  Kent  Doctor   

Charles Edward 
Baring Young 1876 76 London London Education, 

politician Cambridge Anglican 

John Francis 
William Deacon 1903 67 London Kent Banker Cambridge Anglican 

Ven James Adams 1878  Ireland  Clergy  Anglican 

Frederick George 
Adkins 1923       

Donald Stuart 
Ainslie 1920   Canada Chemist Toronto  

Revd William Hay 
Aitken 1876 85 Bedford Liverpool Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd William Q 
Amer 1917  Durham  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Howard 
Anderson 1925    Clergy   

Bishop Walter 
Andrews 1888 74 Japan Notts Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

George Edward 
Ardill 1923       

Revd John James 
Richard Armitage 1924 52 Liverpool  Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Canon W L 
Armitage 1920    Clergy  Anglican 

Revd D A 
Arnstrom 1904  Sweden  Clergy  Lutheran 

E M Arrowsmith 1887       

John Ashworth 1926       

Basil F C Atkinson 1920       

Revd Lucy Ayres 1923    Clergy   

Revd Alonzo 
Baker 1926    Clergy   

George O'Brien 
Baker 1923       

Lt-Col W W Baker 1906    Military   

Mrs G Barbour 1912       

Mrs Harry Barker 1919       

Charles Gilbert 
Stenhouse 

Baronsfeather 
1924   Ireland Doctor Trinity  

Edgar A Benjamin 1913       

Mrs Theodore 
Bent 1906       
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Ven Henry 
Edward James 

Bevan 
1894 72 London Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Georgina 
Biddulph 1920       

Melville Madison 
Bigelow 1890 60 United 

States United States Education Harvard  

Arthur Bird 1888       

Miss Penelope M 
Bishop 1910       

Miss Emma 
Moore Blackwood 1923       

Miss Elsie Bolton 1900       

Revd Laurence 
George Bomford 1922  Notts Cambridge Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss K M Bond 1916       

Miss Eva J Boord 1902       

Lady Caroline 
Borwick 1920       

Revd Charles 
Boutflower 1924 79 Bristol Lancs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Charlotte 
Agnes Boyd 1924       

Frederick Joseph 
Bramall 1920       

Miss Celia 
Bramwell 1912       

Revd F W Breed 1895    Clergy Durham Anglican 

Miss Alice Ann 
Brown 1924  London  Nurse   

Harold Whitaker 
Brown 1914       

Joseph Davies 
Bryan 1893 62 Egypt Wales Merchant Aberystwyth  

Charles Edward 
Buckland 1915 79 India  Writer   

Ven Henry Dison 
Buswell 1893 87 Seychelles Cambridge Clergy  Anglican 

Mrs J Cain 1919       

Bishop Foss 
Westcott 1920 63 India  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

G H Capron 1922       

Miss Agnes C 
Carpmael 1920       

Major Ralph Carr-
Gregg 1922    Military   

Mrs Ida Case 1925       

Paul Caudwell 1890    Solicitor   

Revd Samuel 
Chadwick 1919 66 Yorks Lancs Clergy  Wesleyan 

Mrs Gertrude 
Scott Challice 1918       

Lawrence T 
Chambers 1925       

Ven F W 
Chatterton 1889  New 

Zealand  Clergy  Anglican 

Miss Catherine 
Smiley Cheatham 1925 62  United States Singer  Christian 

Science 
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Revd Harry 
Tydeman Chilvers 1922 54 London  Clergy  Baptist 

George Robert 
Christie 1918       

Wilfrid Mitchell 
Clayton 1924       

Revd Archibad 
Cochrane 1911 59 Sussex Worcs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Herbert Balkwill 
Cole 1925  Plymouth  Education  Baptist 

Harry Collison 1905    Barrister Oxford  

E J Cooper 1923       

Miss Marion Hilda 
Cooper 1926       

Stanley Victor 
Coote 1885 64 London Hants Barrister Oxford Anglican 

Miss Lillias E 
Cotesworth 1926       

Miss Marion 
Dashwood 1923       

Revd William 
Dawson 1876 90 London Norfolk Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Walter Norman 
Delevingne 1926 56 India London Civil servant Cambridge  

Revd George 
Denyer 1923  Essex  Clergy London Anglican 

Alfred Dixon 1920       

Ven Ogilvie 
Graham Dobbs 1920 73 Canada  Clergy  Anglican 

William Doman 1915       

Miss Anna B 
Draper 1911       

Henry Lyle 
Mulholland, Baron 

Dunleath 
1888 72 London Ireland Politician  Anglican 

Revd William 
Magee Douglas 1922    Clergy   

David Smith Row 1922       

Robert Duncan 1922       

Miss Ellen 
Hawkins Ebbs 1883  London     

John S Edwards 1920       

Rowland C 
Edwards 1923   Australia Surgeon Sydney  

Mrs R S Elliot 1925       

Revd James 
Lachlan Evans 1886 68 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Elizabeth 
Ann Everitt 1919       

Mrs M 
Farquharson 1899       

Revd Stephen 
Septimus Farrow 1924   Scotland Clergy Edinburgh, 

Durham  

Revd Arthur 
Henry Finn 1922 72  Palestine Clergy  Anglican 

Miss Mary R 
Fleming 1920       

Bishop Edmund 
Gardner Weed 1889 89 United 

States United States Clergy  Episcopalian 
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Revd Parke 
Poindexter 
Flournoy 

1897  United 
States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Francis Sinclair 
Forbes 1918       

Revd Lewis Foster 1926    Clergy   

Revd William 
Mefford Fouts 1923  Chicago United States Clergy, 

education Northern Baptist Baptist 

Charles Dillworth 
Fox 1882  New 

Zealand     

Revd Philadelphus 
Bain Fraser 1922 64 New 

Zealand Scotland Clergy Aberdeen Presbyterian 

Revd Charles 
Garratt 1922 48 South Africa Birmingham Clergy Spurgeons Baptist 

Miss Gladys 
Geary 1922       

Brig-Gen J Aubrey 
Gibbon 1899    Military   

Miss Elizabeth 
Mary Goodchil 1923       

Archibald 
Greenlees 1914       

Col W L  
Greenstreet 1877  India  Military   

Ernest E 
Grimwood 1917       

Miss Nellie 
Gulland 1924       

Richard Perrott 
Hadden 1926  China Ireland Doctor Trinity  

Miss Barbara 
Peddie Harper 1922       

P Traer Harris 1916    Surgeon   

William Charles 
Cloete Hawtayne 1911 65 London  Electrical 

engineer   

Revd R Wright 
Hay 1916       

Miss A E 
Hemming 1908       

Revd George E 
Henderson 1920       

Revd Luther 
Bateman 

Henderson 
1925  New York United States Clergy, 

education Yale Presbyterian 

Revd Edward P 
Herbert 1889    Clergy   

Capt T W E 
Higgens 1891  India  Civil engineer   

Alfred Herbert 
Hildesley 1892 60 India London Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Professor William 
Bancroft Hill 1912 69 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Harvard Congregationali

st 

Albert Karl 
Frederik Hiorth 1922 50 Norway Norway Engineer Oslo Lutheran 

Revd Alexander 
Hodge 1925    Clergy London  

Miss Alice Mary 
Hodgkin 1908 66  Ireland Writer  Quaker 

Revd Oswald 
James Hogarth 1902    Clergy Oxford Anglican 
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Paul Höhner 1922       

Alfred Holness 1916       

Major Harold 
Holness 1921    Military   

Revd James 
Holroyde 1924 76 Sussex Lancs Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

G L Houstoun 1883  Scotland  Landowner   

Revd William 
Hudson 1925       

Mrs A H 
Husbands 1920       

Mrs E S C 
Hutchinson 1924       

Revd James 
Hervey Hyslop 1890 52 New York United States Education, 

psychologist Johns Hopkins Presbyterian 

Revd Maurice 
Bertrand Ingle 1924  United 

States United States Clergy, 
linguist   

J S M Jack 1920       

Revd Caesar 
Augustus Rodney 

Janvier 
1898 65 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Princeton Presbyterian 

Colonel Frederick 
Vaughn Jeffreys 1923    Military   

Revd Horace 
Lockwood Jennins 1920    Clergy 

London 
Theological 

College 
Anglican 

Athur Jessop 1902       

Mrs H Norton 
Johnson 1925  California    Episcopalian 

James Dixon 
Johnson 1922       

Miss Zoë Johnson 1910       

Miss D Johnston 1923       

John Henry 
Clifford Johnston 1922       

Miss J A 
Johnstone 1896       

Revd George Ellis 
Jones 1926 52 Essex London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs M L Jones 1924       

Lionel Everard 
Jose 1923       

Charles Frederick 
Juritz 1922 62 South Africa South Africa Chemist South African 

College 
Dutch 

Reformed 

Alfred Frederick 
Kaufmann 1925       

Revd William 
Valentine Kelley 1923 82 United 

States United States Clergy  Methodist 
episcopal 

Howard Atwood 
Kelly 1925 68 United 

States United States Gynaecologist Pennsylvania Methodist 
episcopal 

Mrs Stephen 
Cattley Kemble 1866  Wiltshire    Anglican 

John Pratt 
Kempthorne 1923 57 New 

Zealand New Zealand Clergy  Anglican 

Sir Robert John 
Kennedy 1921 75 Ireland Ireland Diplomat Oxford Anglican 

Miss Florence 
Emily King 1920       

H Krause 1925    Dentist   
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Revd Melvin 
Grove Kyle 1918 68 United 

States  Clergy, 
theologian  Presbyterian 

Revd Frederick 
Hugh Lacy 1922 51 Cambridges

hire London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Charles 
D'Auguilar 
Lawrence 

1873 77 London Liverpool Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Revd Canon 
Frederick Richard 

Lawrence 
1924   Ireland Clergy Trinity Anglican 

Miss G E Lea 1873       

Henry Charles 
Wilson Lewis 1924       

Revd Eric Lewis 1925 62 Canada Essex Clergy, 
education Cambridge  

Revd J S Lewis 1873  Wales  Clergy  Anglican 

Francis James Lias 1918       

Revd Edward Cox 
Linton 1897  Kent Cheshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd Canon 
Walter Lock 1883 80 Oxford Dorset Clergy, 

education Oxford Anglican 

Louis Henry Loft 1924       

James Douglas 
Logan 1892  South Africa Scotland    

Revd Edmund de 
Long Lucas 1920 44 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education  Presbyterian 

Robert 
McCormick 1920       

Revd Samuel 
Black McCormick 1911 68 United 

States United States Clergy, 
education Jefferson Presbyterian 

Revd R J H 
McGowan 1924    Clergy   

Ronald Macgregor 1921       

John Gresham 
Machen 1922 45 United 

States United States Clergy, 
theologian Princeton Presbyterian 

Revd David 
McIntyre 1924 67 Scotland Scotland Clergy, 

theologian 

Glasgow Bible 
Training 
Institute 

Free Church 

Revd John 
McNicol 1922 57 Canada Canada Clergy, 

theologian Toronto Presbyterian 

Miss L M 
Mackinlay 1920       

Henry William 
Mackintosh 1923  Dublin  Zoologist Trinity  

Major John Arthur 
McQueen 1924 44 London India Military   

Revd Hugh Fuller 
Maitland 1881 52 Berkshire Berkshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Charles H F Major 1912       

Revd Canon John 
Colvile Morton 
Mansel-Pleydell 

1911 75 Wiltshire Dorset Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Miss Amy Manson 1911       

Revd Julius Robert 
Mantey 1924 36 United 

States United States Linguist, 
theologian 

Southern Baptist 
College Baptist 

A E Martineau 1893  India  Civil servant   

Mrs Ethel Martley 1922       

Ernest William 
Gurney 

Masterman 
1892 59 Jerusalem Sussex Doctor Edinburgh Anglican 
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Bernard W 
Matthews 1925       

Ernest R Matthews 1901    Geologist   

Miss Honoria 
Matthews 1920       

Mrs Annie Scot 
Dill Russell 

Maunder 
1913 58 London Ireland Astronomer  Presbyterian 

Miss Edith 
Mayfield 1916       

Revd Samuel 
Mercer 1918    Clergy   

Revd Henry H 
Meyer 1925    Clergy   

Vincent Charles 
Holland Millard 1922 55  London Education Cambridge  

Charles Edward 
Miller 1916       

Revd Thomas 
Miller 1925    Clergy   

J R Van Millingen 1889    Ethnographer   

Revd Charles G 
Monro 1913  Edinburgh  Clergy  Anglican 

Mrs J M 
Montgomery 1922       

Revd Henry N 
Moore 1907    Clergy   

Arthur Ponsonby 
Moore-Anderson 1922    Doctor   

Matthew Edmund 
Moore-Anderson 1923    Civil engineer Cambridge  

Revd Anwyl 
Emrys Clarisford 

Morgan 
1921  Wales Wales Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Harold 
Christopherson 

Morton 
1925 56 Surrey     

Harry George 
Munt 1893       

Miss Agnes M 
Naish 1926       

Revd Albert J Nast 1914  United 
States United States Clergy  Methodist 

Revd Charles Neill 1919 58 India Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John Henry 
Nelson 1871 70 London   Cambridge  

A Neve 1885  India  Surgeon   

Clifford Newton 1924       

Faris Nimr 1888 50 Egypt Lebanon Publisher Syrian Protestant 
College 

Protestant, 
raised Orthodox 

Revd R C Oake 1879  Shropshire     

Revd Alfred Oates 1886  South Africa  Clergy  Congregationali
st 

Miss Laura 
Clementina Ord 1924       

Major Sir Francis 
Davidson Outram 1911 59 Scotland Scotland Military   

Revd Harry 
Oxland 1917  Cornwall  Clergy  Anglican 
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Miss Eleanor 
Anne Parker 1920    Meteorologist   

Walter Melville 
Patton 1918 63  Canada Literary 

scholar Leiden  

George Herbert 
Payne 1903       

J A Payne 1885  Lagos     

Arthur Samuel 
Peake 1894  Manchester Staffs Biblical critic Oxford Primitive 

methodist 

Miss Catherine 
Alice Muriel 

Pearce 
1925       

H J Peirce 1924       

Mrs Agnes H Pelly 1913       

Revd E J Penford 1887    Clergy   

George Phare 1926       

William Herbert 
Phillipps 1925 79 Australia Australia Businessman  Anglican 

Delavan Leonard 
Pierson 1923 59 United 

States United States Clergy Princeton Presbyterian 

FW H Piper 1884  London  Solicitor   

F Howard Piper 1923    Solicitor London  

Revd James 
Weston Pratt 1881 67 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

John C Procter 1922  Yorks  Architect   

Henry Proctor 1922    Writer  Pentecostal 

Granville George 
Waldegrave, 4th 
Baron Radstock 

1912 67 London London Landowner Cambridge Anglican 

Ernest Rapp 1924       

Dugald Revie 1899  India Scotland Clergy Glasgow Free Church 

Revd Hugh Baird 
Richardson 1923    Clergy   

Revd John Ridley 1912    Clergy   

Revd 
GeorgeWilliam 

Ridout 
1924  United 

States  Clergy  Methodist 

Lt-Col Allan Scott 
Roberts 1920    Military   

Miss Ellen Rouse 1923       

Miss Mabel 
Windifred Rouzee 1924  United 

States  Education Normal College  

Major William J 
Rowland 1926    Military   

Revd W E 
Rowlands 1921 89 Kent Worcs Clergy Oxford Anglican 

H P Rudd 1912       

William Wardle 
Sales 1923       

Revd Jesse Sayer 1923  London London Clergy  Congregationali
st 

William Johnston 
Scales 1925  London  Solicitor   

Revd E Seeley 1876  Lancs  Clergy   

William Henry 
Seymour 1926    Doctor   

Herbert Kenneth 
Airy Shaw 1926  Surrey Sussex Botanist Cambridge  
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Revd Clement 
Sherard 1901 70 Sussex Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Herbert Thomas 
Shirley 1925    Surgeon   

Bishop Charles 
James Ferguson-

Davie 
1903 54 Singapore Wiltshire Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd H H Skinner 1923    Clergy Oxford Anglican 

Mrs Fannie Smith 1925       

Miss Ella Smith-
Bosanquet 1901  London     

William Woods 
Smyth 1902       

David Somerville 1924       

Percy J Sowden 1926       

Mrs Isabel M 
Spackman 1920       

Miss Edith Francis 
Staley 1925       

James Stanes 1916       

Alex Stewart 1879  Australia     

Eugene Stock 1913 90 London London Clerk  Anglican 

Revd William 
Fenwick Stokes 1887 67 Northants Ireland Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Mrs Maude Stokes 1923       

Miss Mary Strange 1911       

Revd Rupert 
Stanley Kitteridge 

Strong 
1903 47 London London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

James Edward 
Talmage 1899 64 United 

States Berkshire Chemist, 
geologist Wesleyan Mormon 

Revd Tambi Piḷḷai 
Isaac Tambyah 1913 57 Ceylon Ceylon Barrister  Anglican 

Revd James H 
Taylor 1922  United 

States  Clergy Yale Presbyterian 

Miss Millicent 
Taylor 1923       

Revd Stephen 
Taylor 1891 37 Australia Australia Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Charles Stuart 
Thorpe 1917  London     

Miss Caroline 
Tindall 1906       

Samuel Fraine 
Tonks 1925       

C G Trumbull 1902  Philadelphia     

Revd John 
Tuckwell 1894    Clergy   

Revd J Maurice 
Turner 1919    Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Williamson 
Dunn Vater 1924  United 

States United States Clergy  Presbyterian 

Henry Walker 1924       

Admiral Thomas 
Philip Walker 1922 68 London  Military   

Revd Charles 
Cameron Waller 1893  Canada London Clergy, 

education Cambridge Anglican 

Bishop Frederic 
Wallis 1887 52 New 

Zealand Sussex Clergy Cambridge Anglican 
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Revd Henry Major 
Walter 1892 76  Berkshire Clergy Oxford Anglican 

W G Walters 1921       

Mrs Duff Watson 1926       

Sydney Earl 
Watson 1923       

Alfred G Webber 1925       

Revd J H Webster 1924    Clergy, 
education   

George Herman 
Wedekind 1911 81 London Germany Merchant   

C E Welldon 1923       

E R Wheeler 1924    Surgeon   

Bertram Seymour 
Whidborne 1920 33 Kent  Solicitor Cambridge  

Revd Standley 
White 1923    Clergy   

Revd Hugh White 1923    Clergy   

Revd George 
Whitehead 1894    Clergy London  

Miss Emily 
Whitfield 1925  Notts  Education   

John Andreas 
Widtsoe 1921  United 

States Norway Clergy Harvard, 
Göttingen Mormon 

Revd Canon A E 
Williams 1920    Clergy  Anglican 

Revd Charles Bray 
Williams 1923 57 United 

States United States Clergy Chicago Baptist 

Gilbert de Laval 
Willis 1918  Ireland Ireland   Huguenot 

Harold Temple 
Wills 1896       

Harry Wilson 1910       

Revd George 
Smith Winter 1889    Clergy   

Sq-Ldr Percy John 
Wiseman 1919 38 London  Military  Brethren 

Frederick Charles 
Wood 1923       

Peter F Wood 1893    Geologist   

Revd Charles 
Hampden Basil 

Woodd 
1892 57 Japan London Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Revd J B Work 1923    Clergy, 
education   

John Inglis Wright 1923  New 
Zealand Scotland Advertising   

S Hay Wrightson 1912  London  Photographer   

Herman Richard 
Wyatt 1922       

Walter Edmond 
Wycliffe-Jones 1921  Cornwall  Clergy Cambridge Anglican 

Robert Chichester 
Young 1922 39 Ireland Ireland Estate agent   
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Appendix B 

 

 

 

 Figure 1866.1 – Location of Victoria Institute members, 1866 
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Figure 1866.2 – Origin of Victoria Institute members, 1866 

 

 

Figure 1866.3 – Occupational background of Victoria Institute members, 1866 
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Figure 1866.4 – Educational background of Victoria Institute members, 1866 

 

 

Figure 1866.5 – Denominational background of Victoria Institute members, 1866 
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Figure 1866.6 –Age of Victoria Institute members, 1866 

 

 

 

Figure 1866.7 – Gender of Victoria Institute members, 1866 
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Figure 1866.8 – Breakdown of membership class, 1866 
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Figure 1885.1 – Location of Victoria Institute members, 1885 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1885.2 – Origin of Victoria Institute members, 1885 
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Figure 1885.3 – Occupational background of Victoria Institute members, 1885 
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Figure 1885.4 – Educational background of Victoria Institute members, 1885 

 

 

Figure 1885.5 – Denominational background of Victoria Institute members, 1885 
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Figure 1885.6 –Age of Victoria Institute members, 1885  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1885.7 – Gender of Victoria Institute members, 1885 
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Figure 1885.8 – Breakdown of membership class, 1885 

 

 

Figure 1885.9 – Duration (in years) of membership, 1885 
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Figure 1906.1 Location of Victoria Institute members, 1906 
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Figure 1906.2 Origin of Victoria Institute members, 1906 

 

 

Figure 1906.3 – Occupational background of Victoria Institute members, 1906 
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Figure 1906.4 – Educational background of Victoria Institute members, 1906 

 

 

 

Figure 1906.5 – Denominational background of Victoria Institute members, 1906 
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Figure 1906.6 – Age of Victoria Institute members, 1906 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1906.7 – Gender of Victoria Institute members, 1906 
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Figure 1906.8 - Breakdown of membership, 1906 
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Figure 1906.9 – Duration (in years) of membership, 1906 
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Figure 1926.1 – Location of Victoria Institute members, 1926 

 

 

 

Figure 1926.2 – Origin of Victoria Institute members, 1926 
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Figure 1926.3 – Occupational background of Victoria Institute members, 1926 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1926.4 – Educational background of Victoria Institute members, 1926 
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Figure 1926.5 – Denominational background of Victoria Institute members, 1926 
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Figure 1926.6 – Age of Victoria Institute members, 1926 

 

 

Figure 1926.7 – Gender of Victoria Institute members, 1926 
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Figure 1926.8 –Breakdown of membership, 1926 

 

 

 

Figure 1926.9 – Duration (in years) of membership, 1926 
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